
Vampirecat’s Baby Steps Summaries 

 

Ch. 267 

Basically, Coach Aoi showed Ei-chan the match where Aoi injured himself and another 

match that took place after his injury. Ei-chan thought the injury was the reason for the 

deterioration in Aoi's performance in the later match. Aoi said that wasn't the case. The 

faltering in his tennis was because he'd started to doubt himself and was lying to himself. 

In interviews, he'd claimed he'd come to terms with the risk of injury and had taken it in 

stride, but inside he was afraid of getting injured again. It was that lie that led to his 

decision to retire. He showed Ei-chan the over 20 pages of notes Ei-chan had written 

after the semifinal match with Kanda. All that points to Ei-chan being focused on the 

next match and is proof Ei-chan hasn't given up on his dream to become a pro. Ei-chan 

demands if what Coach Aoi is saying is "Become a pro." Aoi says that's not it because 

he knows how difficult it is to be a pro, just that whatever Ei-chan does, he mustn't lie to 

himself; otherwise Ei-chan would make a lie of everything he's done in his 2+ years of 

tennis. 

 

Ch. 268 

As Ei-chan takes his leave from Coach Aoi, Ei-chan apologizes for speaking 

impertinently to him. He gets home and calls Natchan and tells her about his 

conversation with Coach Aoi. Then he asks her what she'd think if he were to say he's 

aiming to become a pro. She says she would be happy, but it has nothing to do with 

what's happening between them because they don't know the best path, but no matter 

what he chooses, Ei-chan is Ei-chan. She asks him when he has to make a decision 

about college and he says the middle of the month. She tells him he still has time to 

think. If he's desperately forcing a decision, it's natural for him to get stumped. He 

should do what he's been doing up to now: think things over thoroughly without hurrying. 

She feels that if he does that, the most ideal choice will occur to him spontaneously. 

 

Some days later after practice at STC is over, Coach Aoi calls Ei-chan and tells him 

they'd received communication from the Tennis Association. This year participation will 

be extended to the Best 4 in the All-Japan Juniors—which mean Ei-chan gets to 

participate—of course, from the preliminaries. The tournament is in the middle of 

November, approximately 2 months from now, but Ei-chan has to give his decision on 

whether he'll participate or not within 3 days, because if he chooses not to participate, 

they have to get someone else to fill the vacancy. 

 



Coach Aoi explains the tournament determines the All-Japan Tennis champion among 

Japan's top tennis players of the year. Since it gathers the top JOP ranked pros and 

amateurs, Takuma will be there. And Coach Aoi has heard that the tournament 

organizers are currently negotiating for the participation of Ike. The other Best 4 (Nabae, 

Kanda, and Araya) will probably be there as well. Coach Aoi adds that making it through 

the preliminaries will be intense, so what will Ei-chan do? Ei-chan confirms he has 3 

days to give his decision, then rushes home to convince his parents. After their decision, 

Ei-chan contacts the tennis clubs of the universities that offered him a sports 

scholarship, then his school's principal. On the third day, Ei-chan (wearing a T-shirt with 

"staytrue"!) tells Coach Aoi he'll participate in the All-Japan Tennis championship, then 

he'd like to consider again whether he'll become a pro.  

 

Aoi says the universities probably won't wait until November for Ei-chan's decision. But 

Ei-chan informs him out of the 5 schools, 2 agreed to wait, so he's already declined the 

offers of the others. Aoi tells Ei-chan he has guts for turning them down already. Ei-

chan's decision on whether he turns pro depends on how far he gets this time. Even 

though he didn't win the All-Japan Juniors, he couldn't get himself to give up. So he'll 

think about it realistically and this time base his decision on everything, how far he gets 

in the the All-Japan championship. 

 

Ei-chan adds that before that decision, there are conditions that he'd set with his 

parents that he has to clear: first, getting results equal to an average pro player at that 

point in time [so he has to make it as far as an average pro in the tournament]; and 

second, securing funds to be able work as a pro [get sponsorship]. Aoi says Ei-chan 

raised the hurdle for himself, and adds that with 2 months there aren't any shortcuts. Ei-

chan says he tried thinking of a way to raise his standard the most in the 2 months. He 

consulted his school and it seems his standing is high enough that he can graduate 

even if he takes 60 days off from school; that's why he'd been consulting with various 

people up to now. He concludes by telling Coach Aoi that he intends to go to America 

again for the 2 months. 

 

Ch. 269 

Ei-chan's only accepting enough of an allowance from his parents to cover food 

expenses. He'll be staying with Ike, who's offered to help him find part-time work at the 

Florida Academy to cover his other expenses. And Ike offered to lend Ei-chan money if 

Ei-chan comes up short. Ei-chan's mother is kind of irked since Ei-chan's going out of 

his way not to be a burden on his parents, but he's totally willing to depend entirely on 



his friends. However, it was simply because when Ei-chan contacted Ike, Ike's reply 

overflowed with advice and offers of help and the assumption that Ei-chan would accept 

his offer, which made accepting his help so easy. 

 

Atsushi meets Ei-chan at the airport. Atsushi has given up on his dream of turning pro 

since he's already 20 and now works for the tennis academy. He tells Ei-chan about all 

the changes that's happened at the academy: new facilities etc., including a new name 

(IMG Academy). Krishna and Marcia are still around, so they're bound to show up 

eventually. Anyhow, Atsushi leaves Ei-chan with Ike.  

 

Ei-chan thanks Ike for his offers to help him with money and finding work. Ike says Ei-

chan's making it to the Best 4 in the All-Japan Juniors isn't bad, so why does Ei-chan 

seem depressed. Ei-chan says his goal was winning the championship. Ike looks struck 

by Ei-chan's answer then tells Ei-chan to change clothes quickly and partner him for a 

bit of practice. When Ei-chan gets flustered since he still has his luggage, Ike points out 

that since Ei-chan has his luggage he can change clothes, and that acting as his 

support is also one job. So it looks like Ei-chan might spend a lot of time serving as Ike's 

practice partner and Ike's rank is in the Top 50 worldwide. 

 

Ch. 270 

Anyhow, it turns out that the bit of practice Ike mentioned has Ike covering his half of the 

court, while the other half is split between Ei-chan and Ike's coach. Ei-chan notes that 

even though it's two on one, Ike's fielding all the shots perfectly. Ei-chan also has to 

attack, so even though he'd like to watch Ike's movements more, his attention is caught 

by the ball's elongation, which was too intense (more than he's accustomed to?), so he 

can't keep Ike in his field of vision. (Ike thinks Ei-chan's returns were getting better.)  

 

Seeing how well he (Ei-chan) can handle such balls was one reason he'd wanted to 

meet Ike. Ei-chan tries 1/64 control and Ike handles it "easily." Ei-chan tries a jump shot, 

which again Ike handles "easily." At the end of the practice, apparently nothing had 

worked at all against Ike. Ike asks if Ei-chan is okay. Ei-chan says normally he's fine 

with just that much; however, when Ike hits the ball, Ei-chan's field of vision narrows to 

the bound immediately following, and he's had to use his normal levels of concentration 

and leg strength. (Ike marvels at Ei-chan's self-analysis.) 

 

Ei-chan brings up the All-Japan championship and how he'd heard from Coach Aoi 

about the negotiations for Ike's participation. Ike says he's never participated, so he'd 



like to, but the championship won't contribute to his ATP rank, so due to contracts and 

various obligations, he doesn't know if he'll be able to. Ei-chan comments that even the 

No.1 JOP (Ike) wants to participate. Ike says that it's more that it's because there are a 

fair number of apparently fun guys in Japan whom he can't readily play with over in the 

States. Ei-chan asks if there's someone specific whom Ike wants to play against. Ike is 

noncommittal but adds that if he's right on the money with Ei-chan, he'll probably initiate 

a regular game. 

 

Ike takes Ei-chan to his home, and shows him around. Ei-chan will be using the guest 

room. Ike invites Ei-chan to use the kitchen, even though he rarely does since he 

usually eats out or at the academy. For part-time work, Ike asks if doing some cleaning, 

laundry, and shopping is acceptable to Ei-chan. Naturally, Ei-chan accepts. 

 

As Ei-chan unpacks, Ike confirms that Ei-chan doesn't have a driver's license. He tells 

Ei-chan he (Ike) is off tomorrow and has various errands to handle starting from early in 

the morning, but they're 15km from the academy. Ei-chan assures Ike it's no problem 

since he runs every morning. Ike accepts that and adds that he's not good at housework, 

so Ei-chan will save him trouble. Ei-chan says he'll do his best to be as useful as he can, 

so the first thing Ike asks is for Ei-chan to drop the formality. 

 

The next day Atsushi meets Ei-chan, and hands him a staff card since Ei-chan will be 

working as staff outside of his practice time. Atsushi's supposed to act as mentor and 

show him the ropes. He briefs Ei-chan on what the work entails: mainly management of 

the courts and balls, but maybe serving as an assistant in lessons for the general public, 

serving balls or as a practice partner. 

 

Then Alex and Krishna arrive. When Alex asks Ei-chan how he's been, Ei-chan says 

he's come to practice. Alex says since Ei-chan has two months, they should play 

somewhere and give Alex a chance at revenge for half a year earlier. Atsushi leads Ei-

chan away, then remembers to hand over Ei-chan's weekly schedule (with one hour on 

Tuesdays for "Vision"). He tells Ei-chan it incorporates Ronnie Medbury's feedback, 

then has to explain who Ronnie is. When Ronnie was playing, he reached No.4 in the 

world, and after he switched to coaching, he became a master who's guided a lot of top 

pros in the world. Atsushi attributes Ike's recent rise in the ranks to Ronnie's coaching. 

The rumor is that only those hopefuls who have the potential to reach the Top 10 get to 

meet Ronnie firsthand, so for Ei-chan to even get a bit of advice is super lucky for Ei-



chan. Ronnie's recommendation was for Ei-chan to try using this new facility that's been 

added since Ei-chan first came: the eye training room. 

 

Ch. 271 

Atsushi goes on a long spiel about how training the eyes can affect play, and then the 

rest of the participants in the vision training session arrive and surprise, surprise! One of 

them is Kanda whose parents are working in Florida. Kanda asks why Ei-chan is there, 

and Ei-chan explains the academy is affiliated with STC and that he'd been there before. 

Kanda attributes Ei-chan's sudden improvement to that previous training and 

remembers that Ei-chan will be participating in the All-Japan championship. When 

Atsushi asks if they're friends, Kanda flatly denies it and acts rather hostile. Atsushi tells 

them they should get along since they're all Japanese. 

 

The instructor arrives and Atsushi leaves. The instructor starts with a technical 

explanation about the eyes. Ei-chan's having difficulty with the English, so he asks 

Kanda for a translation. Kanda translates and wonders to himself if Ei-chan will be all 

right. The instructor then proceeds with a battery of tests to gauge the baseline of 

everyone's eye power. The first test is for peripheral vision: a button lights up on the 

board and pressing the lit button activates another button at random; they're supposed 

to keep at it for 15 seconds and see how many they get. The instructor shows them how 

it's done, then says the top scorers of the various vision tests are listed on the iVision 

Leaderboard. Kanda gets 13 in the first test, which puts him in the No.11 rank. Ei-chan 

is amazed, but Kanda says it's nothing special since there are around 20 people in 

No.11. Then Ei-chan gets 18, which puts him in No.3; he thinks the top score (Pete 

Gonzales's) is 20, so almost but not quite. 

 

They go through the rest of the tests and everyone is astounded by Ei-chan's results (all 

within the Top 10). The instructor thinks that with training, Ei-chan might surpass Pete. 

Ei-chan asks what sort of player Pete is, and is told Pete is the same age as Ei-chan 

and is expected to go pro that year. Ei-chan thinks that with training, he might be able to 

handle the sort of balls Ike had hit yesterday. Kanda remembers Ei-chan's reactions had 

been abnormally good even during the tournament, and he thinks he doesn't want to 

lose.  

 

The training session ends. Kanda asks Ei-chan what's next on his schedule, whether it's 

court practice. Ei-chan checks and realizes he's late for work. He thanks Kanda for his 

help and takes his leave. Apparently the "Tennis On-Court" from 10:00 to 12:30 in Ei-



chan's schedule from Mondays to Fridays is his part-time job. Kanda is left wondering, 

"Work?" Atsushi scolds Ei-chan for being late, then tells him to hurry and deliver the 

baskets of tennis balls to courts No.20 to No.30. 

 

Ch. 272 

Ei-chan finishes delivering the baskets of tennis balls to the various courts and feels a 

bit dizzy, which he attributes to exhaustion from the eye training. Kanda sees him and 

asks if he's considering getting a job at the academy since Kanda thought Ei-chan 

wanted to become a pro. Ei-chan says his decision is dependent on the All-Japan 

Championship. Ei-chan asks if Kanda has decided to turn pro. Kanda says he is, that it's 

nothing to hesitate about (unlike Ei-chan), then snarks that Ei-chan's lucky he can take 

part in the All-Japan (implying Ei-chan wouldn't be in position to decide on turning pro, 

otherwise).  

 

The snark creates tension between them, and then this tall guy butts in and says they 

mustn't quarrel, that he doesn't understand what was said but the atmosphere is 

obvious. The tall guy turns out to be Pete Gonzales. Atsushi, Coach Kevin, and some 

other guys including Alex and Krishna arrive for the practice session. Kevin says since 

there are new members, they'll have one-set games after warm-up exercises.  

 

Atsushi explains that the class is composed of pros and those about to turn pro, so it's 

an elite class. But because there are so many people, the results of the games will be 

used to divide the class into 2 groups: first string and second string. The first string will 

be overseen by Kevin, who's a famous coach of juniors. The elites are pros who are 19 

and below and have a world ranking of 500 and below, and national or international top 

juniors. Atsushi says that with Alex's results, he'll soon enter the Top 500. (Ei-chan 

thinks this is similar to Takuma's ranking.) Krishna, on the other hand, is among the 

world's top 10 juniors and plans to go to Japan to take part in the Super Juniors. Aside 

from Kanda, everyone else is expected to become top juniors in America.  

And there's Pete, who played baseball in middle school, then shifted to tennis in high 

school. Within 3 years, he'd won reached the finals of the US Open Juniors. 

 

Ei-chan goes up against Pete for the game. Ei-chan notices Pete has a fast serve, fast 

reflexes, that Pete might look easygoing but he doesn't waste his energy. Naturally, Ei-

chan loses 6-2, but Kevin notes that Ei-chan has progressed a lot in the time he's been 

gone. Ei-chan thinks that in the 2 months he's there, he has to be able to defeat Pete—

otherwise, he can't become a pro—and not just Pete but all the others present. He's 



elated and looking forward to seeing how far he can go in the 2 months. 

 

Krishna notes that Ei-chan lost but as expected he looks like he's enjoying himself. Alex 

suggests getting Ei-chan to show them his notes. Pete asks, "Notes?" Kanda thinks Ei-

chan is a disgusting guy (apparently because he doesn't mind losing). 

 

The next day Ei-chan's having lunch with Ike and enthusing over the rightness of his 

decision to come to the academy because there are lots of high-level players around. 

Ike notes Ei-chan really likes training. Anyhow, Ike stands up to go ahead but asks Ei-

chan to help out in his afternoon practice. Ei-chan says he'll come along since he wants 

to thank Coach Ronnie for his advice. They get to Ike's destination and the coach tells 

Ike to warm up: a 400-meter dash immediately followed by a 400-meter jog back to the 

starting line, to be done 10 times without any break, apparently to get him accustomed 

to performing in an oxygen-deprived state. The coach is shouting things like "If you want 

to fight to the bitter end until the second week of the Grand Slam, you have to build a 

body that won't accumulate fatigue!" and "The final set of the seventh match of five-set 

matches is when you have to move your best! If you understand that, don't slack off!" 

 

Ei-chan hears and sees all these and realizes he has to change something in his 

thinking, since he's just elated to be there and pitting himself against strong players: 

basically, this is no time for him to be elated. 

 

Ch. 273 

Ike finishes his warm-up. Ronnie tells Ike that was a good pace, but he can still become 

tougher. Ike tells Ei-chan that coach (Ronnie) is a demon, but recently he (Ike) has 

acquired the confidence that he can maintain his performance from the first match to the 

championship, thanks to Ronnie. Ei-chan apparently remembers how exhausted he'd 

been in the match against Kanda, and the prospect of being able to keep up his 

performance from the first match to the championship has him attempting Ike's warm-up 

for himself. He discovers that just one lap (400 meter dash + 400 meter jog back) is 

already hard. He's shown managing just 2 laps, but maybe he actually does 3 before he 

concludes that 10 is impossible, because Ronnie tells Ei-chan (through Ike's 

interpretation) not to push himself so suddenly. If Ei-chan is going to do it, he can start 

with 3 laps every other day, then if he doesn't feel any fatigue the next (no warm-up) 

day, he can increase his routine by one more lap. Ei-chan thanks Ronnie and Ike, then 

takes his leave. As Ronnie and Ike head to the courts for Ike's training, Ronnie tells Ike 

he understands Ike's feelings, that there's something about Ei-chan that makes Ronnie 



want to help Ei-chan for some reason. 

 

During the afternoon training, Ei-chan's body feels heavy because of the "warm-up," but 

he thinks he has to maintain his quality of play. After Ei-chan misses the target cone 

and makes way for the next guy, Atsushi asks him why he's already tired compared to 

yesterday. When Ei-chan says he's fine, Atsushi tells him his eyes and response to the 

ball are good, but his preparation before and follow-through after hitting the ball are slow. 

He shows Ei-chan a recording of Ei-chan on a tablet (another new development at the 

academy), which allows them to view on court the take from the monitor room, then 

shows a comparison with a top-class player (in this case, Ike). Ei-chan sees for himself 

the difference: his preparation is slow and his follow-through sluggish. Ei-chan wonders 

what sort of training he'd have to do to catch up with Ike. Even though he didn't intend to 

take the other guys lightly, he has to do something to defeat the guys above him.  

 

After training, Ei-chan and the others take a 3-km run along the beach. All the other 

guys seem fresh, but Ei-chan's obviously struggling. Kanda asks him if he's ok. Ei-chan 

says he is and apologizes for making Kanda worry. Kanda says if Ei-chan collapses he 

(Kanda) would probably have to do something, then requests that Ei-chan not drag his 

feet. He adds that the portions where the sand isn't stable can train the upper body, but 

those portions are physically exhausting. He also tells Ei-chan that if he thinks the 

sense of distance is the same as level ground, he'll get hurt, so he requests Ei-chan to 

be careful. Ei-chan remembers that match with Kanda and thinks his first priority is 

physical strength. 

 

They're met at their destination by Atsushi who says there's a bus waiting for those guys 

who give up, so they have the option of taking it for back to the academy after a 20-

minute rest. Pete jumps into the water. Alex asks him what he'll do on the trip back. 

Pete says if he runs, he'll get dry, then encourages everyone to join him. Alex refuses, 

preferring soccer or beach volleyball. Ei-chan thinks everyone else has strength to 

spare. 

 

Ei-chan gets hit by a soft, light tennis ball. It turns out Marcia is there and she 

recognizes Ei-chan. Kanda (who was jealous of Ei-chan's lovey-dovey behavior with 

Natsu) is apparently shocked that yet another girl is friendly with Ei-chan. Ei-chan tells 

Marcia—in Japanese—that she's gotten really mature in such a short time. She asks 

him what he's saying and tells him to speak English. Then this dark-skinned guy tells 

Marcia that Ei-chan said she's become sexy. Marcia is shocked and asks, "Really?" Still 



speaking Japanese, Ei-chan responds with "Saying sexy is a bit..." Marcia says Ei-chan 

doesn't seem like he'd be able to say something that smart in less than a year. She 

demands what he's been doing in the nine months and hasn't he been studying English. 

He replies in English that he's been playing tennis and hasn't been speaking English 

much, then adds that he's happy to be able to meet her again. Marcia says she's also 

happy and gives Ei-chan an interested smile that has Kanda making a face. 

 

Anyhow, it turns out Marcia is playing beach tennis. The dark-skinned guy with Marcia 

explains beach tennis is a sport that blends beach volleyball and tennis and is kind of 

similar to badminton. He introduces himself as Sawa and says he's a beach tennis pro. 

Apparently beach tennis doesn't have much of a history but it's becoming popular and 

there are courts even in Japan. When Ei-chan asks what Marcia is doing there, she 

says it's also training, not just messing around. Sawa explains that beach tennis can 

train the legs and torso, and the movements are similar to those for tennis, so recently 

there are players who adopt it for training. 

 

When Sawa offers to let Ei-chan try, Marcia challenges him to a game. She adds that if 

it's beach tennis, she won't lose. 

 

Ch. 274 

Ei-chan declines Marcia's challenge because the bus back to the academy is leaving in 

5 minutes, which disappoints Marcia. But after Alex tells him not to make Marcia sad, 

Ei-chan protests that they could play next time. (Kanda offers himself as an opponent 

but Marcia turns him down flat.) Sawa suggests Ei-chan come over on his next day off; 

Sawa explains he'll be at the beach all week so he'll be available to play with Ei-chan 

even on the weekend. Ei-chan suggests Saturday afternoon and Sawa agrees, so Ei-

chan asks Marcia if she's free on Saturday, and when she says she is, Ei-chan 

suggests having their game then. She accepts.  

 

In the days that follow, after meeting Marcia Wednesday, Ei-chan's whole body, 

including eyes and head, was screaming. Every day there's new training that he has to 

do, and he's realizing he has lots of deficiencies in many areas, but he sees no reason 

not to complete all the training; there's no point in concentrating on learning if he can't 

make use of it in an actual game. 

 

By Friday, Atsushi comments that Ei-chan seems a bit overworked. He says he 

understands wanting to become stronger quickly and feeling impatient, but if Ei-chan 



approaches training with a sense of obligation, that he "has to do something," the 

efficacy of the training will be reduced. Training should be done with as sense of "want 

to," not "have to." Ei-chan says he's been told that even by his coach in Japan, adding 

that he'd forgotten and he has to adopt that [thinking]. Atsushi hears that and reminds 

Ei-chan he ought to drop the "have to do" (as in "have to adopt that"). 

 

Atsushi wonders to himself if this (Ei-chan's?) way of frequently combining tenacity with 

the ability to get all good results is too much. Then he asks if Ei-chan has anything 

planned for when Ei-chan is off. Ei-chan says he's being challenged to beach tennis by 

Marcia on Saturday. Atsushi says it might be a nice break, adding that he'll come along 

so that Ei-chan won't push himself too much while he's tired. 

 

Come Saturday, Ei-chan and Atsushi arrive at the beach to find Kanda there with 

Marcia, Alex, and Sawa. When Ei-chan expresses surprise, Kanda explains he'd been 

living in the dorm of an all-boys school until recently, so it's impossible that he'd pass up 

a chance to play with a girl on his day off. He asks if Ei-chan understands and suspects 

he doesn't since Ei-chan is a guy who has a girlfriend. 

 

Sawa explains the rules for beach tennis. Since the ball shouldn't touch the ground, it 

requires volleying, and Ei-chan thinks volleying is a competition of reflexes, which 

means he might be able to do it—it might even be his specialty since he has proof that 

he has good eyes. Then Sawa adds that beach tennis is a doubles game, so Ei-chan 

ends up partnered with Kanda. After Ei-chan gets hit in the face and falls on his back, 

he realizes it doesn't hurt since the ball and the surface (sand) are soft. Ei-chan starts 

getting into the game and forgets that Kanda is there. 

 

Ei-chan thinks that since the opponent is closer in beach tennis, it seems he can train 

his reflexes. Since the ground is soft sand, he can train his sense of balance and 

improve the strength of his legs. Plus, since it's difficult to get injured, he can do plays 

that he'd just imagined. Then he concludes it's fun. (Kanda thinks what they're doing is 

similar to mini-games he'd done in Kabai.) 

 

Sawa comments in Marcia's hearing that the two (Ei-chan and Kanda) are amazing and 

not ordinary people. Sawa and Marcia win the first game, so they change courts. Sawa 

says in beach tennis, during change of court, the opponents exchange "high touches." 

While exchanging a high touch with Ei-chan, Sawa compliments him, saying his 

reactions are extremely good. Marcia, on the other hand, tells Ei-chan that even though 



Alex and Sawa have acknowledged Ei-chan, she hasn't acknowledged him. 

 

Alex comments that he doesn't remember acknowledging Ei-chan that much, while 

Atsushi thinks this might be good for Ei-chan's practice. Chapter ends. The blurb says 

"Ei-chan evolves even in the beach!?" 

 

Ch. 275 

Kanda and Ei-chan start getting their act together as a team. Ei-chan suffers another 

direct hit on the face. He thinks even though he'd prepared quickly, the ball had been 

too fast, so he hadn't been able to deal with it. Marcia points out it's because he moved 

away that he got hit. Sawa explains that because the net is high and they mustn't let the 

ball bounce, Ei-chan has to play the ball from a high position as much as possible, while 

shifting the body weight forward—at the same time as volleying. Basically, move 

forward. Both Ei-chan and Kanda take in the explanation; Kanda thinks the main point is 

to maintain a high offensive awareness and compares it to Kabai spirit. 

 

The game continues with Kanda serving. Sawa explains that the basic strategy in beach 

tennis is to make the opponent receive the ball in a low position and float (lob?) the ball, 

then hit that from above. Kanda gets fired up because the current situation doesn't earn 

him cool points. After Kanda makes a point, Ei-chan resolves to do the same. Kanda 

and he collide and both of them insist it's their ball. (Atsushi laughs, saying the two have 

the worst compatibility.) 

 

Marcia's team wins. Kanda says though it's "beach," two national top-level guys were 

defeated by a younger girl. Sawa disagrees, saying the two of them picked it up quickly; 

in the second half he got a bit serious. Ei-chan counters that it's more grueling than he'd 

thought, but adds that it was fun. Marcia says because she won, she'll get Ei-chan to 

listen to one thing she says. Ei-chan protests in Japanese, adding that he has a bad 

feeling... (Kanda mutters in Japanese that she can make him promise something 

improper.) Marcia orders them to speak in English, but Ei-chan passes it off as "it's 

nothing." So Marcia says that every Saturday Ei-chan's to come to the beach to be her 

practice partner. Ei-chan responds in Japanese that he'd be happy to, then continues in 

English with "sure, please." Then Ei-chan asks Marcia to teach him more about beach 

tennis since it's for tennis practice. Marcia kind of gets overwhelmed by his enthusiasm 

and plays cool with "well, it can't be helped." (Kanda wonders at "this feeling.") Atsushi 

introduces himself to Sawa as a coach at IMG. After getting to watch just now, he's 

gotten interested and wants to talk a bit with Sawa. Sawa invites Atsushi to experience 



beach tennis for himself. 

 

That night, Ei-chan has a video chat with Nat-chan. She says it sounds really interesting 

and notes that there are courts even in Japan. Then she suggests that when Ei-chan 

comes back, they play it together. (Teenage hormones raises its head as Ei-chan 

imagines Nat-chain in a bikini playing beach tennis. Since it's a video call, Nat-chan 

must have seen his expression.) Ei-chan apologizes then asks about Nat-chan's current 

plans. She tells him she'll be playing in Nagoya a month from now; it's become 

participation in an international tournament. She's going to aim for racking up points for 

world ranking in a pro match. Ei-chan says it's great, because she's the winner of the 

All-Japan Juniors she can take part. Nat-chan agrees, adding that she's joining as a wild 

card. She says among international tournaments, it's a small tournament because the 

total prize is $10,000, but it feels like she's finally at the starting line.  

 

Ei-chan wishes he could see that match. Nat-chan notes how far away he is, that even 

though it's morning at her end, it's night at his. She adds that it's kind of lonely but such 

instances might increase. Ei-chan agrees, but points out that being able to see her face 

while talking is better than what they had before (probably referring to the first time he 

went to Florida); then he gets second thoughts, because being able to see her makes 

him want to meet with her too much. Nat-chan says it's the same for her; then she tells 

him she really likes him, which flusters Ei-chan. Nat-chan starts to end the call, 

reminding him they'll talk again tomorrow. Ei-chan confirms this. After he ends the call, 

he thinks he wants to go home already. But if he goes home as he is now, he'll go home 

without accomplishing anything. He has to work hard and not lose to Nat-chan in the 

effort he puts out. 

 

Two days later, on Monday, Kevin tells everyone to listen up. Because everyone there 

(in the group) will be entering the Bradenton Open one month from now, as planned, 

they're to give it their all with the intention of winning. Ei-chan asks Atsushi what the 

Bradenton Open is, whether it's a tournament. Atsushi says it is, explaining that it's a 

local tournament with a total prize of $10,000. He adds that because IMG is a sponsor 

of the tournament, Ei-chan also ought to enter as a wild card. Since players from around 

the world, not just America, will be taking part, Atsushi thinks it will be a good 

experience for him. Ei-chan thinks "international players in a $10,000-dollar 

tournament...that's a tournament on the same level as the one Nat-chan will be taking 

part in...isn't that an international tournament where pros take part?" Then Atsushi 

suggests they make it a chance for Ei-chan to get world ranking. 



 

Blurb says: "Ei-chan's debut in an international competition before the All-Japan" and 

"The next issue, issue 50! The most significant announcement in the history of the 

series! With color opening pages and a big increase in pages, for a total of 30 pages!" 

 

Ch. 276 

Well, the significant announcement is what I expected: Baby Steps will be adapted to 

anime. It will air in spring 2014 on NHK's E TV. The second color page is an anime 

visual. The actual chapter is 26 pages + 2 color pages + 2 (apparently) pages for the 

article about the anime adaptation = 30 pages. 

 

Anyhow, Ei-chan's shocked by Atsushi's suggestion that he take part in the Bradenton 

Open. He asks whether Atsushi means Ei-chan can take part in an international 

tournament that pros will participate in. Atsushi confirms this. Ei-chan proceeds to take 

out his "Tennis 64" notebook and opens it to a diagram of tennis pro levels: ITF Futures 

series ($10,000–$15,000), ATF Challenger Tour ($35,000–$125,000), ATP Tour 250, 

ATP Tour 500, ATP Tour Masters 1000, Grand Slam. He points to the base and says 

that's this in the diagram. Atsushi agrees, explaining that if Ei-chan earns points and 

increases his ranking here, he can earn more points, and even more, he can take part 

in higher tournaments. He adds that Ei-chan can take part in the Bradenton Open 

through IMG's sponsor endorsement. World ranking is decided by the total points 

acquired from the results of 18 matches played within one year; that's why lower-ranked 

players want to take part in and win tournaments where they can earn lots of points and 

they go around the world in search for more advantageous circumstances. 

 

Then Ei-chan asks Atsushi if he wins and acquires points, that's also acquiring world 

ranking. Atsushi agrees. Ei-chan adds, if he wins the first round, what rank would he 

get? Atsushi's taken aback (Just the first round?) and isn't sure but guesses around 

1700. But he encourages Ei-chan, saying that since only those at pro level will take part, 

just winning the first round is great. Alex who's a pro in the 500 level is aiming for the 

championship. Since it's a tournament that can become their pro foothold, even if they 

can't accept prize money as amateurs, they should go and win. Atsushi ends, saying 

that they should aim for the top, not to mention first round. 

 

Ei-chan had been thinking becoming a pro is something in the future but suddenly it's 

become something immediate. He remembers the requirements of his promise to his 

parents (sponsor + pro level achievement) and thinks that winning here (Bradenton 



Open) can appeal to sponsors. So for that purpose, in one month's time he has to get to 

a level where he can defeat the IMG guys who'll take part. So he continues everything 

he's been doing as training, including beach tennis, for two weeks, and in his third week 

in Florida the fruits of his efforts started to show in a practice match with Pete. Even 

though it's afternoon Ei-chan's mind and body aren't tired. He tries a jump shot, which 

Pete returns easily, then an angled shot. Pete gets that too and comes to the front for 

the final stroke, winning the match 6-4.  

 

Ei-chan thinks even though he's gotten better and is able to play like himself, he's had 8 

consecutive defeats. When Kanda steps forward for his match, he thinks Ei-chan has 

stabilized his jump shot. Ei-chan studies the data he's collected on Pete. Apparently 

Pete's strongest weapon is his forehand, but there's a big difference between Pete's 

and Alex's. Then he compares himself with Pete and concludes that Pete surpasses 

him physically even though their tennis experience is the same (both started in high 

school). But he thinks he's able make up for the difference with his data analysis during 

actual practice, and that's why he's started to drive Pete though not to the point of 

defeating him—at least he's not able to reach that next step. He thinks the requirement 

for a pro is results and wonders if there's nothing he can do with the tournament about a 

week away and his return to Japan in less than a month. 

 

The next day Pete discovers Ei-chan (with Kanda apparently tagging along) playing 

beach tennis. He hadn't known they'd been doing something that fun in the weekends, 

even though Pete is Kanda's roommate. He tells Kanda to invite him along. Then he 

requests to be allowed to join in. Alex says Marcia will explain the rules. Pete asks if 

Marcia is Alex's younger sister; she confirms this and proceeds with her explanation. 

Pete subs in, so it's Ei-chan and Kanda vs. Alex and Pete. Service is on Ei-chan's side 

and he thinks to target Pete at the start. Pete turns out to be even stronger than Ei-chan 

expected.  

 

At change court, Pete wonders aloud if he and Alex should play farther from the net. 

This pricks Kanda's pride, especially when Pete hints at the differences in their heights. 

When Ei-chan asks Kanda what Pete meant by that, Kanda says Pete is looking down 

on them. Kanda says that if it's control, Ei-chan is the best between them, but if it's a 

smash, it's Kanda, so he proposes they cooperate and show Pete the skill and spirit of 

the Japanese. So they apply the fundamental strategy of beach tennis. When they take 

the first point, Ei-chan notes they have more experience in beach tennis.  

 



Pete realizes their strategy and applies it himself. When Pete uses a drop shot, Ei-chan 

counters it with his own using an underspin. (Pete notes the speed of Ei-chan's 

reaction.) After Kanda smashes to take the point, Ei-chan thinks however tall Pete might 

be, he has to lob a ball that's lower than the net—and that seems to be the key Ei-

chan's been looking for. He wonders if he can apply it to an ordinary tennis match with 

Pete. He'd just been considering the physical, response time, power, and speed, and 

with the tempo (fast/slow) for his finishing jump shots, he'd been using "fast." He 

considers capitalizing on "fast" in change of page...a "slow" shot...using that accurately 

with good timing, if he can make his opponent play the ball from a low position...if he 

can strengthen his underspin even in tennis more... 

 

Blurb: Will it turn into provisions for the end of the consecutive defeats and for rapid 

world progress!? 

 

Ch. 277 

After Ei-chan's realization, he gets Atsushi to help him master his underspin on Sunday 

(five days before the Bradenton Open). He has Atsushi hitting balls of different speeds 

and heights to his forehand so he could practice returning them with a slice that confers 

a strong underspin to the ball, since a forehand slice is a shot that's used infrequently. 

Ei-chan thinks that with control and proper timing of the shot, it might become a weapon 

to destroy his opponents. Atsushi allows for two hours of practice since it's supposed to 

be a rest day, during which time Ei-chan's able to improve his control and speed and 

practice using a forehand slice in a rally. Pete sees them practicing as he gets back 

from visiting his family. Atsushi calls an end to the practice since it's already been two 

hours. Pete comments that Japanese are really into studying, but Atsushi says Ei-chan 

is special even among them. Pete discovers Ei-chan's notes that he'd heard about and 

is apparently shocked by the detailed contents. He asks why Ei-chan can take things 

that far, and Ei-chan says it's to get stronger. Pete thinks Ei-chan's working hard to 

become a pro for his family, but Ei-chan says it's for himself. Pete marvels that Ei-chan 

can be so stoic for himself. Pete shows a picture of his family. Ei-chan's amazed that 

Pete has so many relatives: parents, grandparents, old brother, two older sisters, 

younger sister, the family of his uncle. A big family but not that well-off, so Pete is 

aiming to become a tennis pro to support them. Atsushi says that sort of thing is 

common in the States, and Ei-chan is further amazed that this innocent, cheerful guy is 

shouldering such a burden. 

 

Three days before the Bradenton Open, Ei-chan is eating (probably lunch) with Ike 



when Krishna returns. He'd been to Japan to take part in the Super Juniors. Ei-chan 

asks how he fared, and Krishna says he made it to the finals but lost to Nabae and 

wonders why Nabae is still a junior (meaning not yet pro). Ei-chan says he thinks Nabae 

will soon turn pro. Krishna says there are lots of strong Japanese players besides Ike. 

Atsushi adds that for the first time there are Japanese players besides Ike with a world 

ranking less than 300, so this year's All-Japan Championship seems exciting. Then Ike 

reveals he'll be taking part in the All-Japan Championship, that's why he'll go to Japan 

with Ei-chan. Ei-chan says Ike should have told him sooner, when it was decided. Ike 

replies that he was thinking of surprising Ei-chan, but Ei-chan thinks Ike had forgotten 

about it until just then. Ei-chan has a week left before returning to Japan and as soon as 

he arrives in Japan the preliminaries for the All-Japan Championship will begin. He 

concludes he's definitely gotten stronger in the two months, but what he wants is results. 

Pete arrives and asks if everyone has seen the draw for the Bradenton Open. Alex is 

the No.2 seed, and Ei-chan's first-round opponent is Pete. 

 

Ch. 278 

It's the day before the Bradenton Open and while waiting for Ike, Ei-chan does that first 

eye test he'd done. When Ike arrives, Ei-chan says he has to return the key to the room, 

so Ike says he'll go ahead to the car park. The iVision Leaderboard now lists Ei-chan as 

the leader for the Concentration Board at 15 secs (21) and for the Rotary Pursuit at 10 

feet (33), displacing Pete. But for the Concentration Board, Pete is still listed as the 

leader at 25 secs. 

 

On the drive home, Ike comments that it's finally tomorrow and Ei-chan's first-round 

opponent is Pete. Ei-chan says he hasn't beaten him even once during practice. Ike 

notes Pete is a guy who's going to become quite strong in their generation. When Ei-

chan asks if Ike knows Pete, Ike says Pete was the first guy he'd gotten friendly with 

when he came to Florida, though Pete was still playing baseball. 

 

Ike relates Pete's story, how his father had been quite a good baseball player up to high 

school but hadn't been able to go pro and worked over 30 years as staff of his 

hometown baseball team. When Pete's father noticed that Pete was the most talented 

among the 5 siblings, he trained Pete from morning to night in baseball starting from 

childhood, and by the time Pete was 13 the scouts of the baseball teams in his area had 

their eyes on him.  

 

Around that time, Pete's father noticed Florida Academy (now IMG Academy) because 



though its scope was small, it had adopted progressive exercise and mental training. 

Even though it only had a tennis program then, it hired a baseball specialist for Pete's 

sake (LOL at the pun), which became the foundation of IMG's baseball program. But 

since Pete's family isn't well-off, they didn't have enough even though his father took a 

loan from relatives. His mother and older siblings worked to raise funds for Pete's 

training. In his family, Pete was given preference in everything: quiet when Pete was 

sleeping; exclusive use of the family car; food... It was intense and only during the times 

Pete played tennis with Ike during breaks in Florida Academy could he forget everything.  

 

Comparing the 14-year-old Pete to now, Ike says he's completely different, that he used 

to be tense and unapproachable, because he'd been bound firmly by the expectations 

of not just his family and relatives, but also his school and hometown. Because of that, 

when he was 15 at a state baseball tournament, he got into a big fight after he was hit 

by the baseball on the shoulder when it was his turn at bat, and he nearly hurt people 

badly. Pete realized he couldn't take the pressure and told his parents he wanted to quit 

baseball.  

 

The outcome was he was able to continue the tennis he liked with the remaining money 

that had been paid to Florida Academy, even though he disappointed a lot of people. 

That caught the coaches' attention and the coaching fees were immediately waived. 

Three years later, he won reached the finals of the US Open Juniors. Ike concludes 

Pete might be better suited to tennis than baseball. 

 

Ei-chan comments that in the picture Pete had shown him, everyone had looked close, 

so he hadn't known something like that had happened. Ike says he'd also seen it and it 

seems it was a picture from a party just a few days ago with all Pete's relatives when 

Pete received the advance payment on contract money from a sports equipment maker 

that had secretly scouted him. Ike notes there are all sorts of guys over here (in 

America). 

 

That night Ei-chan reviews his notes and thinks that in the one and a half months of 

training with Pete, Pete always looked like he was enjoying tennis, but it wasn't because 

he was freed of all that pressure since he's still bearing pressure and nothing much has 

changed from that time. The difference is that it's Pete's choice. Once Pete had been 

crushed by the unrelenting pressure, but after he discovered tennis, he chose to bear it 

again even though he knows the weight. Pete chose that way of life, to shoulder that life 

and his family's expectations. Ei-chan thinks he has to defeat a guy who's living that 



way—then he immediately corrects himself, that he "wants to defeat" him. 

 

The next day Alex arrives at IMG to register for the tournament as No.32—and he's 

greeted by Ei-chan who assigns him court No.8 for practice. Alex demands what Ei-

chan is doing, and Ei-chan explains he's manning the reception desk. Alex counters that 

Maruo's also a participant, isn't he? They're overheard by staff who say they hadn't 

known that Ei-chan who works with them was such a strong player that he's taking part 

in a big tournament. Another guy says because Ei-chan learns his jobs quickly and is 

polite and punctual, he'd thought Ei-chan's main focus was his job. The first guy adds 

that since Ei-chan came, ball management has been surprisingly punctual and even the 

coaches are happy. Ei-chan doesn't quite get what they're saying, just the gist that he's 

being praised. Atsushi says that though Ei-chan isn't very good with words, he's loved ... 

or maybe that's why he's loved. The woman says Ei-chan's been helping out with 

preparations since morning and he's been a big help, so it's all right for him to go and 

practice now. They add that everyone on staff is rooting for him, so he's to do his best. 

Ei-chan thanks them. 

 

Pete's told by his nephew to do his best and Pete says to leave it to him. 

 

The umpire announces the first round of the Bradenton Open will be a 3-set match 

between Pete and Ei-chan with Pete's service play. Ei-chan thinks he has enough data 

on Pete's serves. End of chapter. 

 

Ch. 279 

The onlookers comment that Pete's match is starting. Someone notes that Pete's a 

rising star who became the runner-up in the US Open Juniors (ack, I misread it: Pete 

hadn't won the US Open Juniors, sorry about that) two and a half years after he started 

playing tennis seriously. They say his serve is in a different league: he swings 

downward 2 meters to serve at speeds over 200 kph. His mass-production of aces is 

exhilarating.  

 

When Ei-chan manages to hit Pete's serve, the onlookers say he responded well. Pete's 

second serve was even faster, but Ei-chan manages to return it. He thinks he's good, 

that he can already compete "here," but because Pete has good eyes, Ei-chan will 

prepare firmly so as not to allow the course to be read. He thinks as he dashes to the 

net that Pete's reaction is fast but if it's this, Ei-chan has the upper hand. If it's this 

timing, Pete would have difficulty hitting any stroke other than a straight—then Pete 



forcibly hits a cross. Ei-chan manages to return the ball and score. He thinks that up to 

now he wouldn't have reached that distance, and he speculates his being able to decide 

and jump at the ball was thanks to beach tennis.  

 

The onlookers say Ei-chan is also fairly high level. They're continually amazed that Ei-

chan's able to return Pete's serves even though he's hitting good ones. Pete thinks it's 

fine since he got the point, but he isn't able to get an ace, and he suspects he's being 

read. Ei-chan thinks that in a deuce court a slice serve to his forehand side would go out 

by the time he recognizes the type of ball and he won't reach a considerable proportion 

of the balls if he doesn't read them (argh! I'm not sure I got that right) but he concludes 

that Pete's three serves match the data he'd collected in the month and a half. Pete has 

a habit of bringing his rear foot close in the direction he's going to hit the ball (by the art, 

if Pete's rear foot is past the alignment with his fore foot, it will be wide; if it's not past, 

it's center). Ei-chan thinks it's not 100%, but before Pete hits the ball, Ei-chan can 

already read it. It's a big habit but Pete hasn't fixed it, probably because if his shot goes 

in, he scores. It's proof that up to now Pete hasn't played against someone who 

thoroughly attacked that habit. He thinks it's an indication of lack of experience even 

though Pete's tennis history is no different from Ei-chan's, that or the softness of the 

environment "here" (overseas). Ei-chan's able to call the next serve as a center, but it's 

fast—and it was faster than before (so Pete is ramping up the speed). He wonders how 

far Pete's going to adjust the risk he's taking, and if so, that just Ei-chan's being able to 

return it has to be big. 

 

Pete thinks that as far as returning the serve just now is concerned, it isn't because Ei-

chan has gotten used to it from playing against him several times during practice; he 

concludes his serve is being read. If that's the case, if he doesn't hit an unreturnable 

serve and find a clear solution... Ei-chan reads Pete's next serve as a center, but thinks 

that if he moves too quickly, Pete can change the course just before he hits, so Ei-chan 

has to wait until the last moment. Ei-chan's able to return the ball well and thinks he 

might have a bit of an advantage. He hits the ball to an open court, and Pete hits it into 

the net, bringing the score to 40-30. 

 

The onlookers start wondering about Pete's opponent. They note that he's Japanese, 

but they've never heard of him. 

 

Pete thinks he's leading but he/the situation doesn't feel very good. He's used to having 

an overwhelming advantage with his serves, and he can't find his rhythm. Ei-chan thinks 



the beginning even has the biggest critical moment: if he can break Pete's serve 

(service game?), it will be big. It's a center and the fastest yet. Ei-chan's able to return it 

but it's a chance ball. He wonders which side Pete will aim for, but then Pete hits a drop 

shot to win the game. The onlookers praise Pete, saying for someone with his 

experience he's good with that delicate shot, which was something of a gamble. 

 

Pete thinks that no matter how many times he aimed for an ace, he hadn't been able to 

get even one. He thinks Ei-chan is different from how he's been up to now. Ei-chan 

thinks he hadn't been able to break, but is sure he can break the deadlock of Pete's 

serve. He concludes that if he can keep his serves (service games?) reliably, he has a 

good enough chance of winning.  

 

Blurb for the next chapter: The serve countermeasure bore fruit! Will he keep and 

improve his advantage!? 

 

The No.2/No.3 combined issue will have the latest information about the anime. 

Continues in #280: Timing. 

 

V29 Extra: 

Some girls were loudly admiring Ike in school. Natsu's friends think she's paired off with 

him and ask if his popularity makes her uncomfortable. Natsu's surprised to hear this. 

When she tries to view Ike in a romantic light, especially after he reveals that Ogata has 

a girlfriend, she learns Ike prefers tennis practice to playing with a girl. She eventually 

realizes that even though she'd said she would become Ike's bride when they grow up, 

she actually doesn't want to be inferior to Ike. So when Ike informs her of his decision to 

train abroad, she wholeheartedly encourages him without any hesitation, warns him to 

watch out for injuries, and immediately asks when he's going—which surprises Ike 

because he thought she likes him. Then he waves her off, saying he's sorry but he 

considers her like a sibling or a good friend. He orders her to look for a better guy than 

him. She says if he goes on that way, she won't worry about him even though he's 

abroad. After he leaves Japan, she looks up in the sky and thinks she'll catch up with 

him someday. Then she enters high school. And she wonders if she can ever meet a 

better guy than Ike. And right across the aisle from her during the entrance ceremony is 

Ei-chan. 

 

 

 



Ch. 280 

The onlookers marvel at Ei-chan's ability to return Pete's serves. One of them adds that 

it seems Ei-chan is a Japanese of the same age as Pete. 

 

Ei-chan's determined to keep his service game and then connect it to a break. So he 

starts with a wide, fast slice serve, then returns the ball with a lively (strong?) spin to a 

spot so deep in the back court that Pete can't overtake and cut in (probably so Pete has 

no choice but to hit it with a backhand). Ei-chan's able to force Pete to return it with a 

rising shot. He thinks in that case, there's no time for Pete to recover, which is why Ei-

chan also hits a rising shot to get the first point in the second game. Ei-chan thinks if his 

serve goes as he aims, he can duly get a point. He's gotten that much stronger because 

of the one and a half months. 

 

The guy with Pete's nephew notes Ei-chan doesn't have power, but he's skillful. Pete's 

nephew shouts encouragement. 

 

Pete thinks it's not just because Ei-chan has gotten better, but that he's also 

researching. It's said that a one-handed backhand can generally reach farther shots 

than a two-handed backhand, but it's difficult to hit a high shot. Pete thinks that even 

during practice, Ei-chan has been aiming for a high area with Pete's backhand just like 

now. If that's the case... 

 

Ei-chan thinks that it's impossible for everything to go as he aims, that Pete always aims 

for the slow serves in Ei-chan's tempo. That's why he has to hit it deep. Pete's able to 

return Ei-chan's serve well. Ei-chan thinks Pete's has taken away the advantage of it 

being Ei-chan's serve through his good eyesight, reach, and power, but he mustn't lose 

here in ability. Pete was able to anticipate Ei-chan's shot and overtake it, so he's able to 

return it with his forehand, then rush up front to tie the score. Ei-chan attributes this to 

the numerous practice matches they'd played, so Pete's familiar with how Ei-chan plays 

and up to now Ei-chan's suffered 8 consecutive defeats. Ei-chan concludes it's not 

sufficient to exert all his power, he also has to use it well. Pete's net ball brings the 

score to 30-15. Ei-chan thinks it will go well if he attacks the course (down the center?) 

with a fast serve, but his fast serve is effective only after a slow serve. To make the best 

use of "fast," "slow" becomes necessary. If he's shooting for that spot, he has to 

continue misleading Pete and accept the risk from the course. (Pete thinks Ei-chan's 

next serve is a good serve.) Ei-chan thinks he mustn't concede this advantage (his 

serve?). Before he's pressured by Pete's stroke, he has a bit of an edge...or at worst, 



their situations are even...in a situation where a proactive attack is made...attack 

persistently with a slice. 

 

Pete's shocked by the forehand slice. It's a shot Ei-chan hasn't hit up to now and it's to a 

place he didn't hit. He thinks Ei-chan hit a slice and it's fast and the course is good—and 

it's low! Ei-chan thinks when he made the tall Pete handle the low ball carefully, it's 

enough...the ball has to go high when it's scooped up from below. If it's this, the jump 

shot that wasn't a deciding shot up to now will be a deciding one. The jump shot brings 

the score to 40-15. Pete wonders if Ei-chan's been hiding that shot. Pete thinks he (no 

idea if he means himself or Ei-chan) reflexively became too careful. 

 

Ei-chan thinks it went as he aimed. He's used the forehand slice in an actual match. If 

this decides it, it will be big. Pete notes that Ei-chan's serve is also a slice and tells 

himself "that's why don't be passive with slow balls." Ei-chan thinks one more blow: 

attack the course with a curving spin. Pete thinks it's become slow → slow, and he 

wonders if the next is a jump shot. He sees Ei-chan's preparation and recognizes it as 

the form for the forehand slice earlier. Then Ei-chan hits a drop shot that catches Pete 

by surprise to win the game. (Yeah! Payback! A drop shot for a drop shot!) 

 

The onlookers praise it as a nice drop shot, adding that there's no excitement but Ei-

chan's good. Pete thinks he was played. It's certainly a drop shot...he'd been thrown into 

confusion. Ei-chan thinks he was able to make Pete hesitate with the forehand slice. It's 

only one shot; however, if it's included in change of pace, his attack patterns will 

increase innumerably...at least they should. Though he says that, he believes he needs 

more experience including the forehand slice in his attacks...anyhow, he'll use it well. 

 

Atsushi arrives and is surprised to see Ei-chan has more of an advantage than he'd 

expected. Pete's nephew asks for reassurance that Pete will win. The guy with him tells 

him not to worry. He reminds the boy that Pete had been a a fearsomely strong batter, 

no matter what sort of pitcher he faced. Whatever opponent Ei-chan might be, Pete will 

throw him down for sure. End chapter.  

 

Blurb says, "With the power of a slugger who smashed one ace after another...!?" Since 

this issue was a double issue, the next issue will probably be out next week. But the 

next issue is another double issue, so the release after that one will probably be the 

week after New Year's Day. 

 



Ch. 281-282 

So in ch.281, Pete had quickly grasped the timing of Ei-chan's forehand slice and he 

believes Ei-chan is reading him. In the start of ch.282, Ei-chan think Pete is dealing 

quite quickly with his tempo, but since Ei-chan can generally read the course of Pete's 

serves, he has a hint on how to attack them. Ei-chan sees from Pete's stance that the 

serve is going to be wide, he responds, but Pete hits a net ball (apparently deliberately). 

Ei-chan's reaction confirms Pete's suspicion that Ei-chan is reading his stance, and 

Pete thinks he has to change something. 

 

Pete looks like he's about to serve wide, but it's a center. Ei-chan thinks Pete modified 

his serve and wonders if he'd moved too boldly. But he also notes that serve was slower 

than Pete's previous serves. Since Pete has modified his serve, then Ei-chan thinks he'll 

just observe Pete closely, then move. For the next serve, Pete's stance doesn't hint at 

either wide nor center. Ei-chan isn't able to read Pete's serve, but because of the 

change, the serve is slower, so Ei-chan's able to return it. Both conclude that the status 

quo is even. 

 

Pete observes Ei-chan's form and wonders if it's for another forehand slice. Ei-chan 

thinks that even if he just hits a forehand slice, it will be targeted by Pete. Pete thinks a 

jump shot is impossible from Ei-chan's form. Supposing it's a rising shot at normal 

speed...a drop shot is also possible...if it's a slow slice, he'll match the tempo and take a 

chance... It's a forehand slice...but it's fast! The ball hits the net then lands on Pete's 

side, bringing the score to 30-30 and for some reason Ei-chan apologizes.  

 

The onlookers marvel at Ei-chan's last shot. Even though it was a slice, it was quite fast. 

Someone wonders if a slice can be hit that fast. Pete wonders if Ei-chan has more than 

one type of slice. Atsushi is shocked that Ei-chan used "that" seriously. 

 

Ei-chan thinks that shot going in just now was luck. Flashback to his training. Atsushi 

tells Ei-chan that if he can control the shot with that much power, it won't be easily 

countered. Then Ei-chan asks if he might try hitting an even faster slice. Atsushi is 

shocked. Ei-chan explains that to come up with a countermeasure for Pete, he's 

researching baseball, and it seems that a straight ball in baseball has the same 

underspin as the slice. If he can hit a fast ball with an underspin, he wants to increase 

the variations of his forehand slice. Atsushi tells him that theoretically it's possible to hit 

such a ball, but the risk isn't balanced by the effectiveness. Ei-chan asks if it's possible. 

Atsushi says it is, but points out it's incredibly difficult: in tennis, there's the net; then the 



underspin will flatten the shot's trajectory; and if the speed is increased, the shot will go 

out when it's not hit well. Even if he succeeds, the percentage doesn't warrant the risk 

for one point. Atsushi says he understands Ei-chan's desire to expand the scope of his 

change of pace, but he advises against pushing it too far. Ei-chan tells Atsushi he 

believes it will be necessary for him for the All-Japan championship, because he has to 

go up against players who are physically stronger than him. He wants to have 

something others don't, even if it's inefficient. He wants to return to Japan with that 

something. For him, the worst thing is not being able to win even if he's gotten stronger. 

He's been searching all along for what he needs to produce results. End flashback. Ei-

chan thinks that if it goes in, it's a gain. But even if it doesn't go in, if he can make Pete 

even a little conscious of it, then it's a success. Using even a pretense [I suppose he 

means bluffing] will become a weapon. 

 

Pete thinks it's impossible for that sort of ball to go in just like that. He also won't let Ei-

chan read the course of his serve, but because Pete's self-conscious of the way he 

serves, the ball goes into the net. Ei-chan thinks Pete hasn't been able to correct his 

form, so now is his biggest chance. Ei-chan decides to return the second serve firmly. 

Pete thinks it's not yet a disadvantage and tells himself to be patient, he'll aim for the 

back court and avoid Ei-chan's forehand. But Ei-chan gets ahead of the ball and sets up. 

Pete wonders if it will be a slice and whether it will be a fast ball or a slow one. Ei-chan's 

form blocks Pete's view of Ei-chan's wrist. In order to deal with whatever it is, he'll 

assume it will be a fast jump shot. Ei-chan hits a normal jump shot, but Pete's return hits 

the net, bringing the score to 40-30: break point. Ei-chan thinks he absolutely won't let 

the next one get away. 

 

Atsushi says the two are maneuvering, but he concludes that Ei-chan is the one who's 

able to play his own tennis, while Pete isn't able to play his usual game of overwhelming 

his opponent through his physical ability and his senses, that using his notes on Pete 

and the forehand slice he honed into a weapon, Ei-chan has lured Pete into playing his 

[Ei-chan's] tennis. Ei-chan wins the game, bringing the score to 2-1 in his favor. For the 

first time in 9 matches, Ei-chan breaks Pete's game and leads. End chapter. 

 

So Ei-chan's tactic to break the game was forcing Pete to think of his moves and plays. 

The conscious effort reduces the strength and control of Pete's hits because he can't 

just go with muscle memory. But if Pete plays by habit, Ei-chan can read him. 

 

 



Ch. 281 Extra 

The end of ch.281 has an extra with the results of Ei-chan's one-set practice matches 

and commentary from the mangaka: 

vs Pete: 2-6; 1-6; 3-6; 4-6; 2-6; 4-6; 5-7; 4-6 

At the beginning, even holding against that power and excellent reactions was intense, 

but in the latter half, he'd gotten to the point of being able to rally. 

vs Alex: 1-6; 3-6; 4-6; 2-6 

He mostly isn't able to use his previous data. He's harassed by (Alex's) improved 

forehand. 

vs Krishna: 4-6; 5-7; 7-6; 6-4 

Twice he wins by persistence. Krishna's deciding power when playing a good game is 

better. 

vs Kanda: 4-6; 6-7; 4-6; 6-4; 7-6; 3-6; 6-4; 7-5 

Kanda's egg ball has a good affinity with IMG's hard court. The start was a hard fight. In 

the latter half, he'd begun to win. As a result, it's a tie. 

 

Ch. 283-284 

Ei-chan takes the first set, but with Pete finally noticing that his father had made a rare 

appearance in this match (apparently he doesn't make a point of attending Pete's tennis 

matches), Pete might take the second set. This feels like a set-up for the match lasting 

3 sets, maybe even a tie breaker. 

 

Pete's flashback underlined how supportive his family is: his father said the family 

supported Pete's baseball because they enjoyed seeing him flourishing (putting great 

effort), but if the result is Pete ceasing to function (he mentioned seeing Pete throwing 

up in the middle of the night), then they had their priorities wrong. So in the second set, 

Pete wants to show them that and to play his sort of tennis. Ei-chan expects Pete to 

change something as a result of losing the first set, so to make the most of being a set 

up on Pete, he's going to "press for answers," which probably means he's going to 

experiment and try all sort of higher-risk techniques and shots he's rarely used up to 

now. 

 

Ch. 288 

Hmm...some analysis from Ronnie in the latest chapter, so I guess I'll summarize it. 

 

Ch.288 opens with Ei-chan thinking that the 9th game in the second set is the most 

important game up to now, that if he wants to continue a match like this, there's nothing 



to do but take it here and win. The distribution of the courses of Pete's serves up to 

now: 45% (wide), 21%, 34% (center). The distribution following awareness of this 

percentage... In the beginning, he was able to read the course from Pete's form, but 

now it's different. About 40% of the courses are different from how Pete's form appears. 

Probably because the speed drops when Pete corrects his form, he'll give some 

preference to his usual serve. Taking that into consideration, Ei-chan will predict the 

course of the serve comprehensively. The habitual form is wide...furthermore, from the 

course percentage, he should watch out for a wide. Pete notes that Ei-chan was able to 

touch his serve. For the next serve, Ei-chan turns his awareness to the percentage for 

the courses of the ad court: 40% (center), 8%, 52% (wide). Pete's habit says center. 

The serve is ruled a fault.  

 

Ei-chan thinks he has a chance with the second serve because Pete is cautious and on 

numerous occasions he's corrected his form. Ei-chan sees Pete's form is for wide, and 

puts a strong lookout for center. It's a center and he returns it deep. Ei-chan thinks that 

if Pete won't come forward with this ball, he'll use a high-speed slice confidently. Pete 

wonders if the ball will go out, but it goes in and he sees Ei-chan at the net. Ei-chan 

thinks he can't give Pete time to return, and ties the score at 15-15. Ei-chan thinks he'd 

held back his fastest slice and was able to produce results. Even though just barely, the 

shot went in, and it's a good thing Ei-chan went to the net proactively. 

 

Atsushi notes that in addition to keeping Pete at the baseline, Ei-chan made him float 

the ball and Ei-chan hit a high-speed slice with a high RBI [in baseball it's runs batted in, 

so in tennis a shot that goes in consistently?]... Atsushi wonders if Ei-chan held the 

advantage and even more, succeeded in lowering the risk. If he looks closely, it's 

tremendously finely calculated tennis. 

 

Pete thinks he won't hit a weak second serve to the current Ei-chan. To do that, as 

much as possible, he wants to play his first serve. He thinks that he has to be careful 

even with the first serve, that if it's even a little weak, Ei-chan won't hesitate to steal the 

initiative from him. 

 

Ei-chan thinks the last one has to have increased the pressure on Pete's serve even a 

little. To break Pete, he first has to destroy this serve. At Pete's serve, Ei-chan notes it's 

a center and furthermore the speed dropped. If it's that speed, he can take it. Pete 

thinks that this lowers the risk of his serve a bit and he'll compete using volleys. Ei-chan 

sees Pete come forward; therefore, he decides to leverage the power of Pete's serve 



and hit a body ball with all his strength. Score 15-30. 

 

The onlookers marvel that Ei-chan's able to hit such a fast ball. Plus, if Pete left it alone, 

it might not have been out. 

 

Ei-chan notes Pete's movement had become stiff/tight just now and the circumstances 

are different from earlier when Pete hadn't been able to hit a body ball. Clearly Pete who 

has that good dynamic vision hadn't been able to react because Ei-chan smashed his 

fastest ball today at point-blank range. 

 

Ronnie says Ei-chan's return just now is interesting. Atsushi's surprised to see him. 

Ronnie explains that he has the day off, but this match weighed on his mind, so he 

came to watch. Ronnie apparently hasn't seen Pete play before, referring to him as the 

Pete Gonzales who's becoming popular now and concludes he's the type who quite 

proactively goes to the net to play. Atsushi explains that Pete is a big server and 

frequently uses serve and volley, but his forehand is also a strong point and he's also a 

fairly strong player at the baseline. 

 

Ronnie agrees that for Pete, serve and volley is one plan, but he wonders how that will 

turn out today. In this important situation, Pete would have to choose his strongest 

tactics, and Ronnie wonders if it's inevitable. Atsushi asks what Ronnie means by that. 

Ronnie confirms that Atsushi understands the reason the players described as serve 

and volley are dwindling these days. Atsushi replies that recently it's becoming more 

difficult to get the point even if they come forward, due to the evolution in return 

techniques and rackets. The number of cases where the speed of a ball hit from the 

baseline exceeds human reflexes if they come forward is increasing; the ball is too fast 

they can't react.  

 

Ronnie tells Atsushi he's right. That's why in modern tennis, if you want to do serve and 

volley, a serve that creates a situation where your opponent absolutely can't smash is 

essential. He concludes that basically Pete has been able to do so up to now, but it 

appears that Ei-chan is gradually destroying that situation. 

 

Ei-chan decides his conclusion is correct. Even Pete is human...he can't react with his 

usual skill to a ball that's coming at him faster than that board's flashing time. The one a 

little while ago was just that. If it's that Ei-chan had hit a fast ball, then it becomes one 

successful countermeasure against serve and volley. Pete sets up to serve and his 



habit says it will be a center. Ei-chan allots most of his vigilance to a center. He thinks 

that with this he'll overcome Pete's power and win. He'll overcome it with data and 

technique. 

 

Blurb: A close contest that surpassed the limits of a person's reaction! Who will gets the 

better of whom...!? 

Continues in issue #13, ch.289 "Forward" 

 

Ch. 289 

Pete was starting to consider whether his style of tennis is overly dependent on power, 

but he decided to keep playing to his strength and leave changing his game for after. Ei-

chan's choosing his shots very strategically. He hit the third body shot in order to keep 

Pete focused at the net so that Pete would have less of a chance of returning the lob. 

 

And whoa! I loved the way Ei-chan threw himself forward to intercept that passing shot, 

then rolled after hitting it. Also, when it showed Kanda, the passersby were 

commenting about how a distant court was getting excessively stirred up and that Pete 

was having a tough game. Then someone mentions that it's said Ei-chan is an amazing 

player and suggests going over to watch! So Kanda was losing spectators to Ei-chan 

and Kanda sure didn't look like it sat well with him. 

 

Ch. 291 

The chapter starts with Pete returning the ball with another line-driver backhand. It goes 

in again and Pete thinks he's stolen the advantage from Ei-chan, and true enough he 

brings the score to 15-30, taking the lead in the game.  

 

The audience reaction is interesting. Ronnie looks rather glum, so he's apparently 

rooting for Ei-chan. Naturally, Pete's family is cheering for him. His supporters say Pete 

overcame Ei-chan with his power and can break Ei-chan's service game with just two 

more points. Pete thinks it's already the opportunity point, so that was the only thing he 

could do. He concludes that if that backhand goes in with a certain level of consistency, 

then he has enough of a chance for a turn-around. 

 

Ei-chan notes the backhand continued to go in. Moreover, its force is on the same level 

as that of Pete's forehand. He has a hard time imagining it will continue to go in the way 

it has, but from now on he should assume the probability will increase. In which case, 

the possible variety of Pete's attacks will increase outrageously. He decides to finish the 



match before that happens. He notes what he's learned from the two line-drive 

backhands: the backswing is high like in baseball; the type of shots Pete hits is only a 

flat; the force is around the same as Pete's forehand; and Pete started using it during 

the match, maybe because the risk is high. He concludes that to begin with, he won't 

pay too much attention to before. The one that cornered Pete up to now is Ei-chan. At 

this point, just being defensive, avoiding aiming for Pete's backhand, is forbidden. While 

seizing the initiative of his serve, he'll hit a slice low to Pete's backhand and go to the 

net. So if Pete can hit his line-driver backhand from a high point, then he might use that 

sort of backhand even for a low ball. Which is why Ei-chan goes to the net. He ties the 

score. 

 

The onlookers wonder if the flow of the game is still in Ei-chan's direction. Ronnie says 

how Ei-chan read the situation just now shows his true worth. Ei-chan thinks Pete has 

only been hitting flats with that line-driver backhand up to now. If he continues to hit a 

flat using that on a low ball, then hitting down the line becomes a high risk because the 

odds of the ball going out is higher and the height of the net is higher in the sides so the 

ball might hit the net. On the other hand, a cross is easy to get in because the middle of 

the net is lower and the distance from Pete's current location is comparatively longer. 

It's natural to aim for a cross in order to reduce the risk even by a bit. 

 

Pete thinks Ei-chan picked up the weakness of his line-driver backhand quickly, and it's 

inevitable since the shot just occurred to Pete. If Pete's able to get to know the tennis 

execution of the line driver a little more, he should be able to deal with even low balls. 

Ei-chan comes to a similar conclusion, so he decides to retain the advantage of his 

serve. 

 

Pete's surprised that he's able to use his forehand but he expects his backhand will 

come to play. Ei-chan pretends to aim for a deep shot high to Pete's backhand, then hits 

a ball to the farthest point on Pete's forehand, bringing himself to match point. Pete's left 

wondering why Ei-chan hit a drop shot now, even though Ei-chan had just realized the 

weakness of his backhand. 

 

Ei-chan thinks one of Pete's features is that he can concentrate his awareness on only 

one point. This is the weak point of Pete's insight since up to now the tennis Pete has 

played continuously is one that overwhelms his opponents with power. (Atsushi thinks 

Ei-chan appears to have an edge over Pete.) 

 



Pete's determined not going to let it end that easily. As Ei-chan serves, Ei-chan thinks 

that to win, he just has to pull this one off. Pete makes a good return deep to the back 

court, but Ei-chan's decided to take the risk and he goes to the net. Pete notes the shot 

is a slice aimed at a low point to his backhand—exactly the same situation as last time. 

He thinks Ei-chan is aiming for Pete to hit a cross. Ei-chan notes the form of Pete's 

backswing and wonders if the shot will be down the line or a cross. Pete goes for 

"revenge" with a body shot of his own. 

 

Blurb says: "The volley that's the only response! If it's successful, it's a big win!" The title 

of the next chapter is "Unknown Territory," which gives me hope that Ei-chan does win 

in the second set because that means it's the first time ever for him to defeat Pete. 

That's unknown territory, right? 

 

Ch. 292 

Ho-kay, so Ch.292 opens with Ei-chan able to return the body shot, and then Pete 

failing to receive it. So Ei-chan wins with a score of 6-4, 6-4. And man, the looks of 

some of the onlookers as they cheered his victory! So the onlookers shout 

congratulations and praise Pete's performance as well. Ei-chan's elated at defeating 

Pete—and in an official match, at that—plus earning world ranking, albeit in the 1700 

range. 

 

Pete shakes Ei-chan's hand and tells him it [probably the loss] is galling but he was able 

to play his best match ever and in front of his father. He adds he enjoyed himself and 

thanks Ei-chan sincerely. Ei-chan's surprised that Pete considered it fun but remembers 

the game and says he enjoyed himself too—and he thinks if he'd given up that time 

[after the All-Japan Juniors], he wouldn't have had today. Pete suggests they play again 

and next time he won't lose. Ei-chan agrees that he also wants to play against Pete 

again. 

 

Ronnie laughs out loud at Ei-chan's reaction [pumping air with both fists] at the end and 

adds that the eye training he'd recommended had borne fruit. Atsushi's rather 

incredulous that Ei-chan had really won, but he thinks it might not be strange since Ei-

chan had defeated Alex before. He concludes that even though it's hard to realize if you 

just happen to see him, Ei-chan really is strong. Ronnie notes that Ei-chan had said he'll 

be participating in the Japanese tournament that Souji will also be participating in; he 

adds that he would like to make/let Ei-chan play together with Ike in a match. Atsushi 

demurs, pointing out that advancing past the preliminaries will be difficult. Ronnie 



counters that he thinks Ei-chan can move up, even in the tournament proper [for Ei-

chan to go up against Ike in the All-Japan Championship, Ei-chan would have to get to 

at least the second round, since Ike would be the top seed, and I think the top seeded 

players get to skip the first round]. Atsushi argues that the All-Japan Championship is a 

Challenger-level tournament (one level above the Bradenton Open, which is just 

Futures level). Ronnie walks off, waving aside Atsushi's point. 

 

After that, lots of enthusiasm and interest from the people who'd watched the match, 

along the lines of "Maruo is a small and skillful Japanese" and "He doesn't have power, 

but he's strong." 

 

Ei-chan pulls out his cell phone to report to Natchan, but he remembers it's the middle 

of the night over there, so he decides to send e-mail. Then someone asks if he's e-

mailing his girlfriend and Ei-chan's surprised to see Kanda behind him. Kanda says he 

isn't looking [at what Ei-chan's doing to his phone?], though. He praises Ei-chan for 

winning. Ei-chan asks how Kanda did, and Kanda says he managed to win somehow. 

Then he proposes a competition with Ei-chan to see who goes further in the tournament. 

He points out that if Ei-chan will become a pro, he mustn't be satisfied with just winning 

the first round. Kanda feels he himself can still move up a little higher. They separate, 

each apparently thinking he has to check out his opponent in the next round. 

 

After the first day of the tournament, Ike and Ei-chan are apparently eating dinner at the 

academy. Ike congratulates Ei-chan on his win, but points out he'd won that sort of 

tournament when he was 16. Ei-chan replies that being compared with Ike is severe. Ike 

says his intention was to give a yell of "There's still more to come from here on!" Ei-chan 

tells Ike he'll do his best. 

 

At which point, Ei-chan's cell phone vibrates with an e-mail from Natchan. Ike asks what 

she says and Ei-chan tells him she's asking if it's all right to call (actually, her message 

says "Congratulations! Can you do a video call now?") Ike points out there's no one 

around, so it should be fine to make a call. When the call goes through, Natchan is all 

"Ei-chan, congratulations!” She adds that she's currently in Koufu at the tournament; 

she'd won the second round and made it to the Best 16. When Ei-chan congratulates 

her, she admits today was the first time for her to face a seeded player, so she'd 

intended to call after it was over. If she won, then Ei-chan would congratulate her, and if 

she lost, then she might have wanted him to listen a bit to her report. Taking the phone 

from Ei-chan, Ike snickers and asks when Natchan had become such a spoiled child. 



Natchan's shocked to see him and asks why he's there. Ike says he's currently dining 

with Ei-chan as usual. Natchan asks him not to butt in, but Ike argues that she's the one 

intruding since they're in the middle of their meal. Ei-chan points out Ike had said it's 

okay. Natchan orders Ike to remember the next time they'd met. Ike laughs, protests, 

apologizes to both Natchan and Ei-chan, and returns Ei-chan's phone. Then he invites 

them to flirt with each other to their hearts' content. Ei-chan's flabbergasted: as if they 

could! Ei-chan concludes to himself that Ike really has a bad personality. Ike laughs 

again, asks what's with that expression, and adds that it's funny. 

 

The next day in the second round of the Bradenton Open, Ei-chan's opponent is 

Santiago Gurian, a 25-year-old Colombian who's the 3rd seed and is ranked 472 in the 

world—a player on the same level as Alex and Takuma. Gurian's strengths are nimble 

footwork at the baseline and a fast and solid flat-type backhand. He's the first pro Ei-

chan plays against in an official match. Gurian wins the first set 6-3 because that 

backhand gave Ei-chan trouble and broke his service game twice. But in the start of the 

second set, Ei-chan grasps the timing and pattern of Gurian's backhand and how he 

can invite a certain degree of errors with his own variety of shots. From that point, Ei-

chan manages to keep his service games but isn't able to break Gurian's, so the set 

goes into tie break. Ei-chan thinks the key to capturing Gurian's backhand is [having 

him?] deploy it from a shallow spot on Gurian's forehand. Unfortunately, Ei-chan's shot 

goes out, so Gurian wins 6-3,-7-6. Ei-chan thinks even though he'd started to be able to 

see how he could win, it wasn't in time. 

 

Ei-chan faces his loss, but wonders if the circumstances of how he played means he 

couldn't have won. He had understood the plan to deal with that backhand in the first set. 

Despite that, he hadn't gotten to the idea of shifting his attack with an angled cross 

when he had the chance to break several times at the start of the second set. Even if he 

hadn't been able to break then...if he had hit an angled cross more often in those 

occasions, he's sure he wouldn't have made so many errors in the tiebreaker. He 

decides today was still a loss. After all, the bottom line is he hadn't had confidence and 

hadn't noticed such an important thing [probably lack of application of the angled cross 

during the match]. However, if he'd had one more round, he's sure he could have won. 

Ei-chan thinks he wants to play one more round—then he stares [glares?] at Gurian and 

thinks he wants to go to Colombia. Finally, he remembers that his opponent is a pro 

among the Top 500—and he had formed the prospect of being able to defeat a pro 

who's comparable with Takuma and Alex. He concludes that he has gotten stronger 

after all. 



 

Blurb: A sure step toward pro heights! 

 

Ch. 293 

Yahooo! Ei-chan defeats Kanda in a 5-set match: 4-6; 6-4; 7-6; 7-5. Kanda 

acknowledges to himself that Ei-chan's completely different from how he was at least 

two months ago. And Kanda asks Ei-chan to show him the notes Ei-chan made during 

their match. 

 

The reason Kanda asked for a match with Ei-chan was that he'd heard from Alex that 

Ei-chan had defeated Alex. They had to have the match right then because Kanda was 

leaving for Japan tomorrow, while Ei-chan would be leaving the day after. 

 

And Marcia skips the rest of the Brandenton Cup finals to watch Ei-chan and Kanda's 

match. She doesn't even attend the awards ceremony. After Alex acknowledges that Ei-

chan had gotten stronger and tells him that when he watched Ei-chan just now, he 

wanted to play against him. Ei-chan replies he also wants to play against Alex and adds 

that he wants to participate in the Futures, Challenger, Masters, Grand Slam, all those 

in order to play against Alex. 

 

Ack, it's past midnight here. I'll try to post a proper summary later. 

= = = 

Okay, ch.293 opens three days after Ei-chan was eliminated in the second round of the 

Bradenton Open. Alex, the second seed, had advanced to the finals. It turns out that 

both Kanda and Ei-chan had lost in the second round. While watching the match, Kanda 

tells Ei-chan he'd heard that Ei-chan has defeated Alex, and asks him if it's true. Ei-chan 

admits he has but points out it was just once and it was really a close game. 

 

Kanda remembers Alex telling him that time made him realize his own weak points, and 

at the same time it became clear to him what he has to do. Alex added that if Kanda has 

played against Ei-chan, he probably understands. Kanda then tells Ei-chan he's leaving 

for Japan tomorrow. Ei-chan says his own departure is the day after, adding that the All-

Japan Championship will finally start. Kanda says he'd been thinking that the settlement 

[of their personal competition?] will be at the All-Japan, but he asks Ei-chan if Ei-chan 

has time for a match today. He points out that they both don't have practice and the 

courts are open and if they don't play when they can, they don't know when they'll next 

be able to do so. Ei-chan agrees, adding he'd wanted to ask something like that. So at 



the start of the first set of the finals, when Alex brings the score to 2-0, Kanda and Ei-

chan leave. 

 

When they get to their chosen court, Kanda asks if it's fine for Ei-chan not to watch 

Alex's match. Ei-chan replies he wants to watch it, but a match with Kanda has priority. 

So Kanda asks Ei-chan's preference: 1 set, 8 games, 3 sets...? Ei-chan suggests a 5-

set match—but only if Kanda has the time. Kanda says time isn't a problem but... then 

he remembers that the Grand Slams and the Davis Cup end with 5-set matches and 

they don't have much of an opportunity to play that sort of match. So today they'll play it 

to the end? 

 

Ei-chan thinks he came to Florida and defeated Pete... and he was able to really feel 

that he's gotten stronger. But he still has a major task remaining...if he doesn't win in the 

three rounds of the preliminaries of the All-Japan Championship, he can't take part in 

the final selection...and because the final selection is a draw of 48 from that point, 6 

consecutive wins are needed to become the champion. In other words, he'll have to play 

3 sets almost every day, and no matter how he competes, his physical strength needs 

to last 9 wins. After his two matches (first and second rounds of the Bradenton), he'd 

trained hard the other day and yesterday, so he has quite a bit of fatigue left. Playing 3 

to 4 hours for the 5 sets at full power in this condition against Kanda who is gifted 

physically...he'd been beaten by Kanda's physical ability during the All-Japan Juniors 

that he'd staked everything on. That's why this match has a lot of significance as the 

compilation of [everything he'd done in] Florida. They finish warming up and the match 

starts. 

 

Ei-chan is surprised when Kanda suddenly hits an angle cross. Score is 15-0. Kanda 

thinks he knows just how amazing Ei-chan is, so he doesn't want to lose. Ei-chan thinks 

Kanda's start is amazing. At 30-0, Ei-chan thinks that Kanda has improved the egg ball 

and that he (Ei-chan) isn't the only one who's grown in Florida. 

 

Kanda thinks victory goes to the one who seizes the initiative. Ei-chan thinks Kanda is 

steadily aiming for a down-the-line, more than before, but even he... Ei-chan hits a 

forehand slice, then puts away Kanda's return. 30-15. Ei-chan thinks the tactic that 

worked with Pete is also effective against Kanda. 

 

Scene shift to Alex winning the finals 6-4, 3-6, 6-3. Atsushi congratulates Alex. Krishna 

(I think) says that despite what the score shows, the match was quite prolonged. Alex 



agrees but points out that the stroke [number of shot hit?] was also a weapon. Atsushi 

tells Alex the awards ceremony will follow immediately, so Alex should change clothes 

quickly. Alex looks around, wondering about Marcia. Later, Alex is walking around the 

academy, wondering what happened since Marcia hadn't been at the awards ceremony. 

He spots her outside a court, watching Ei-chan and Kanda's match. Alex takes to 

watching too.  

 

Sometime later, Ei-chan lunges to return a ball. Both he and Kanda are breathing 

heavily. Ei-chan asks if the ball was in, then prompts Kanda with "It was in, right?" He 

has to prompt Kanda repeatedly before Kanda confirms it was. So with a score of 4-6, 

6-4, 7-6, 7-5, Kanda acknowledges his loss. Kanda thinks, "Shit...if it had gone down to 

the final match...no, today would still have been difficult...if this is the true strength of the 

current Maruo-kun... At any rate, he's a different person from two months ago...!" 

 

Ei-chan thanks Kanda as they shake hands. While thinking "Shit, shit, shit, shit," Kanda 

asks Ei-chan to show him the notes Ei-chan had made during the match. Ei-chan 

agrees, then thinks it would have been dangerous if Kanda had been able to take the 

fourth set. Then Ei-chan notices Alex and Marcia beyond the fence. That's only when 

Marcia realizes Alex is there. Ei-chan goes up to them and asks whether Alex won. Alex 

says he did, and Ei-chan congratulates him. Alex acknowledges that Ei-chan had gotten 

stronger and tells him that when he watched Ei-chan just now, he wanted to play 

against him today. Shocked at being complimented by Alex, Ei-chan replies he also 

wants to play against Alex, adding that he wants to participate in the Futures, 

Challenger, Masters, Grand Slam, all those so that some day he'll play against Alex. 

(Marcia's heart gives a big thump.) Ei-chan's apparently embarrassed by his own words, 

because he lapses into Japanese, saying it's still at the level of an aspiration, and 

fumbles with how to say that in English. But Kanda calls out to Ei-chan in Japanese, 

saying he wants to ask Ei-chan a few things about the details of Ei-chan's notes. Off 

screen, Kanda asks Ei-chan why Ei-chan hit a forehand slice at this point, and Ei-chan 

asks where. 

 

Marcia remembers how she'd called Ei-chan a little man. She huffs and says Ei-chan's 

talking super arrogantly. Alex tells Marcia that Ei-chan has a girlfriend. She counters 

with "that has nothing to do with it!" 

 

Blurb: Finally, to the All-Japan Championship, the bridge to the pros 



Title for the next chapter: Rival 

 

Ch. 294 

So Ei-chan's and Ike's bags are being loaded into the car for the trip to Japan. Pete's 

surprised that Ike will take part in the All-Japan Championship even though it won't 

contribute to his world ranking. Ike explains he hasn't taken part in it even once despite 

being Japanese and him the best in Japan. Pete's still disbelieving that Ike would take a 

break from his journey to becoming the best in the world. Ike says that this year 

suddenly a lot of guys of his generation, besides Ei-chan and Kanda, will be taking part. 

Pete points out Ike will be playing before a hometown audience, so he can't lose. Ike 

agrees, adding that he's been overseas for a long time without going back. Alex 

speculates that isn't the only reason for Ike's participation, that Ike plans to inject spirit 

into Japanese tennis. Anyhow, Ike urges Alex and Pete to do their best and become 

American examples, to show Ike an interesting guy at the Davis Cup 3 years from now. 

He uses an abbreviation for the Davis Cup, so Ei-chan translates it mentally. 

 

Just then Atsushi calls out that all the luggage has been loaded. He points out that Ike 

will be back soon but Ei-chan will bid farewell for a bit of time. Krishna says he feels 

they're bound to meet again soon. Pete adds that the next time they meet, he won't lose. 

Ei-chan thanks everyone and hopes they'll meet again. When Marcia comes up, Ei-chan 

thanks her for teaching him beach tennis. Marcia stares at him in silence, so Ei-chan 

wonders if he hadn't communicated [probably thinks he said it wrong in English], then 

Marcia whispers that next time she'll wear a sexier swimsuit, freaking Alex out. Ei-chan 

asks if she said something just now, so he hadn't been able to make out her words. 

 

IMG staff come out to see Ei-chan off. They compliment him for his hard work. 

Someone says it's thanks to Ei-chan that work has been very easy. Others add: 

"Thanks for everything. It will be lonely." "I'm cheering for you." "As IMG staff, you'll 

always have a warm welcome!" Atsushi calls out to Ei-chan, suggesting they leave, so 

Ei-chan thanks everyone there. Krishna tells him to come again for training. Pete wishes 

him good luck and hopes they'll meet again. A staffer tells Ei-chan to do his best to take 

pride in IMG. With that, about 2 months of training [roughly 6 weeks by my calculation] 

ended. 

 

Scene shift to Takuma playing a tiebreaker that same day. When he puts away the ball, 

the point apparent clinches his third Challenger-level victory. The crowd cheers his 

amazing strength and how far he's come in just one year as a pro, suggesting he might 



even surpass Ike. Someone comments that even though it's being said recently that 

serve-and-volleyers are at a disadvantage, Takuma doesn't need to change this style. 

Coach Miura adds that the Top 100 level finally came into sight with this style. 

 

During the picture taking, one of the photographers urges Takuma to smile more, 

adding that his eyes are scary. Takuma replies he was born with this sort of face. The 

guy who was talking with Coach Miura says Takuma has to go straight to the airport 

after showering and he'll finally be able to return to Japan. 

 

Scene shift to the Saitama Futures, the same day in Japan. Araya wins 7-5, 6-4. The 

onlookers are shocked that a no-seed high schooler advances to a Futures finals in just 

two sets. Araya thinks to himself that he's able to do it even against pros. "Just wait, 

Takuma!" 

 

Scene shift to Sabadell, Spain, that same day. Ide wins his match—2-6, 7-6, 7-5—to 

win the tournament. The crowd says he's a player who won't be participating in the 

tournaments of such small clubs [apparently meaning they expect big things from him] 

and asks where he'll be playing next so they can go and cheer for him. Ide's companion 

translates the crowd's comments into Japanese. Ide replies he's returning to Japan; he's 

being called, so he has to go back. 

 

Scene shift: Tokyo, Japan. The racket rep tells Nabae the gut strings are all the same 

tension. The frames are from flexible to stiff. The centers of gravity are from top-heavy 

to top-light. Everything has been prepared. Nabae thanks him and tells the rep he'll 

decide which to use in the next 2 to 3 days. The rep hopes Nabae will find the perfect 

racket for him (Nabae) but apparently has doubts; however, Nabae is certain he'll find it. 

 

Scene shift: 16 hours later in Japan. Ei-chan's mother is watching the clock and 

fidgeting. She hears the door, welcomes Ei-chan home, and seems shocked by the 

changes in him, maybe the confidence in his bearing? 

 

Ei-chan and Ike go to STC. The text explains that from this point is the adjustment 

period to prepare their condition while removing fatigue. The All-Japan Championship 

facing Ei-chan that everything depends on will be opened 5 days from now. 

 

Blurb: Rivals gather from all over the world in one building! The opening of the All-Japan 

Championship draws near! Title of next chapter: Escort 



Ch. 295 

Rough summary: Coach Aoi apparently imposed another free-time training on Ei-chan: 

do what you want to do and not what you have to do. And Natchan was also given a 

day off from training because she was tired from the Koufu tournament (mentioned in 

ch.292) where she made it to the Best 4. So it seems Ei-chan and Natchan go on 

another date. Most of the places they go to and the things they do are based on 

Natchan's preferences, but later they go to a tennis shop because it's a place Natchan 

thinks Ei-chan would want to go to. While they're there, they meet two tennis pros who'll 

be taking part in the All-Japan Championship: Yamaguchi (?), a 28-year-old, 6-year pro 

who's the 10th seed in the All-Japan Championship, and Asano (?), a 35-year-old pro, 

the oldest in the tournament, who'll be in the preliminaries. Onozawa (?) (maybe the 

owner of the tennis shop) introduces Ei-chan and Natchan to the two pros; apparently 

Ei-chan recognizes them or at least their names. Asano seems to be a fan of Natchan 

and asks whether they're on a date(?); Natchan's affirmative smile apparently has a 

strong impact on Asano. 

 

I skimmed the date. So...hmm...they have a pasta and meat lunch (high in 

carbohydrates and protein), go window-shopping. Ei-chan's able to relax because of 

Natsu... 

= = = 

More details on ch.295. Practice had finished for the day but Ei-chan wanted to continue 

a bit longer. Coach Aoi asks him if he's all right; he thinks Ei-chan might be straining his 

nerves too much and notes that Ei-chan's fatigue from Florida still hasn't faded. Ei-chan 

recognizes the flow of the conversation and isn't surprised when Coach Aoi imposes the 

free-time training for tomorrow. Oh, when Ei-chan and Natchan leave STC, they're 

wearing school uniform, so Ei-chan apparently went to school for that day. Anyhow, 

Natchan tells Ei-chan she has tomorrow off since she's still tired from Koufu where she 

reached the Best 4. Ei-chan suspects Coach Aoi had a hand in it and takes the chance 

to invite her to go out somewhere tomorrow. When she accepts, he asks her where she 

wants to go. She tells him there are lots of places but asks if he's okay with going as far 

as Tokyo. He's fine with it so they arrange to meet at 10 a.m. at the west entrance; the 

plan has Ei-chan's rational and instinctive sides cheering (so cute!). The first place they 

go to is a restaurant that Natchan had read about in a magazine; she'd wanted to go to 

that sort of place before but never had the chance since she's always practicing. Ei-

chan says he feels a bit nervous because they're in Tokyo, so the hurdle (bar) is rather 

high; Natchan counters that the bar for Florida is higher, plus the venue for the All-

Japan Championship is Ariake in Tokyo. She adds that doing that sort of thing is a first 



for her but she feels okay since she's with Ei-chan. 

 

After the lunch, they're feeling full, so Ei-chan suggests a stroll with Natchan deciding 

where to go. Later, Ei-chan compliments her for quick decision-making, which he 

considers amazing. Natchan replies that she considers Ei-chan's ability to plan and put 

that plan into effect more amazing. When she tries to do that, it's like her head will burst. 

Ei-chan counters that in tennis, dealing with situations is more important than planning, 

but Natchan argues that tennis matches are long and it's useless if you can't organize 

according to a plan. Then Ei-chan remembers he's not supposed to be thinking detailed 

stuff about tennis. He's shocked and has to explain his reaction to Natchan; he thinks 

arguing about tennis is contrary to Coach Aoi's instructions. Natchan tells him not to 

sweat the small stuff, echoing Coach Aoi's words. Since Ei-chan's been told to relax, 

relaxation means doing what he wants to do (which apparently would include arguing 

about tennis). So the next place she suggests they go to is the tennis shop because she 

thinks part of Ei-chan's uneasiness is due to suddenly breaking off from tennis when 

that's all he's done for a while now.  

 

Then Natchan admits that she'd planned the whole date out yesterday—like she's also 

trying to learn from how Ei-chan does prior analysis. For example, they have a 

tournament coming up, so lunch was pasta and meat because having larger portions of 

carbs and protein would be nutritious. They'd be full after the meal, so the park would be 

a nice distance for a stroll. And with the time left, going to the tennis shop would be 

better than a movie or karaoke. Ei-chan asks what if he'd said he wanted to go 

somewhere else and Natchan replies that she's also simulated a different pattern! After 

that admission, Ei-chan suffers a "mysterious sense of defeat." She adds that it took a 

lot of time last night, so she concludes it might not be suited to her, but she thinks that 

sort of thing will be necessary for her, so she's glad she tried doing it. So to Ei-chan, the 

bottom line is that he has to emphasize what he wants to do, but Natchan has to 

emphasize what she has to do. Natchan agrees but adds that she really enjoyed 

thinking about doing things with Ei-chan—and he's overwhelmed with happiness. 

 

Natchan encourages him to enter the shop, which has been featured on TV. Inside, she 

suggests they buy matching stuff. (I don't know if Ei-chan looks thrilled by the 

suggestion or freaked.) But while she's looking around, they're approached by Onozawa 

of Prince (the rep who gave Ei-chan a tennis racket during the All-Japan Juniors). 

Onozawa asks Ei-chan about the new racket (not sure if this is a newer, second racket) 

he'd given Ei-chan. Ei-chan says he's been allowed to use it immediately in training and 



it has a nice feel. Onozawa remembers that Ei-chan and Natchan will be participating in 

the All-Japan Championship. Ei-chan points out that he'll be in the preliminaries (it's so 

weird to see Ei-chan use "boku" instead of "ore" to refer to himself). Onozawa then calls 

over Yamaguchi and Asano for introductions. Yamaguichi is the light-haired, sour-faced 

guy. Asano is the dark-haired, smiling guy. Onozawa says Yamaguichi is a 28-year-old, 

6-year pro who's the 10th seed in the All-Japan Championship, and Asano is a pro, who 

at 35 is the oldest in the tournament, and he'll be in the preliminaries. Onozawa then 

introduces Ei-chan and Natchan. Ei-chan recognizes the pros; he thinks Yamaguchi Jou 

is ranked 11th in Japan and Asano Shin is someone he might go up against in the 

preliminaries. Asano says he knows Natchan's been featured a lot in magazines and 

she's popular—then adds that she's more beautiful in real life and asks whether they're 

on a date. When Natchan admits they are, Asano seems seriously depressed. 

Yamaguchi tells Asano to stop that because it's embarrassing. Onozawa tells Ei-chan 

and Natchan not to mind it and explains that Asano is a bit of fan (obviously Natsu's). 

 

The next chapter is titled "Decision." The magazine issue (with ch.296) out this week 

will be a double issue, due to Golden Week, so ch.297 should be after 2 weeks (around 

May 5). 

 

Ch. 296 

It seems Natchan is planning to go to college in the States before going pro—like 

maybe for 4 years. She tells Ei-chan her thoughts and that it's because she was able to 

meet Ei-chan that she can consider such a step. Ei-chan encourages her to do so 

because he wants to reciprocate the support Natchan has given him and wants what's 

best for her. But when he gets home, he gets depressed at the thought of being 

separated from her for 4 years, so he puts on his half of the matching wristbands 

Natchan had chosen for them. 

 

Then scene shift to the Tokyo Ajinomoto National Training Center, 4 days before the 

main event of the All-Japan Championship, so maybe the day before the start of the 

prelims? Ike (JTA rank: 1st) had apparently asked Ooguro Shirou (JTA rank: 14th) for a 

practice match in Court A. They see in the schedule board that the other court is also 

booked for a practice match between Monma Ayumu (JTA rank: 2nd) and Takuma (JTA 

rank: 12th). 

= = = 

Natchan said she'd been thinking of her future, like Ei-chan, and wants to go to college 

in the States before going pro. Ei-chan asks if that means going to college and playing 



tennis as an extracurricular activity, and she confirms this. She explains that if she goes 

on to play as a tennis pro, she'll have to defeat players from around the world. She 

thinks it's no good if she waits for the opportunity to do so. She feels she can't win if she 

doesn't go abroad voluntarily. She cites Ike who on his own had decided to go when he 

was a kid, and Ei-chan who had also decided on his own. So she now also feels she 

should go. At such a time, she realized that with her achievements, she could go to any 

number of U.S. universities on a scholarship. Moreover, depending on the results of the 

All-Japan Championship, it seems the range of the universities she can choose from will 

broaden even more. After that, when she switches to pro, makers will also cooperate 

with her regarding terms for entering into a contract. That's why this time, it wasn't just 

an idea but something she tried to consider thoroughly, as in "what should I do?" Then 

in the end, a university over there will prepare her a lot for an environment where she's 

turned pro. She adds that [America] is closer to Japan than Europe, and she's gone 

there before. English language proficiency is what can be used the most around the 

world. And when she takes money into account, this might be the best choice. 

 

Ei-chan says if that so, then of course she'll live in the States, and Natchan agrees, 

adding that she thinks that's what will happen until she turns pro. She doesn't know 

when that will be, but thinks it will be within 4 years. Ei-chan's shocked and thinks to 

himself that [a separation of] just 2 months was quite hard, so 4 years... 

 

Natchan tells him that even though the conditions are that favorable, she's hesitating 

because she doesn't want it to turn into a long period where she can't meet him. But she 

believes it's because she was able to meet Ei-chan, because Ei-chan is the one she's 

with that she's come to be able to think this way [probably how she's planned for her 

future]. 

 

Anyhow, Ei-chan encourages her to take the opportunity. Even if she says they'll be 

separated for some years, he can fly over, there are video calls, and they might be able 

to meet at overseas tournaments. When Ei-chan hugs Natchan, he tells her it's okay, 

not to worry, because he supports her more than anyone else. She thanks him and says, 

"Daisuki!" While she waves goodbye, he thinks the best choice for Natchan is the best 

for him. 

= = = 

In the serialization, Takuma's rank at the end of ch.296 was 12th, but in the tankoubon, 

vol.31, it's already 9th. 

 



Ch. 297 

Hmm...none of Ei-chan's opponents in the prelims are people he's played against 

before. But as expected, he might go up against Asano if he gets as far as the third 

round. According to Coach Aoi, when Aoi was still competing, Asano had made it to 

Japan's Top 10; in fact, Asano was Aoi's opponent in his final pro match. He thinks 

Asano might be a dangerous opponent for Ei-chan even if his physical ability and power 

have waned because he's a veteran who knows how to fight. 

 

Ei-chan's 1R opponent is Konishi Kimio, a bank employee and an amateur with a JTP 

rank of 82 who's active in the corporate Japan League. Since he works all day and 

trains in his free time, Aoi assumes Konishi has to be an amazing guy to have gotten as 

high a ranking as he has, but he thinks Ei-chan's stamina, power, and technique have to 

be superior since Ei-chan's been able to devote all his time to training. 

 

If Ei-chan defeats Konishi, his 2R opponent will likely be Akimoto, the 6th seed in the 

prelims. Akimoto is a 4th student in "Inada College," which Coach Aoi describes as 

Japan's strongest (might be a reference to Waseda University since the 2 kanji for 

"Inada" are the same as the last 2 kanji in Waseda). In the intercollegiate, Akimoto 

made it to the Best 16. But Aoi doesn't expect Akimoto to turn pro, and he believe Ei-

chan who wants to be a pro can't lose to Akimoto. 

 

For Asano to be Ei-chan's 3R opponent, he'd have to defeat someone with a JTP rank 

of 58, and if he gets to 2R, his opponent will probably be the 11th seed with a JTP of 53. 

 

Hmm...Kanda's 1R opponent is the 5th seed, but as Coach Aoi's comments show, 

seeding might not mean much. If Kanda defeats him and gets to 3R, he'll probably face 

the 10th seed. So barring upsets, Kanda should make it to the main event. Araya's 

block has the 3rd and 7th seeds. So seed-wise, Ei-chan seems to have gotten into the 

"easiest" block. Of course, as Ei-chan has proven, no-seed can turn the tables on 

seeded competitors. If Ei-chan is to go up against Araya, it would have to be in the final 

selection. 

 

Other details: Monma is gunning for his 5th straight win at the All-Japan Championship. 

Last year he defeated Nabae who got only as far as Best 16. According to Ooguro, 

there are past winners of the All-Japan who were high school students at the time, so 

he's being cautious about Nabae. 

= = = 



The prelims are only 3 rounds. If Ei-chan makes it past 3R, he qualifies for the main 

event, which is an additional 6 rounds—if he makes it all the way to the finals. Coach 

Aoi already discussed Ei-chan's 1R and probable 2R opponents, then Ei-chan noticed 

Asano's name and the discussion switched to him, which suggests Asano might be Ei-

chan's 3R opponent; I'm assuming Ei-chan will make it to the final selection since 

Ronnie believes Ei-chan can move up even in the main event. As I said in my summary: 

If Ei-chan is to go up against Araya, it would have to be in the final selection. "Final 

selection" = main event 

 

At the start, Ooguro, Ike, Takuma, and Monma meet. Apparently Takuma's been 

Monma's regular practice partner recently. Monma expects Takuma will soon be called 

to the national team, which is why they've been practicing at the National Training 

Center (NTC); Monma apparently already on the national team. Ike's being friendly, 

compliments Takuma on his 3 Challenger wins, but Takuma feels he's being talked 

down to since Ike only takes part in higher-level competitions. Ooguro is clueless about 

Takuma's connection to Ike and encourages them to get along well; he thinks they're 

just both from STC, so Takuma had to explain a bit. Takuma asks why Ike suddenly 

decided to take part in the All-Japan. Ooguro says it's probably for the sake of Japanese 

tennis, that Ike's participation would make the All-Japan more exciting. Ike demurs and 

says he just wants to take the title—if someone won't stop Monma from getting a 5th 

straight win. 

 

Monma says an Ike-less All-Japan has been lonely, then his stomach growls and 

breaks the tension. He explains he didn't have enough for breakfast and pulls out the 

bananas. While the 4 warm up, Ooguro asks Takuma about Nabae since Ooguro has 

never seen him play and the current crop of high schoolers seem pretty strong. Takuma 

says Nabae's play style is hard to explain, but generally Nabae uses his brains well and 

has no openings, then he suggests Ooguro ask Monma since Monma was the one who 

beat Nabae in the All-Japan last year. But it turns out Monma was focused on eating his 

bananas and hadn't been listening. The rest of the start is just Ooguro marveling are Ike, 

Monma, and Takuma, and thinking this year's All-Japan is becoming exciting. 

 

Volume 31 Extra 

Vol.31 includes a special chapter that shows Ei-chan talking about birthdays (Natchan's 

is Oct.23 and Ei-chan's is Sept.20); this was back in June. Then after his defeat at the 

All-Japan Junior in September, he informs Natchan of his decision to train for 2 months 

in Florida, she supports his decision, and only afterwards does he realize he'll be gone 



during both their birthdays; he's supposed to leave sometime in the first 10 days of 

September and return sometime in the first 10 days of November. Kageyama's the one 

who clues Ei-chan on using a smartphone for video calls. Ei-chan suggests to Natchan 

they both switch to smartphones so they can do video calls while they're separated, and 

says he thinks being able to do so might be reassuring. She's happy and reveals how 

she'd thought she would be lonely during the 2 months Ei-chan would be gone but had 

refrained from saying so because she hadn't wanted to be a hindrance to him. Ei-chan 

hugs her and tells her she shouldn't hold back—he thinks he'll even do a dogeza to 

convince his parents to buy him a smartphone if that's what it takes, but his mom readily 

agrees because it would allow him to call home every day and she's been using one for 

more than 2 years already. Ei-chan and Natchan apparently end up buying matching 

smartphones. Natchan immediately starts taking pics of Ei-chan. He objects to her 

picture-taking, but she counters that he can take a pic of her too, and pulls a cute pose. 

He takes her picture but presses the shutter icon too long, so it ends up taking multiple 

shots. He gets flustered because there's no user's manual so he hadn't expected it to do 

that. Natchan says if it had a user's manual, the manual would be an encyclopedia—

and Ei-chan would probably pour through it. End of chapter. 

 

Ch. 298 

Kanda, Araya, and Ei-chan talk. Araya points out they don't have the margin for 

protracted matches if they want to do well in the main event. Kanda agrees they need to 

win while conserving their strength for the main event. Ei-chan's match with Konishi 

starts. Ei-chan feels confident about winning, but Konishi's unexpectedly good serve 

has Ei-chan winning the first set with a score of 6-4. Ei-chan thinks that if he continues 

playing as he had, he doesn't know if he'll have strength left for the main event, so he's 

racking his brains for a more efficient way to play, then remembers what Kanda had 

said about conserving. End chapter. Blurb for the next chapter is "A dangerous 

choice!?" 

= = = 

RAWs are out. I saw a DL of Weekly Shonen Magazine 2014-24 at one of the RAWs 

sites. That's the one with ch.298. I just skimmed it so far, but the summary seems 

accurate. Ei-chan went to advantage 3 times before he took the set at 6-4. 

 

EDIT: Araya says he knows of Konishi. When Araya and Ei-chan were in Grade 6 

(elementary), Konishi was in the intercollegiate, representing Kyouritsu University, and 

was featured in a magazine (the reason Araya knows of him). According to Araya, 

Konishi was among the top 7 or 8 players then. Kanda looks at a sheet of paper and 



notes Konishi is with Matsumoto Bank, which he wouldn't be able to join if he weren't 

considerably excellent. He concludes Konishi is accomplished in both the literary and 

military arts. (In other words, he's an excellent bank employee and tennis player. I'm 

getting the impression of an older Ei-chan—an example of Ei-chan's future if he doesn't 

turn pro because Kyouritsu U was one of the schools that was recruiting Ei-chan with a 

sports scholarship.) They see Konishi's very pregnant wife go up to him with his drink. 

 

Araya says if they want to go wild in the main event, they don't have margin to spare for 

close games in the prelims. He points out they have to play 3 matches more than 

Takuma and Nabae. If they play well, they can take part vigorously in the main event, 

but if they don't, they'll be handicapped by fatigue. Kanda says that how to advance 

while conserving one's strength is also one important strategy in a tennis tournament 

where they have to play a consecutive series of matches. Ei-chan thinks he hadn't put 

much thought on that.  

 

Araya adds that an average man is different from a junior, so if Ei-chan isn't careful 

about particularly skillful techniques... Araya, on the other hand, doesn't expect to have 

much difficulty with his own opponent who, though a seeded player, has been a pro for 

only a year (probably means he's not much older than Araya). 

 

Ei-chan thinks the two have a point. He has to win and to overcome a different battle 

from those he's had up to now (I guess thinking in terms of tournament instead of just 

the current match). He remembers how his close matches starting from the first round of 

the All-Japan Junior had an effect on him, so that he was exhausted in the semifinals. In 

that light, the first round is important. He think that if he wins the All-Japan, he can 

definitely can become a pro.  

 

The match starts with Ei-chan serving. By the time the score is 3-2 in Ei-chan's favor, 

he's concluded that Konishi has a better serve than expected but plays with a defensive 

style and that Konishi's shots are deep and stable, but his ball handling isn't anything 

special. Ei-chan decides to take the upper hand quickly, but his shot goes into the net, 

bringing the score to "Advantage, Konishi" (apparently they were at deuce). So far, both 

had been able to keep their service games, so if Ei-chan loses the next point, they'll be 

tied. Ei-chan tries to take advantage of Konishi's strong serve with a strong return and 

the ball goes out, tying the score. Ei-chan wonders if he was too hasty in his attack. 

 

Score gets to 5-4 with Ei-chan in the lead. He thinks that if he breaks Konishi's serve in 



the next game, he'll take the set. He can do the minimum using the data he's gotten and 

continue taking risks from now on. However, he'd wanted an earlier break. He dismisses 

his regrets and intends to try everything to challenge Konishi. At 5-4 and the game tied 

at 30-30, Ei-chan tries a fast forehand slice—but it goes out. The score gets to 

"Advantage, Maruo" but Ei-chan thinks it's the 3rd advantage in that game. He goes on 

the attack. Konishi's return is a cord ball, but it's net in. Ei-chan goes for a winner, and 

it's another cord ball, but it's net in and Konishi doesn't get to it in time. 

 

Ei-chan thinks he won the game with luck, but he mustn't keep playing the way he has. 

If he continues this sort of battle, he doesn't know whether his body will bear up until the 

main event. But even though he thinks so, he was able to take the set. He wonders if it's 

all right to play in his current manner since he can take the set. But he feels there must 

be a better way, so that he won't use up his strength. He remembers Kanda's words 

about conserving strength and reaches some conclusion about the truth of that 

"conserving." End chapter. 

 

Blurb for next chapter: A Dangerous Choice!? 

Title of ch.299: Unknown 

 

Ch. 299 

Ho-kay, ch.299. Ei-chan's pondering Kanda's comment about "conserving." He thinks 

that even though it's just one term "physical conservation," there are various ways of 

doing it. He'd been been going all out on each and every ball in an attempt to make the 

match end quickly, but he wonders if there's a way to conserve his physical strength 

during the match, a way to conserve just his physical strength without a reduction in his 

performance. But even though he's saying conserve, he'll serve as usual. 

 

Konishi's able to return it and Ei-chan notes that even though it had been a good serve, 

Konishi was able to return it to a good spot. Ei-chan decides to return it deep, without a 

strong hit and avoiding a risky course. He was able to take the first set even though he'd 

played defensively, so he wonders what Konishi will do. Konishi doesn't attack. In which 

case, Ei-chan concludes he doesn't have to force himself that much. Rather than a 

difficult-to-pull-off battle right there and then, determining his ball handling and course 

using all his mental faculties while running after the ball at full speed, he'll take a step 

back, take his time with his footwork, hit the balls without attacking while aiming in the 

1/9 range, and wait patiently for a difficult-to-pull-off battle. It can't be helped that getting 

the point itself will take longer, but this way is easier mentally, and since he's not 



pushing the stop-and-dashes, it's also easier physically. 

 

Konishi wonders why Ei-chan isn't attacking strongly even though Ei-chan is one set up. 

He attacks and Ei-chan decides to go full power since Konishi attacked. 15-0. Ei-chan 

thinks it was because of Konishi's excessive attack that created an opening. Konishi's 

wife urges Konishi to get one point. 

 

Ei-chan aims as usual for his serve. Konishi thinks he can't lose in the prelims this year, 

so he suddenly goes on the offense. Ei-chan returns the ball with full power, intending to 

make it hard to overtake. But Konishi lunges and puts away the ball. 15-15. Ei-chan 

remembers that his opponent is an adult with more experience than he has. If he slacks 

off by even a bit, he'll be had. In order not to be distracted by his opponent who's shifted 

to offense, in order not to be attacked, he has to hit his shots deep; he thinks that way of 

playing will probably go well. And he'll take only the necessary risk at the necessary 

time. A drop shot brings the score to 30-15. 

 

Score 1-0 in favor of Ei-chan. He thinks he held his game with a better feeling than he'd 

expected. If his opponent attacks, errors appear. So Ei-chan feels this is becoming a bit 

easier. Konishi thinks that Ei-chan's stable, like a wall, but when the time comes to 

attack, Ei-chan attacks properly. Ei-chan sets himself, intending to break Konishi's serve 

at the start of the second set. Then he corrects his thinking: first is returning this serve 

firmly and deep. His priority is not being attacked, rather than going on the attack. 

 

Ei-chan thinks Konishi is attacking with a good course, but since Ei-chan is taking a step 

back and just returning the ball deep, he still has some margin. Ei-chan thinks the 

exchange of forehand shots means he can't take the initiative from Konishi, but it also 

means Ei-chan won't get tired. However, he'll shift to offense when he finds a chance 

somewhere. Konishi thinks that if that's the case, he'll do it, and he hits a down-the-line.  

 

Ei-chan recognizes Konishi's strength, a forehand straight. He thinks that in the first set, 

he'd gotten a general grasp of Konishi's strengths and weaknesses, so he has to hit a 

fast slice to Konishi's backhand. The return is such a slow, shallow ball that Ei-chan can 

only attack. He concludes that conserving doesn't mean letting up or being negligent. 

It's understanding exactly just what his opponent is capable of, making sure of when to 

take risks, and playing in order to be able to get high returns on low risks. He thinks it's 

going well. It's certainly better than the first set when he continued to attack with 

willpower and physical power at full throttle. It takes more time to get a point, but the 



odds are higher [that he'll make the point]. And maybe because the offensive and 

defensive periods are distinct, his change of pace is also effective. In addition, this way 

he can see his opponent well. And maybe it's because he'd pulled back a step, but he 

feels he realizes one step in advance what his opponent is trying to do. The set gets to 

3-0 in Ei-chan's favor. 

 

Konishi thinks [the situation] is bad, he's [caught up] in his opponent's pace, and if he 

doesn't change something...he concludes he has to make a more major change to 

break out of the prelims, that he must change considerably. At the start of the next 

game, Ei-chan realizes Konishi's shifted to a higher gear. Even though Konishi should 

be overdoing things, the shots are going in. Ei-chan tells himself to make sure. End of 

chapter. 

 

Title of the next chapter: Rule of Experience 

 

Ch. 300 

Yahoo! In ch.300, Ei-chan wins 1R with a score of 6-4, 6-2. Ei-chan considers the 

experience a major step because not only was he able to conserve his strength, but 

he'd also raised his performance and won. So during the handshake, Ei-chan thanks 

Konishi sincerely, complete with a deep bow. Konishi thanks him as well and says the 

match was a learning experience. Ei-chan says it was one for him too. 

 

Since Ei-chan finished early, he goes to watch the match of his 2R opponent to take 

notes. While he's there, Araya passes by and stops to talk. Araya sees the heading of 

Ei-chan's notes is for Akimoto of Inada University, though it's still not certain who will 

win. Araya seems to think Ei-chan had received a referral to Inada U. Ei-chan corrects 

him that he hadn't but adds that he knows it's the strongest university. Araya says 

whether it's the strongest or not, it's extraordinary and it's produced a lot of pros. Araya 

says he has an acquaintance who'd gone to Inada for training and it's not half-hearted, 

that a lot of spirit is put into it. He adds that the impression is that your life is at stake in 

the intercollegiate.  

 

Ei-chan says he can feel that in the play. The whole time Ei-chan's head has been 

swiveling left and right, following the ball. Then he excuses himself and writes the 

results of the latest exchange of shots. Araya asks him what Ei-chan looks at while 

taking notes. Ei-chan explains that first, he watches the play style, then whether each 

shot has a peculiarity. For example, when it's a serve, he wants to know ahead of time 



the rhythm and other habits of the strong and weak serves. That's why he watches and 

writes down everything he can about the course and variety of shots. Doing so makes it 

easier to verify and to image. Especially in a second serve, safety is important for 

anyone, so it's a point when the player's specialty shot and course show easily. Then if 

it's the stroke, even though Akimoto is a strong hitter, he's stable, and since he doesn't 

come forward even when there's a chance, Ei-chan thinks Akimoto has considerable 

confidence. Then because Akimoto's skill at returning a shot deep is high, even if he's 

been cornered, Ei-chan wonders if he's the strongly persistent type when it counts. 

Strong tennis in a situation where he absolutely can't miss ought to be strong in the 

intercollegiate team competition.  

 

Ei-chan adds that when you know the style and the peculiarities of every shot, what's 

next is wanting to know the characteristics of that person. And while he says this last 

part, he's scribbling his notes. He gives as an example this situation where Akimoto's 

serve is about to be broken. Because it's when that person's tennis will be shown most 

easily, whether he takes time or rushes, whether he proceeds confidently or turns timid, 

how he changes his ball handling and course at such a time... when Ei-chan gathers the 

data of Akimoto doing so, what's next is how Ei-chan can counter it. Even among 

Akimoto's strong strokes, the backhand cross is [particularly] good, so Ei-chan's thinking 

what to do with that. Araya says Ei-chan has already started his attack. 

 

The next day, Ei-chan's 2R is against Akimoto. Akimoto hits a backhand cross, which 

Ei-chan considers as quick, and Akimoto is shocked by Ei-chan's fast response. Ei-chan 

puts away the shot, winning the game and bringing the score to 3-6, 1-2 with Ei-chan 

one set up and in leading in the second set. Ei-chan confirms that Akimoto is the 

strongly persistent type, but [the art shows Ei-chan's analysis of Akimoto's tennis] the 

differences between Ei-chan's assumptions and reality isn't much. So what's left is 

leveraging his experience in 1R: making sure when to take risks and making points with 

low risk. 

 

Scene shift to No.7 court where Asano wins 6-4, 3-6, 6-4. The onlookers clap. Someone 

wonders if Asano's happiness is excessive. Someone else cheers Asano and adds that 

after one more round he'll make it to the final draw. End of chapter. 

 

Blurb: In other words, if Ei-chan wins, he'll play against this person!? 

Title of the next chapter: Once in a Lifetime 

 



Ch. 301 

Short form: Yukichi manages to watch Asano's match [I wonder if he recorded it for Ei-

chan to watch later?] and thinks that if Ei-chan wins, Asano will be Ei-chan's last 

opponent in the prelims. Asano is congratulated on his win by his kouhai, who wants to 

be able to play just as well 10 years from now (when the kouhai is in his 20s). Asano 

attributes his win to having perfected his spin ball for the sake of making his slice 

effective. He thinks that 1 more win and he's in the final draw, 7 more wins and he's the 

champion, that this year the final draw...no...the best in Japan...then once again the 

world... 

 

Asano's girlfriend, Nene, shows up and he asks her to reconsider his marriage proposal. 

She'd always intended to marry him but she believes that being a pro tennis player is 

the most important thing for him, because he's turned down requests from famous pros 

to coach, the appointment to coach the national team, and job offers from sports makers. 

He even broke the contract with the business that had been supporting him. She seems 

to have come to a decision, but Asano's still grasping at continuing to play as a pro and 

asks her to come watch his next match. She leaves without saying anything. Yukichi 

thinks he'd witnessed something amazing. 

 

Scene switches back to No.11 court. Current score is 6-3, 4-1 in Ei-chan's favor. 

Akimoto wonders what Ei-chan's aiming for by making Akimoto run and hit slices. Ei-

chan thinks a backhand slice is just one pattern, so here he understands the start of the 

attack and destroys the posture [required for that attack]. So he settles the match at that 

point. Ei-chan takes that game too, bringing the score to 5-1. Akimoto is shocked that 

even though it's the first time [for them to play] Ei-chan sees through him. Ei-chan wins 

the match with a drop shot that excites the onlookers. 

 

Ei-chan's pleased at being able to play his tennis. His physical condition is flawless and 

his pace is rising steadily. Akimoto concludes that Ei-chan hadn't only researched him 

thoroughly but must have worked out strategies by trial and error in his notes during the 

match. He wonders if up to now he's ever focused his attention on a single match to that 

extent even once.  

 

Ei-chan encounters Asano who's surprised that Ei-chan's match is already over. Ei-chan 

says it had just ended. It turns out Asano had come to do a bit of reconnaissance but 

was too late—by which Ei-chan concludes that Asano's his next opponent. 

= = = 



Additional details for ch.301: Yukichi could have been within earshot when Asano was 

speaking with his two friends, so he might have overheard Asano's comment about the 

spin ball for his slice. When Asano sees Nene, he thanks her for coming to watch and 

tells her he's back to his best form in the past. She counters that she'd heard that for 7 

years running. He asks her to reconsider his proposal "if he wins the championship." 

Nene ends up concluding his pro tennis career is the most important thing for Asano. 

 

As for Ei-chan's match with Akimoto, the comment about hitting backhand slices was Ei-

chan forcing Akimoto to return with a backhand slice because it's one of Akimoto's 

weaknesses; Ei-chan speculates that Akimoto has only one pattern of hitting backhand 

slices. Since Akimoto has only one posture for hitting a backhand slice, Ei-chan 

destroys that posture, so that Akimoto makes a bad return. 

 

Ch. 302 

Ei-chan goes to STC after his 2R match and sees Natchan there. She asks him why 

he's there, if it's because he has a special [training] menu even after winning his match. 

Ei-chan says her guess is close. Coach Aoi walks up with videos of Asano's match.  

 

The three including Yukichi (apparently Ei-chan, Coach Aoi, and Yukichi) watch the 

matches and Ei-chan sees Asano's slices (hit at different speeds with both forehand and 

backhand). It's the same form so they're difficult to distinguish, but there's a slow drop 

and a fast stretch (?), and even a lob that's hit with a slice. Ei-chan's surprised that 

there's so much variety in shots hit with slices. However, Coach Aoi explains that this 

[what they're watching?] was a famous match from 10 years ago, when Asano was 25. 

Asano was strong even overseas among the many Japanese who were being 

overwhelmed in power by veteran international opponents. Many Japanese tennis 

players admired him for using technique as a weapon to counter power, and Aoi's 

generation considered Asano a hero. He adds that Ei-chan can probably empathize, but 

due to developments in training methods, rackets and even the player's physique, the 

age when more than standard power is required has arrived. And at the same time, 

Asano's physical peak has probably passed, because 5 years earlier he'd starting losing. 

Even though Ei-chan isn't the type to use power as a weapon in a match, [using power] 

might be a possibility in his next match. 

 

At this point, Yukichi interrupts, saying he felt that yesterday's Asano was deliberately 

hitting the slice with quite a strong spin in order to make it even more effective. Coach 

Aoi says that person is the oldest [player in the tournament] and is still trying to evolve, 



and might end up with a change of pace similar to the youngest [Ei-chan], something 

Coach Aoi considers a big deal. Then Yukichi tells them he'd witnessed Asano 

proposing and getting turned down, apparently for the second time, and that Asano 

wants her to reconsider his proposal if he wins the tournament. Coach Aoi objects, 

saying eavesdropping is in bad taste, but Yukichi counters that Asano had said it in a 

loud voice, so it wasn't Yukichi's fault for being able to hear it, and that it's like Asano is 

obsessed with remaining active [as a pro player]. Yukichi adds that it seems Asano was 

a popular player who'd been among Japan's Top 10 and had received many offers 

because of that, but he'd rejected them all, and as a result Asano's girlfriend was mad 

and said things like Asano thinks only about himself. Ei-chan concludes that's why 

Asano had been rejected. 

 

Coach Aoi feels Ei-chan who wants to become a pro no matter what and Asano who 

wants to continue as a pro no matter what resemble each other. Ei-chan thinks a person 

who's fixated on remaining a pro player despite the opposition of his loved one is 

somehow amazing, and he wonders if the pro world is so attractive [that Asano doesn't 

want to give it up]. There's a lot of things Ei-chan feels he doesn't understand, since 

he's still at the level of wanting to become a pro, but he still wants to become a pro soon, 

a pro that everyone can recognize. 

 

Natchan greets them after they finished their strategy meeting and asks if they're 

making progress. Coach Aoi is surprised to see her still there. She explains she was 

hoping to head back with Ei-chan. Coach Aoi proposes to end it there since it's late and 

he'll lend Ei-chan the recordings. 

 

On the way home, Natchan notes it's gotten colder lately. Ei-chan holds out his hand 

and the two hold hands. Ei-chan apparently imagines the two of them 30 years from 

now, whether they'd be doing something similar. Natchan says she won't be able to go 

cheer for him tomorrow, but she's definitely rooting for him. Ei-chan thanks her and 

assures her he'll win. 

 

Scene shift to the next day. Hmm...the summary says "Konishi" looks around and thinks 

she might not have come, after all, but I suspect that's supposed to be "Asano." Ei-chan 

thinks he was able to study Asano thoroughly from the videos and concludes Asano 

really is an amazing player, but if he can't overcome the current Asano, he can't turn pro 

and plunge into the pro world where Asano is. So the match begins with Ei-chan's 

service. Asano returns the serve, surprised that it's a good one. Ei-chan thinks when he 



has the advantage of the serve, he'll corner Asano with a spin without delay and go to 

the net. Because when Asano is in a tight spot, the odds are he'll use a slice. A slice 

has a long flight time and it's hard to sink, so being at the net is an advantage. Ei-chan 

puts away the ball with a volley and thinks it worked out to his satisfaction. End of 

chapter. 

 

Ch. 303 

Ei-chan holds his serve easily. But on Asano's serve, he experiences for himself the 

difficulty of reading Asano's slices, and because of that, many of his returns hit the net. 

Ei-chan's so focused on a slice that when Asano hits an ordinary flat, Ei-chan isn't able 

to touch it. Asano holds his serve easily, too. The chapter ends with the score tied at 1-1. 

 

I'll post a longer translation later. 

= = = 

Ho-kay. I found RAWs for WSM. Ch.303 opens with Ei-chan leading 15-0 in the first 

game of the first set. Ei-chan thinks that even though it's said that Asano frequently 

uses slices, slices make up only 20% of his shots. Because of that, if Ei-chan's serve 

with its stress on course makes Asano run, it will increase the probability that Asano will 

hit a slice. Asano notes Ei-chan's good control and is surprised to see Ei-chan rushing 

to the net. Ei-chan puts the ball away with a volley. 30-0. Asano wonders if Ei-chan's 

going to the net is a countermeasure for his slice. 

 

Ei-chan thinks today's opponent is a rare one that he can counter with speed and power. 

Even within change of pace, he especially has to use power shots effectively; that's why 

occasionally he'll rely on power. Ei-chan hits a jump shot; Asano's return goes into the 

net. 40-0. Asano thinks it was a powerful shot in proportion to Ei-chan's physique. 

 

Ei-chan thinks that while he can maintain an upper hand with his serve, he'll give priority 

to power. He's compete with a development that also makes his speed effective. 

Another volley puts away the ball. 1-0. 

 

During the break, Ei-chan reminds himself that Asano has technique and he's good at 

strategy...long rallies are Asano's specialty. He thinks that to conserve strength and 

energy, it's better to avoid allowing a rally to become prolonged. If he can keep the start 

with a short rally, the next might be what sort of risk to take and how to break Asano's 

serve. 

 



Asano's first serve isn't fast, but Ei-chan thinks its course is good as he returns it. Asano 

hits a fast slice and even after it bounces, the ball is practically crawling on the ground. 

After Ei-chan bends down to return the ball, he looks up and finds that Asano had come 

to the net. Asano's volley is a winner. 15-0. Ei-chan thinks it's completely different from 

the video. He has no doubt that slice was the hardest to hit among those he'd seen up 

to now. He believes that if his return is even just a little shallow, Asano will hit that shot, 

so if possible, even though it's a bit forceful, before Asano does it...it would be better to 

play at the net. If he's at the net, he has a chance to turn the tables even on that slice. 

He sees Asano set up for another slice, but Asano lobs with that slice. Ei-chan 

remembers that a lob hit with a slice bounces lower than a lob with a spin. Ei-chan 

manages to catch up with the ball, but his return goes into the net. 30-0. Ei-chan thinks 

that a slow aggressive lob is a pattern he doesn't have much experience with up to now. 

 

Asano hits a shot with a strong spin. Ei-chan wonders if that's the one Yukichi had 

mentioned, and if it means the next will be aimed at the open court with a fast slice that 

capitalizes on the difference. However, Asano's return is a slice to the center. Ei-chan 

expects the ball's trajectory to flatten—but it doesn't. He fumbles the return and it hits 

the net. 40-0. It turns out the ball had been an ordinary slice. So including the lob, 

Asano hits 3 varieties of slices using the same form. And Ei-chan is being targeted with 

an unexpected ball to an unexpected place at an unexpected time. This is the technique 

of a player who was one of Japan's best for several years. Ei-chan corrects himself: 

beyond the difference in their techniques, he feels there's a big difference in terms of 

experience. However, from the start he hadn't thought he'd be able to break Asano's 

serve so easily. 

 

Ei-chan decides that if Asano's backhand is a weapon, then he'll attack Asano's 

forehand. Since the forehand slice is more diminished (weaker?), he might be able to 

grasp the rhythm. After Asano's return, Ei-chan notices that the court by Asano's 

backhand is open, so he aims there. Asano, however, reacts fast. Ei-chan wonders if 

Asano had read him—or set him up. Watching Asano's form, Ei-chan wonders if he'll hit 

a slice. Ei-chan tells himself not to be hasty. Since there's no standard ball handling for 

a slice, if he watches closely, he can make sure what kind of ball it is. Asano hits a flat 

shot, bringing the score to 1-1. Ei-chan thinks that because he'd been waiting for a slice, 

even though it was an ordinary flat shot, it was a winner because the timing had shifted 

altogether. Asano smiles, thinking that Ei-chan is ... straightforward and good. 

 



Blurb for the next chapter: Can he break Asano, a man with experience and technique!? 

Next chapter's title: The history of a person 

 

Ch. 304 

According to the summary of ch.304, in Ei-chan's next service game, Asano pulls yet 

another different slice to get the first point. Ei-chan retains the advantage of his serve 

though, so after two rallies and more change of pace and Ei-chan's amazing Asano with 

his ball control, he manages to hold his serve. Ei-chan concludes that Asano is one or 

two levels better than he is in terms of technique, but when Ei-chan's serve gives him 

the advantage, he'll counter Asano as much as possible with technique, and when it 

comes to power, Ei-chan can win. 

 

During Asano's serve, he seems to flashback on his tennis career and how technique 

and power struggle to dominate tennis. He thinks it's long past time for power to be 

overtaken by technique. He thinks what will change tennis is radical technique fused 

with the current power. He believes that accomplishing that is his job as the one who 

has continued to compete for the longest time using technique. Asano holds his serve 

too, so the score is tied 2-2. 

 

The chapter apparently ends showing a woman's figure watching the match from a 

distance. 

 

It looks like Ei-chan will have to show Asano that he, not Asano, is the one who can 

fuse technique and power. I wonder if Ei-chan will make his breakthrough early, or if this 

match will go 3 sets and into tiebreak. 

= = = 

I found RAWs for ch.304. Lots of text. Suffice to say the summary I posted earlier was 

accurate. Maybe I'll just add that while Asano believes changing tennis through radical 

technique fused with the current power is his job, he does acknowledge that Ei-chan 

seems capable of doing so too, but he believes it's too early for Ei-chan. 

= = = 

Correction to ch.304. Nene wasn't watching from a distance, she was merely on her 

way to the court to watch Asano's match. 

 

Ch. 305 

As for ch.305, according to the spoiler site, the match continues with both sides holding 

their serves. The onlookers get excited and someone says Asano's in his best form. Ei-

http://mangakansou.com/%E3%80%90%E3%83%8D%E3%82%BF%E3%83%90%E3%83%AC%E3%80%91baby-steps-%E3%83%99%E3%82%A4%E3%83%93%E3%83%BC%E3%82%B9%E3%83%86%E3%83%83%E3%83%97%E3%80%80304%E3%80%80%E6%84%9F%E6%83%B3%E3%80%90%E6%B3%A8/


chan's having difficulty analyzing Asano's play style. Asano believes Ei-chan has the 

edge in physical ability, so he wants to avoid a long match. But he debates whether he 

should play aggressively or defensively, weighing the pros and cons of each, and is 

surprised that he's been driven to such a difficult choice by a high schooler. During the 

break before the next game, Asano notices Nene. He apparently apologizes, she waves 

off his apology and tells him to deal with his opponent quickly, and he faces the next 

game with renewed energy. The current score is 5-4 with Ei-chan in the lead, so it's now 

Asano's serve. Asano uses a spin serve for the first time in the match. Ei-chan manages 

to return it, but Asano goes to the net for serve and volley—even though he's mostly 

kept to the baseline before. Asano apparently does this to keep Ei-chan at the baseline. 

Asano's volley puts away the ball. Ei-chan thinks Asano's touch with the volley at an 

angle is even more delicate than Takuma's. 

 

Asano's thoughts continue to harp on the importance of technique. Ei-chan thinks he'd 

seen it in the videos but the reality exceeds his imagination and he wonders how to 

break Asano's serve. He thinks Asano's serve is good but not that powerful, and that 

Asano has various techniques whether at the net or the baseline. To hold back Asano's 

attack, Ei-chan wants to crush the start with his return, so he'll use his data more and 

read the course of Asano's serve like he had during his match with Pete. The 

breakdown of Asano's serves up to now: center, 30%; body, 10%; wide, 60%. Type of 

shot: frequently a slice, but the one just now was a spin serve. So Ei-chan decides to 

compete against Asano's serves using insight and response for his returns. Chapter 

ends. 

= = =  

I found RAWs for ch.305 and Nene arrives in time to see Ei-chan serve when the score 

is tied 2-2. The match continues and both hold their serves. With all the variations of 

Asano's shots, Ei-chan's apparently forced to draw and count the types Asano hit. At 

the same time, Asano's wondering what to do in order to break Ei-chan and it's at this 

point—when the score is 5-4 with Ei-chan leading—that Asano finally notices Nene 

watching. He reads from her pose and expression: "You noticed me now, did you? 

Coming was painful, but you asked me to come. You didn't even notice that I who am 

trying to earn a salary am here. Really, you." Then after Asano's shocked and mentally 

apologizes, she mouthes, "Fine, so finish him off quick," and makes a thumbs-down 

gesture. This lights a fire in Asano. He concludes he'd just been bewildered by the 

options and thinks there are ways to attack and defend. He thinks that at a time like this, 

giving him a push in the back is the most helpful. In his mind, he thanks Nene and 

realizes she always pushes his back at the critical time. He thinks that breaking through 



the prelims this year is an absolute requirement. If he's confident he can play either way 

(offensive or defensive), then he'll attack. 

 

Ch. 306 

Ei-chan thinks that Asano has hit a spin serve to the deuce court for the first time and 

he suddenly shifted his offensive strategy to serve and volley. Seeing that he (Ei-chan) 

has a hard time getting to the net... Conversely, if it becomes Asano trying to compete 

at the net, what can Ei-chan consider... In order to widen the open court when he came 

forward, a spin serve that escapes wide... But Asano has always exceeded Ei-chan's 

imagination, Ei-chan thinks he might have to sketch the opposite of the opposite of his 

prediction. He stops that line of thought, concluding that his hesitating the way he is, is 

itself Asano's target. In an important time, he has to believe in the strategy he 

developed with his own data. 

 

Asano starts his serve. Based on the toss, Ei-chan concludes it will be a spin or flat. He 

bets its course will be the wide that he's decided to prepare for. Ei-chan's prediction is 

correct and Asano comes to the net. Ei-chan thinks that a spin serve bounces high, then 

from a high position...he'll hit it strongly to the feet. Asano's return hits the net. 15-15. 

 

Ei-chan's elated by his success but notes that it was risky. Even though Asano hadn't 

been able to react completely, with just his usual skill he might have been able to 

counterattack. His net volley is quite good; therefore, it would be better for Ei-chan to 

challenge him with a return that won't give him time to get to the net.  

 

Asano, on the other hand, concludes that the course of his serve had been read and 

wonders if it was the notes that Ei-chan has been taking that allowed him to read the 

course. Insight and control...in other words, a fighting style that uses data and technique. 

He decides he has to make an appropriate counter to that. 

Ei-chan thinks he'd been able to get a point off Asano's spin serve, normally that would 

mean Asano would avoid the same spin on his next serve. Up to now, the course of 

Asano's serves have frequently been to the center; however, if Asano is making an 

aggressive shift, he might go for an ace with a wide. 

 

Asano starts his serve. Based on the toss, Ei-chan concludes it will be a flat or a slice. 

He bets on a fast slice or flat that's wide. But Asano's serve is a slice to the center. Ei-

chan's able to return it, but Asano goes to the net and take the point. 30-15. Ei-chan's 

reaction confirms Asano's guess that Ei-chan is guarding against the wide that Asano 



hasn't hit much of today. Ei-chan thinks that even though Asano should know they're 

reading each other, he was able to serve his usual. Reading each other is a contest of 

strategy and Ei-chan wonders whether Asano with his long career is one step better 

than he is. He decides to challenge Asano again. In serves to the ad court, the most 

frequent one up to now is a slice wide. But if Asano is going to use serve and volley 

again, a spin wide that will drive Ei-chan out of the court would be an advantage. Ei-

chan wonders if Asano is thinking about how Ei-chan reads his serve. But he thinks he 

can't lose with strategy that used data and he has to believe in fighting using data. Here 

he'll go with the high probability and anticipate a slice wide that levels off, rather than a 

spin. 

 

When Asano starts his serve, the toss appears to be a flat or spin, but as Ei-chan 

expected, it's a slice wide. Ei-chan makes it in time and his return is a winner. 30-30. 

The onlookers are amazed that a high schooler held down a pro with a strongly hit 

return. Asano, however, disagrees. He thinks he wasn't beaten by a strong hit. This time 

he'd lost in reading each other. His strategy was beaten by a high schooler's strategy. 

Asano remembers his past. When he was 30 and ranked 25th in Japan, the pattern of 

losing in power to young opponents, who are also countering technique, had started to 

increase. Then when he was 33 and ranked 40th in Japan, he focused on physical 

training and began competing with a core of power shots, but his days of not winning at 

all continued. That time he was invited to coach the Japanese team. He refused it 

because he wants to prove the Japanese, who have a physical disadvantage when 

compared with overseas players, can oppose them. He wants to prove there are 

strategies that use technique to compensate for speed and power. When he was 35 and 

ranked 80th in Japan, his sponsorship contract was terminated. Asano continued 

training, knowing what he's doing is reckless but believing that it being reckless is no 

reason not to do it. He could only believe in that and continue moving forward. End of 

flashback. Asano thinks that's why he can't fade here. 

 

Ei-chan expects Asano's next serve to be a slice since Asano ought to want to take a 

reliable strategy with the score at 30-30. But just Asano's knowing that Ei-chan is 

reading his serve makes the course hard to read. So for the course, Ei-chan decides not 

to gamble and distributes his awareness to 60% center, 30% wide, and 10% body. 

Asano makes a rare error with his first serve, but as Ei-chan expected Asano had been 

aiming for a slice to the center. Ei-chan wants to focus all in the second serve, but since 

he lacks data on Asano (probably what he prefers to use on second serves), Ei-chan 

doesn't know what the next one will be. He thinks it's best to prepare to be able to deal 



with it, like he had with the first serve, no matter where it goes. 

 

Asano starts his serve and Ei-chan is surprised that the toss is for a flat. He thinks a 

normal second serve isn't a flat, so he suspects a slice or a spin. But the serve turns out 

to be a flat wide. Ei-chan's just able to return it and he wonders if Asano's going to use 

serve and volley again. Asano thinks his strategy can't be surpassed with data. End 

chapter. 

= = = 

Slight correction for ch.306: As is logical, Asano was dropped by his sponsor when his 

ranking dropped to 80. It wasn't Asano who'd terminated the contract. Everything else I 

posted from the spoiler summary is accurate. 

 

Ch. 307 

Ei-chan takes the 1st set by hitting a slice lob! That sure surprised Asano. He managed 

to catch up with it, but his return goes into the net. 6-4. Asano continues pulling off 

difficult shots and making them look easy—and he changes his strategy again in the 

start of the 2nd set. Ch.307 ends with Asano getting the first point. 

= = = 

LOL Ho-kay, with the second serve, Asano goes to the net. Ei-chan also goes forward 

and he identifies the open area if Asano leverages his technique. So Ei-chan makes for 

the center, so that he's ready to jump regardless of the direction of the ball, and from 

there he can only rely on his own reaction. He sees the angle of Asano's racket and 

leaps to the right. He doesn't reach the ball, but it's out: 30-40, bringing Ei-chan to set 

point. 

 

Asano thinks he'd been aiming too hard, guarding against the excellence of Ei-chan's 

reaction, but concludes it couldn't be helped because if he'd been any weaker, Ei-chan 

would have been able to return the ball. He thinks until he came forward on his second 

serve, he'd appraised Ei-chan's unpreparedness. He'd had the lead in tactics, but with 

Ei-chan's reaction to the angle volley, in one stroke the gap had been reduced. He 

concludes that Ei-chan is taking in all the factors in Asano's tactics: speed, power, 

reaction... [The apparent corollary to that is, he has to keep using tactics that Ei-chan 

has seen and is therefore unprepared for.] 

 

Ei-chan thinks he forced an error at an important point. He considers what to expect for 

Asano's next serve. If he thinks about it normally, the most frequently used and the one 

with the highest probability is a slice wide...but because Asano has been using serve 



and volley in this game, there's also a spin wide that can create a more advantageous 

posture. Either way it's likely to be wide, but he doesn't know what Asano will do. 

 

Asano's serve is a slice wide. But this time Asano's not doing serve and volley, so Ei-

chan wonders what's coming. Ei-chan first thinks Asano's return is a flat, but corrects 

himself: it's a slice. Asano thinks Ei-chan coped precisely with the flat-looking slice that 

Asano hasn't shown him up to now, that even though Ei-chan's leading, there's no slip 

in his defense, so he's able to react to whatever tactic. Ei-chan's decided to set up to 

handle whatever comes at him since he doesn't know what's coming, and then steal the 

advantage at some point.  

 

Asano's return is a bouncing spin that's deep in order to make Ei-chan move back. As 

Ei-chan expected, Asano goes to the net. Ei-chan hits a slice lob. He thinks it will 

escape, but since a slice ball is slow, Asano will be able to return it. The ball lands just 

inside of the line. Asano catches up to it, but sees Ei-chan's now stationed at the net, a 

reversal of the previous situation. So Asano tries to send the ball to Ei-chan's feet, but it 

hits the net. Ei-chan wins the first set: 6-4. 

 

Asano concludes he was beaten...even though he'd freely developed the tactics he 

could do. HE realizes that the essence of Ei-chan's strength is his ability to cope. The 

true character of which is his instantaneous reaction and the brains to comprehend the 

whole match. Furthermore, his technique with his control and general mastery of all 

sorts of shots...and the minimum power, speed, stamina to be able to compete here (the 

prelims)... "New Technical Tennis" is the meaning of the tennis he'd imagined. Being in 

the process of gaining competitive tennis using original techniques. In addition to that, 

taking a high school student... [For some reason, I'm getting the feeling Asano decided 

to pass on the mantle for "new technical tennis" to Ei-chan at this point, and the rest will 

be just testing Ei-chan.] 

 

The second set starts with Ei-chan's serve. Since he hasn't dropped as serve, he 

decides to deploy change of pace just as powerfully. He starts attacking more quickly 

that Asano. He thinks there are too many variations to Asano's slices, so it's impossible 

to predict. Asano thinks, "If you're talking of going out into the world with that tennis, 

show me you'll overcome any strategy of mine!" Ei-chan thinks Asano easily hits an 

extremely difficult shot and it goes in reliably. After Ei-chan returns it, he's surprised to 

see Asano had switched around to hit it with his backhand. Asano puts away the ball 

with a fast spin. Ei-chan realizes it's a new attack pattern: Asano is unleashing 



strategies he hasn't shown up to now as most effective response to the situation. Ei-

chan wonders how much time it had taken Asano to acquire so many patterns of tactics 

and techniques. He reminds himself he'd taken the first set from Asano by using his own 

tennis. Then he thinks he'll defeat Asano by using his own tennis. 

 

End of chapter. 

Blurb for the next chapter: The confidence to win that has begun to sprout! 

Title for the next chapter: Absorption 

 

Ch. 308 

Ei-chan wins. Araya and Kanda also win. 

 

In the second set of Ei-chan's match with Asano, the score is 1-1. The current game is 

Ei-chan's serve and Asano takes the point with a drop shot: 40-30. Ei-chan thinks he 

was beaten by Asano's strategy. Up to now, he'd stolen the advantage with the course 

and variety of his shots, so now Ei-chan decides to go with power. He holds his game 

with an ace: 2-1. Asano thinks Ei-chan's set up for his serve is skillful. Even if he 

overcomes that, he's a long way from breaking Ei-chan's change of pace. 

 

Ei-chan thinks he's being beaten in ingenious strategy, but he's managing to hold. He's 

better in terms of coordination, reaction, speed, power, and coping. Miyamoto, the 

reporter from Tennis Times, is apparently watching the match and marvels at how 

strong Ei-chan has gotten. 

 

Asano feels that once a strategy is shown to Ei-chan, Ei-chan immediately comes up 

with a plan, so his strategy isn't getting through and he thinks he'd have to switch to 

different strategies in succession. Ei-chan's surprised by the numerous strategies, but 

he thinks that because Asano is trying various things, he (Ei-chan) has to cope with 

them, which increases his tactical patterns. Ei-chan uses a play that Asano had played 

a while ago. [LOL He's using Asano's strategies against him!]  

 

Asano senses his tactics are being absorbed by Ei-chan. He's shocked: Wait a second! 

It can't be as simple as that! Impossible! Are you considering they're strategies I'd spent 

how much time cultivating? And with his youth, Ei-chan is doing so in such a short 

time—and coping and using them well against him who doesn't have speed, power, and 

reaction time. Ei-chan takes the point with a drop shot, bringing him to break point: 40-

30. Asano is certain he's being cornered. 



 

While playing, Ei-chan's ideal crosses his mind: [To make?] a new technical tennis that 

has both power and speed the top of the next world... Asano's reaction on being broken: 

Hey, hey! I'm not happy!  

 

Miyamoto considers how Asano's being beaten symbolic of the passing of a generation 

[Ei-chan's generation taking over from the old guard]. When the score is 5-2 with Ei-

chan leading, Ei-chan fills out his notes as usual. He thinks he has to surpass those 

ahead of him. An intense rally continues... It results in Ei-chan winning the game, set, 

and match in straight sets. So the final score is 6-4, 6-3, and Ei-chan makes it to the 

final selection (actual event). 

= = = 

After Ei-chan's match with Asano, he seems to be set up to defeat Nabae and Takuma. 

Since Nabae and Ei-chan have similar analytical styles, Ei-chan now has the option of 

switching to different strategies in succession, so that Nabae can't rely on Ei-chan's 

data. And when Asano was doing serve and volley (Takuma's style), Ei-chan noted that 

Asano's ball touch was even more delicate than Takuma's, and yet Ei-chan defeated 

him. Add that to what Ei-chan learned when he played Pete, and a match with Takuma 

seems even more likely, one where Natsu's prediction finally comes true. But since 

Takuma's JTA ranking is 9th, the earliest Ei-chan might go up against him is 2R. Ei-

chan's 1R opponent is likely to be a pro—or Nabae as the All-Japan Junior champion or 

whoever the All-Japan Intercollegiate champion is. 

= = = 

Additional notes based on raw: The reporter from Tennis Times goes to check how 

Asano fares and is surprised by the comment from one of the onlookers that he thinks 

Ei-chan still has the advantage. 

 

LOL Asano's reaction on being broken of "Hey, hey! I'm not happy!" sure doesn't match 

the happy flush of excitement on his face. 

 

Ei-chan thinks that the variety of Asano's attack patterns itself is Asano's long tennis 

history. And Ei-chan realizes even more how much he's lacking, not just physically, and 

believes he'll have to compete using Asano's methods if he becomes a pro. Because of 

that, he really has to defeat Asano and overtake those ahead of him. Kanda and Araya 

apparently catch the end of the match. 

 

The next chapter (ch.309) will be in issue 36-37, That numbering means the next 



Weekly Shonen Magazine is a double-issue, so after that will probably be a week's 

break because of the Obon holiday. 

 

Ch. 309 

Ch.309 opens with Ei-chan thinking that he'd won over a pro. The reporter Miyamoto 

wonders about Asano's mental state right now with the appearance of a new star (face) 

that resembles himself a lot. 

 

After the match, Ei-chan and Asano shake hands. And as Asano leaves the court, one 

of Asano's supporters tell him he'll be waiting in the audience next year because Asano 

is our hope. Anyhow, he then goes to where Nene is. She asks him what he's 

depressed about when he should be used to losing to a youngster and reminds him that 

he'd said he's resolved to continuing to play professionally. Asano agrees with her, but 

adds that this time it's different. 

 

Araya and Kanda go to meet the victorious Ei-chan. Asano goes up to them and asks 

Ei-chan if he's considering being a pro. Ei-chan admits his current status is halfway 

[he's on the fence]. Asano's surprised and tells Ei-chan, "That...is troubling." He adds 

that he wants to completely support Ei-chan who's the type that's similar to himself. He 

gives Ei-chan his contact details and tells him to consult Asano about anything essential. 

In addition, Asano says he has no doubt Ei-chan can play internationally. Ei-chan's 

happy about Asano's acknowledgment and the two shake hands again. 

 

As Asano walks with Nene, he tells her that during the match, he was happy when he 

imagined Ei-chan's future. And for the first time, he entertained the possibility of 

becoming a coach. He says it might be all right if he's not the one who actually takes the 

technical tennis that he's aiming for to the top of the world. Then he proposes again to 

Nene, and she's all "who knows?" [But at least her reply isn't a flat-out rejection.] 

 

Ei-chan calls Natsu to tell her he'd won. Then he calls his mom with the same news. 

She can't believe her son actually defeated a pro. Ei-chan insists it's true and suggests 

she come and watch. 

 

At the National Training Center, Takuma is practicing while Coach Miura is present. 

There, they receive the list of the draw for the final selection. Coach Miura suggests 

Takuma give it a special look in advance, since if Ei-chan wins once, he'll face Takuma. 

Coach Miura adds that his position is quite complicated, but he's really looking forward 



to the first competition between the two of them in a regular match. Takuma replies that 

even Coach Miura should understand how difficult it is to win the first round, but if they 

actually face each other, it should be interesting. 

 

Ei-chan also aware of this. He wants to appeal [probably with his parents or with 

potential sponsors] to becoming a pro with this draw, so he has to defeat Takuma. But 

before that is the first round. 

 

The title for ch.310 is "The All-Japan Tennis Championship." 

 

There's no mention of who Ei-chan's 1R opponent will be. But I'm fairly sure it's not 

Nabae; otherwise, Ei-chan wouldn't have focused on Takuma. So it's probably someone 

new who hasn't been introduced yet. I also suspect Ide is a wild card in the final 

selection, since his name wasn't in the draw for the prelims. 

= = = 

Given Coach Miura's long career as a tennis coach, he must have a very good idea of 

how Asano is as a player, especially since Asano is considered a hero by Coach Aoi's 

generation. So Coach Miura might consider Ei-chan's defeat of Asano as a big deal, 

and regardless of Takuma's comment about the difficulty of a first-round win in the All-

Japan Tennis Championship, Coach Miura seems to expect Ei-chan will be able to get 

past 1R since he told Takuma to give the draw a special look. 

= = = 

Okay, now that there are RAWs, I have to correct that part that I wasn't sure about. It 

wasn't Asano who called out that he'll be waiting in the audience next year, but one of 

Asano's supporters. I've edited my summary to reflect this. 

 

LOL Kanda took Ei-chan's victory in stride, even though Araya marvelled at it. But when 

Araya kidded Kanda about having gotten friendly during Florida, Kanda's reaction was 

an immediate denial. 

 

When Asano asks whether Ei-chan's considering becoming a pro, since Ei-chan's 

already in his third year in high school (about to graduate), Ei-chan replies that he hasn't 

decided and explains it depends on whether he can find a sponsor at the tournament. 

He adds that he's also considering going on to university and had gotten some schools 

to wait on his decision, but if he does go to university, he'll give up on turning pro. 

 

Asano flat out says that is a problem from him. LOL What an expression on Asano! He 



fumbles an explanation about wanting to support Ei-chan to gloss over it. The offer to 

consult him covers tennis matters, Ei-chan's future, essentials.  

 

When Asano says he has no doubt Ei-chan can play internationally, Araya and Kanda 

look impressed. And when Ei-chan steps aside to call Nat-chan and report his win, 

Kanda's irked as usual. Ei-chan tells Natchan they'll both be in the main tournament, 

and she suggests they go together the day after tomorrow, so it looks like Ei-chan has a 

day to recover from the prelims before the main draw starts. I got the impression he'll be 

seeing Natchan "tomorrow," so they'll both probably be at STC. I hope Ei-chan takes 

advantage of Asano's offer then. 

 

Ch. 310 

Ei-chan goes to STC the day after the prelims. He reports his win to Coach Aoi and 

returns the DVDs of Asano's matches. Coach Aoi had expected Ei-chan to win, but he 

tells Ei-chan it's an extremely curious feeling to have his student defeat a player he 

admired. When Ei-chan says he'd come to practice the tactics he'd picked up during the 

match with Asano, Coach Aoi is surprised and tells Ei-chan, "You're a scary guy." 

 

Yukichi's in the court and he congratulates Ei-chan on making it to the tournament 

proper. Then they talk about the value for the Japanese of the All-Japan Championship. 

Apparently the All-Japan Championship is limited to Japanese players. Ei-chan says it's 

a marvel to see his name in the final draw among so many players whose names he 

recognizes. Coach Aoi says it's a title he'd also wanted; it seems Coach Aoi had gotten 

only as far as the Best 4 in the All-Japan Championship and no champion has emerged 

from the prelims. Coach Aoi adds that he has expectations—which makes Ei-chan gulp. 

Ei-chan remembers that if he wins 1R, he'll face Takuma. Ei-chan's 1R opponent is the 

22-year old Tamakoshi, a pro JTA ranked 46th who had also qualified through the 

prelims. 

 

Scene shift to Tamakoshi Shinji who's playing tennis at home. He apparently does 

image training, visualizing himself winning in Wimbledon. Tamakoshi has been a pro for 

3 years and he thinks it's about time for him to move on to the next stage; last year he 

lost in 2R. He's also feeling cautious about Ei-chan since Ei-chan defeated Asano. 

 

Scene shift to STC. Ei-chan practices with Yukichi and then scribbles in his notes that 

"this pattern will be useful..." Natsu shows up, having finished training and heard that Ei-

chan had come. The expressions of Coach Aoi and Yukichi on Ei-chan's being picked 



up by his girlfriend are LOL.  

 

As the couple goes home, naturally their conversation is about how Ei-chan might face 

Takuma. Ei-chan says that if he loses to Takuma, he feels he'll be satisfied and will give 

up on becoming a pro and can move on. Natchan tells him he mustn't be fainthearted, 

then breaks into a run. She shares how she'd watched Ei-chan walling here (from 

here?) and thought that Ei-chan would become strong—and says she was right. Ei-

chan's shocked and counters that he still has a long way to go, that he has to get 

stronger. She tells him she knows he'll defeat Takuma and become so much stronger 

that Japan will be surprised. 

 

Continues in ch.311 "The Beginning of the Dream" 

= = = 

Some corrections and additions to the summary: Coach Aoi congratulates Ei-chan on 

his victory as soon as he sees Ei-chan, so Ei-chan didn't have to report it first. When Ei-

chan returns the DVDs that Coach Aoi had lent him, Coach Aoi asks if they'd been 

useful. Ei-chan says they were a bit different from now but they'd been quite useful; he 

attributes his having been able to play better tennis than he imagined and his dealing 

with Asano with composure to them. Coach Aoi had expected Ei-chan to rest, not come 

to STC that day. Ei-chan actually came because there were some things he wanted to 

do: to validate the many strategies he'd picked during his match with Asano; to try out 

techniques that only someone at Asano's level can do; and to validate the strategies 

he'd come up with to cope with those strategies he was beaten with. (I just noticed that 

Ei-chan's now up to Tennis 72 in his notebooks.) 

 

Yukichi's enthusiastic about being Ei-chan's practice partner: anything to make his aniki 

the best in Japan. Ei-chan tries to downplay the possibility, but Coach Aoi tells them a 

high school student has won the All-Japan Championship, although it was long ago, and 

there's talk of Nabae contending for the championship this year. Ei-chan thinks Ike and 

Nabae would be the peak of his opposition, but also that he wouldn't face them until the 

finals. Coach Aoi points out Ei-chan can face Monma, the 5-time champion—a prospect 

that Coach Aoi finds exciting. 

 

Ei-chan notes that even if he wins the championship, it won't add to his world ranking; 

however, Yukichi points out that it would add to Ei-chan's JTA rank and waxes eloquent 

about the prestige of winning the All-Japan Championship. 



 

All-Japan Championship seeds: 

1. Ike Souji 

2. Monma Ayumu 

3. Watanabe Takatoshi 

4. Yoshimichi Daiki 

5. Haketa Tatsurou 

6. Arino Tadao 

7. Minami Masahito 

8. Egawa Takuma 

9. Tsudanuma Shinobu 

10. Yamaguchi Jou 

 

Ei-chan considers the blocks of the various high schoolers. With Ike, the one mostly 

likely to face him immediately is Ide. Nabae's likely to face the 12th seed, Ooguro, and 

the 6th seed, Arino; if he faces Ike, it would be in the semifinals. Araya's in the same 

block as the 10th seed, Yamaguchi, and the 5th seed, Haketa. Kanda has the 15th seed, 

Kawagoe, and then the 2nd seed, Monma. If Ei-chan were to be able to fight Kanda or 

Araya, it would be in the semifinals. But before then, if Ei-chan wins one match, he'll 

face Takuma. 

 

Although Tamakoshi Shinji called it image training, he looked like he was just playing a 

video game. 

 

Ei-chan thought Natchan had practice, but it turns out she came to STC to be able to 

meet up with him; thus, Coach Aoi's and Yukichi's funny expressions because Ei-chan's 

fetched by his girlfriend. When Natchan tells Ei-chan he mustn't be fainthearted, he tells 

her it might sound that way but he's really not being fainthearted and he's not thinking 

he'll lose. She sees where they are and runs ahead to outside one of the half courts. 

She tells Ei-chan she remembers watching him there walling and thinking he'd become 

strong, then adds that Takuma hadn't believed her at all. 

 

Anyhow, given what's been shown of Tamakoshi and of Ei-chan's preparation, I suspect 

Ei-chan will win 1R in straight sets. 

 

 

 



Ch. 311 

Ei-chan and Natchan go to the venue. It doesn't say whether Natchan goes on her own 

immediately, but once Ei-chan is done reporting in at the information desk, he enters the 

venue and is hailed by Araya and Nabae who are there already.  

 

Then Ide comes running. He explains that on his way there, he'd helped out a girl and 

missed 2 trains, so he started to run. His three listeners think, "As expected." Ei-chan's 

impression on seeing Ide who'd gone to Spain is that Ide's body had gotten a size 

bigger. The 4 promise each other that they'll win [their respective matches, probably], 

then separate. 

 

Aki-chan comes and her eyes meet Ei-chan's; they greet each other. 

 

Tamakoshi (Ei-chan's next opponent) and other players are talking, saying that this year 

there seems to be a lot of high schoolers. 

 

Ei-chan's mom is going to the venue. She sees the number of people and the size of the 

venue and realizes the tournament is that big. When she sees the main venue, she's 

even more surprised. 

 

Ei-chan goes to the front entrance to meet his mom. As he tries to hail his mom, he's 

hailed by Miyagawa and Oobayashi. Oobayashi comments on how Ei-chan had left 

them behind just like that. Miyagawa agrees and adds that with that much momentum, 

Ei-chan should already have the confidence to turn pro. Ei-chan replies that it depends 

on this tournament. After this, their conversation turns to Oobayashi's university's 

solicitation of Miyagawa. Miyagawa says it's hasty. Watching Miyagawa say he intends 

to advance at his own pace, Ei-chan gets the impression that Miyagawa is quite level-

headed. 

 

When the two leave, the next to come up is Iwasa, who says he has other business at 

the Big Sight and had come over by chance. He adds that he'd hit a wall [in a creative 

sense] for the first time and is having difficulty when it comes to drawing freely. He just 

wanted to watch Ei-chan's match because Ei-chan's like Iwasa's hope. 

 

Seeing that scene, Ei-chan's mom concludes that various people at rooting for Ei-chan. 

Ei-chan sees his mom and comments on her early arrival, since his match starts at 11 

a.m. at court No.8. 



 

Then it turns 11 a.m. 

 

End of chapter. Continues in ch.312, "Necessity." 

= = = 

Additional details: 

 

Araya teased Nabae for the natural way he hailed Ei-chan and Natchan. Natchan goes 

ahead at this point, with Ei-chan telling her to contact him when she's done. Nabae says 

it's great that 3 high schoolers made it through the prelims and adds that he finds it 

heartening that he has contemporaries in the tournament and is looking forward to 

facing them. Ei-chan points out that for any of the 3 of them to face Nabae, it would be 

in the finals; then he asks after Kanda. Nabae replies that he'd seen Kanda earlier but 

Kanda was fired up and had gone to practice. 

 

Ide hadn't helped a girl, rather it seems that on his way to the venue, girls were 

quarrelling, various things happened, and so he missed 2 trains. While in Spain, Ide 

apparently stayed at a training hostel and was exposed to different training styles. He 

says he realized the biggest difference between him and those guys he saw isn't size 

but training method. He adds that he ran out of money and was considering returning to 

Japan. Finally, he went to watch a tournament that he hadn't been able to take part in 

due to lack of funds and happened to meet a man of Japanese maker who decided to 

help him.  

 

Ide says he'd wanted to stay longer, but when he heard he might be able to play against 

Ike, he came back [so his wild card is definitely on the invitation of the JTA]. Araya 

points out that if Ide doesn't win his first match, his return would be fruitless. Ide replies 

that he'll definitely win. Araya notes Ide has a lot of confidence in himself, as usual. 

Nabae adds that first of all is today, and Ei-chan agrees. 

 

According to Ei-chan's thoughts, Aki-chan had qualified through the prelims. 

 

Oh, in the page before Tamakoshi's conversation with another player, they're shown 

looking at Ei-chan reading his notes in the players' lounge. That might be why 

Tamakoshi says the Ike Generation all seem serious. The player whom Tamakoshi is 

chatting with replies that compared to Tamakoshi, everyone is serious, and adds that 

Tamakoshi doesn't have a coach and treats [tennis?] only as a game. Tamakoshi 



counters that it's his own way of thinking—if he doesn't know his own ability by himself, 

he won't understand what he can rely on a coach for—and that a pro's knowing his own 

merits is one step. 

 

While Ei-chan's warming up, he receives an e-mail from his mom saying the venue is so 

big she doesn't know where to go, so she's waiting at the front entrance. Ei-chan goes 

there and she's the one who tries to hail him, only to have his attention drawn by 

Miyagawa and Oobayashi. Oobayashi's there as a spectator because one of his senpai 

at the university is participating in the tournament; he tells Ei-chan he was surprised to 

see in the draw that Ei-chan's also participating. Oobayashi also remembers "that 

Maruo-kun" (from Ei-chan's very first match). Apparently, Miyagawa is still considering 

going pro, but acknowledges that his growth isn't as rapid as Ei-chan's, so he seems to 

think maybe in 2 more years. Oobayashi boasts that he hasn't lost to Ei-chan even once. 

As Oobayashi and Miyagawa take their leave, they tell Ei-chan they'll go watch his 

match. 

 

Iwasa had been on his way to the Big Sight, but when he noticed [regained his senses], 

he'd gotten there. But he thinks because his art had its starting point in tennis, going 

there today is necessary in the sense of returning to his origins—because of his mental 

block with his art. 

 

Ho! Sasaki and Kageyama come to watch—and Sasaki's wearing her hair down. 

Natchan's parents also arrive. In the last page, the panel with the guy looking at the 

draw for the men's singles...I wonder if it's significant. Might he be Asano? 

 

Hmm...since Tamakoshi has gotten this far without coaching advice, I suspect he's 

gifted physically. However, since he's described as a happy-go-lucky type, I don't 

expect much analysis from him. 

= = = 

Thanks to the Baby Steps fanbook, I've identified the two girls in the last page of ch.311: 

Masumi Makihara (Natchan's friend) and Hana Yokoyama, both with STC. They 

probably came to cheer for Natchan. 

 

Ch. 312 

Ei-chan's mom meets up with Kageyama, Sasaki, and Yukichi. Ei-chan and Tamakoshi 

enter the court. Ei-chan's surprised when Tamakoshi starts stretching only then. When 

the umpire announces the start of the 5-minute warm-up, Tamakoshi cadges some grip 



tape off Ei-chan who wonders if it's a pre-game tactic to irritate him, but after seeing 

Tamakoshi's manner and actions, he concludes that Tamakoshi is just a self-paced guy, 

a type that Ei-chan has never played against before. 

 

The 22-year-old Tamakoshi is a 3-year pro who qualified for the final draw through the 

prelims just like Ei-chan. According to Yukichi, Tamakoshi had come out at the top of 

his generation since high school, but although he's occasionally defeated a superior 

opponent on turning pro, Tamakoshi gives the impression of an erratic player who 

hasn't been able to win beyond expectations. 

 

The match starts with Ei-chan's serve. Ei-chan thinks he's finally gotten that far, but 

considers it just the starting point. From there on, he'll prove that he can become a pro. 

His first serve is a slice that escapes outward. Tamakoshi returns it, and Ei-chan 

suddenly takes the point with a drop shot. Tamakoshi and all the spectators are 

surprised. Ei-chan thinks the pace mustn't be taken by a self-paced guy. 

 

Iwasa notices that Takuma came to watch Ei-chan's match, and starts a conversation. 

Ei-chan had taken the first set: 6-2. The second set stands at 3-1 with Ei-chan leading. 

Tamakoshi thinks his opponent still doesn't have a JTA rank, so there's no reason there 

can be that big a difference between them. Ei-chan gained many things in his matches 

with Konishi, Akimoto, and Asano in the prelims, and again he takes the game: 4-1. 

Tamakoshi's in disarray. He thinks, "Frankly, my condition isn't bad, and yet against a 

nameless high-schooler opponent...why has such a thing happened?...Someone...tell 

me!" [Yup, that's what he needs a coach for.] 

 

Continues in ch.313 "Supremacy" 

 

With a chapter title like that, I'd say it's a given that the match will end there. Looks like it 

will be 6-2, 6-1 for Ei-chan. With Tamakoshi's mental state, it's doubtful he'll be able to 

pull himself together enough to mount a fresh challenge for Ei-chan. 

 

Looks like the guy I was wondering about is Yukichi. He has the same scarf that Yukichi 

has in ch.312, so wow! he's really bulked up. 

= = = 

Correction: Tamakoshi didn't mooch grip tape off Ei-chan. He just hadn't prepared his 

racket before going to the court. Ei-chan thinks that if Tamakoshi really intends to use 

the racket he'd just taped, it shows lack of planning. Tamakoshi also hit the ball to start 



off the warm-up practice without checking to see if Ei-chan was ready. 

 

Ei-chan hit a fast forehand slice after Takuma's arrival, so that's no longer a secret. 

 

Oh, at the end, Tamakoshi thinks he's not in perfect form, but his condition isn't back. 

And yet against a nameless opponent, he's... Why is such a thing happening? There 

isn't that much difference in their power, speed, or technique. He tells himself not to get 

upset, but he doesn't know what to do...and asks for someone to tell him [what to do]. 

Blurb on the last page: Overwhelming superiority at the tense first match! 

 

Yup, looks like Ei-chan's likely to win 6-2, 6-1. And, boy, Takuma looks serious. 

 

By the way, I was just re-reading the early chapters of Baby Steps, so the difference in 

Ei-chan between then and now is stark. He looks so much more mature now. 

 

Ch. 313 

Ei-chan overwhelms Tamakoshi, who isn't able to predict where the next ball will go due 

to Ei-chan's diverse attack patterns. Ei-chan wins 6-2, 6-1. The onlookers are surprised 

that a high schooler overwhelmed a pro. Ei-chan turns to look in the direction of his 

mom, Kageyama, and company and makes a triumphant pose. Takuma leaves in 

silence. 

 

Ei-chan shakes hands with Tamakoshi, the match ends, and Ei-chan heads for his mom 

and the others. His mom is incredulous that he managed to beat a pro. While 

everyone's talking, Iwasa comes over and tells Ei-chan that Takuma had been watching 

until a little while ago. Ei-chan's surprised and wonders if Takuma had come to scout. 

The reporter Miyamoto comes over, and requests an interview. Apparently his 

magazine is planning to feature other players of Ike's generation and Miyamoto's trying 

to select who to feature. 

 

Miyagawa and Oobayashi are watching Ide's match. As usual for an Ide match, the 

audience gets excited because of Ide's strong plays at the last moment. Ide's opponent 

is Oobayashi's senpai who made it to the Best 4 in the intercollegiate, so Oobayashi's 

surprised by Ide's strength. Araya comes over and comments that Ide's also going full 

throttle. Kanda and Nabae also won theirs. It seems that when Ide went to Spain, he'd 

strengthened the lower half of his body considerably. Miyagawa's impressed. Miyamoto 

shows up and requests an interview with Araya. 



 

At the coliseum, Tamakoshi sits with his head down. Yamashita goes over and says he 

lost to Kanda; he was apparently beaten by Kanda's power and stamina. Tamakoshi's 

teary-eyed. He swipes his arm(s) over his eyes. Then asks Yamashita to practice with 

him from now on.  

 

The first day of the All Japan Tennis Championship ends. All the high school students 

taking part won. And starting the second day the seeded players will enter. End of 

chapter. 

 

Title of ch.314 is "Covering an Event" and sounds like a reference to Miyamoto's 

activities. 

= = =  

It's clear from the art that Ei-chan's picked up Asano's style of using an identical form for 

drop shots and slices. That's why Tamakoshi couldn't predict where the ball was going 

to go. In the end, Tamakoshi thinks he wasn't able to bring out his power; then he 

corrects himself, that he probably hadn't been allowed to bring out his power. But he 

doesn't quite understand beyond that. 

 

Heh. Takuma smiled! It looks like he's looking forward to his match with Ei-chan. 

 

According to Miyamoto, Ei-chan was the first of the Ike generation to finish his 1R match. 

Ei-chan's mom was surprised to hear that. But that's how quickly Ei-chan overwhelmed 

Tamakoshi—and quite a turnaround from Ei-chan's usual long matches. 

= = = 

The lineup for 2R is: 

Ide vs Ike (JTA 1, 1st seed) 

Nabae vs Ooguro (JTA 14, 12th seed) 

Ei-chan vs Takuma (JTA 9, 8th seed) 

Araya vs Yamaguchi (JTA 11, 10th seed) 

Kanda vs Kawagoe (JTA 18, 15th seed) 

 

Ch. 314 

The reporter Miyamoto wants to put together a feature story with the caption "the activity 

of those from the same generation who follow Ike Souji" and has interviewed the high 

schoolers who appeared in the final draw. 

 



First is the interview with Kanda. Miyamoto asks if Kanda was conscious of Ike when 

Kanda went to IMG where Ike is based. Kanda replies that if he says he wasn't 

conscious, it would be a lie, but he adds that what brought about the turning point where 

Kanda decided to try to raise his own level more was the semifinal match with Ei-chan 

during the All Japan Junior. Even in IMG, he didn't get to practice with Ike at all, just with 

Ei-chan. 

 

Next is the interview with Araya. He says he was impressed by Ike as a terrific guy 

when he appeared and went overseas just like that. Miyamoto notes that recently he got 

the impression that from a complete devotion to power, Araya's tennis has started to 

include a measure of calm and strategy. Araya says his starting to think calmly in the 

middle of a match was the result of playing against Ei-chan. "There was a time in the 

past when only my weak points were thoroughly attacked by that guy during the 

match..." 

 

Next is the interview with Ide. Miyamoto wonders if winning the Inter-high was Ide's 

motive for going abroad. Ide replies that he'd decided to go abroad because he lost to 

Ei-chan in the Kantou Junior and couldn't participate in the All Japan Junior. Miyamoto 

thinks, "Again...Maruo-kun..." 

 

Then the interview with Nabae. He says he's competing with the intention of winning 

everything. He wants to personally experience and understand the pro level. He adds 

that Ike's activity was shocking to someone of the same generation. He tells Miyamoto 

that he thinks there's still hope for even Japanese to be able to compete internationally. 

Miyamoto asks Nabae his opinion of Ei-chan. Nabae replies that the speed of Ei-chan's 

growth surpassed Nabae's expectations and he doesn't really know if Ei-chan is similar 

to himself. 

 

Then it's Ei-chan's turn. He says that of course he's happy to be able to play against 

Takuma and that he's also conscious of Ike. Miyamoto comments that Ei-chan's being 

able to come this far with 2 years of tennis experience is extremely amazing. Ei-chan 

attributes a big part of that to practicing with Takuma a lot, being supported by Ike in 

Florida, and being blessed in his coaches and environment. He adds that he's 

completed his preparations to compete. He intends to meet [Takuma] with everything 

he's got, so that he won't have any regrets. When the interview is finished, Miyamoto 

thinks it was interesting and decides that tomorrow he definitely wants to have a chat 

with Ike and Takuma before their matches. 



 

And the 2nd day of the All Japan Championship, Miyamoto thinks Ike probably has an 

effect on a lot of people. He spots Ogata with his girlfriend and strikes up a conversation 

with him. Ogata says he doesn't have much of a chance to watch Ike live, and next year 

he'd like to take part. If there's time, he also wants to watch Ei-chan. He adds that 

everyone probably expects Takuma to win, but somehow Ogata feels a bit of hope 

[probably for a win by Ei-chan]. 

 

Miyamoto requests a chat with Ike. Ike says he thinks the spirit of the players of the 

same generation as himself is terrific but everyone still has ways to go and will get much 

stronger. He adds that in grade school he'd lost more often than he'd won against Ide, 

so today is revenge. Miyamoto is surprised when Ike says that Ei-chan's control is good, 

so until recently Ike's been having him serve as a hitting partner. It's thanks to him that 

Ike's now in somewhat good condition. 

 

Miyamoto pays renewed attention to the existence of Ei-chan whose name is spoken 

loudly by everyone of the same generation. The last one is the interview with Takuma... 

 

Continues in ch.315, titled "The Man Called Egawa Takuma."  

 

Incidentally, the kanji for Egawa is the same as for egawaru, which means "to act like a 

big-shot." 

= = = 

More details on ch.314: 

Kanda says he'd been interested in STC's training even before, and being able to go to 

IMG was good luck from a connection with his parents' work. He's glad to have had the 

experience and mentions that Ei-chan had also gone to IMG for some reason. From 

Miyamoto's notes, Kanda apparently also shared that the training he did with Ei-chan 

included eye training and beach tennis. 

 

When Miyamoto notes that recently he got the impression that from a complete devotion 

to power, Araya's tennis has started to include a measure of calm and strategy, he asks 

if that was because Araya was conscious of Takuma; he'd wondered if Araya feels 

Takuma is more of a rival than Ike. Araya corrects Miyamoto that while he is conscious 

of Takuma, starting to think calmly during a match was the result of playing against Ei-

chan. 

 



Miyamoto asks Ide if Ide's early transfer of his training base overseas was because he's 

conscious of Ike. Ide agrees, adding that his dream is to become someone who plays 

internationally. 

 

Nabae's 1R opponent was the champion of the Intercollegiate. Miyamoto says since last 

year it was rumored that Nabae would turn pro. Nabae says he's competing with the 

intention of winning everything, but he's not conceited enough to think he'll be able to 

win easily. Besides wanting to personally experience and understand the pro level, 

Nabae wants to face various challenges in his own way even in this tournament. 

Miyamoto cites the "all-A tennis" that Nabae had mentioned before. Nabae says he'll 

change the basis of his all-A from junior level to pro level, he has a long way to go, and 

he has to raise the level of everything. 

 

Miyamoto asks Nabae's opinion on the main cause of the brilliant performance of those 

in his generation, citing Araya, Kanda, Ide, Ei-chan, besides Nabae. Nabae replies that 

he thinks Ike's activity might be a big one; however, for them who'd been competing 

with Ike since childhood, his strength was shocking but at the same time it provides 

hope that even Japanese can compete internationally. Miyamoto then asks Nabae's 

opinion of Ei-chan, describing Ei-chan as a new star that suddenly appeared from the 

same generation. To Miyamoto's surprise, Nabae says he doesn't quite get Ei-chan. Ei-

chan has features that Nabae thinks are weaknesses but are actually strengths. Ei-

chan's getting stronger faster than Nabae had predicted in his growth curve, and it 

seems he's similar to Nabae, and in that sense, the one who is the most unpredictable 

for Nabae is Ei-chan. 

 

Ei-chan shares with Miyamoto that it was on seeing Ike's pro debut that he wanted to 

become a pro himself. 

 

When Miyamoto sees Ogata with his girlfriend, the girlfriend is urging Ogata to hurry up 

because if they don't get seats early, they won't be able to watch close up. Ogata says 

they still have two hours before the match and suggests they eat first. She counters that 

he's making light of Ike's popularity. When Miyamoto hails Ogata, he notes that Ogata 

came all the way from Osaka. Miyamoto's so surprised when Ogata says he also wants 

to watch Ei-chan if there's time that Ogata reminds him Ei-chan's match with Takuma is 

also today. Ogata says everyone probably expects Takuma to win, but adds that if it's 

Ei-chan, he might manage the overwhelming disadvantage somehow, and Ogata kind 

of has expectations. Miyamoto realizes Ogata's also paying attention to Ei-chan. 



 

When Miyamoto requests a few minutes of Ike's time, Ike tells Ronnie that Miyamoto is 

covering the event. Ronnie suggests they do it after Ike is done at the reception desk. 

Miyamoto's apparently interviewed Ike before, so he tells Ike that he wants to ask about 

something else this time. He leads off confirming whether Ike knows about the sudden 

growth of the players in his generation. Ike remembers Ide well. He's more iffy about 

Nabae and Araya, but he's certain that he'd won the last time he played against them. 

He says he thinks he's never faced Kanda. 

 

Then Miyamoto asks about Ei-chan, and Ike bursts out laughing, saying "that guy is 

funny." Miyamoto's shocked when Ike reveals Ei-chan had been his hitting partner. Ike 

tells him Ei-chan controls his balls and can send them where he (Ike?) says, and Ei-

chan looks that way and aims for unwelcome places. Flashback to Ike telling Ei-chan 

that for the next ball, Ei-chan's to shoot it overhead when Ike goes to the net. Ike adds 

that Ei-chan's an ideal practice partner, and it's thanks to him that Ike's now in rather 

good condition. Miyamoto thinks that he'd certainly been paying attention to Ei-chan 

because of Ei-chan's abnormally fast growth, but an existence whose name is spoken 

loudly by nearly everyone in the same generation...and he was a player who has 

influenced even Ike Souji? 

 

Ch. 315 

Takuma sees Ike's poster and thinks Ike has an irritating expression as usual. Miyamoto, 

who's there to interview Takuma, asks him what he thinks of Ike. Takuma wonders if the 

topic is again about that guy, but he says he was surpassed by Ike in middle school and 

Ike has since been pulling away. Then Miyamoto asks Takuma to identify the motivation 

behind his recent remarkable growth. At the question, Takuma flashes back to the past. 

 

Takuma whose body had been big since childhood hadn't lost to anyone of the same 

year in school. He was called a prodigy by the adults around him and he himself thought 

it was natural that he would become a pro. But a real prodigy was soon closed in and 

Takuma has to put an effort every day. The conclusive one was in the third year of 

middle school, when he lost to Ike without taking even a single game. Takuma 

wondered whether he had to continue competing in the same world with this sort of guy. 

Then Ike tells Takuma he's going to America. 

 

Takuma didn't know his purpose for playing tennis. It appeared to him that practicing is 

foolish. At such a time, he received e-mail from Natsu who was worried about him. He 



went to STC since she was there. He admitted to himself that was half truth and half 

excuse. Continuing to think that way, Takuma found only serves enjoyable. Then Ei-

chan, who didn't seem suited to tennis in any way, joined. He was asked by Ei-chan 

whether he's aiming to be a pro, and Takuma thrust Ei-chan away. Ei-chan set a 

schedule, saying he'd review whether it's impossible or not after that. Takuma thinks he 

hadn't done anything yet and decides to do it: train, become stronger, and defeat Ike. 

 

Takuma also thinks about Natchan. He'd come across Ei-chan, who looked like he was 

about to confess to Natchan, and thought that this guy (Ei-chan) is an unexpectedly fast 

worker. Takuma had an unrequited love for 10 years and wondered if he'd again given 

up without doing anything. Thinking that, he sent Natchan an e-mail asking how she felt 

about Ei-chan. Natchan replied that she likes Ei-chan but she still can't say it, so it's a 

secret! A depressed Takuma dropped on his bed. 

 

However, Takuma had tennis and put all his effort into moving forward. He graduated, 

turned pro, and won once in the Challenger. But he didn't feel refreshed as he'd 

expected and wondered why he still didn't have a steadfast confidence in himself and 

whether it was because he still hasn't been able to defeat Ike. 

 

Takuma, who felt the gap during a long rally with Monma, asked Monma his own 

weaknesses. Monma told him he'll answer by he has conditions. Monma asked if 

Takuma can cooperate and risk everything if it has something to do with a future 

national team(?) competition. Takuma nodded in reply, and Monma pointed out that 

Takuma's weaknesses were his wavering and hesitation: since Takuma isn't clear about 

his objective, he wavers. Monma speculated that Takuma isn't popular and added that a 

guy like that isn't popular. 

 

As Takuma was leaving, Monma asked him again what his objective was. Takuma 

called to mind his childhood with Natchan and Ike, and said it's becoming the best 

in/with serve and volley. Takuma was surprisingly refreshed by the words that came out 

spontaneously. 

 

Takuma replies to Miyamoto that it might have been a good thing that he'd given up on 

planning to overtake Ike. Even in the tournament now, before Ike there's Ei-chan. 

Takuma says that if he wins and advances to the next round, he might also face Monma. 

He adds that he was helped with these two [possible Ike and Ei-chan], and he has to 

win and return the favor.  



 

Miyamoto is surprised to hear that Monma had somehow helped Takuma with Ei-chan. 

Takuma explains that they're in the same club, so that 100 times [not sure what this 

refers to] helped. Then he requests they talk off the record and tries to leave. Miyamoto 

asks why when it seems interesting and he might be able to put it in the article. Takuma 

argues that it's not at all interesting, since he might come across as lame in the story. 

End of chapter. 

 

It looks like the interview continues in ch.316. But at least the title promises a start to the 

match. 

= = = 

More details and some corrections:  

 

Takuma agreed to talk to Miyamoto if it's just for a short while, and because he 

remembered this guy saying that because Takuma's a contracted pro, he has to keep in 

mind fan service. Miyamoto noted how Takuma was more composed when he 

answered the question about how Takuma considers Ike. After Takuma's resounding 

loss to Ike, Takuma felt there were lots of other things he enjoyed more than tennis and 

tried to find one he's more suited to than tennis. Part of his slump was because he didn't 

know his purpose for playing tennis, and if he can't win [by implication, against Ike] no 

matter how hard he tries, then training seems ridiculous. But the only thing he enjoyed 

was serves. 

 

When Takuma asked Monma what his weaknesses are, the "national team competition" 

that Monma mentioned was the Davis Cup. Takuma said that if/when he joins the 

national team, he'll do it [risk everything and cooperate]. Monma pointed out that though 

Takuma uses serve and volley boldly, Takuma hesitates in his play and probably 

doesn't actually have confidence in continuing to play as a pro. Monma believes Ike's 

objective is to beat the strongest guy. Monma's objective is to win the Davis Cup. He 

then asked Takuma what Takuma's objective is, whether it's defeating Ike, getting 

someone's acknowledgment, or winning at Wimbledon. 

 

Takuma's answer to Miyamoto about motivation is that while he was a junior, he'd 

thought of catching up with Ike, but recently gave it up. Miyamoto asks why Takuma's 

no longer focused on that. Takuma says everyone is the same in needing to defeat [Ike] 

in order to become the best. But before Ike, Takuma has Ei-chan and Monma, both of 

whom had helped Takuma, so he has to repay the favor. Miyamoto isn't that surprised 



that Monma had helped Takuma, but he's definitely surprised that Ei-chan had too. 

Takuma explains that they're in the same club, so he'd helped Ei-chan around a 

hundred times [and that's how Ei-chan had helped him]. 

 

It looks like Takuma's interview is done, though. So the next chapter should have more 

tennis. 

 

Ch. 316 

Natsu asked Takuma, "How's your condition?" To which Takuma said, "Huh? What's 

with you? Today you're on Maruo's side, aren't you?" She countered with "Well, the day 

is on Ei-chan's side, though." (She's obviously predicting Ei-chan's victory.) Takuma 

then said, "What, you're really annoying." (This chapter is pretty self-explanatory based 

on the art.) 

 

Ch. 317 

Before the start of the match, Kageyama asks Yukichi how strong Takuma is. Yukichi 

says Takuma is 8th in Japan. He compares Takuma and Ei-chan. Takuma: offense, 10; 

defense, 10; physical strength, 8. Ei-chan: offense, 6; defense, 8; physical strength, 6. 

But he adds that he thinks Ei-chan has an edge in mental strength. He points out that in 

tennis, even the world's no.1 is often defeated in the first round, which is why ranking is 

based on points earned during the year. However, Coach Miura attributes Takuma's 

recent advancement to mental growth. 

 

During the warm-up, Takuma thinks it's been a long time since they'd played against 

each other, but he feels he knows Ei-chan's tennis well: Ei-chan grows abnormally 

during a match. Even in the 1R match that Takuma went to watch, it seems that Ei-chan 

had exceeded Takuma's imagination, because Takuma thinks that Ei-chan is truly a 

terrifying/terrific guy... and Takuma apparently decides he'll steadily pay attention to that 

point and crush him. Ei-chan thinks he'd been able to prepare his heart, technique, and 

physique, so what remains is deploying all that on court. 

 

Takuma won the coin toss so it's his serve. Serves go as soulelle said. After the first 

serve, Ei-chan thinks he can't imagine a strategy where Takuma continues to shoulder 

the risks of such a serve from the start, but it might be better to just remain prepared. Ei-

chan manages to return the second serve, but it's a chance ball and Takuma puts it 

away. Ei-chan's surprised that Takuma's glaring at him. [Maybe Takuma hadn't 

expected Ei-chan to be able to return it?] 



 

Ei-chan thinks the variety of Takuma's serves is also different so he can't match the 

timing easily. He remembers how in the past, he couldn't return even a single serve of 

Takuma's, and thinks that today, he'll return it, break it...and win! 

 

With the third serve, Takuma goes to the net. Ei-chan thinks if it's unreasonable to aim 

for the sides, he'll sink the ball at Takuma's feet. However, Takuma handles it easily. Ei-

chan feels Takuma's coming quite aggressively, and he thinks that if he doesn't attack 

more intensely than now to break... 

 

The next serve is an ace. So 1-0 for Takuma, and the next game is Ei-chan's serve. 

 

Title of ch.318: Deployment 

= = = 

Ch.317 is fairly straightforward.  The only thing to add is that Ei-chan compares his 

serves with Takuma's and thinks that at full power, disregarding risk, his fastest is 195 

kph. 

 

Ch. 318 

Ho-kay, ch.318 starts with Ei-chan's analysis of Takuma's serves during the first game. 

He thinks Takuma appears showy, but he's at a level where he's still advancing 

cautiously. When Ei-chan considers matters after this, he thinks Takuma will do it all the 

way, so Ei-chan concludes that he has to challenge Takuma at an early level. 

 

Coach Aoi says Takuma's serve is becoming top-level even internationally. But Coach 

Miura says the reality depends on the day, adding that when Takuma won the 

Challenger, the probability of his first serve was 74%. Right now, it doesn't seem bad 

today, but... 

 

The second game starts. Ei-chan plans to compensate for his disadvantage in power 

with control and tempo, in order to maintain the advantage of his serve. The first serve 

is wide at 170 kph. Takuma returns it. Ei-chan hits the ball at an acute angle that ought 

to create an open court. Surprised, Takuma returns it, but Ei-chan makes an 

unexpected attack [probably means not to the open court] to take the point. 15-0. 

 

The second serve is a flat at 164 kph. Ei-chan lowers the speed but goes for a tight 

course to the center. Takuma returns it, thinking it just barely made it in. Ei-chan returns 



it deep. Again Takuma notes it just barely makes it in. He returns it with a strong blow. 

Ei-chan counters with a cross, but Takuma puts it away with a drop shot. 15-15. 

 

Coach Aoi notes that Takuma's strokes have been improving recently. Coach Miura 

agrees, adding that Takuma seems to be resolved to play as a serve and volleyer, and 

because of that resolve he'd made sudden progress.  

 

As Takuma prepares to receive, he thinks Ei-chan's fast serve isn't actually fast, it just 

seems strangely fast if you're not ready for it. If that comes... Ei-chan's next serve is 

wide at 188 kph. When it came, Takuma thinks he'll hit it hard. He does and it goes out. 

30-15. Takuma curses his error, especially since he'd successfully predicted the serve. 

 

Ei-chan thinks that was dangerous and that he has to hit a serve that can slip off 

(Takuma's?) timing even if it's read. Takuma thinks he knows that Ei-chan's someone 

who plays while thinking of all sorts of details. He doesn't feel like trying to understand 

that at all, so he'll proceed vigorously. 

 

Since the last serve was fast, Takuma predicts the next one will be normal or slow. The 

serve clocks in at 146 kph, which Takuma judges as slooow. Because of Takuma's 

habit, Ei-chan thinks Takuma frequently uses a slice for returns on a high spot to his 

backhand. Since a slice is hard to sink at the back rather than at the net, Ei-chan goes 

forward. Yukichi's surprised that Ei-chan's doing serve and volley. Seeing Ei-chan at the 

net, Takuma switches techniques, but the ball goes into the net. 40-15. 

 

Ei-chan again acknowledges the danger, noting that Takuma had been able to quickly 

convert it to a spin. Then he corrects himself: he'd forced the error. It's also one way of 

his to score. 

 

The next serve is a fast (178 kph) slice that escapes outside, but it's a fault. The second 

serve is to the center at 161 kph, but with a faster spin than the first serve. After a rally, 

Ei-chan returns the ball at a cross with 1/64 precision. However, it's returned by Takuma 

with a backhand blow—but this also goes out.  

 

So Ei-chan holds his serve. However, he concludes that in this game he'd depended too 

much on Takuma's errors. 

 

Title of ch.319: Unbalanced. 



= = = 

Additional details and corrections for ch.318: 

Ei-chan concludes from his analysis of Takuma's serves that the first serve (230 kph) 

probably wasn't yet full power. It was probably almost full power, but it had taken a bit of 

a spin and was aimed at Ei-chan's body with a course that had margin to the left and 

right. The second serve was also aimed at Ei-chan's body. He thinks that even though it 

looks like Takuma's just slamming the serves out one after another, Takuma had 

actually stressed putting in his first serve with a high probability. 

 

With the first serve, it isn't that Ei-chan was forced outside, but that he decided to hit the 

ball at an angle that should create an open court if he forces Takuma outside. 

 

Ei-chan compares his service game to Takuma's and concludes his tends to take longer 

while Takuma's is settled almost immediately, but he considers that to be "his tennis." 

 

Coach Miura says that though Takuma seems resolved to play as a serve and volleyer, 

serve and volley is a style that's only logical on the server's side; it isn't an attack pattern 

that can be used in a return game. If Takuma tries to compete using volleys as much as 

possible, he needs to somehow steal the advantage from his opponent using his 

strokes. And after Takuma reached his resolve, he made sudden progress in his strokes. 

 

Ch. 319 

Strangely, the chapter title according to Mangakansou is "Balance" (or Equilibrium). It 

uses totally different kanji from the "Unbalanced" mentioned at the end of ch.318, so it 

might be that the mangaka changed his mind about the title or the poster on 

Mangakansou mistyped the title. 

 

Anyhow, the chapter opens with Ei-chan thinking that Takuma's way of fighting in a 

return game had changed after he turned pro. Before, Takuma had tried to play at the 

net any which way, even in a return game. He didn't use his strokes too often as a 

means to get to the net. Right now he comes to play with the intention of settling it after 

his return. Because of that, Ei-chan has been helped by Takuma's errors, but when 

Takuma's shots start to go in, it will become very difficult for Ei-chan to hold his serve. 

 

Takuma's able to get an ace with his first serve, one to the center at 220 kph. Ei-chan 

thinks that if he can't return it, everything else is no use. He adds that the one hitting 

such a strong serve has more experience than someone like Pete. Ei-chan was able to 



manage because of Pete's habit, but Takuma hits his serves with the same perfected 

form. 

 

The next serve is to the center at 198 kph. Ei-chan doesn't manage to touch it but it's 

judged a fault. Ei-chan thinks that since the next is a second serve, he has to make the 

point. The second serve is a slice to the center at 184 kph. Ei-chan thinks it's fast even 

though it's a second serve. Since Takuma doesn't come forward, Ei-chan returns it deep. 

When Takuma returns that, Ei-chan returns it deep again, then goes forward. Takuma 

hits a cross. When Ei-chan reaches out, it's his racket frame that connects, but he 

succeeds in getting the point. 15-15. 

 

Since Ei-chan got the point on a second serve, he thinks it will put pressure on Takuma 

to get the first serve in. However, Ei-chan concludes he mustn't just wait for second 

serves, and moves back so that his receiving position is farther from the baseline. 

 

Kageyama and Sasaki wonder if Ei-chan will be able to get Takuma's serve with that. 

Coach Aoi explains that just by moving back, the speed of the ball when Ei-chan hits it 

will be lower, so the probability of his being able to return it increases, but there are also 

drawbacks to Ei-chan's move such as increasing the area he defends (see image in 

Mangakansou) and giving his opponent more time. 

 

Ei-chan touches the next serve, clocked at 201 kph. He floated it, but just the probability 

of an error is preferable to being beaten without touching the ball. Naturally, Takuma 

takes the point. 30-15. 

 

Ei-chan thinks it doesn't mean just returning Takuma's serve is fine. He has to return it 

deeper. Then he needs the flight time just to be able to reorganize his posture. Since he 

believes timing is important, Ei-chan watches Takuma's serve closely and somehow 

manages to return the serve clocked at 190 kph. Takuma thinks Ei-chan's getting 

accustomed (probably to his serves or the speed). 

 

Ei-chan notes one countermeasure for serve-and-volley: return it high and deep with a 

lob. If it goes well, he can keep Takuma at the back court. Naturally, this can bring on a 

strong shot from a high position—and Takuma meets Ei-chan's expectations with a 

strong cross. Ei-chan returns it somehow, thinking it's sink or swim. The ball hits right on 

the line and is in. 30-30. Ei-chan's elated, thinking that if he can get a point on Takuma's 

first serve even occasionally by playing this way, he's sure a chance to break will come 



at some point. 

 

The next serve is clocked at 221 kph. Ei-chan isn't able to move, but it's a fault. For the 

second serve, Ei-chan applies pressure by assuming his receiving position in the home 

(original) position. He'd simulated to a certain extent whether or not Takuma dashes 

forward (service dash?). If Takuma doesn't dash forward, Ei-chan will return it deep like 

before and get to the net first. If Takuma dashes forward, Ei-chan will sink the ball at 

Takuma's feet with the fastest spin possible, and contest the next. 

 

The second serve goes to the center at 175 kph and Takuma to the net, so Ei-chan 

returns it with a fast spin to Takuma's feet as per the simulation. He waits to see where 

Takuma returns the ball, while guarding against the drop shot of the first game. 

Takuma's return is a cross and deep. Ei-chan concludes their postures are equal, in 

which case..."GO!" 

 

Ei-chan's return is also a cross. Takuma reaches out to return it but his return goes into 

the net. 30-40. And suddenly Ei-chan is at break point. End of chapter. 

 

Title for ch.320 "Character." 

 

Ch. 320 

Apparently, this is the very first time Ei-chan's gotten a chance to break Takuma's 

service in all the times they'd played against each other, so he tells himself to 

concentrate on this one point. From the toss, he judges it either a spin or a flat. Then at 

the moment the ball hits the racket, first the variety of shots, next the course... It's a spin 

that's wide. The serve clocks in at 196 kph, and it escapes outward. Ei-chan somehow 

touches it with the frame of his racket but doesn't manage to return it. 40-40. 

 

Ei-chan looks frustrated, but Takuma's surprised that his serve had been touched 

(wasn't an ace). Coach Aoi marvels at Takuma's ability to hit such a fast spin ball that 

escapes outward. Coach Miura says Takuma's been able to do that much even before, 

but he's now starting to get it in at the crucial moment. Ei-chan's mom, Coach Aoi and 

the others exclaim in surprise that Takuma's been hitting that high-level serve ordinarily. 

 

The next serve touches the net, so it's a fault. Ei-chan prepares for the second serve, 

clinging to a sense of relief and internal amazement. He watches the toss and judges it 

a spin ball. However, its speed is 180 kph and his return is weak, so Takuma's able to 



put it away. But Ei-chan focuses on having touched Takuma's first serve. Though he 

continues to concentrate, the next serve is 220 kph and he isn't able to move at all. Ei-

chan (?) gives a involuntary half smile. 2-1. [Drat. But I suppose with all the history 

between Ei-chan and Takuma, Ei-chan shouldn't be able to break him that easily.] 

 

Ei-chan starts taking notes. In this game, 5 of Takuma's 8 first serves went in, for a 

probability of 63% [already lower than Coach Miura's stated 74%]. Because he took 

break point with that, Ei-chan might say it's [apparently referring to the experience of 

having gotten to break point] quite good. He considers it positively as a game where he 

was able to visualize breaking. 

 

The onlookers pay attention to Ei-chan taking notes. Yukichi says he remembers when 

Ei-chan came to STC. Coach Miura joins him in turning the topic to the game back then. 

In the middle of that reckless match, Ei-chan had begun meeting the ball a bit, after he 

started writing his notes that way. Coach Miura says since that time he'd been 

astounded by Ei-chan's analytical ability and reactions to his excellent vision. After that, 

Ei-chan gained experience and focus, and probably a lot of data on Takuma as well. He 

adds that Ei-chan will probably assemble the conditions just to be able to attack that 

serve next. Therefore, it's not particularly strange that Ei-chan, among those in STC, 

has been able to match Takuma so much. He thinks even Takuma has understood that. 

Yukichi then says, "That's why please watch. Because from here on, Aniki will start 

adjusting to that serve little by little." 

 

The match resumes with Ei-chan's service game. Even if he's not able to get an ace, Ei-

chan starts making free use of tempo, variety of shots, and mixing his shots. 

 

Takuma also starts going for a drawn-out game to decrease the errors from his strokes. 

Recognizing the excellence of his serving condition today, he becomes more 

aggressive, continuing to hit serves of around 200 kph, raises the success rate of his 

first serve close to 70%, and doesn't give Ei-chan a chance to break. The game 

continues. 

 

Both sides hold and the first set enters the 9th game [so the score apparently stands at 

4-4]. Takuma takes the point with his seventh ace today. 15-0. Ei-chan remembers he 

mustn't play as usual today. If he really wants to win, he has to do something...If he 

wants to overcome Takuma... He switches to a defensive position in front after the first 

serve. Takuma notices this and thinks Ei-chan has guts and if he starts challenging Ei-



chan first... End of chapter. 

 

The title of ch.321 is "Aim." 

 

Well, if the score is 4-4, Ei-chan still has a chance at winning the first set 6-4. Since he's 

now had 8 games to adjust to Takuma's serve, maybe in the 9th game, he'll succeed in 

breaking it—especially since the first set seems to have zoomed by. 

 = = = 

Additional details and corrections: 

The fourth game (Ei-chan's serve) also went to deuce. In the fifth game, Takuma 

recognizes the excellence of his serving condition and gradually starts to shift to a more 

aggressive play. Though Ei-chan desperately braves the attack, he's hindered by the 

high wall of his return. What with increasing the probability of his first serve to close to 

70% (not over 70%), Takuma doesn't give Ei-chan a chance to break. 

 

In the ninth game, after Takuma takes the first point, Ei-chan wonders if it's still 

hopeless. He hasn't been able to grasp even the beginning of a break. Even when he 

returns a serve, he's beaten by a volley. Despite there being an obstacle after that... 

Although he's never defeated Takuma up to now, for him (Ei-chan) to have to defeat 

Takuma when he (probably Takuma) is in such good condition... In addition, with his 

usual return and playing only defensively, driven by what comes after the deployment of 

his countermeasure... That's when he realizes he mustn't play the same way today. If 

he really wants to win, he has to do something. If he wants to overcome Takuma... Ei-

chan takes a step forward to the usual receiving position close to the baseline.  

 

Takuma sees that Ei-chan intends to return his first serve from a more forward position 

than what Ei-chan's been using up to now. He thinks it's gutsy and considers taking the 

initiative from Ei-chan. The blurb says "The one who moved first is Ei-chan...!" 

 

Ch. 321 

Huh, rather than "Aim," it seems the title of ch.321 is ""Attribute."  

 

Anyhow, the chapter seems to start with a flashback to Coach...I assume it's Aoi, 

though the post consistently uses "Aoki." Ei-chan looks back to Coach Aoi's lesson 

when Coach Aoi told him that though serve-and-volley has its advantages, it also has 

points to target, and that the proof of that is in the recent decline in the number of serve-

and-volley players. In the past, players didn't have power and they couldn't bring out 



powerful serves or returns because rackets also weren't good. However, those evolved. 

Now the serves of serve-and-volley players are too fast. And on top of not having 

enough time to move to the net, they have to receive their opponent's strong return. 

Furthermore, assuming they're still able to return the first volley, the position of the 

second volley is very dangerous. Ei-chan thinks that was already proven during his 

match with Pete. But trying to do that when he's farther back of the baseline is 

impossible. 

 

Takuma thinks he doesn't know how Ei-chan intends to challenge him, but it might be 

because Ei-chan concluded that he (Ei-chan) can't compete if he can't return (the 

serve?) from the home position. Takuma says that if he just wants to win today, he too 

would choose that. 

 

Ei-chan looks back to the days of study, preparing for the match with Takuma. Takuma, 

on the other hand, thinks that Ei-chan suddenly displays his true aggressive character 

when push comes to shove. That side of Ei-chan irritates Takuma and has since before. 

 

Ei-chan takes the current 4-4 tie as an example, where the score is 15-0. In such cases, 

Takuma often aims confidently for the center. He estimates that probability of a fast flat 

or slice serve to the center is 63%. If he's able to return it, he'll bet on a high return. Ei-

chan's prediction is correct: a slice to the center. Takuma returns the fast ball with a 

volley, but because his setup was destroyed, [Ei-chan's?] next ball escapes to the side. 

15-15. 

 

Takuma guesses Ei-chan predicted the serve to the center. The audience is also 

surprised. Takuma tells himself this isn't the time to get mad. He's had a series of 

victories, but he can't lose today. For that reason, he'll keep two things in mind: not 

getting irritated and persisting in serve and volley. He remembers that "fight" with Ei-

chan when he agreed to serve 50 balls so Ei-chan could improve his return—he'd 

always regretted that last slice serve, that he hadn't stuck with a flat serve, just because 

he hadn't wanted Ei-chan to return a serve. 

 

Coach Aoi asks why Takuma's fixated on serve and volley. Coach Miura replies that 

since losing to Ike, Takuma had been idle and had probably been troubled, but in the 

end, there's only serve and volley for that guy. He explains that Takuma's innate 

physical mainspring is strong and his body is made for serves. 

 



Then he starts talking about Takuma. In addition to his mainspring, everything from the 

first joints of his fingers to his fingertips is flexible, and yet they're sensitive. Moreover, 

even though his body is huge, he moves explosively. Personality-wise, sensitivity and 

tactlessness coexist. In serve and volley, instantaneous reactions demand highly strung 

sensitivity and tactless boldness, rather than a strategic mindset. 

 

The match continues at the same time. Ei-chan continues to predict where the serve 

with go and hits it back. However, he doesn't readily draw out Takuma's side. 30-15. 

 

Ei-chan wonders what to do, then decides that in this case, a full-power body shot. The 

grounds are in an uproar over Takuma's masterful drop shot [see image in 

mangakansou]. 40-15. 

 

Ei-chan's shocked by the drop shot. The velocity hadn't been sufficient [probably it 

wasn't faster than Takuma could react]. Coach Aoi's all "well, crap...he's amazing..." 

Coach Miura smirks. He explains that the main point is that for Takuma, who's high 

strung and tactless, who's big and can move, however the times were going to move, 

serve and volley was probably the only [play style?] for Takuma. End of chapter. 

 

The title of ch.322 is "Enhancement" (or "Reinforcement"), unless of course the 

mangaka changes the title again. 

= = = 

Some corrections: What Takuma regretted was that "fight" with Ei-chan when he agreed 

to serve 50 balls so Ei-chan could improve his return—he'd always regretted that last 

slice serve, that he hadn't stuck with a flat serve, just because he hadn't wanted Ei-chan 

to return a serve. And the main point of Coach Miura's explanation that is that for 

Takuma, who's high strung and tactless, who's big and can move, however the times 

[trend in play styles?] were going to move, serve and volley was probably the only [play 

style?] for Takuma. 

 

Takuma realizes that even if he escapes Ei-chan, if he does so by altering his play style, 

he won't be satisfied—meaning, he'll regret it the way he had that first "fight." So even if 

Ei-chan can predict Takuma's serves, Takuma doesn't intend to change anything. He'll 

just use enough power that Ei-chan can't return it, and suppress Ei-chan that way. But if 

Ei-chan manages to return his serve, Takuma intends to take the point with a volley. 

 

 



Ch. 322 

Current score is 5-4 with Takuma in the lead. So a 4-6 win in the first set by Ei-chan is 

out of the question now. However, Takuma's awakening to the realization of Ei-chan's 

fantastic stroke. Then flashback to Takuma's practice with Monma. 

= = = 

Ei-chan thinks that though he'd struck with a body shot with quite a lot of power, he'd 

been beaten with a drop shot. Takuma's reaction is also amazing, but more than that, 

what technique! Ei-chan wonders whether he should have aimed for the side or body 

with a faster ball. 

 

Takuma thinks this way is fine. Serve and volley uses sensitivity rather than strokes: no 

more than 1cm of the toss, only once of the racket face, just a momentary slip in timing 

influences the outcome. 

 

Based on Takuma's toss, Ei-chan concludes the serve will be either a flat or spin...with 

the probability of a center (53%). Wide was 43% and body 4%. Takuma thinks he 

doesn't have time to be puzzled by this and that of Ei-chan's tactics. His serve clocks at 

225kph, but Ei-chan manages to touch it. 5-4 with Takuma in the lead. 

 

The audience marvels over Takuma's serve. Someone speculates he's the best in 

Japan, if judging only by serves. Others think Ei-chan's technique is quite good, but he 

can't do anything against that serve. Coach Aoi thinks it doesn't mean Ei-chan didn't do 

anything. Ei-chan thinks he hadn't been able to return the serve even though he'd 

predicted correctly, so what to do? He wonders whether he can only move earlier/faster 

despite the higher risk. Even though he's correctly predicted the course of 3 out of 4 of 

the first serves...even though it isn't bad numerically, he's a long way from breaking. But 

because he took a chance, Takuma didn't manage an ace. Being able to predict like this 

is because Takuma is hitting his serves "as usual." Ei-chan concludes that he's starting 

to match the timing. If he returns the serve even a bit more, no doubt Takuma will try to 

hit an even better serve. If Ei-chan can put pressure doing it that way even slightly, 

there's a point in nibbling at Takuma. If he puts more pressure than usual, the likelihood 

of Takuma's making an error will increase with just that. At least it should. He decides to 

continue putting a bit of pressure on that extravagant serve. Ei-chan thinks he can only 

believe that he'll be able to break through with just that at some point. 

 

Ei-chan's service game starts. With the score at 5-4, he reminds himself that he'll be a 

set down if his serve is broken. It will be hard if he's a set down first with Takuma as his 



opponent. In which case, Takuma will definitely start to attack immediately and raise the 

gear several notches... If that happens, Ei-chan will fall behind even more. That's why 

the initiative is essential right now. He corrects himself: he mustn't just beat Takuma to 

the punch, he must continue beating him to the punch. Takuma's surprised by Ei-chan's 

quick serve and his return hits the net. 15-0. 

 

Ei-chan notes that Takuma had started a return dash. This confirmed his suspicion that 

Takuma intended to play at the net, which would give Takuma the advantage of 

deciding a ball right away. Ei-chan's next serve is slow at 149kph and apparently took 

Takuma by surprise. Ei-chan wonders if the timing had slipped away (probably from 

Takuma) and notes that Takuma doesn't go to the net and that Takuma is a step slow in 

returning to the middle of the baseline. So Takuma's making an open court. Ei-chan's 

next shot is deep. Takuma returns it. Ei-chan thinks that in going deep, he was able to 

move Takuma back. So he hits a drop shot. 30-0. 

 

The audience notes that Ei-chan's somehow continuing to hold his game. It's a narrow 

margin, but he's not giving up his advantage. 

 

Ei-chan thinks that if he lets Takuma do what he (Takuma) wants to do, even once, it 

will be the end. Takuma can take the net, which is his specialty, and take the upper 

hand with one ball. Ei-chan decides to forestall him and seal him before that happens. 

 

Takuma wonders how many times he'll be beaten by that slow ball before Ei-chan's 

satisfied. He notes that Ei-chan's next serve again isn't fast, but the course is good. He 

thinks Ei-chan's power and stroke are average, but Ei-chan can't be deal with by 

ordinary means. All courses, all ball types, timing...they've been going in without error to 

bad spots for Takuma. That accuracy makes Ei-chan a totally different person from 

before. Takuma remembers that Ei-chan defeated Asano and dominated the first round 

of the actual tournament. If he's gotten to the point where Takuma also isn't able to 

break, then Takuma can't not acknowledge it. This guy's (EI-chan's) stroke is quite 

something. Takuma concludes that he has to deal with that suitably. 

 

Flashback to Takuma's practice with Monma. Takuma's shot goes out. Monma asks 

what's with that stroke; isn't Takuma in the mood to play? When Takuma replies that 

he's doing it properly, Monma criticizes Takuma's stroke as sloppy. He points out that 

no matter how much of a pure serve-and-volleyer Takuma is, strengthening his stroke is 

indispensable to go forward in a return game. Takuma counters that strengthening it will 



result in errors. Monma asks rhetorically if Takuma thinks doing it stronger will 

strengthen his strokes, then calls him optimistic. He speculates that the truth is that 

Takuma had simply wanted to put away the ball quickly, so he did it a bit stronger. 

Which means Takuma lacks endurance/perseverance/patience. He adds that Takuma 

won't make it in the world like that.  

 

Monma cites Ike as a demon in his strokes. Takuma counters that he's not worrying 

about Ike anymore. Monma argues that Ike's stroke is top class even in the world, that 

it's prodigious. It's natural that Takuma can't try to ignore Ike if he really wants to go 

international and play against that guy. Takuma then asks how Monma would play if he 

intends to counter Ike's stroke. Monma replies that he honestly doesn't want to play 

against Ike. Takuma sweatdrops, asking if Monma's turned fainthearted after saying that 

much. Monma tells him that's the reason for waiting for the bait. Takuma parrots, "Bait?" 

So Monma orders Takuma to partner him today in his Ike countermeasure. 

 

End of chapter. Title for ch.323 is "Losing the Initiative." 

 

Ch. 323 

The chapter title remains "Losing the Initiative," which doesn't bode well for Ei-chan. 

Anyhow, it apparently picks up where ch.322 left off with Takuma's flashback. Takuma 

and Monma begin the Ike-stroke countermeasure. Monma tells Takuma that "wait for 

the bait" is one way to counter Ike and orders him to try doing it first. He explains that 

initially it's an ordinary stroke from the baseline. Absolutely no errors. Since the course 

doesn't matter, make sure it goes in within 3m of his (Monma's) baseline using a stable, 

natural spin. He then tells Takuma he (Monma) is going to go hard. And the two start a 

rally. 

 

For the time being, Takuma tries to do what he was told, but he's told he mustn't use 

arching shots or slow balls. Monma orders him to return with more than regular power, 

no matter what type of ball. Because if he doesn't, he'll be pummeled from above like 

just now [I suspect Monma smashed it].  

 

Takuma thinks, "I see. So it's that sort of thing?" He continues to return the ball in the 

same way, without being a slave to Monma's tempo. He continues to return Monma's 

fast balls fast even the slow balls; he gets going, continuing to run and return the balls. 

But Monma orders him to return even the balls that go out. He points out that they can 

continue a rapid barrage of strong hits that easily. Takuma protests, but Monma replies 



that the top guys in the world would have gotten the shot in. 

 

Monma explains that making the stroke demons think "no matter how I'm driven, I'll 

return this the same way" is the first step. It's a ball that's not too fast so they can take 

time to return to the center, but not too slow that it give the opponent an opportunity to 

attack. The ball Takuma hits with a stable spin feels stable and is unexpectedly hard for 

an opponent to attack. And just matching his opponent means the risk to Takuma is low. 

[This feels like one of the strategies that Ei-chan had identified.] And the risk of being 

attacked by his opponent is high using regular power to put the ball deep as it is. 

Monma explains that matching the opponent's ball doesn't require imagination; however, 

it requires patience/perseverance and stamina in order to control one's own will over a 

long period. 

 

Takuma wonders how long they're going to continue this [apparently a rally]. He 

continues returning the ball with regular power, without exception. They continue 

without a break. Different ranges and speeds and repetitive stop-and-dashes take their 

toll. Monma orders Takuma to put up with the pain, pointing out that Takuma, who had 

dropped out of tennis once, basically lacks staying power as a tennis player, the most 

essential power when competing while taking responsibility for the country [apparently a 

reference to the Davis Cup]. Takuma gets pissed, but tries to continue doing what 

Monma says; Monma has suffered a full set against the world's No.3 [maybe a one-set 

match in some tournament]. Monma tells Takuma that when he can do this, even Ike 

can't attack him easily. Monma says that when it comes to putting up with everything 

and continuing to wait, not being settled with a powerful ball, the guys confident in their 

strokes will definitely start to attack using tempo, because that's the only thing they can 

do if fast, strong hits are useless. He explains that the "slow" in that tempo is the "bait." 

When that comes, it's all right to put it away. 

 

Takuma goes to put away a slow ball. However, that ball is out. Monma points out that if 

Takuma gets impatient, everything will come to nothing. That's also perseverance, but 

that's also unexpectedly difficult to break your own tempo. Monma adds that they can 

only do it repeatedly in order to be able to settle it with a blow. While saying that, he 

continues their practice. Next they exchange shots over 50 times in a rally before 

Monma tells Takuma to hit a slow one. Takuma, who's dripping in sweat, notes he's hit 

50 strong shots and concludes that practice with Monma is hell. The flashback ends and 

the scene switches back to the match. 

 



Ei-chan notices that Takuma doesn't go to the net. He decides that if Takuma doesn't 

force his way to the net... His choice is a slow ball with a course that stresses nailing 

Takuma to the baseline, and he drives it deep as intended. Takuma notes the slow ball 

[in other words, "bait"] and wham! Ei-chan's taken by surprise and misses [or maybe 

makes an error]. 30-15. 

 

Ei-chan wonders if instead of Takuma's timing not having been broken by the slow 

ball...if Takuma had been aiming to hit one. Takuma thinks that if Ei-chan's stroke can't 

be destroyed, he'll play using this style, it's the only way he'll finally get to the net. But 

he also adds that it was a countermeasure that he'd also intended for Ike [meaning, he 

hadn't intended to use it sooner]. 

 

Ei-chan's next serve clocks at 177kph. Takuma again doesn't go forward immediately. 

Coach Aoi notes this and thinks Takuma's becoming tenacious in his return game is 

scary. Ei-chan keeps in mind not relaxing his advantage and not letting Takuma hit in 

good form. 

 

Takuma thinks that as a pro, his physical strength and fortitude have always been 

lacking. But now, he'll go along with Ei-chan's tennis, no matter how long. Ei-chan aims 

for a tight course. Takuma thinks, "This is also within the range of 3m." But Takuma 

keeps it stable and returns the ball remembering to keep it within 3m [probably of the 

baseline]. 

 

Ei-chan thinks that the one Takuma had aimed for a little while ago was a slow spin. For 

the time being, it's better to be careful with that. Therefore... he tries to hit a slice. 

Takuma is following those movements steadily with his eyes. End of chapter. 

 

The title of ch.324 is "Pride." 

= = = 

Corrections and additions:  

When Monma ordered Takuma to return with more than regular power, no matter what 

type of ball, his explanation was that if Takuma doesn't, he'll be pummeled first, not from 

above. He criticized Takuma's return as being too slow and having too much of an arc. 

After Monma ordered Takuma to return even his outs, Takuma's protest was only 

mental. And Monma's comment that the top guys in the world would have gotten the 

shot in seemed to strike a nerve with Takuma. When Takuma wondered how long 

they're going to continue this [rally], he thinks he can't buy time with a slow ball. And 



since he can't go forward [probably to play at the net], he doesn't feel relieved. 

 

When Monma hit a slow ball to Takuma and Takuma's return went out, that was 

Takuma's turn. Then Monma simply told Takuma that the next was his (Monma's) turn, 

so after 50 balls, Takuma was to hit a slow ball to Monma. Meaning it wasn't shown. 

Takuma was dubious at the prospect of him hitting 50 strong shots [and this would be 

consecutively, just for Monma's turn]. This is the part where Takuma concludes that 

practice with Monma is hell. 

 

Since Ei-chan concluded that it's better to be careful about a slow spin and he hits a 

slice, I suspect he's going for his fastest spin next. If Takuma sees Ei-chan form and 

expects another slow spin, he's bound to be surprised. So long as Ei-chan's shot 

doesn't go out, the odds of that slice bringing the score to 40-15 are good. 

 

Ch. 324 

Anyhow, ch.324 opens with Ei-chan thinking that if Takuma is starting to target the slow 

balls, then this should be effective. Takuma notes Ei-chan's form is for a slice. Ei-chan 

hits a fast slice but is shocked by Takuma's steady response. The spectators are also 

surprised by the fast slice. However, having expected it from Ei-chan's form, Takuma is 

composed and again returns the ball without attacking or defending. 

 

Ei-chan notes Takuma's return is just one type of ball that he sends deep, and Takuma 

has time to return to the center. But because it's the first fast slice that Ei-chan has hit 

today, he absolutely wants this point. Ei-chan attacks sharply; unfortunately, his shot 

goes out. 30-30. 

 

Ei-chan thinks on rallying like this with Takuma at the baseline... As expected, Ei-chan's 

also surprised that Takuma's way of fighting is starting to change. On the other hand, 

Takuma is aware that the fast slice Ei-chan had hit just now will become a dangerous 

weapon because of when it's used. He wonders if it means his unusual reconnaissance 

had been worth it. If he takes the next, it's set point. Naturally, it's a turning point. Even 

tennis that's unlike him is effective. In addition, right now this is essential in the state of 

the game. 

 

Ei-chan faces the next serve. He couldn't take the point with a fast slice, but it also 

depends on how he uses it. His posture shows he believes in himself even in critical 

moments, even if the slow balls are being targeted. He lets loose a serve clocked at 180 



kph. Takuma returns what he calls an "only-looks-fast serve" without any difficulty. Ei-

chan reminds himself to believe in himself so that he won't yield the advantage. 

 

The spectators are surprised by the slow slice. However, Takuma returns it with a 

strong blow, as he'd aimed. The ball hits the net and turns into a cord ball that jumps 

high. Ei-chan thinks Takuma was going for the slow ball again, but this time he made an 

error. So the fast slice a little while ago had an effect. Go! Ei-chan hits the chance ball. 

 

However, though Takuma's posture was off, he returns it desperately with a strong shot. 

Ei-chan swears because he can't return this with a fast ball. Takuma thinks that was 

dangerous...but the situation reversed and another slow ball has come. And Takuma 

puts it away. 30-40. 

 

Ei-chan acknowledges Takuma had gotten him. However, he now clearly understands 

that Takuma is going for the slow balls. At the same time, he understands all the same 

that it doesn't mean he should not hit slow balls. Simply the one just now that Takuma 

had settled desperately... If there's a way to do something, Ei-chan once again pulls 

himself together. 

 

When Takuma hits a deep ball, he limits the spin. In which case, Ei-chan prepares 

steadily. He puts together a plan to choose and throw in a "bouncing spin ball" that's 

most likely to be targeted. He's again also wary that Takuma has begun taking risks to 

take the set. Ei-chan thinks that he'll definitely choose a ball that can be targeted and 

definitely take it down without rushing, no matter how much time it takes... 

 

On the other hand, Takuma thinks it's a rule of thumb, but he'll start analyzing Ei-chan's 

next serve in his [Takuma's] own special way. It's sketchy data but...he can bet...it's 

wide. That's not proof, but just here, he'll abandon his pointless pride and imitate Ei-

chan. [I'm reminded of when Coach Miura told Takuma and Natsu that Ei-chan's 

copying opponents is the way to defeat stronger opponents.] 

 

Ei-chan thinks he absolutely wants his first serve to go in. But the state of the game is 

one where he can't concede power, therefore... what he can rely on the most today 

is...a spin wide! 

 

Takuma thinks he got it right, and he returns it with a strong shot. Ei-chan manages to 

return it even though is posture is off. He realizes Takuma had predicted it, and oh no! 



his return is a slow ball, but luckily it's to a high point on Takuma's backhand... 

 

Takuma returns it with a powerful one-handed jackknife to Ei-chan who had 

momentarily relaxed. Ei-chan returns it again with his posture off, but he floated the ball 

and Takuma gets to the net to put it away. Takuma takes the first set. End of chapter. 

 

Title of ch.325 is "Resonance." Maybe this means Ei-chan's reminded of a similar 

situation in the past.  

 

Well, with the first set over, the next chapter is bound to focus on Ei-chan's thoughts, 

what he's learned from the first set and how he plans to counter Takuma. I wonder if 

some players will show up already. I mean, Ike's match started 2 hours earlier than Ei-

chan's, and Nabae, Araya, and Kanda weren't shown watching Ike's match, so their 

matches could have started earlier too. 

= = = 

Just a correction to the ch.324 spoiler: Takuma didn't think Ei-chan's fast slice "will 

become" a dangerous weapon; he acknowledged that it was quite a dangerous weapon 

and that he only managed to return it "somehow" because he was on the lookout for it. 

 

Ch. 325 

For ch.325, after Takuma takes the first set 6-4 with a high volley after a one-handed 

jackknife, Ei-chan requests a toilet break. And as he leaves the court, he thinks the 

timing is just right because he also wants time to regain some composure. He'd felt that 

he'd known Takuma quite well, but thinks it would have been impossible for the 

Takuma-before-going-pro to have waited and targeted the slow balls. Takuma wouldn't 

have predicted his serves and taken risks the way Ei-chan does. Ei-chan thinks he 

hadn't realized that his image had been limited to their competitions up to now, and that 

he hadn't understood how fearsome Takuma is in a regular match. 

 

Ei-chan's mom watches Ei-chan leave the court, then confirms with Coach Aoi that it's 

against the rules to talk to Ei-chan during this time. He agrees that it would be a 

violation. On his way to the toilet, Ei-chan notices Ike. Ike also sees him, but Ei-chan 

turns away without saying anything. Ei-chan concludes that Ike's match with Ide is over. 

Ike guesses Ei-chan is still in the middle of his match and is taking a toilet break. So Ike 

joins the STC contingent. Some spectators notice Ike's arrival.  

 

Coach Miura asks how Ike's match was, and Ike replies that he's a bit annoyed. 



Flashback to 30 minutes earlier. The scoreboard shows Ike took the first set 6-1, and 

the second set is in tiebreak: 9-8 in Ike's favor. Ike serves. At Ide's return, Ike thinks 

Ide's response is rapidly improving. Ike's return is a cord ball, and he thinks he was 

aiming too hard. Ide makes a big return, and Ike wonders if Ide can play indefinitely. Ike 

goes for a passing shot, and Ide has to dive to volley. But Ike goes forward and puts 

away the ball. So the final score is 6-1, 7-6. End flashback.  

 

Ike tells Coach Miura that he'd almost been caught up in Ide's pace again and that Ide is 

still an unpleasant guy who hasn't changed from when they were kids. Yukichi wishes 

he had one more body so he could have watched Ike's match. Kageyama notices that 

the number of spectators is increasing and wonders if they came from center court. 

Takuma notices Ike chatting with Coach Miura.  

 

Ike asks about the status of the match. Yukichi replies that Takuma's serve is in 

excellent form. His rough count is that over 70% of Takuma's first serves in the first set 

have gone in. The odds of a point from Takuma's first serve is over 80%. Yukichi's 

notes show 1st success rate: Takuma, 71%; Aniki, 83%; 1st return rate: Takuma, 85%; 

Aniki, 62%; 2nd return rate: Takuma, 63%; Aniki, 43%. (Kageyama hadn't realized 

Yukichi had done such calculations and compares him to Ei-chan.) 

 

Ike notes Ei-chan had also worked hard and asks how it had been settled. Yukichi 

explains that Ei-chan had tried all sorts of tactics, but Takuma persisted and ended it 

with a play that applied Takuma's tennis. Ike turns thoughtful about Takuma also doing 

that sort of tennis, and wonders if it will have a good result. He adds that it seems Ei-

chan will have difficulty, but Ei-chan just has to do something about Takuma's first serve. 

 

Yukichi says it would help Ei-chan if the success rate of Takuma's first serve dropped to 

60%. Himeko asks why 60%. Yukichi explains that 60% isn't exact, but gives a rough 

example that if the first serve goes in, you make a point, but if it doesn't, you lose a point. 

A player can take a game in 4 points, but in reality, a game usually takes 6 points. So a 

player wants 4 out of 6 balls to go in, which is 66.7%. Even if a player misses 2 balls, he 

can take the game. But if only 3 out of 6 balls go in, that's 50%. Both sides will have 

equal points, and since tennis requires a difference of 2 points to take a game, the 

server won't be able to hold. Just because a first serve goes in, it doesn't mean the 

server will definitely take the point. Kageyama asks if this means Yukichi wants Takuma 

to miss 3 first serves in a game. Yukichi says that's what would happen in theory, but Ei-

chan might not discover something that will let him return Takuma's first serve better. 



Himeko concludes that Ei-chan is in a worse position than she'd thought. Ei-chan's mom 

adds that it seems hopeless that Ei-chan will win on his own power. Coach Aoi tries to 

encourage them, saying the slightest thing will put off a serve because it's a sensitive 

thing, but he thinks today's Takuma is a bit dangerous. 

 

Then Ike notices that Ei-chan's returned. Ei-chan's expression looks resolute. Coach 

Aoi wonders if Ei-chan returned renewed. In his thoughts, he orders Ei-chan to do what 

Ei-chan's resolved to do if Ei-chan has decided on what to do. 

 

End chapter. Blurb for the next chapter: The do-or-die second set opens! If it's taken, 

the match is over! 

 

Title of ch.326 is "Much Less the Match." Ch.325 was in a double issue, so ch.326 

should be out just before Christmas, but that's in another double issue, so ch.327 

should be after New Year. 

 

Ch. 326 

Ch.236 opens with Ei-chan informing the chair umpire of his return from the toilet. 

Takuma notes that Ei-chan has recovered well. Ei-chan gets his racket and thinks that 

he's glad he'd taken a bit of time and that he'd also been able to sort out not just his 

motivation but also what he has to do. With the second set, he doesn't have any more. 

Conversely, since Takuma is taking risks, there's no doubt he'll attack aggressively. Ei-

chan notes he has to break in that sort of situation—in which case, he can't do the same 

things he's done up to now. He's played a close game up to now, and he has to manage 

a return. He thinks if he increases the pressure (on Takuma) even slightly, something 

will happen, but that's not enough. He'll add stronger pressure than before, and even 

take risks. 

 

Yukichi notes Ei-chan changed his return position again. Kageyama adds that it's 

slightly forward of the very back position of before. Coach Aoi wonders to himself if Ei-

chan's being aggressive to the bitter end. The second set is announced. 

 

Ei-chan thinks that even if he simply returns the ball, if he's beaten by the next shot, 

then it won't turn into pressure. So his return has to be on a level that will apply pressure 

to the shot following the serve. With data, he can determine the course to a certain 

degree. Even the toss will determine it. He'll pick up his weigh with 3 steps until the 

impact [probably so that he's already in motion and can react faster]. Takuma serves 



and Ei-chan's able to get to it. Ei-chan reminds himself to make his swing compact, but 

Takuma's serve is so fast (clocked at 229 kph) that Ei-chan isn't able to control it, and 

his return goes into the stands. 

 

An onlooker says Ei-chan's return was awful. But someone else points out it was terribly 

fast, so there's no control. Another adds that just touching it is already amazing; if it had 

been successful, that sort of power would have produced. Takuma was reminded of two 

years earlier [when Ei-chan went up against Takuma to practice his return]; he thinks it 

was this sort of feeling. 

 

Ei-chan thinks the serve just now was just too good. But if his return had gone in, it 

would have applied quite a lot of pressure. The ball's power increases when he uses a 

compact swing with the power from the 3 steps going forward. His defensive range to 

the side contracts, but he'll cover as much as power with his estimates. Coach Aoi 

judges it to be a high-risk strategy believing in estimates based on data. He considers it 

a choice typical of Ei-chan, but in this set Takuma is also switching to a first serve that 

settles a point [going for an ace?] from a first serve that goes inside. 

 

Takuma's next serve faults. Ei-chan expects the second serve to be a chance. He plans 

that to sink the ball with a fast spin if Takuma comes forward, and to aim deep with a flat 

if Takuma stays back. Either way, he'll make it stronger or apply a tighter course than in 

the first set. Takuma's second serve is clocked at 190 kph; Ei-chan's surprised by the 

speed since it's a second serve. Ei-chan sees Takuma head for the net, so he does as 

he planned and Takuma's return hits the net. 15-15. 

 

Ei-chan thinks he'll definitely get a point on the second serve. By doing so, he'll steadily 

apply pressure on the first serve. Takuma's next serve is an ace, clocked at 215 kph. Ei-

chan tells himself he mustn't determine the course too tightly. 30-15. 

 

The next serve goes into the net. Ei-chan acknowledges the danger but thinks that this 

power and course would result in errors. The second serve is clocked at 195 kph; Ei-

chan notes it's gotten faster again. Takuma volleys, and Ei-chan thinks Takuma's focus 

forward in proportion with the recent error in his volley. Because of that, Ei-chan hits a 

lob. 30-30. 

 

Takuma acknowledges that Ei-chan got him. Ei-chan, on the other hand, recognizes 

that Takuma's second serve was great and wonders if he can add a bit of pressure. 



Takuma's next serve is clocked at 232 kph, the fastest for the day. Ei-chan's able to 

meet it but fails to control it. So 40-30. 

 

Then Ei-chan wonders whether, on the contrary, it's a chance. Coach Aoi thinks that if 

Ei-chan can break first, then the odds of his being able to take the second set increases, 

and if he can take the second set, then he can bring that momentum into the final set. 

Ei-chan thinks that Takuma's starting to increase his risk is certain...and this is the 

turning point of the match. 

 

Blurb: The germ for a turn-around in Takuma's serve, which can continue to speed 

up...!? 

The title of ch.327 can be translated as "panic" or "horror" or "dismay" or "dread"—

whichever it is, I hope it's on Takuma's part. 

 

Ch. 327 

Okay, ch.327 opens with the score for Takuma's service game at 40-30. His hitting his 

fastest serve for the day (232 kph) makes the venue seethe [bubble with excitement?]. 

Ei-chan had also responded, but he couldn't return it. He thinks that it's as he'd 

expected: Takuma's starting to attack nonstop, capitalizing on his lead. Takuma's 

playing his riskiest tennis up to now. Ei-chan believes that at a time like this, there ought 

to be an opening he can take advantage of. Ei-chan's impression is that even though 

he's correctly predicted the course of Takuma's serves, Takuma disregarded this and 

chose his usual course—that's how much confidence Takuma has in his serve. 

Believing in his eyes and data, Ei-chan plans to go for a turn-around with a return that 

will steal the advantage with one stroke. 

 

Ei-chan correctly predicts that the next serve will be to the center, but when he thought 

he'd gotten a powerful winner...the serve was judged a fault. Ei-chan had suspected it 

might have been out, and he regrets the outcome since he'd returned it to a really good 

spot, but he also notes that his return is starting come together and resolves to attack 

the next more. 

 

Takuma's second serve clocks at 200 kph, and he concludes that today his second 

serve is also good. Ei-chan feels Takuma's second serves are steadily getting faster 

and he returns this one with a slice with all his might. Takuma goes to the net and 

returns the shot with a drop shot. Ei-chan starts to go after it, but he's too late, so 

Takuma holds his serve. 



 

Ei-chan thinks he'd gotten to a good spot, but didn't manage to break. He feels the 

latest second serve had exceeded 200 kph and wonders how much risk Takuma's going 

to take before it's too much. He can't imagine the high probability of such a serve going 

in will continue forever. In this game, only 3 out of 6 first serves went in, so the odds are 

50%. He thinks that if this continues, a chance to break will definitely turn up. He plans 

to at least hold his serve and not drop a game. Takuma thinks his shoulders were 

warmed up enough. 

 

Ei-chan's service game starts. He hits a serve that can't be attacked, then returns 

Takuma's return. However, Takuma hits a forcibly strong shot next. Ei-chan thinks that 

even though he has the advantage, he's suddenly being targeted. In addition, Takuma 

goes to the net. Ei-chan thinks their postures are more than equal and he can't let 

Takuma come forward so easily. But Ei-chan's return hits the net, so Takuma gets a 

point first. Ei-chan thinks that if it had gone in, he could have gotten away. Because the 

ball flattened slightly, his timing with his usual skill was off. He wonders if Takuma's 

playing super offensively in both service and return games. 

 

Ei-chan's next serve is to the center, clocking at 173 kph. Starting with the return, 

Takuma suddenly hits a strong blow. He quits trying to go to the net, thinking he might 

be overdoing it. Ei-chan saw that and the ball he's trying to return deep flattens and 

ends up short by mistake. Takuma puts it away with a jackknife. 0-30. 

 

Yukichi concludes Ei-chan hasn't been able to deal with Takuma's aggressive approach. 

Ei-chan thinks Takuma's starting to aiming for a deep spot with a tendency toward a flat 

regardless of Ei-chan's advantage. It's much more of a worry than an ordinary strong 

approach shot: even though Takuma's turned pro, he's been able to forge an approach 

shot that takes into account his continuing to play at the net. Ei-chan tells himself to get 

a grip, that if he pays proper attention and deals with it, something will turn up. If he 

loses this one, it's 0-40. He absolutely can't lose it. He takes a deep breath. If that 

happens, he'll set up one beat faster, and just swing. This way, he can only grasp the 

rhythm physically. He expects that in leaning forward, Takuma naturally will 

counterattack easily. In addition, he had expected a fight with Takuma forcibly coming to 

the net in the first place. If Takuma can return even that flattened shot from there, 

various countermeasures are considered... Ei-chan thinks that so long as he doesn't 

hand over the advantage of his serve, there's no need to fear, that even Takuma who 

came to the net isn't scary. 



 

Ike thinks that Takuma's predominance is unchallenged but not as much as it looks, and 

that Takuma probably realizes it himself, but Ei-chan is simply not able to corner him. [I 

guess he means Ei-chan isn't able to convert his chances into a break, but he's on the 

brink of it.] 

 

End chapter. Title for ch.328 is "Tendency." 

 

I have to say that Ike's observation is encouraging. It gives me hope that Ei-chan will 

turn things around—or at least start to—in the next chapter. 

 

EDIT: As my brother puts it, in boxing terms, Ei-chan's an in-fighter and Takuma's an 

out-fighter (the type that's fast and maneuverable). Ei-chan just needs to get Takuma 

into a corner and cut off his maneuverability. 

= = = 

Ooh! Found RAWs for WSM. Based on Ike's smirk, he's expecting something from Ei-

chan. And based on Ike's thoughts, Ei-chan is gradually closing in on Takuma. In the 

part where Ike thinks that Takuma probably realizes that his predominance isn't as 

unchallenged as it looks, the panel shows Takuma's tense face. So it looks like Ei-

chan's succeeding in putting pressure on Takuma. 

 

More details: when Ei-chan notes that only 3 out of 6 of Takuma's first serves in the 

second set went in, for a probability of 50%, he adds that Takuma's second serves are 

also strong, but Ei-chan's able to attack by sinking the ball with his return and raising it 

with a lob. If he can continue this, then a chance to break is sure to come.  

 

After Takuma forcibly rushed the net for the first point in Ei-chan's service game, Ei-

chan thinks that's Takuma's original tennis and wonders if Takuma had given up his 

previous tactic of returning the ball deep and aiming for a slow ball. 

 

In addition to thinking there's no need to fear, Ei-chan believes he should be able to 

make a point somewhere: both sides, at the feet, overhead, body... 

 

Ch. 328 

The first game of the second set was held by Takuma. Now in Ei-chan's first service 

game, the score is 0-30. Yukichi says that if Ei-chan's serve is broken in this game, 

there could be a strong possibility of a defeat with one blow. Kageyama tells him not to 



say unpleasant things. The face of Ei-chan's mom also stiffens. Yukichi adds that the 

side that tries to settle things with one blow by becoming aggressive is sure to make an 

opening. That's not limited to tennis and is common knowledge in all competitions. 

 

Ei-chan's next serve is an ace to the center, clocked at 180 kph. Now that Takuma's 

trying to return and get to the net as much as possible, Ei-chan's able to get an ace. Ei-

chan thinks that considering the situation, timing, and course, even his power can get 

an ace. 

 

Takuma thinks playing defensively is also an option, but he currently is in the lead and 

it's faster to hold Ei-chan down with power. Ei-chan, who's played many times with an 

attacking Takuma, thinks it's easier to fight him that way. 

 

Ei-chan's next serve is a spin ball escaping outside, clocked at 161 kph. Takuma returns 

it, thinking its course prevents him from going to the net. He takes a posture of hitting 

the ball forcibly and going to the net. Ei-chan notes the forcible approach and how it 

flattens the ball. Takuma doesn't present any opening, so Ei-chan sinks the ball at 

Takuma's feet, thinking he has to move one step faster. Ei-chan had gotten the timing 

well, so his next shot is a lob to the right. 

 

Yukichi considers Ei-chan's shot skillful since even if it doesn't get through, Takuma 

can't smash it with his backhand. Ei-chan predicts based on Takuma's posture that the 

return will be a high back volley across that lacks power. However, Takuma pulls back 

and smashes, bringing the score to 15-40. 

 

The venue is in an uproar. Takuma's dismissive: Can a guy play serve-and-volley in this 

age if he can't move up at the net with his backhand?  

 

Ei-chan fully realizes Takuma exceeds his expectations. He tells himself not to fret, to 

update his data each time his assumptions are exceeded, and to keep firmly it mind it 

was beyond his assumptions up to now. When Takuma targets slow balls, a 

countermeasure using change of pace that reduced slow balls... Because Takuma's 

forcible approach flattens the ball, Ei-chan moves one step faster. Slow balls to 

Takuma's backhand have a high impact point, so Ei-chan will keep an eye out for them 

being hit with a jackknife. Even if he launches a lob to Takuma's backhand, if Takuma 

reaches it, it can be smashed. Ei-chan concentrates on Takuma in front of him while 

keeping all that in mind. 



 

Ei-chan aims his next serve at Takuma's body and Takuma's return is weak. 

Unfortunately, it's ruled a fault. He makes the second serve also a body shot, but 

Takuma moves his body well and his return is a drop shot. Ei-chan couldn't move at all. 

His serve was broken. 

 

End of chapter. The title of the next one is "Growth." 

= = = 

Corrections and additional details. After Kageyama tells Yukichi not to say unpleasant 

things, Kageyama agrees that if the aggressive Takuma encourages the flow even more, 

it would feel dangerous. It wasn't Yukichi who adds that the side that tries to settle 

things with one blow by becoming aggressive is sure to make an opening; that was 

Coach Aoi's thought. The explanation for Ei-chan's ace is that Takuma's position for his 

return is a bit more forward, so Takuma's defensive range is narrower and Ei-chan's aim 

got his serve beyond the edge of Takuma's defensive range. Takuma's return of Ei-

chan's lob was a high volley that had the same power as a smash—and even Ike was 

shocked. 

 

The blurb says "After losing the first set, a fatal break at the top of the second set!" 

 

Ch. 329 

All I can say so far is, Takuma is a monster of a server! He's been banging them out 

and his last serve in the chapter clocked at 236 kph. Score so far is 3-1, with the 

chapter ending on the first serve of Takuma's service. Details to follow. 

= = = 

Okay, ch.329 opens with the announcement "Game, Egawa. 2-0. Second set." The 

audience is fired up. With this, if Takuma holds his service games, it's his win. Ei-chan's 

shocked by yet another shot that exceeded his expectations, and one at the most 

important point, at the top of the second set. He thinks that it's too aggressive whatever 

the circumstances. Even though he's doing the things he has to do, he's being beaten. 

Then he sees Takuma looking at him and throws off that mindset; he tells himself it 

wasn't a shot that he could have done anything about. He shifts to thinking about 

breaking back and not losing his concentration. 

 

As Takuma tosses, Ei-chan dashes forward and manages to return the serve, which is 

clocked at 211 kph. Takuma's intent on rising to complete dominance from thereon. He 

thinks that the unbelievable situation of that guy from 2 years earlier competing against 



him here and now is already happening. So when he's gotten absolute advantage is 

when he'll focus his energy and go forward. Takuma puts away the ball. 15-0. 

 

Ei-chan thinks he doesn't get the impression that he can't break at all, and he's able to 

predict the course of Takuma's first serve quite often. After the serve is how to steal the 

advantage. Takuma rushes the net, so Ei-chan sinks the ball at Takuma's feet. 

Takuma's return again has Ei-chan at a disadvantage. Ei-chan considers his options, 

then decides to go for a sudden shift from defensive to offensive. The ball gets past 

Takuma, but it's out. 30-0.  

 

Takuma's next serve is an ace clocked at 226 kph. 40-0. Ei-chan's prediction for that 

serve was off and he reminds himself that his predictions aren't always correct. After 

that, Takuma's serve goes into the net. Ei-chan expects it would put pressure on the 

second serve, but Takuma pulls off an ace at 221 kph. Game, Egawa. 3-0. Second set. 

The crowd erupts: Takuma held overwhelmingly; 221 kph on a second serve is 

unreasonable; he's too strong, so strong Ei-chan can't do anything about it. 

 

Ei-chan's mom is all tense and worried. As Ei-chan writes in his notebook, he tells 

himself not to fret. Nothing could be done about that game, either. He focuses on 

analysis: at the start of the second set, the probability for Takuma's first serve was 60%; 

with just this game, it was 75% and serves exceeding 200 kph have continued going in. 

He thinks Takuma's in his best condition. Ei-chan doesn't think Takuma's condition will 

continue all through the match, but also concludes that he's out of time. Ei-chan's 

surprised by the call of "Time." 

 

Ei-chan's first serve is clocked at 154 kph, but the course is wide enough that Takuma's 

off balance though he manages a strong return. Ei-chan sends the ball down the line, 

thinking that if Takuma doesn't go to the net, he (Ei-chan) has the advantage. Takuma 

uses his forcible approach shot that flattens and rushes the net. Ei-chan sees this and 

sets up one step faster, then sends the ball deep on the opposite side of the court, and 

Takuma can't even touch it. 15-0. 

 

Takuma's play confirms for Ei-chan that Takuma is aiming for another break. Ei-chan 

thinks that he won't let Takuma do things the same as earlier, and that with this game, 

he's grasped the technique for breaking. When Takuma's flattening forcible approach 

shot goes in, it was powerful; however, the forcibleness also results in errors, and it isn't 

easily used against E-chan who's started to grasp its timing. Moreover, Ei-chan 



consistently controls the ball front and back, left and right, above and below, so that 

Takuma doesn't go to the net. Even when Takuma is able to go to the net, Ei-chan 

deploys a thorough change of pace so that Takuma doesn't turn it to his advantage. No 

matter how much time it took, Ei-chan continued to attack and somehow pulls off a 

decisive shot. Game, Maruo. Count: 3-1, Second set. Yukichi, Kageyama, and Himeko 

look relieved. Ike's expression is more on the level of "Not bad!" 

 

Ei-chan looks at the scoreboard and thinks he won't be broken more than this. But he 

also tells himself he needs to break more than once to win. He focuses on Takuma's 

serve and manages to send it in the right direction even though it's clocked at 230 kph; 

unfortunately his return goes into the net. 15-0. Despite this, Ei-chan looks elated. He 

thinks, "5 more centimeters." The audience is shocked by yet another 230 kph serve 

and notes that Takuma's serves are steadily getting faster, but also that Ei-chan is 

steadily starting to match the timing.  

 

Takuma sets up for his next serve, thinking that today he doesn't feel like he'll be off. 

The serve is wide and is clocked at 236 kph. Even though Ei-chan managed to lunge for 

it, he doesn't touch it. The crowd erupts: 236 kph; an improvement on the fastest today; 

seriously?!; does he intend to win with just serves? Ei-chan is also shocked. End of 

chapter. 

= = = 

In ch.329, Ei-chan thinks Takuma is in his best condition and Takuma himself doesn't 

feel like his serves will be off today. So Takuma isn't forcing himself to hit these faster 

serves; he's just fired up. In the summary for ch.330, Coach Miura is apparently grateful 

to Ei-chan for turning Takuma's diamond in the rough into a polished gem, so he doesn't 

seem concerned that Takuma's pushing himself too much. 

 

Ch. 330 

Okay, Takuma's 236 kph serve gets the spectators talking. Ike says it's finally become a 

weapon that would be noticed internationally.  

 

Coach Miura agrees. He remembers the first time he met Takuma, when Takuma was a 

kid. From the first time they met, Takuma, blessed with ball sense and a physique that 

he'd gotten from both parents, had possessed a talent that set him apart from other kids. 

Everyone expected him to eventually become a player who would represent Japan; 

Coach Miura as Takuma's coach did too. He'd taken charge of many talented kids over 

long years in STC, but even among them Takuma had glittered noticeably. 



 

The role of a coach is to aid the kids aiming to move up, if they want to become stronger. 

Therefore, he draws them into discussions about things, and occasionally there are 

scoldings. But often, with kids who'd given up on moving up, there's practically nothing 

he could do. On top of understanding that, he felt he'd done what he could do. However, 

he'd been helpless. He understands wanting to give up so well it hurts, because he's in 

a position of seeing most of the kids who come to STC give up. It's better to choose and 

decide early. It's that sort of world, and even talented kids worry about the decision. 

That's why he wanted to do something for the Takuma who hadn't yet given up 

seriously. 

 

When he made Ei-chan play against Takuma, Takuma tried to refuse and go home. 

[Rehash of the conversation that ends with Ei-chan saying he'll first try to do things with 

his critical schedule, then reappraise whether it's impossible or not.] Coach Miura 

mentally thanks Ei-chan; he's certain that what Takuma has now is due to Ei-chan. 

 

Takuma's next serve is wide, clocked at 239 kph. Though Ei-chan lunges for it, he 

doesn't touch it, and the ace brings the score to 40-0. Coach Aoi thinks that Takuma 

took the first set while stabilizing the form that improves reliability in the opening of the 

match, and that Takuma's excess strength then comes out and finally reaches the stage 

of perfection in the second set...even so...is it this great? 

 

The onlookers get excited: it's almost 240 kph; it's gotten even faster. Kageyama 

wonders what Ei-chan should do against that sort of thing. Yukichi concludes that if that 

one goes in, it's over. Ei-chan realizes he's about to be overwhelmed by the atmosphere, 

and take a deep breath. He tells himself that's no good; even if he loses for some 

reason, he mustn't be inferior when it comes to motivation at least. He reminds himself 

that the next ball might be one he can take. Ei-chan will meet the increase in Takuma's 

power with even stronger motivation. 

 

However, the next serve, to the center, clocked at 241 kph, is again an ace, bringing the 

score for the second set to 4-1. Once again the crowd erupts. The cheers are audible to 

people walking outside the court. Ide suspects it's the match between Takuma and Ei-

chan. Okada doesn't say anything. The reporter Miyamoto is holding his breath in 

silence. Monma sees everyone clamoring about Takuma's serve, and smiles. Ike says, 

"How amazing."  

 



Yukichi wonders if that speed was a personal best for Takuma, and suspects it's 

Takuma's best serve today. Then he's startled to see a teary-eyed Coach Miura who 

agrees he might be correct. Coach Miura remembers when he was asked by Takuma to 

be his coach. That time, Takuma had come to his vision of winning internationally using 

serve and volley.  

 

Takuma thinks he's able to do everything he imagined. In this game, not only the speed 

of the ball but even the probability and course were flawless. 

 

Ei-chan thinks Takuma wouldn't let him do anything. He'd faced Takuma with strong 

motivation and any amount of data, but when Takuma was able to get in 100% of those 

first serves...it doesn't mean there are things he can do... From the day he was first 

knocked down by Takuma 2 years ago...he'd intended to do the things he could do, but 

won't he reach Takuma in the end? Right now is the time for his reappraisal...and 

yet...nothing can be done anymore... 

 

End chapter. The title of the next chapter is "The Finishing Blow" or "The Clincher." 

 

At least the "Tears" of the title of ch.330 were Coach Miura's, not Ei-chan's. But it's hard 

to imagine that the title of the next chapter will apply to someone other than Ei-chan. 

However, if Ei-chan loses this match, I'm going to lose my motivation to translate the 

chapters. 

= = = 

Additional details and corrections because I found RAWs: the chapter itself is 22 pages. 

The color pages are an announcement that the second season starts April 5 (Sunday) 

at 5:30 pm and a promo with Katsuki-sensei interviewing the former tennis pro 

Matsuoka Shuuzou. The announcement includes Alex and Marcia in the art and 

introduces their voice actors (Kamiya Hiroshi and Han Megumi, respectively). 

 

In Coach Miura's thoughts about Takuma, it wasn't that "But often, with kids who'd given 

up on moving up, there's practically nothing he could do." It was but with kids who'd 

given up on moving up, he mostly didn't do anything and there are many things he 

couldn't do. The art at this part shows Takuma skipping out of practice early, implying 

that Takuma had given up. But in a later scene, Coach Miura discovers Takuma 

practicing serves on his own, so he realizes that Takuma hadn't seriously given up yet. 

 

The 239 kph serve wide that took the score to 40-0 landed at the very corner of the 



service box, kind of like a copy of Ei-chan's tight course, so even though Ei-chan 

managed to lunge for it, it was beyond Ei-chan's defensive range. Ike's expression after 

the speed was posted is so funny. Among the reactions to that serve, Coach Aoi thinks 

that if Takuma continues, he can defeat the world's top players. 

 

The last serve, clocked at 241 kph, landed right on the line and even Takuma was 

surprised; Ei-chan barely got to move, he was that far from the ball. It had everyone 

holding their breaths, waiting to see if it would be called a fault. Among the reactions to 

that were from people watching the game on a TV screen, someone suggests the 

speed could be a Japanese record. In a locker room, Kanda overhears two guys talking, 

one telling the other that he'd heard that Takuma had produced a 241 kph serve. In the 

players' lounge, Monma overhears one guy telling another that if it's Takuma, it might be 

possible. 

 

Both Yukichi and Ike noticed Coach Miura turn teary-eyed. In the flashback to when he 

was asked by Takuma to be his coach, Coach Miura had initially refused since he's an 

STC coach. Takuma told him he understands it's impossible for Coach Miura to be his 

exclusive coach, but he politely requested that Coach Miura come and watch 

occasionally if only for Takuma's first year [of going pro]. When Takuma explained that 

serve and volley is his specialty, Coach Miura asked Takuma didn't have anyone else 

that could be relied upon. Takuma replied that in the crucial first year, he wanted to rely 

on someone who understands him [this seems to be an acknowledgment of how Coach 

Miura had turned Takuma around during his slump with that match against Ei-chan]. 

Because of that, Coach Miura decided to discuss it with STC.  

 

Continuing the flashback, Takuma asked Coach Miura how he could improve his serve. 

Coach Miura replied that if he had to say anything, he feels it would be better if 

Takuma's toss was a bit more forward than currently. Takuma added that Coach Miura's 

suggestion would make it easier to jump and he might be able to hit the ball at a higher 

point. Coach Muira asked why Takuma suddenly asked since Takuma was confident in 

his serve and hadn't Takuma wanted to stick to his original form? Takuma replied that if 

he was going to become the best using serve and volley, his current form is insufficient. 

Takuma went on to explain that in world-class competitions, it isn't as easy to win using 

serve and volley as in the past. But for Takuma, there's only serve and volley, and he 

can't do anything but that. 

 

Anyhow, my only hope is that Ei-chan realizes the difference in Takuma's serve and 



finally manages to break—three times. For the 241 kph serve, Ei-chan clearly saw the 

stages of Takuma's serve, so maybe noticing that Takuma tosses the ball a bit more 

forward will change things. 

 

Ch. 331 

Ei-chan decides to go all out so that he won't have any regrets. He holds his service 

game, giving up only one shot to Takuma. He even managed to anticipate Takuma's 

drop shot and win that point. Ei-chan's mom remembers a conversation with her 

husband about how they can only support Ei-chan if Ei-chan does go pro. Ei-chan's dad 

agrees but points out that the bigger problem isn't their objection but that Ei-chan's 

playing for himself without relying on his parents, believing in his own possibilities—

meaning if Ei-chan can't defeat Takuma, he'll conclude he really doesn't have what it 

takes to be a pro. End of chapter. 

 

More details later. 

 

The title of the next chapter is "Relying on Oneself and Relying on Others." 

= = = 

Found RAWs and, man, Ei-chan looked like he was in the zone! He was really landing 

his shots beyond Takuma's defensive range. The balls that Ei-chan put away were all 

winners. 

= = = 

Okay, ch.331 opens with Ei-chan remembering Takuma's last service game. He thinks 

that although he'd felt he'd been starting to match Takuma's serve, it's come to this level 

where nothing can be done, that he'd been pushed back even more in the second set. If 

his serve is broken, the match will be over after two games, and if Takuma holds twice, 

Ei-chan will lose. He tries to focus on his notes, but his hand is shaking badly. He looks 

up at Coach Aoi, who's surprised since it's the first time for Ei-chan to look at him in the 

middle of a match. Then Ei-chan looks around for Natchan. Ei-chan wonders what he's 

doing when neither of the two can do anything for him now. He tells himself not to turn 

timid: if he turns timid, he won't be able to think aggressively even though there might 

be a hint on how to recover somewhere (in his notes). 

 

He reviews the shots in the last game and concludes that what he has to do remains the 

same: it's just how to handle this serve and the next volley. It's predicting the return 

based on data and attacking the second serve. It's pulling down Takuma's serve little by 

little with all the attacks he can think of. Ei-chan concludes that he's doing everything he 



can. From here on, it's not an area where he'll be able to manage somehow with a plan. 

He accepts this and remembers that he'd given up once and had thoroughly considered 

what's next. To begin with, competing here [in the tournament] is like a miracle. 

Because [he'd taken up] the challenge too late, no matter how much he practiced, he 

lacked time, but he'd scheduled as much as he could. He reminds himself that he'd 

done his best so far.  

 

The chair umpire calls time. As Ei-chan returns to the court, he tells himself that when 

he thinks that way, if this will turn out to be his last challenge, if he gives up at the very 

end, having done just this so far, it's too wasteful. Being prepared for a loss because he 

couldn't discover a chance to succeed doesn't mean he has to give up. He'll do 

everything he's been doing so that he won't have any regrets at the end. 

 

Ei-chan's first serve is wide, at the edge of Takuma's defensive range. Takuma forcibly 

does a return dash. Seeing this, Ei-chan returns the ball cross-court at a sharp angle. 

Takuma throws himself forward but doesn't touch it. 15-0. 

 

Takuma wonders if Ei-chan has turned defiant / gotten serious. Play continues. Ei-chan 

goes for a drop shot. Takuma gets to the net in time to float it. Ei-chan lobs deep; this 

time it's more overhead than the previous time that wasn't able to get past Takuma. 

Takuma catches up to the ball and hits it after the bounce. Ei-chan puts it away with a 

volley. 30-0. Play continues with Ei-chan getting the next point with a cross-court shot 

deep to the corner, and again Takuma doesn't get to touch it. 40-0.  

 

Ei-chan thinks that this time he blocked / sealed Takuma's defensive attack. But play 

continues and Takuma takes the next point with a volley. 40-15. Ei-chan's next serve is 

wide. As Takuma pulls back to return it, Ei-chan notices how Takuma's wrist is angled 

and he dashes to the net. He recognized the setup for the drop-shot return that had 

beaten him before. Takuma sees Ei-chan's approach as rushes to the middle of the 

baseline—then Ei-chan pulls a drop shot of his own. The audience is shocked, first that 

Ei-chan reached Takuma's drop shot, then returned it with a drop shot. So the second 

set is 4-2 with Takuma at the lead. 

 

Ei-chan's elated. He was able to do all the countermeasures for the attacks that had 

beaten him when his serve was broken earlier. He was able to do everything he tried to 

do. With this, he can play one more game. 

 



Ei-chan's mom sees him and remembers her conversation with her husband. She told 

him she feels that if Ei-chan turns pro, they now can only support him. He agreed, but 

pointed out that before "that," their opposition might no longer be the big problem for Ei-

chan who has come this far, because Ei-chan is now playing for himself and practically 

not relying on them [his parents] anymore—in order to believe in his own possibilities. 

 

Ei-chan sets up to receive Takuma's serve. Takuma prepares. The audience wonders 

what Ei-chan will do now that it's Takuma's serve. Among the people coming to watch 

are Ide and his friends. The reporter Miyamoto looks like he's watching the match from 

a monitor. 

= = = 

The title is usually translated as "The Finishing Blow" or "The Clincher." It served to 

build up tension; even the poster at mangakansou seemed to take it that way. However, 

in light of what happens in the chapter, a better translation could be "There's Nothing 

Like It" or "There's Nothing as Good"—a reference to Ei-chan's cognizance that Coach 

Aoi and Natchan can't do anything for him right then, that he's playing for himself and 

he'd better not give up at the last moment after everything he's done. Of course, the title 

could still mean Ei-chan's determination was the clincher to his parents' opposition to 

his turning pro, as MiauMiaut said. 

 

Ch. 332 

So people are noticing Takuma's serve. Ei-chan thinks that his situation is desperate, 

but he'd blocked the threat of Takuma's return game and held his (Ei-chan's) service 

game just now. He had feedback that he'll tie to his next service game. In which case, 

even if he loses, he wants to actually feel he'd reached that (Takuma's) serve: the 

feeling that even if he doesn't win, he could have won. Just that sort of outcome for his 

reappraisal is fine. 

 

Takuma's fast first serve goes into the net: fault. Ei-chan thinks that even if the second 

serve is over 200 kph, he ought to be able to deal with it since his eyes have gotten use 

to it. According to Ei-chan's data, the first point on second serves when Takuma is 

leading is split roughly fifty-fifty between wide and center, but many times, he'd aimed 

confidently for the corner. Watching Takuma's motions closely, Ei-chan thinks he'll 

carefully ascertain the course, and if he can predict it, move as fast as possible. Ei-chan 

responds to a tight serve to the center. When he sees Takuma had come forward, he 

sends the ball to Takuma's feet. Takuma returns it deep, thinking that Ei-chan's 

guarding against a drop shot. Ei-chan thinks he's still at a disadvantage, but if he 



doesn't contest it here, it will only become difficult, so he'll see how far he can control 

the ball. He slips the ball past Takuma's side and lands it right on the line, so it's Ei-

chan's point (see pic on mangakansou). 

 

Ei-chan thinks that he wants to get a point on Takuma's best first serve using his own 

tennis if he can. If he can do that, he won't have any regrets. But Takuma's first serve 

goes into the net again: fault. Ei-chan notes the consecutive errors and decides to aim 

for a consecutive point. He'll be proactive while giving his data serious consideration. 

The second serve, clocked at 209 kph, goes to the center and Ei-chan doesn't touch it. 

Ei-chan thinks it's nearly as powerful as a first serve. However, it hadn't made it in, so 

it's the day's first double fault. 0-30. 

 

Ei-chan thinks that for the first time it looks like he has a chance. However, Takuma's 

next serve is an ace to the center, clocked at 220 kph. 15-30. 

 

The audience gets excited over the strong serve. Ei-chan thinks this is it, that he wants 

to manage this somehow. 

 

Takuma thinks that when he put in a bit of strength, the power of the ball dropped. He's 

searching for the feeling he had when he'd produced his fastest serve a little while ago. 

He tells himself not to think of unnecessary things. 

 

The next first serve is wide and tight and is ruled a fault. Takuma tells himself to focus 

on how he'd gotten his first serves in 100% rather than the 240 kph serve. He's capable 

of a surge in the rhythm of how he had done those serves. Since he's using his serves 

as a weapon, he can't avoid this. What's important is to correct it in a short time without 

getting thrown into major confusion and losing his usual self. For a serve-and-volleyer, a 

serve that gives him the upper hand is fine. 

 

Ei-chan thinks Takuma had been trying too hard the last time. He wonders if the 

average is this sort of thing. He wants to somehow capitalize on this chance. Based on 

his data, Ei-chan predicts Takuma will aim for the center, which can easily settle the 

point in one blow, because Takuma is aggressive. Ei-chan's correct and he returns the 

serve. At the net, Takuma tsks when he realizes Ei-chan had predicted correctly. Ei-

chan applies control again, but Takuma dives for the ball and takes the point. 30-30. 

 

Ei-chan acknowledges Takuma's reach and ball touch and thinks that's why Takuma 



came to the net even though it's a second serve and Ei-chan was going to predict it. But 

he concludes that his own shot wasn't bad. It's expected to be a close one since he's up 

against Takuma. Since he's prepared for a loss, he can play boldly. He hopes the next 

serve is the best first serve because he intends to return at least one such ball. 

 

The next first serve is wide and Ei-chan returns it somehow, but he concludes he's still 

at a complete disadvantage and sinks the ball. Takuma thinks "You bastard..." (probably 

as he returns it). Ei-chan thinks it's still difficult, but he hits a lob—all or nothing—with 

good timing. Unfortunately, it's just out. 40-30. 

 

Kageyama's disappointed. So is Ei-chan, but even though there's just one ball left 

(maybe to the game) Ei-chan consoles himself that he was able to return one of 

Takuma's first serves and attack. Then Ei-chan checks the clock and sees this last 

serve was only 211 kph. He's surprised that the speed of the first serve is dropping. 

He'd thought it was a bit slow but he wonders if the slowing down was to get it in—not 

the second serve but the first. End of chapter. 

 

The title of the next chapter can be translated as "Daze" or "Trance" or "Absorption" or 

"Enthusiasm" or "Complete Attention." 

 

Well, it looks like Ei-chan's hold managed to throw Takuma off his stride a bit. Of course, 

all those errors could be due to Takuma's getting distracted by hitting such a fast serve 

and wanting to do it again. 

= = = 

Additional details: Takuma's first serve, the first one that goes into the net, was 

"outrageously" fast, according to Ei-chan, like the last two balls he'd been beaten with. 

Ei-chan was a bit disappointed when he realized Takuma's first serve that he was able 

to return was "slow" ("only" 211 kph)—this, even though he considered the 209 kph 

second serve (when Takuma double-faulted) to be fast and nearly as powerful as a first 

serve. 

 

Whoa! Ei-chan's mom is also getting into the game. The expression she had when Ei-

chan's lob went out was awesome. Ei-chan seems to have realized something about the 

slowing down of Takuma's first serve. The blurb for the next chapter says "Is there an 

opening that will take advantage of Takuma's serve?" 

 

 



Ch. 333 

Heh, Ei-chan doesn't manage to break because Takuma starts switching up his serves 

instead of sticking to his usual. 5-2. But Ei-chan manages to hold his service game with 

his best performance yet. So the chapter ends with the second set at 5-3. And the next 

chapter starts with Takuma serving for the match. Details later. 

= = = 

Ch.333 opens with Ei-chan contemplating reasons for the lowered speed of Takuma's 

first serve: was it definitely lowered, or was Takuma's rhythm off? He decides that either 

way, he was able to produce a nice pattern from Takuma's first serve. Not just that. He's 

also starting to improve his odds of getting a point off Takuma's most recent second 

serves. Thinking that way, maybe Takuma doesn't want to hit a second serve, so he's 

putting in his first serve? If that's correct, that's the result of Ei-chan's continuing to 

nibble at Takuma's first serves and continuing to attack his second serves. Meaning it 

[Ei-chan's strategy] was effective! At least little by little he's closing in on Takuma's 

serves. However, Ei-chan reminds himself that his desperate situation is unchanged. 

Even if [his strategy] is effective, if he can't get a point, it's entirely meaningless. Since 

the score is 40-30, he'll first focus on one point. 

 

Takuma thinks that when Ei-chan plays decisively at the critical moment, he's someone 

who's able to play aggressively. The guy who's originally troublesome is becoming more 

and more troublesome. Takuma's next serve is a slice clocked at 172 kph. [This tactic is 

similar to that first face-off when Takuma hit 50 serves for Ei-chan's return practice.]  

 

Ei-chan returns it, but his timing is off. He notes, however, the switch from the series of 

superfast flat serves to a slow one, and this convinces him that something has changed. 

Takuma goes to the net to return the ball. Ei-chan watches Takuma's arm closely, but 

Takuma's able to put the ball away with a drop shot. The smoothness [of the shot?] also 

takes the audience by surprise. Game 5-2 with Takuma leading. 

 

Coach Aoi notes that Takuma's serve has slowed, but it hasn't crumbled. He wonders if 

the critical moment is here. Coach Miura concludes that the current Takuma is 

performing well. He thinks that when Takuma's rhythm has improved to that point, no 

matter what his body does, he'll try to regain it. He believes it was the result of 

Takuma's settling down because he'd realized there's only serve-and-volley for him. 

 

Ei-chan immediately starts writing vigorously in his notebook (see pic 1 on 

mangakansou). If next he somehow gets to crumble Takuma's first serve, for sure he'll 



be able to do a bit more. The spectators are noisy [no idea if this means they're reacting 

to the sight of Ei-chan]. But if his next service is broken, then it's over. Even if Takuma 

doesn't force things, if Takuma holds his next game, he can win. But knowing Takuma's 

personality, Ei-chan believes Takuma will play to crush him here [probably during Ei-

chan's service game]. He notes that in his last service game, he was able to hold by 

clearing away all the uneasy factors. This next service game is one he can face with the 

most confidence. He hasn't given up, but he feels ready to face a loss. He has nothing 

to be scared of, so he'll go full power. 

 

Ei-chan's first serve is to the center, clocked at 175 kph. Takuma returns the ball with 

his backhand and his volley[!?] goes into the net. 15-0. Ei-chan thinks that even though 

his serve is 175 kph and it's his opponent's error, it's still a point from a serve, the same 

one point as an ace. The audience comments on how Ei-chan serves well, figuring out 

tempo, the variety of shots, and course. 

 

Ei-chan's next serve is a spin wide. Takuma returns it, thinking "This time it's a spin?" A 

rally ensues. Ei-chan hits a reverse cross deep with an arching spin, then a forehand 

slice tight to the side of the cross [not sure what that means], and then he goes to the 

net with a shallow spin at an acute angle. Ei-chan takes the point with a volley. 30-0. In 

the next one, the ball that was returned goes into the net, so it's Takuma's point. 30-15. 

 

Ei-chan hits the next one with tight 1/64 control. Takuma thinks that even if he forces his 

way to the net, what he can do is limited. He acknowledges that there are ways to fight 

defensively, but decides that considering the flow [of the game?], it's better to attack. Ei-

chan thinks that even though Takuma's at the baseline, his defensive range is broad. Ei-

chan attacks with 1/81 control, and Takuma's thrown a bit off. Ei-chan seizes the 

advantage and aims for the open court. 40-15. 

 

The next serve is a fault. Ei-chan predicts that in this situation (a second serve), if he 

hits a slice wide and it goes in, Takuma will go to the net after a forehand cross. 

Takuma goes forward as predicted. Ei-chan hits the ball down the line, thinking that with 

all the balls, if he can control them, theoretically he can't lose. His ball lands right on the 

line, so Ei-chan holds his serve. So game 5-3. 

 

Delighted, Ei-chan raises both arms in triumph (see pic 2 on mangakansou). His best 

hold against Takuma! Audience comments: Ei-chan can compete with Takuma even 

with that sort of tennis; far from being able to compete, Takuma is standing out, but it's 



turning into a fine match; the no-seed is putting up a good fight! 

 

Ei-chan considers what's next. If he can't break here, it's over...It will be the end. 

Chapter ends. 

 

The title of ch.334 is "Threat." 

= = = 

Found RAWs. So additional details: 

 

When Takuma hit that drop shot, the audience thinks that it felt sinfully smooth (or so 

smooth it was evil). After that, Kageyama points out that until this game Takuma's serve 

had been the best up to now. Yukichi adds that he'd wanted Ei-chan to reach deuce. 

Random audience thoughts: the 230 kph serves can't continue going in, after all; it felt 

like Takuma's win, right; but not crumbling there is as expected of the 8th seed who's a 

top pro. At that point, Ike's surprised to see Ei-chan rush to the bench. When Ei-chan 

starts writing furiously, Himeko and Kageyama look surprised, Yukichi seems suddenly 

hopeful, and Coach Miura is also surprised. 

 

Correction to the summary. It's not "If next he somehow gets to crumble Takuma's first 

serve, for sure he'll be able to do a bit more." It's "If next he somehow comes to be able 

to touch Takuma's first serve, for sure he'll be able to do a bit more." Re the spectators 

being noisy at this point, one notes that Ei-chan seems to be writing something 

vigorously. Another wonders if Ei-chan had thought of something. Takuma also notes 

Ei-chan's behavior and as they pass each other for the change in court, Takuma looks 

wary of Ei-chan; this is when Ei-chan thinks that knowing Takuma's personality, Takuma 

will play to crush him here. 

 

Takuma's return of Ei-chan's first serve wasn't a volley, but it did go into the net. The 

serve looked like a flat, because Takuma seemed to bend down awkwardly to hit it. 

 

Re the rally, the forehand slice was cross court. During the rally, Ei-chan was working 

Takuma from one side of the court to the other. Ei-chan thinks that the one just now 

[probably the progress of the rally and how he got the point] is also his development. 

The audience comments that since Ei-chan's service games take time for him to hold, it 

doesn't make as much of an impression as Takuma's service games, but aren't the 

odds of Ei-chan making a point gradually improving? 

 



After Ei-chan holds, among the reactions are Coach Miura and Ike looking like they're 

both reassessing Ei-chan, and Ide says [if I'm reading this right] he's also come to feel 

that Ei-chan can do it. 

 

Ch.334 will have a color opening page and an increase in pages. The blurb says "Can 

he destroy it!? The barrier of the serve!!" 

 

Ch. 334 

Baby Steps (Ei-chan and Natchan) is on the cover of the magazine. There are 3 color 

pages: an article comparing Ei-chan (1700th in the world) vs. Kei Nishikori (5th in the 

world) takes up 2 pages; the last is a poster illustration with Takuma serving and 

announces the second season of the anime starting April 5. 

 

The chapter itself opens with Ei-chan thinking this game might be the last and 

considering what to do. He thinks he'll try to do what he can and shifts his position 

slightly. The breakdown for Takuma's very first serve of a game is: center, 41%; wide, 

50%; body, 9%. He choose to believe in his data and not change his prediction. Since 

the odds are high that the serve will come as usual, from the start he'll depend on one 

step—and he takes one step closer to wide. 

 

Takuma notices the shift in Ei-chan's home position. He wonders whether it's yet 

another trick. Then he tells himself that rather than that sort of thing, if he can get a 

point while correcting his serve, he'll start getting results. As Takuma tosses the ball, Ei-

chan rushes forward 3 steps, paying attention to the converse (not wide). Takuma's 

serve is to the center (converse). Ei-chan just manages to touch the ball, but it's called a 

fault. Takuma concludes the timing for his flat serve is a bit off.  

 

Ei-chan notes that the speed had been lowered again and wonders if Takuma is 

correcting his serve. In which case, it's a chance. The breakdown for Takuma's second 

serve when the score is 0-0 is: center, 43%; wide, 45%; body, 12%. So Ei-chan 

resumes his original home position and plans to play more assertively. Takuma hits a 

spin serve wide, clocked at 167 kph. The spin apparently makes it curve to the edge of 

Ei-chan's defensive range. Ei-chan manages to return it, but it's a cord ball and lands in 

Ei-chan's side. 15-0. 

 

Ei-chan wonders if it's no good. Even though the serve was slower, it was good: it had a 

fast rotation and felt stable. However, the odds of Takuma's first serve are dropping, so 



Ei-chan has a chance. The breakdown for Takuma's first serve when the score is 15-0 

is: center, 39%; wide, 54%; body, 7%. Ei-chan chooses a home position that's a step 

closer to wide. By doing so, he intends to put a bit of pressure on a wide serve.  

 

Takuma notices that Ei-chan has again changed his home position. He tells himself to 

focus on the correction to his serve rather than that. He'll completely validate the variety 

of his serves using 80% power, from an easy-to-put-in slice, to a spin, then a flat. But so 

he won't be defensive, he'll be consistent with an aggressive slice to the center. Ei-chan 

is forced to reach low to return it. Then he sees Takuma at the net and Takuma volleys, 

putting away the ball. 30-0. 

 

The crowd erupts: There it is! The precious weapon of a trump card: serve and volley! 

Two more points! Himeko and Ei-chan's mom are tense; Kageyama shouts 

encouragement. 

 

Ei-chan takes a home position that's one step wide. He thinks that in this game, the first 

serves up to now have been going to the open court. In other words, will the next one 

be to the center? Takuma does aim for the center, but the ball goes into the net. 

 

Takuma realizes he's applying too much rotation on a first serve that's a spin. Without 

trying too hard to get the serve in, he has to correct his swing by making it a bit bigger. 

Just a bit of a gap, a minute adjustment without trying too hard to get it in or hit a winner. 

A second serve with the spin set a little while ago. 

 

Ei-chan remembers that the one a little while ago was wide, then the next was to the 

center. This time the serve is wide again with a strong spin, clocked at 175 kph—and it's 

escaping outward. Ei-chan manages to touch it, so he puts all his strength into his 

return. The lob goes deep, past Takuma, and lands right on the sideline. 30-15. 

 

Takuma takes it in stride, dismissing it as "can't be helped." The onlookers don't know 

what to make of it. Some say Ei-chan's skillful, others say he was lucky. Ei-chan thinks it 

might have been lucky, but when the power of Takuma's serves is weaker, that's the 

result. 

 

Yukichi asks Coach Aoi what's with Ei-chan's shift in his home position for his return. 

Coach Aoi guesses that Ei-chan is shifting based a bit on how Takuma usually hits, so 

it's probably somewhat effective. He can also say that Takuma is more aware of how he 



hits his serves, which is the opposite of his habitual style. Yukichi marvels at the 

significance in Ei-chan's home position. Coach Aoi points out that the risk is high and it 

doesn't appear to have a relatively quick effect, but Ei-chan probably doesn't have 

another plan. Ei-chan, however, thinks that two consecutive first serves failed to go in, 

so his way of playing has an effect. 

 

Takuma aims wide for his next serve, but it touches the net. Let! Yukichi comments that 

Takuma's serve isn't going in even though he seems to be adjusting it. He adds that 

Takuma could play safe and leave taking risks to Ei-chan, but he's attacking. However, 

Coach Aoi counters that it's not a situation where Takuma can play that safe. He points 

out that Ei-chan couldn't return Takuma's serves at the start of the first set, but he could 

continue to react and touch them. So that's been putting the pressure "If it's just slightly 

weak, he'll return it." He can say that pressure also had an effect on Takuma's fastest 

serve a little while ago. Maybe the fine balance between the pressure and Takuma's 

excellent condition influenced Takuma. Then he went past his peak of excellence. Even 

more, Ei-chan's continuing to apply strong pressure there. Considering it this way, 

though a hold is a win, it's not a situation where Takuma can play safe. 

 

Takuma's next serve is to the center, clocked at 182 kph. Ei-chan notes that the first 

serve went in with a spin. But if it's this serve, he can return it. Both players rush to the 

net. Takuma checks Ei-chan's position and volleys. Ei-chan dives to countervolley. And 

Takuma's volley goes into the net. 30-30. 

 

Ide exclaims that it's as he expected of Ei-chan's tenacity. Coach Aoi, however, thinks 

the situation is unchanged: it's still a critical point. Ei-chan thinks that in this situation the 

breakdown for Takuma's first serve when the score is 30-30 is: center, 47%; wide, 33%; 

body, 20%. So being one step closer to wide... 

 

Takuma thinks a slice with a so-so spin is fine...meaning what's crumbled is just his flat 

serve. Even so, he can't play against Ei-chan with just spin. He decides to correct his 

flat here. His serve is wide, clocked at 220 kph, and Takuma's surprised to see Ei-chan 

ready for it. He notes that Ei-chan returned his flat squarely as he bends down to return 

the ball crosscourt. Ei-chan hits it down the line. Takuma volleys, thinking "so what?" Ei-

chan goes for a power shot. Takuma dives to volley. The angle is so sharp Ei-chan gets 

nowhere near the ball. Takuma clenches his fist in a triumphant pose. 40-30. 

 

End of chapter. Blurb for the next chapter: Finally, match point. The title for ch.335: Limit. 



 

Ch. 335 

So the score is 40-30 and Ei-chan's been driven to match point. Yukichi is mentally 

asking Ei-chan to pull through. Ei-chan reminds himself that just now he'd finally 

grasped that serve of Takuma's directly...nevertheless, Takuma had deployed a 

superior volley. In the end, Ei-chan had been beaten, but even Takuma had barely 

gotten the tip of his racket to the ball. Ei-chan actually felt sure he could counter that 

serve and volley. He'd done everything he could do...but... As Ei-chan gets into position 

to receive, he acknowledges it's match point and thinks all he can do now is just believe 

in himself and apply a little pressure by planning to be one step closer to the center. 

 

Takuma thinks that because he's defeated this guy crushingly several times, he 

understands...that he has to beat him here. And it would be better not to take time doing 

so...but he mustn't rush. He mustn't be more afraid than necessary nor should he make 

light of Ei-chan. He'll look accurately and calmly at his current self, without being 

swayed by this guy...and hit the serve he has to hit now. 

 

Ei-chan's prediction of a serve to the center, based on the probabilities, is correct. 

However, the serve is fast at 222 kph. Ei-chan returns it, thinking he'll just sink it, he 

can't aim. This is the limit...where will it go!? Takuma returns it from the middle of the 

court. Ei-chan debates dispensing with a shot toward Takuma's feet or whether to sink 

the ball again. Watching his opponent, he decides on overhead. 

 

He hits a lob and judges his timing and aim to be good, but wonders if Takuma will hit it. 

Takuma goes all out to return it. Ei-chan refuses to allow Takuma to put the ball away 

and somehow manages to return Takuma's smash. Takuma attacks, thinking he still 

has the upper hand. Ei-chan chases the ball to the end of the court. His high-speed 

slice ends it with deuce (see pic 1 on mangakansou). 

 

Ei-chan strikes a triumphant pose. The audience erupts over Ei-chan's narrow escape, 

speculating on whether that slice was a desperate move and the speed was because of 

his desperation. Ei-chan exults over his survival, that it wasn't over yet. After a great 

deal of effort, he's come this far against Takuma. He wants to play against Takuma a 

little more, even one point. 

 

Takuma remembers that when hitting from a high impact point, there's also that (the 

high-speed slice?) and furthermore, Ei-chan's reaction has been good from the start, so 



Takuma concludes his thinking was correct and he has to settle things certainly here. 

He takes the next point with an ace; the serve is wide and clocked at 231 kph. 

Advantage Takuma. 

 

The onlookers erupt again at the high-speed serve. Takuma thinks that even though 

he'd intended to hold it down, it ended up fast. The result was good, but this is a time 

when he has to be able to control himself. Ei-chan dismisses that sort of ace as 

inevitable and remembers that on a match point on an ad court, Takuma's serves are 

frequently to the center. The earlier match-point serve was also to the center. He 

applies pressure on a center. 

 

Takuma's first serve goes into the net. He concludes he'd held it down too much. At a 

crucial moment, he's missing power and putting in too much...his revision is really half-

hearted. He decides that on the second serve, he'll reset. It's likely to be predicted by 

Ei-chan, but he'll overcome the opposition. Ei-chan thinks a wide is probabilistic and 

Takuma turns aggressive at a time like this.  

 

Takuma's second serve is a strong slice wide. But Ei-chan concludes it's too aggressive, 

the rotation is becoming stronger, and the serve is turning shallow (short?), so he 

decides "Go!" Ei-chan emerges with a return dash.  

 

Acknowledging Ei-chan's guts, Takuma hits the ball to the open court, shooting past the 

side of Ei-chan, who had gone forward (see pic 1 on mangakansou). Since the ball is 

barely out, it's deuce again. 

 

Ei-chan is relieved. Yukichi says that was lucky because he'd thought it was over. 

Kageyama adds that as expected of Ei-chan, he's sticking it out. Himeko asks that if Ei-

chan can get the next two points, whether he can break. Coach Aoi confirms this and 

thinks to himself that Ei-chan's condition isn't bad, so there's one way he can break here. 

Coach Miura mentally reminds Takuma that this is no time to be impatient. 

 

Takuma thinks his serve wasn't good, but if he can't make the point in that sort of 

situation, he can't compete using serve and volley. He affirms he's a serve-and-

volleyer...no matter what sort of time, he has prepared serves he can use. 

 

Ei-chan thinks he's survived again. He can compete for two more points. Again, he 

doesn't want to let it end. 



 

End of chapter. The title for ch.336 is "Desperate Desire" or "Yearning." 

= = = 

Correction to the summary: Coach Aoi doesn't think "there's one way he can break 

here" when he thinks to himself that Ei-chan's condition isn't bad. He thinks that if Ei-

chan can break here, there's a rare possibility (probably referring to Ei-chan's winning 

the set and maybe the match). 

 

More corrections might follow. I found RAWs but I'll be busy for the next so many hours. 

= = = 

More corrections: Yukichi didn't mentally ask Ei-chan to pull through; he said it aloud, 

asking Ei-chan to survive match point. When Ei-chan was reviewing the last rally that 

led to the first match point, it wasn't "nevertheless, Takuma had deployed a superior 

volley" but "moreover, he gained ground even on Takuma's volley. The audience 

speculation about Ei-chan's high-speed slice wasn't that the speed was because of his 

desperation, but that it was awfully fast for a slice in desperation. 

 

More detail: The second time the score went to deuce, someone in the audience opined 

that Takuma's error was borne of Ei-chan's assertiveness—so basically a forced error. 

(So nice that others are recognizing Ei-chan's ability.) 

 

The blurb for the next chapter is "The unfinished pinch, can he survive this 

predicament!?" 

 

Ch. 336 

Details to follow since I have work, but EI-CHAN BROKE TAKUMA'S SERVE! Moreover, 

he did it with a solid "return ace" on a 230 kph serve! (see pics on mangakansou) 

Chapter ends with Natchan's arrival. 

= = = 

So ch.336 opens with Ei-chan, who's survived two match points, thinking that if he just 

doesn't give up two consecutive points, it will end without him losing forever. Then he 

comes to his senses and wonders what he's saying. He orders himself not to escape in 

such a foolish fantasy. That would be Hell, then! He reminds himself that even though 

he's in a pinch, it's a chance to break. He thinks that based on his notes, when in deuce, 

the odds of Takuma aiming his serve wide is somewhat high. 

 

Takuma thinks serve and volley is more disruptive than other shots. If it's powerful, it's 



natural that it's hard to stabilize. If it's a pro, that sort of countermeasure is something 

he'd keep doing twice or thrice. 

 

Takuma's next serve is a slice wide. Ei-chan notes the rotation is stronger than ever 

before. He'd predicted the course, but the angle is sharper than he'd imagined. 

Moreover, Ei-chan doesn't match the timing. Since it's come to this, the impact point is 

late, so he can only hit down the line...but...here...at the risk of his life, he hits it 

crosscourt. 

 

Takuma is taken by surprise, but Ei-chan's return means he also can't get back. 

Takuma extends his arm and returns the ball, but it goes into the net. Advantage, Maruo. 

 

Kageyama et al. cheer. The audience erupts: It's a chance to break! Maruo, pull through 

here with one point now! Egawa, let's tie it here! 

 

When Ei-chan realizes he's gotten to break point, his heart pounds, which shocks him. 

He thinks, "...I mean...Eh!? What's this? Ho... Hold on. My body is suddenly 

kinda...wa...wait just a sec... What is it? My limbs are shaking, and my pulse is getting 

fast...This...don't tell me I've suddenly gotten nervous? Because I'll break after one 

point...no...that's why the pressure is starting to affect me. I couldn't resign myself to a 

loss. My absolutely not wanting to lose is natural! I've decided I want to win! I want to 

win over Takuma-san!...If I can use the pressure well, it will become power... But 

whatever the circumstances may be, it's too severe. My pulse is intense...I'm shaking. 

My mouth is dry. I'm sweating tremendously. My body is stiff... This is bad...I can't cope 

with it in 20 seconds." 

 

Takuma thinks his last serve took away Ei-chan's timing and wasn't bad. He'd certainly 

driven Ei-chan to a point where Ei-chan could only return the ball down the line. And yet 

by throwing away the next shot, Ei-chan returned with an impossible cross, forced 

Takuma to commit an error, and made the point. He concludes that this guy (Ei-chan) is 

calmly pulling off his best play—like himself (Takuma)—at the last moment, and it's no 

time to be saying it won't be bad with this sort of serve. The umpire calls the 15 second 

warning. 

 

Ei-chan's still trying to calm himself and trying to remember how he's supposed to 

handle this sort of strong pressure. He's fumbling with the method he'd worked out 

against Ide: identifying the real sources of the pressure before erasing them. The 



causes he identifies are: if he loses, he can't become a pro; he might not be able to 

defeat Takuma later, for the rest of his life— (So Ei-chan definitely has to defeat 

Takuma to turn pro.) He concludes he doesn't have time to be doing such a thing! (The 

thing is apparently identifying all the causes of the pressure.) 

 

Takuma apparently notices Ei-chan's condition. He wonders what's the matter with Ei-

chan, is Ei-chan nervous at the thought of being able to win? That's nothing. Takuma 

has also completed the work on his corrections. 

 

Ei-chan's shaking. He thinks he'll do what he can up to the very end. If he clearly 

images the true sources of the pressure just within the time he can...what's left is 

concentrating on his return somehow! With his return, the most...important thing is... the 

words Natchan had said to him before: Ei-chan! The ball isn't your enemy! You don't 

turn away from it. You have to go forward and meet it! 

 

Ei-chan returns the flat serve wide with a straight that just catches the corner of the 

court. He breaks with a return ace. Takuma is all "Huh?" Moreover, this serve is clocked 

at 230 kph. The audience erupts again: No way! On a 230 kph flat... A return ace? F-

finally Maruo broke Egawa!? 

 

Kageyama sees Ei-chan in a daze and wonders what's wrong. Ei-chan exhales, thinking 

"What...what was that just now? I did what I could until the end... When I simplified my 

thinking at the very end, my body moved spontaneously... The zone... I don't quite 

understand but...it's like the greatest pressure up to now became an ally so that all my 

strength was transmitted to the ball... I broke Takuma-san's serve! I caught up with 

him!" 

 

At that point, Natchan shows up at the venue. End of chapter. No mention of the title of 

the next chapter. 

 

Here's hoping Ei-chan maintains his presence of mind and holds his service game. YAY, 

Ei-chan! This should shake Takuma. Ei-chan's gotten a handle on both Takuma's slice 

and flat serves. 

= = =  

Okay, corrections and additions to the summary. When the crowd first erupted after Ei-

chan gets to break point, what was shouted to Takuma was "Egawa, let's tie it here!" 

I've corrected the summary to reflect this. When Ei-chan was identifying the reasons for 



the sudden pressure he felt and thought that he doesn't have time to being doing such a 

thing, the thing he didn't have time to do was apparently the complete identification of all 

the sources of the pressure, so he just did what he could and was still under more 

pressure than he'd thought optimal by the time Takuma served. 

 

Oh, man! The dumbfounded expressions on everyone's faces at Ei-chan's return ace 

and the announcement of "Game, Maruo. 5-4. Second set"! Even Ike was wide-eyed. 

 

Oh, and Natchan didn't arrive in time to witness the return ace. As she nears Ei-chan's 

court, two players (they're toting tennis racket bags) are talking about how he'd returned 

230 kph with that sort of blow. One says he can't call the game anymore; the other 

points out that Takuma's still leading by a set to which the first replies that the odds of 

Takuma's serve are deteriorating. Then Natchan sees the scoreboard: 6-4; 5-4. 

 

No Baby Steps next week. 

 

Volume 35 Extra: Marcia side story 

The story takes place just before the All Japan Championship.  

 

Atsushi sees Marcia and is about to suggest they eat breakfast together. Alex pulls him 

aside so they can watch her. According to Alex, Marcia has been weird lately, hiding 

from Alex, sneaking glances at her cell phone and fidgeting. Atsushi says they're the 

only ones fidgeting now. They see Marcia take a deep breath to brace herself, which 

surprises Atsushi. Alex says it doesn't mean it's unexpected, but... 

 

Marcia calls Ei-chan. Ei-chan's phone identifies the caller as Marcia; apparently they'd 

exchanged contact details, so his app recognized her. As he wonders why she called, 

he answers the phone. She greets him by name, which confirms Alex's suspicions. She 

asks if he's training; of course he is. He asks how everyone's doing. Marcia says Alex 

nags her as always and she's fine. She reports that she won a big competition in her 

hometown yesterday. He's amazed. She tells him that if he's slow, she'll make her pro 

debut before he does and orders him to work hard. Then she notes that he isn't able to 

speak English all that well and adds that even if he wins, he can't handle an interview. 

He mentally concedes she has a point. She tells him she'll call him once in a while to 

check, as a favor for him, so next time (he should speak) properly. He thanks her and 

promises to study. She ends the call. Ei-chan thinks that in the end, she hadn't had a 

reason for calling. 



 

After the call, Marcia strikes a triumphant pose—which Alex notes is something she 

doesn't do even in the middle of a match. Atsushi tries to reassure Alex by pointing out 

Ei-chan is supposed to have a girlfriend he's lovey-dovey with. Alex replies that 

according to the person herself (Marcia), it seems she doesn't care about that (Ei-chan's 

having a girlfriend is irrelevant). Alex adds that if a beauty like Marcia makes a serious 

play for Ei-chan, even he would fall for her. Alex is torn between Marcia's happiness and 

whether Ei-chan's really acceptable and his (Alex's) taking responsibility for her from his 

parents and his duty as a big brother to keep weird pests away from her...and being 

occupied with love now... Then Alex turns to Atsushi and orders him to teach Alex 

Japanese. 

 

One minute later, Ei-chan gets a call from Alex. When Ei-chan answers, he tells Alex 

that just now Marcia... Alex apparently interrupts him, asking him if he's fine. Then Alex 

switches to Japanese: Over my dead body! And he hangs up. First Ei-chan's shocked 

by Alex's use of Japanese, then he corrects himself, focusing on what Alex had said just 

now. Before he can take that thought any further, his phone rings again. 

 

Ei-chan answers, telling Atsushi that just now Alex... Atsushi laughs it off, apologizes, 

and explains it's some Japanese he taught Alex. He adds that Ei-chan shouldn't worry 

about the details; he'd just taught Alex an irresponsible phrase that came to mind. Ei-

chan says it seems Atsushi's side is as fun as always. Atsushi turns the conversation to 

the All Japan Championship and confirms that Ei-chan's participating in the final draw 

starting tomorrow. Ei-chan says yes; he's in the middle of preparations right now. 

Atsushi looks elated that Ei-chan made it through the prelims. He apologizes for making 

a weird call at an important time. Ei-chan waves off Atsushi's apology, saying he can 

sleep easily because of it. Atsushi is glad to hear that and adds that they're all rooting 

for him even from so far away. Good luck! Ei-chan thanks him. 

 

Ch. 337 

Ei-chan held his serve without giving up a single point. And he put away all those balls 

decisively. His first serve of the game was an ace clocked at 190 kph, his fastest for the 

day. Before the start of Ei-chan's service game, Coach Miura remembered that Ei-

chan's very first weapon was his return and thinks that if Takuma is the best big server 

in Japan, then Ei-chan, who helped Takuma get to where he is, is the best returner in 

Japan thanks to Takuma. 

 



I just skimmed it so far, but if I understood correctly, the chapter ends with the second 

set at 6-5, Ei-chan leading. Ei-chan broke Takuma's serve a second time—

overwhelmingly. The summary said that after the return ace, Ei-chan continued to take 

the subsequent points and broke. Yup, the onlookers are shocked by the consecutive 

breaks and Ei-chan's streak of points. Takuma also seems to be losing his cool; he 

nearly threw down his racket. Title of the next chapter is either "Surprise" or "Fright" or 

"Shock." Since the next game is Ei-chan's serve and he's in great condition, it looks like 

he'll take the second set 5-7. Oh, yeah, the title of ch.337 is "The Course (or Direction) 

of Strong Pressure." 

 

Details to follow much later, probably when I already have RAWs. 

= = = 

Ho-kay, details for ch.337: 

 

The chapter opens with Ike on the title page: the final stage of the second set of 

Takuma's match, now's the time that distinguishes victory or defeat. Hmm...that's very 

promising for Ei-chan, considering how the chapter ends. 

 

So the audience reacts: Second set, 5-4! Maruo has finally caught up in this set. Ike 

wonders how many guys are there in the current Japan who can return that serve of 

Takuma's that way (seems to be more of a rhetorical question with an implicit answer of 

"not many"). Coach Miura agrees and remembers that the weapon Ei-chan used at the 

very start was his return. He points out that both movement and eyes that can capture 

the ball accurately are the most important when it comes to returns, and Ei-chan had 

been especially trained by playing against Takuma (the accompanying art indicates he 

means practice games). He thinks that for there to be the current Takuma, thanks to Ei-

chan, the current Ei-chan has also grown because of Takuma. He speculates that the 

best big server in Japan might be on the point of raising one of the best returners. 

 

Natsu checks the score and notes that Ei-chan is a set down, but she sees him writing 

in his notebook and concludes he's okay. Ei-chan's still shaking. However, he 

remembers that he was able to channel the pressure in a good direction and that he'd 

tried to define the excessive pressure but he'd run out of time, so in the end he'd relied 

on the most important words and channeled all that pressure into the ball. He thinks that 

sensation was close to the zone. He doesn't quite understand the zone, but he's certain 

it's related to pressure. So he decides to write down all the known pressures: 

 If he loses this match, he can't turn pro 



 If he loses, then for the rest of his life, he can't defeat Takuma 

 If the next game is taken from him, he'll lose 

 In the current situation, he has the momentum, but Takuma still has the upper 

hand score-wise 

 The feeling that he might be able to win is starting to rise and he feels an 

excessive desire to win, which is turning into pressure 

 His current vigor won't necessarily continue until he takes this set, much less until 

the final set 

 

(Ei-chan's handwriting definitely reflects his shaking.) Then he wonders if there's also 

the pressure from being on the verge of winning. He adds that there are other pressures. 

So the current pressure is definitely stronger than usual and there are more sources. 

Thinking of it that way, the more and stronger pressure might have been stronger when 

he converted that into strength. 

 

Time is called. As Ei-chan returns to the court, he remembers that when he'd started 

playing, his mind had gone blank and he'd simply thought of the most important thing. 

So now what's the most important thing? Believe in himself? He questions whether 

that's too vague. Increasing the odds of his first serve? That one strikes him as maybe 

too detailed. He remembers that because he'd been prepared for a loss, he'd been able 

to hold his service game with his own tennis. He identifies what was good then as his 

having turned defiant, playing aggressively. So if he thinks of only one thing, it's 

"aggressively"! His first serve is an ace clocked at 190 kph, his fastest for the day. 15-0. 

The audience notes his serve has sped up and while he's not Takuma, the course was 

good. 

 

Ei-chan decides to go that way. Takuma manages to return the next serve, but Ei-chan 

continues "aggressively" and Takuma doesn't even touch the ball. 30-0. The audience 

notes that the ball was put away very simply and that it had gone to a good spot, but 

someone wonders whether it was luck or if Ei-chan had aimed for it. Ike says this might 

be something rather terrific. 

 

Ei-chan thinks he might also be in his best condition. He realizes Takuma is trying to 

reorganize his stance and he understands what Takuma is contemplating in order to 

take it in hand: changing the tempo by using an arching ball. So if Takuma intends to 

gain time, Ei-chan decides not to give him time by using a rising shot. Ei-chan thinks 

that with this, he has the upper hand, that he can do everything he wants to do, and that 



with Takuma as his opponent, he can do amazing things using control and enough 

power so even if the ball is returned, it won't be taken. He hits another winner. 40-0. 

 

The audience notices he's starting to put away the balls easily. Ike wonders if this has 

entered the state of perfection. Coach Aoi thinks things have gotten interesting and that 

Ei-chan had coped well with the ultimate pressure at the critical moment, as well as the 

sense of achievement at breaking Takuma's serve and the continuing pressure—and 

he'd fit all that in the interval (between games). 

 

Ei-chan continues to focus on playing aggressively. When he hits to where and how, 

he'll just image whether it's aggressive tennis. If he can do only that, with that power 

and control, it will be settled. Yet another winner. And the score is tied 5-5 in the second 

set. The onlookers are shocked. Himeko says he's somewhat possessed. Yukichi 

cheers encouragement. Coach Miura wonders whether Takuma can only endure it, but 

he also thinks Takuma will start to change after this, because of how Takuma endures it. 

 

Takuma's service game starts. Ei-chan decides to aggressively take a step to the center 

here. When the first serve goes into the net, Ike thinks it's because Ei-chan had 

gambled on time and demolished the barrier of Takuma's serve little by little from its 

foundation. He concludes that if Takuma doesn't make corrections from the root, it will 

become something serious/difficult. Ei-chan pulls off a return ace on Takuma's second 

serve. Yukichi can't believe it: Ei-chan's overwhelming Takuma!  

 

Play continues. After a fault is called, Yukichi calculates that although the condition of 

Takuma's serve has dropped, he's never seen a unilateral development until now. For 

the 11th game, he has the success rate of the first serves at 33.3%, the acquisition rate 

of the first serves at 50%, and nothing written for the acquisition rate of the second 

serves. Ei-chan hits another winner to overtake Takuma in the second set: 6-5. 

 

The audience marvels at Ei-chan's two consecutive breaks and the reversal in this set. 

Someone couldn't believe that from match point until now it's mostly been Ei-chan 

making points. They wonder what's wrong with Takuma and if he's all right. Someone 

speculates that the problem of his condition extended from his serve to his whole 

(game). Himeko and Kageyama cheer loudly for Ei-chan. Ei-chan's satisfied with how 

he's playing, then he notices Takuma making to throw down his racket. Takuma 

hyperventilates, apparently trying to control himself. Lots of crowd noise as Ei-chan and 

Coach Miura look on in silence. Chapter ends. 



 

The next issue just before the broadcast of the anime will have a "center color" (color 

spread, I think) and an increase in pages. 

 

Well, that last entry in Ei-chan's list seems to be foreshadowing a tough final set. As 

others have said, Ei-chan can't keep playing at his current level indefinitely. However, 

Takuma's control is already flagging, so it's unlikely he'll resume dishing out superfast 

serves one after another. 

 

Ch. 338 

With things going badly, Takuma looks mad and brandishes his racket as if he's going 

to throw it to the ground. The onlookers watch his every action, commenting "Egawa 

lost his temper!?" and "No...it seems he endured it." 

 

Takuma sits on the bench and lets out a big sigh. He thinks he can't forgive himself. 

He'd intended to be wary and challenge perfectly, but if it had really been perfect, then 

his various serves being returned, his being broken...Ei-chan shouldn't have equaled 

him this much. It's probably proof he'd made light of Ei-chan somewhere. He orders 

himself to quit doing that and recognize it, that this guy has come this far faster than 

Ike... Takuma concludes, "Now he's on the verge of overtaking me!" 

 

Ei-chan thinks he's maintaining his best condition...and Takuma's is completely out of 

gear. Takuma's tennis has completely collapsed because of the collapse of his serve, 

which is the core of his offense. Until just a little earlier, the flow was really difficult, yet 

in the last moment, the flow changed at once. Then he corrects himself: he succeeded 

in changing the flow. He realizes that even though he'd been shaking like that a while 

ago, now he's surprisingly calm. It's unbelievable, but both are the same self; he 

decides to remember it well. He notes that the flow of a match can change like this in an 

instant; he decides to be ready for that too (sounds like more foreshadowing of a tough 

final set!), but one way or another, he wants to take the set with the flow as it is. 

 

The umpire calls "Time!" They return to the court. Ei-chan goes into the pose to toss the 

ball for the serve, and it seems to Takuma the form of Ike is superimposed on Ei-chan. 

The end is Ei-chan's point because he watches Takuma's movements closely and hit a 

ground stroke to the opposite side that was freed up. Ei-chan is relieved that he's still 

good. 

 



Since the dramatic reversal from match point, the eyes of the audience have started to 

turn to Ei-chan. 

 

Ei-chan thinks he's able to see his opponent better than usual and he has confidence in 

himself that he can do everything. The condition of being able to continue concentrating 

just on defeating his opponent...is the zone. 

 

Takuma reminds himself that he was a kid when he lost to Ike, that both his efforts and 

his thinking were lacking, that he hadn't done the things he should have done in order to 

win. He tells himself it's different now. He'd tried to rectify what was lacking then, and 

he'd gotten this far, intending to bring down that guy (probably Ike)... So he can't lose to 

Ei-chan who's neither Ike nor a pro... He concludes that if such stupid pride (referring to 

can't lose to Ei-chan) binds him, he'll demolish it now! 

 

Play continues with Takuma returning Ei-chan's serve. For the return ball, Ei-chan 

calmly considers 5 options to make aggressive use of his advantage. 

 

1. a super aggressive short cross 

2. an aggressive flat cross + going to the net 

3. stealing Takuma's timing with the another top spin down the line while Takuma is 

starting in the opposite direction 

4. stealing Takuma's timing with a forehand slice to the center 

5. challenging with a drop shot 

 

Ei-chan's analysis: his opponent is getting used to 1 and 2; he'd used 3 just now, so 

Takuma would be on the lookout for it; the risk for 5 is high; so here where he's not in a 

hurry, it's the one Takuma would least be on the lookout for and also has low risk...4! 

 

Takuma's timing and posture are thrown off by the forehand slice to the center. Ei-chan 

thinks if he can use a rising shot and control it down the line... The shot goes as he 

hopes. 30-0. Ei-chan thinks that if he can continue concentrating on just his opponent's 

movements...this situation is sure to continue...  

 

On the other hand, Takuma orders himself to calm down. He's not good, and now his 

opponent is too good... Takuma tries to calm down, but Natchan's words cross his mind: 

Ei-chan will surely become strong! At that moment, Ei-chan hits a 178 kph serve wide 

and it's an ace. Natchan, who's watching the match, thinks "Takuma..." Takuma is 



shocked and wonders why such a trivial matter from long ago...? 

 

Ei-chan's next serve is a fault. Ide notes the next will be a second serve...and that it 

doesn't mean Ei-chan doesn't have any openings at all to take advantage off, but 

Takuma's pace/legs has/have stopped. Coach Miura notes that in tennis, during a 

match, fighting, getting hurt, and even healing, whatever you're doing, you do it alone. 

He mentally urges Takuma to remember something that sustains Takuma. 

 

On the next point, Ei-chan retains the advantage of his serve. From a rally, he wins the 

point with a ground stroke crosscourt. Ei-chan takes back the second set and strikes a 

heartfelt triumphant pose. He makes an face that says he himself couldn't believe he'd 

taken the second set. 

 

The grounds erupt: no way!; to think Egawa was so overwhelming until midway...!; even 

though there were a number of match points...!; a high schooler who qualified through 

the prelims recovered...from the 240+ kph serve of the No.9 in Japan! 

 

Okada is in disbelief, saying it's impossible. Ide disagrees, countering that even at 

match point there's a chance for a reversal, which is why tennis is so interesting. 

 

The audience gets excited since they can't tell anymore who'll win. End chapter. 

 

The title of ch.339 is "The Tide of Battle." 

 

Looks like Takuma's on shaky ground, what with Natchan's words distracting him and 

undermining his confidence. It might mean Ei-chan will break him again in the first game 

of the final set. However, Coach Miura's thoughts suggest Takuma will recover and try 

to get back in the game. So whether the final set will be long or short is still up in the air. 

= = = 

Corrections and additions to the spoilers: 

Takuma doesn't think that Ei-chan shouldn't have equaled him this much, but that Ei-

chan shouldn't have shaken him this much. 

 

Ooh, the mangaka made an error in the scoreboard: 6-4; 6-5 with Takuma leading in 

both sets. 

 

The reactions of the audience after the first point during Ei-chan's service game: haven't 



their positions gotten reversed?; no, it's because it's Maruo's service game; Maruo's 

movements are efficient, and his control is good; to think Egawa has more power; 

Maruo Eiichirou, is it? (the last sounds like Ei-chan's picking up fans) 

 

Among the 5 options that Ei-chan was considering, No.3 is supposed to be "stealing 

Takuma's timing with the another top spin down the line while Takuma is starting in the 

opposite direction." 

 

Before Natchan's words cross Takuma's mind, he was telling himself that while it seems 

he would be at a disadvantage several times in this set, he's taken the first set and his 

superiority (or superior power) is unchanged. 

 

It isn't Ide who notes the serve after the fault will be a second serve, but Coach Aoi. And 

I didn't phrase the continuation of the thought properly: it should be "it doesn't mean 

there are no openings at all for Takuma to take advantage with Ei-chan. 

 

Ooh! The bleachers are packed on the side of Ei-chan and Takuma's court, unlike the 

court beyond it. 

 

The blurb says "To the final set, which will determine everything!" 

 

I wonder if the next chapter will be packed with audience reactions. I really want to see 

Monma's and Araya's in particular, Nabae's too. And I'd like to see Ogata in the 

audience since he hoped to catch Ei-chan's match; I haven't seen him in any of the 

crowd scenes. 

 

Ch. 339 

Update from spoilers for ch.339: Araya lost: 3-6,7-5, 6-4; Nabae won: 7-5, 6-4. The final 

set of Ei-chan vs Takuma starts in the next chapter, titled "Final Set." 

= = = 

Ch.339 starts with Ei-chan noticing Natchan in the bleachers. He remembers her 

prediction that he'll defeat Takuma and his heart pounds. He thinks that if he's come this 

far, he should be able to win...he'll maintain his current excellent tempo—he corrects 

that thought: he wants to improve on it from here on! 

 

Takuma also notices Natchan and sighs. He wonders if she really disliked him, because 

otherwise that weird thought wouldn't have occurred to him at set point. Then he 



corrects himself, telling himself that she couldn't be that tricky, then corrects himself 

again that it had nothing to do with earlier. His thoughts continue to whirl and he gets 

even more pissed off at Ei-chan—and at himself. Because his incomplete serve was 

good, he'd wanted to hold down his maximum power...he would have been fine winning 

even if he hadn't done that much. If he could think that way, he would have felt at ease 

without being so confused. He concludes he's lame (uncool), the lamest. When he lost 

to Ike, he'd be extremely lame, but...no, when he skipped out (on training, probably) 

after that might have been the lamest. Then he wonders if in general he was lame all his 

life. 

 

The umpire calls time and the two stand up. Takuma slaps his own cheek, thinking 

"Give me a break! Is the middle of a match the time to get depressed?" Ei-chan thinks 

that he'll break first while he has the momentum from taking the second set. 

 

At the same time, Monma's playing in center court. It's just the first set with a score of 3-

0 in Monma's favor. Monma eats a banana, attributing his early hunger and the feeling 

he can't lose here to getting revved up by Takuma (probably Takuma's 241 kph serve). 

 

In court 7, Nabae (JTA 83) is playing Ooguro (JTA 14). Nabae won the first set, 7-5, and 

he's also leading the second set, 5-4. The onlookers are clamoring about the high 

school student who's on the verge of defeating the JTA 14-ranked player. Ooguro thinks 

that Nabae's victory over Takuma last year hadn't been a fluke. He sees Nabae take out 

a racket and wonders why Nabae would change rackets at such a time.  

 

Nabae wants to proceed carefully in the next game, and wants more of a sensation of 

being able to grasp the ball firmly. He apparently remembers the words of the Wilson 

racket rep suggesting it might be better to choose with a slightly looser tension when 

playing for a long time—in other words, a drawn-out stroke (ground stroke?) contest. 

Now with a hard-won break and having the upper hand, if he wants to continue with this 

rhythm, an ordinary player wouldn't change rackets. Being able to sketch a clear vision 

of attack, he'll use (the racket?) properly in order to execute that (probably his vision). 

The rep had pointed out that Nabae uses diverse ways of playing, at both offense and 

defense, depending on the situation, so for a guy with a delicate touch, a racket that 

satisfied that (touch?) is probably necessary, one that's an extension of the body. 

 

As Nabae prepares to serve, he thinks that because he's certainly gotten the upper 

hand today, he's made more points when he attacked. Even if it takes a bit of time, he'll 



connect how he finished this set with the next (3R). 

 

Ooguro thinks that if Nabae intends to change something, it can make an opening that 

Ooguro can take advantage of, and he orders himself not to miss it (probably the 

opening). 

 

In court 4, Araya (JTA 130) is in the middle of his match with Yamaguchi (JTA 11). He 

hits a power shot, which Yamaguchi returns with a supple movement. Araya runs after 

and catches up with the ball that was hit to the open court, and he returns it with a 

strong shot to the side. The ball just barely misses going in. Match over: 3-6, 7-5, 6-4. 

The two shake hands. Yamaguchi thinks Araya shouldn't make such a scary face, 

because he can sympathize with the other party. Araya is grinding his teeth, thinking 

that the score is competitive, but Yamaguchi still has some composure/ something extra 

left. Araya concludes that there are still a lot more above him and that he wants to turn 

pro soon. 

 

The scene returns to Nabae vs Ooguro. Nabae serves for his 4th break point and has 

gotten to match point for the second time. Ooguro thinks that today Nabae hasn't 

attacked much from a backhand, so he returns the ball to Nabae's backhand. But 

Nabae puts it away with a backhand stroke, shocking Ooguro since it's the first time in 

the entire set that Nabae hit a powerful straight with his backhand. Ooguro wonders 

whether Nabae had the composure to deliberately refrain from using that one shot; he 

thinks if that's the case, then Nabae is extremely deep. Final score is 7-5, 6-4. The 

grounds are in an uproar over the high school student who defeated a pro. The two 

shake hands. Nabae thinks he was able to win but he'd had considerable difficulty, and 

he concludes he still has a lot of problems. Then distant excited cheers reach Nabae's 

ears. 

 

End of chapter. 

 

I suspect those distant excited cheers are coming from Ei-chan's court, and Nabae will 

show up to watch. However, that cheek slap is reminiscent of the time Araya punched 

himself. Would that be enough to get Takuma's mind back in the game? Anyhow, for 

Baby Steps to continue, Ei-chan has to win, so it looks like Monma will just have to be 

shocked when he finds out Takuma lost. 

= = = 



Okay, correction to the spoiler summary: 

 

The Wilson racket rep (Honma Shigeki) is watching Nabae's match and he wonders 

whether Nabae chose a racket with a slightly looser tension for playing for a long time—

in other words, whether Nabae plans a drawn-out stroke (ground stroke?) contest. 

Honma thinks that Nabae uses diverse ways of playing, at both offense and defense, 

depending on the situation, so for a guy with a delicate touch, a racket that satisfied that 

(touch?) is probably necessary, one that's an extension of the body. 

 

Addition: 

Monma's getting some build-up, what with the audience of his match talking about his 

"iron wall defense and swift attack combination," his "inexhaustible stamina," and at 29 

his probably being at his peak physically and mentally. So I'm getting the feeling Ei-chan 

will go up against him too. And since Takuma used Monma's secret weapon against Ei-

chan already, a match between Ei-chan and Monma should be very interesting. 

 

Ch. 340 

So Ei-chan and Takuma's final set starts. Both of them serve and hold with a game 

count of 1-1. Audience reactions: both players held, but in the second set, Maruo was 

kinda superior; sure Maruo takes more time, but he might many points; Egawa's in a 

difficult current. 

 

Ei-chan feel he's somehow maintained the zone, but he might no longer be at his best. 

He vows to keep aiming for the top until the match is over, remembering that the 

situation had suddenly reversed when he'd thought it was already impossible. 

Regardless of advantage, no one know how it will turn out. 

 

The set continues with Takuma's service. In a corner of his mind, Takuma's aware of 

Ike and Natchan watching. He doesn't want to show a lame side of himself, even if 

there's no point in looking cool at this late a time. Takuma's serve to the center is 

clocked at 178 kph. Ei-chan returns it, noting the slower speed, which he considers a 

chance. Takuma believes his fast serves are still lacking and even if they go in, his 

opponent is already used to the speed. Because of the slow pace, Ei-chan hits a ball 

that sinks fast to the feet of Takuma, who's trying to get to the net. Takuma's return 

goes into the net. 0-15. Takuma wonders if his serve had been weak. The audience 

comments on Ei-chan's control and how he'd hit the ball pinpoint to a hard-to-hit spot on 

(Takuma's?) dominant side. 



 

Play continues with a rally and Ei-chan goes for a precision shot at an acute angle. 

Takuma dives for the ball and somehow reaches it. 15-15. (See pic 1 in mangakansou.) 

The audience erupts over both Ei-chan's shot and Takuma's dive. 

 

Ei-chan notes that Takuma's movement is improving a bit, that even though his serve 

isn't (yet) normal, the suppleness of Takuma's movement has returned. Since that 

delicate touch is one of Takuma's strong weapons, Ei-chan tells himself to pay special 

attention to it. 

 

Takuma thinks he'd made a commotion (probably referring to his dive) but thinks his 

movement isn't bad and he's able to move easily in this game. He adds that nothing has 

changed but... Then he corrects himself: he realized he's lame (uncool). He thinks that if 

his improvement is due to that, he'll say any number of times: I'm not cool! (or "I'm 

cool...Not!") 

 

Takuma's next serve is a flat wide, clocked at 195 kph. Ei-chan's return goes into the 

net. 30-15. Ei-chan notes that the serve was good and that as the set has gone on, 

Takuma's condition has been steadily improving. 

 

Takuma realizes that until just a while ago, even if Ei-chan simply touched his serve, 

Takuma would get irritated (apparently his pride was touched); now he's stopped 

worrying about it and apparently has lowered his expectations for himself. He wonders if 

it's the result of "I'm lame." He counts it as good, not getting unnecessarily irritated. So 

Takuma tosses the ball and hits his serve to the rhythm of "I'm not cool!" The serve to 

the center, clocked at 201 kph, is an ace. 40-15. 

 

Takuma thinks it's crude (unsophisticated), but the somewhat unusual rhythm is good. 

Ei-chan thinks the ace Takuma finally got wasn't as fast as those during the second set, 

but the rhythm is different: by appearance, it has a sense of stability; it's starting to go in 

in all actual conditions; it's not a return to his perfect form; he'd fixed it from the 

foundation with a different serve. 

 

The next serve is a fault. Though it went out, Ei-chan thinks it was a good serve. The 

second serve is wide. Ei-chan thinks he has to attack the second serve and sink it 

strongly. Takuma goes forward and returns the ball. Ei-chan hits it down the line and 

gets it past Takuma's side. (See pic 2 in mangakansou.) 40-30. The point reaffirms for 



Ei-chan that his condition is also good. Takuma shrugs it off with the thought that it's 

inevitable because he's uncool. 

 

Play continues with Ei-chan's return. Takuma comes forward and puts the ball away 

with a volley, so he holds. Takuma thinks it doesn't make sense, but if his condition is 

improving, anything is fine. 

 

Ei-chan thinks that with just this much improvement in Takuma's condition, he (Ei-chan) 

couldn't break, that the gears that should have gone off completely had been fixed in 

just two service games. He concludes that this is Takuma, then corrects himself: it's 

better to think that the restored Takuma is better than he was before. Even then, Ei-

chan intends to win. 

 

End of chapter. Ch.341 is titled ... "Fatal" or "Mortal" or "Deadly." Eek! I don't like the 

sound of it!  

 

Well, the final set is at 2-1 and Takuma has recovered. Dang. Looks like it will be 

another epic final set to the first to lead by two games. More time to draw a crowd, then. 

 

EDIT: On the other hand, according to the mangakansou poster, the teaser for ch.341 is 

"In the next issue, the final set will already (head) for the climax!" So the mangaka might 

skip the play-by-play art for a summary instead. Or maybe the chapter will end just 

before the climax? 

= = = 

Additional details: 

The chapter opens with Kanda in the players' lounge, using one of the laptops there to 

check up on the status of the others. He's surprised to learn that Ei-chan's match is still 

in progress and that it's entered the final set. Oh, and according to the page Kanda 

checked, Monma was currently leading 5-1 in the first set. The score for Ei-chan's 

match was 6-4, 5-7, 1-0 at the time. 

 

Ei-chan's shot that sank quickly was aimed at Takuma's body and at that time Takuma's 

movement was still rather stiff. That was during the first serve of Takuma's second 

service game in the final set and Takuma was still thinking he didn't want to show Ike 

and Natchan his lame side. 

 

 



Ch. 341 

Since Takuma held his serve, the chapter starts with score for the final set at 2-1 with 

Takuma leading. The audience believe that the momentum is still with Ei-chan, but that 

Takuma is also starting to recover his original form. Ei-chan realizes that Takuma has 

basically changed his serve, beginning with the most important rhythm and that Takuma 

has calmed down. He cautions himself that he should think of it as Takuma's having 

recovered in the true sense. 

 

Ei-chan's service game starts. After Takuma's return, he aggressively goes to the net. 

Seeing that, Ei-chan hits a fast ball that sinks. Takuma's return ball is side out. 15-0. Ei-

chan recognizes his danger: with the improvement in Takuma's serve rhythm, the 

rhythm has emerged in his volley and everything. Takuma also notices his own 

improvement and is able to shrug off the error. 

 

Play continues and Takuma hits a strong shot in return. Ei-chan returns it, thinking 

Takuma's getting excessive. Takuma puts away the ball with a backhand jackknife (see 

pic 1 on mangakansou). 15-15. The jackknife gets the audience excited. Ei-chan notes 

that with the improvement of Takuma's condition, he's pulling off his strong patterns. 

However, Ei-chan has memorized Takuma's aggressive patterns as much as possible, 

so what's left is watching Takuma and judging the moment. 

 

Play continues with a rally that Ei-chan decides with a drop shot. 30-15. Ei-chan feels 

his sensitivity has been sharpened and he's maintaining his state when concentrating, 

and he's steadily/rapidly improving—so much that it's scary. He takes the point with a 

ground stroke to a deep spot. 40-15. 

 

In the next rally, Takuma goes to the net and his volley goes out, bringing the score for 

the final set to 2-2. 

 

In Takuma's service, he continues using the "I'm not cool" rhythm when serving. He 

acknowledges it might be foolish, but that's his current rhythm and if it works, it's fine. 

After the serve, Takuma volleys and takes the point. 15-0. Takuma thinks that this 

degree of foolishness might be just right for dumping his ingrained, worthless pride. 

 

Ei-chan returns the next serve, noting that it's steadily improving but not to the extent 

that he doesn't touch it like earlier. Ei-chan closely watches the racket and the hand/arm 

motion of Takuma, who'd gone to the net, and concludes he'll touch this one too. He 



thinks that regardless of the pinch (tight spot), if he can touch the ball, he can compete 

and aim to turn the tables using control. He gets the ball past Takuma. 15-15. The 

reporter Miyamoto is impressed by the match. 

 

Takuma wonders if his serve had been weak or if his volleys lacked variety. Then he 

concludes it was neither: Ei-chan is skillful. He remembers that even the coach(es) 

thought well of Ei-chan's strategy and technique. So to overcome the genuine threat 

before him, Takuma decides to attack! 

 

The next serve judged a fault. Ei-chan thinks this sort of desperate Takuma who 

disregards appearances is a first. One break will be deadly. (Okay, there's the title of the 

chapter.) Ei-chan's return goes into the net. 30-15. Ei-chan reminds himself he has to 

pay attention to this sort of thing. 

 

Takuma puts away the next ball with a volley. 40-15. Then Takuma hits the ball into the 

net. 40-30. Play continues with a rally. Takuma's at the net and Ei-chan sends the ball 

to Takuma's side. Takuma extends his arm and volleys. Ei-chan hits a lob to Takuma's 

backhand. Takuma smashes. Ei-chan manages to touch the ball (see pic 2 on 

mangakansou), but it's out. End of chapter, so the score is 3-2. 

 

The title of the next chapter is "Famous Match." In other words, an epic match? 

= = = 

Correction to the summary of ch.341, it's not that Takuma remembers that even the 

coach(es) thought well of Ei-chan's strategy and technique. Takuma actually tells 

himself he should consider Ei-chan's strategy and technique as if he's the coach (the art 

shows Coach Miura)—in other words, he acknowledges Ei-chan's strategy and 

technique as being that good. 

 

I forgot that the second to the last page had the announcement of the score: 3-2. 

 

The teaser blurb for the next chapter is "Both players deploy their best tennis." 

Incidentally, ch.341 came out in issue 21/22, which counts as a double issue. Ch.342 

will be in issue 23, which goes on sale May 1. 

 

 

 

 



Ch. 342 

So ch.342 starts with Takuma's taking the point with a high backhand volley off Ei-

chan's lob. Game count: 3-2, Takuma leads. The crowd goes wild: this match is the 

absolute best in the competition, isn't it?; it's only the second round, though; Egawa's 

serve-and-volley is too cool!; Maruo's change of pace is more elegant!; if the two follow 

Ike, Japanese tennis is bound to change!; Egawa, charge ahead in the world and clear 

the path for serve-and-volley!; if it's Maruo, he can pull off a giant killing! People start 

applauding. 

 

Ei-chan's amazed, comparing the audience response to when he went up against Ide. 

But because he's had a similar experience, he'll leverage it by turning great pressure 

into great strength. 

 

Takuma acknowledges that his opponent isn't just scraping by. Whether or not he's 

capable of Takuma's tennis, Ei-chan...isn't bad. He thinks that his tennis will become 

more of getting to the net quickly just when he can in return games (I guess he won't go 

to the net forcibly) and that it will also be easier to deploy power to decide the contest. 

 

Play continues with Ei-chan's service game. Ei-chan's pulse pounds. He thinks the 

pressure is beyond what he's accustomed to, but he should be fine. He reminds himself 

that in the final set, one break will decide the outcome, because it's a close fight that 

he's staking his life (future) on. He gets a straight past Takuma's side. 15-0. 

 

Play continues. The previous loss to Takuma crosses Ei-chan's mind and he affirms that 

he's definitely shortened the distance to Takuma now. Ei-chan holds his service. Game 

count: 3-3. 

 

During Takuma's next service game, Takuma thinks that nonetheless, of course he'll 

turn stiff, because he's being chased (or cornered) by a kouhai with 3 years of tennis 

experience. And such an uncool self also agrees. And he decides to go to the net. 

Takuma's 209 kph serve to the center is returned by Ei-chan, but Takuma takes the 

point with a volley (see pic 1 on mangakansou). Everyone thinks Takuma's made a 

perfect recovery. Takuma holds. 

 

Ei-chan writes in his notebook that he's had continuous losses to Araya and Nabae who 

will become pros. He wasn't able to win the All-Japan Junior, which was his objective. 

That's why he had no confidence in just winning and making a living in the pro world. Ei-



chan's service game starts. His train of thought continues "but even so when I advanced, 

there were things I was able to do. I absorbed all sorts of things from lots of people and 

got one level stronger! In this tournament too, from the prelims to here, I competed 

against people who make a living as pros because I was able to absorb techniques to 

make a living as a pro from those people. What's more, I've gotten a bit stronger. That's 

why I'm here now!" He holds his serve. Game count: 4-4.  

 

In Takuma's service game, Ei-chan thinks that for the strongest serve in Japan, he'll 

counter it with his situational awareness, reactions, and insight based on his data; for 

the physical ability and power, he'll counter them with control. He's applying his tennis 

and he isn't losing to the JTA ranked 9. The two display fierce offense and defense. Ei-

chan thinks that if he's capable of this sort of match, he may turn pro (see pic 2 on 

mangakansou), then he corrects himself, wondering what he's saying. 

 

Takuma's next serve, clocked at 222 kph, is an ace (see pic 3 on mangakansou). Game 

count: 5-4 with Takuma leading. Ei-chan shrugs off the ace as "it can't be helped," but 

he thinks he has grasped Takuma's revised serve rhythm considerably. Next is a hold 

while somehow making sure not to allow Takuma to go to the net, and after that a break. 

If Takuma breaks him in the next, then it's Takuma's win (looks like Ei-chan's 

experience in the first set comes into play here). He expects that Takuma will naturally 

start attacking at top gear. It's exactly at such a time that the current Takuma's true 

nature ought to be visible. Ei-chan decides to watch Takuma closely and win with that 

data. Chapter end. 

 

The title of the next chapter is "Boundary Line." The blurb says "Victory, defeat, both are 

imminent!" 

 

Ch. 343 

Ch.343 opens with the score for the final set at 5-4. If Takuma breaks Ei-chan, it will be 

his win. If Ei-chan has frequent errors or bad luck, the match is over. No matter how 

good one's condition is, continuing to focus on the opponent's movements while calmly 

understanding one's own situation amidst this much tension is hard. Ei-chan faults on 

his first serve. Ei-chan takes a deep breath, then calls to mind the contents he'd written 

in his notebook: the main causes of much of the pressure and the numerous occasions 

he'd turned those to his advantage. From his personal experience, he images a specific 

major success that depended on great pressure. He'll bend like a whip, relaxing 

moderately, rather than that image of the body stiffening due to pressure. By doing so, 



he will shift the pressure in order to gain control of the distribution of power...and 

magnify the impact of his power. 

 

Ei-chan sends the second serve wide. He set up an ideal situation to be able to force 

Takuma along; however, being able to hold his current state of concentration was 

something that depends on experience and the definite data he's been able to get up to 

now. Takuma returns. As far as the opposing Takuma is concerned, this game is his 

biggest chance of being able to win if he breaks. At the same time, if he passes it up, a 

major pinch awaits him. Ei-chan sends the ball to the right side. When Takuma returns it, 

he goes to the net. He naturally increases his offense by another gear. He gets to the 

net first to play using his edge in weapons (a volley). 

 

Ei-chan notices Takuma's position and sinks the ball at Takuma's feet. A volley is an 

extremely delicate shot where reflexive motions due to only a minor stimulation of 

sensitivity lead to immediate errors. Takuma isn't able to use the center of his racket 

and his ball is just barely out (see pic 1 on mangakansou). 15-0. 

 

On the other hand, if the conditions are satisfied, it's more overwhelmingly decisive than 

a ground stroke. Takuma takes the next point with a volley. 15-15. 

 

Takuma thinks he should go to the net faster...if possible, since it's a return game. The 

sharpness of the volley of Takuma who escaped from spinning his wheels emotionally 

has obviously continued to improve. Takuma steadily goes to the net to play. However, 

the ball slips by him on the side (see pic 2 on mangakansou). Takuma chides himself 

for insufficient effort, telling himself he should go to the net more forcibly. 

 

The match continues. While Takuma's also aware he's being too pushy...the attack with 

its fast level that gives no time to change the pace was a quite a threat to Ei-chan. 

Takuma goes to the net, planing to compete with a first volley. Ei-chan thinks above is 

impossible, but if he can control a strong blow at 1/64, he can get the ball past Takuma. 

Ei-chan succeeds and holds his service. 5-5. Ei-chan welcomes the win but 

acknowledges the danger in continuing to get pulled into Takuma's pace. 

 

In Takuma's service game, he also faults on his first serve. Ei-chan's strongly aware 

that in 40% of Takuma's second serves, Takuma goes forward with a service dash, but 

also that there are times when Takuma doesn't go forward. Ei-chan thinks that in serve 

and volley, deciding in advance whether or not to go to the net should also be decided 



based on something in the second time. For Ei-chan, not wanting Takuma to go to the 

net...if Takuma goes to the net on the second serve...he has to give Takuma the 

impression it's better not to go to the net. Therefore, even if he's taking a big risk... Ei-

chan pulls off a return ace on Takuma who'd made a service dash. 0-15. 

 

However, Takuma's thinking is different from the second set. The stability of his serve 

has started to turn the gears of his entire tennis. He takes the next point with an ace 

wide clocked at 218 kph. 15-15. 

 

Ei-chan shrugs it off since Takuma converts around 10% of his serves to aces. Of the 

50% of the first serves Ei-chan somehow touches, he wants to get a point on around 

40% of them. Then from the remaining 40% of Takuma's second serves, he'll manage 

to get a point with over 80% probability. If he can do this, theoretically he can get points 

on over 50%, so he calculates that he can take a game at some point. Ei-chan admits it 

won't go according to his calculations, but it will result in his not hesitating about how he 

set his goal. Because of that, he can concentrate on his opponent's movements and his 

tennis will improve further. Ei-chan uses the data he's gathered to predict Takuma's 

second serve and attacks it thoroughly because the power is slightly less, so the 

probability of getting a point on Takuma's second serves is higher than on his first 

serves. And when he returns Takuma's first serve, Takuma can put the ball away with a 

volley. The match continues and Takuma holds. 6-5. 

 

Excessively strong pressure often serves to hamper the normal movement of players. 

However, the two make it their strength rather than resisting it. They were presenting a 

threat to their opponent's serve and holding their own service. In this state of extreme 

tension, devoting the best in both players accumulated all sorts of mutual conditions 

because the balance was preserved. There was the aspect of opponent's play 

supporting one's self. 

 

Important factors, such as physical and mental fatigue along with the passage of time to 

that point, start to take their toll. The game count is 9-9 (see pics 3 and 4 on 

mangakansou). 

 

This score, which displayed an eerie balance, was indicating the immediate collapse of 

this balance, which had remained in this match until the very end, with just a few things. 

End of chapter. 

 



The title of ch.344 is "Spirituality" or "Mentality." 

 

Well, there's the long epic slog. And it looks like sudden death in the next chapter. Right 

now Ei-chan seems more tired than Takuma; however, he still looks focused and he's 

had the stamina training in Florida. And if the title of the next chapter is "mentality," I'd 

bet on Ei-chan having more mental strength than Takuma. 

 

Ch. 344 

So ch.344 opens with both sides having held their service for 9 games each. It's now 

Takuma's service. Takuma acknowledges that Ei-chan is strong; he had expected this, 

but that Ei-chan would be strong enough to go that far and hang in there so persistently 

as usual. He thinks that if Ei-chan aspires to become a pro, without satisfactory results, 

Ei-chan can only play there, but ordinarily Ei-chan wouldn't get that far. Then Takuma 

corrects himself: Ei-chan persistence has been unusual since long ago. 

 

Ei-chan thinks Takuma's personality is a more whimsical by nature. Even though it 

wouldn't be strange for him to display waves of good and bad condition if the match is 

drawn out, for Takuma to be able to sustain his good condition for so long and not 

crumble...Ei-chan wonders if that is the barrier for top pros. 

 

Takuma thinks that Ei-chan is amazing to have gotten that far through compiling his 

notes, that Ei-chan had done what Takuma had considered absolutely impossible, that 

Ei-chan had completely overturned common sense. He thinks that the biggest threat at 

the last moment is that persistence. He decides to face Ei-chan so that he won't be 

misread (or be mistaken for someone else) again. 

 

Ei-chan mentally asks someone to stop it already and please let Ei-chan win. 

 

Takuma sends his first serve wide: How's that? (see pic 1 on mangakansou) 

 

Ei-chan had predicted it correctly. He returns it deep to the side with a winner...or so it 

seemed. However, the umpire judged the serve a fault. Ei-chan though it had been in, 

so he queries the umpire who confirms it was a fault and calls for a second serve. Some 

of the audience thinks it had been in, but of course their opinions don't count. Even 

Takuma believes it had been in, but since Ei-chan had predicted it and returned it with a 

winner, Takuma is grateful for the umpire's misjudgment. Ei-chan regrets the decision 

since he'd hit a winner, but he takes a deep breath and concentrates on the second 



serve since it's a chance. 

 

Takuma notices Ei-chan's display of persistence. Both nervousness and fatigue at the 

peak of the most important point... he faces up in order to make those (nervousness 

and fatigue?) provisions even if the umpire makes an erroneous call here. Ei-chan 

continues to focus purely on his objective only, nothing else. Takuma believes this is Ei-

chan's true strength, especially now in the endless hell of the serve-hold, that 

particularly works to Ei-chan advantage (so Takuma continues to learn from Ei-chan 

here!). As Takuma wonders how to handle that, the umpire calls the 15 seconds 

warning. 

 

Takuma chides himself for overthinking, then tells himself to focus on recovering in the 

disadvantageous second serve. He aims wide, but his serve is faults. Double fault: 0-15. 

 

Ei-chan exults. This time it wasn't simply luck but the effect of his continuous attacks on 

Takuma's second serves up to now (so Ei-chan apparently considers it a forced error) 

and the product of not exhausting his concentration, no matter what happens. He thinks 

he'll leverage this and break. 

 

Takuma had put in (more? too much?) strength to try to counter his disadvantage. So 

he reminds himself not to think negatively since the score isn't unfavorable. The 

situation isn't like a little while ago where he could settle it foolishly with a strong fast ball, 

but if he preserves the rhythm of his current serve, he can hold his serve even if its 

decisiveness is insufficient. Then he can break at some point without rushing. He may 

bet on his timing and end the match before it turns into the survival of a dire situation. 

 

Takuma also faults on the next serve. Takuma thinks two balls isn't bad, but he won't 

double (fault?) again. Ei-chan notes it will be another second serve and that the 

outcome had started to depend on it since the game 5-4, so an obvious trend has 

emerged in Takuma's strokes: the chances of Takuma's hitting a forehand is increasing. 

Takuma's backhand is a strong point that's also decisive, but at a critical moment, 

Takuma relies on his forehand. Ei-chan decides to leverage this data. 

 

Takuma's next serve is to the center, clocked at 170 kph. When Ei-chan sees that 

Takuma didn't go to the net, he returns the ball with a strong blow using 1/81 control to 

a tricky spot where Takuma might be able to go around and cut in with his forehand 

(see pic 2 on mangakansou). 



 

Takuma returns it with his forehand. Ei-chan puts the ball away with a strong blow using 

his backhand. Wait, that isn't logical, given the context, so maybe it's a strong blow to 

Takuma's backhand? Anyhow, the score is 0-30. 

 

Takuma notes his danger. Since the umpire's mistake, his tendency is self-destructive. 

His timidity over making errors is being attacked. The main point is that Takuma is 

afraid of Ei-chan's persistence. If he compares their perseverance, he doesn't feel he 

can defeat Ei-chan. The actual problem is that he can't increase the risk on his first 

serve and he can't reduce the risk on his second serve. Even before, he has difficulty 

going to the net, and if he stays at the baseline, Ei-chan sends the ball to a nasty spot. 

"Give me a break! Geez! It's not like I'm an idiot or soft in the head that I'd follow the 

lead of such a troublesome guy..." Takuma concludes he doesn't need to trump Ei-

chan's ability to concentrate. If the match drags on, Ei-chan would have the advantage 

while Takuma would have the advantage in in short decisive battle. He decides to risk 

everything on these two games; beyond that he doesn't know. He'll compete with his 

explosive power. 

 

Takuma's next serve wide, clocked at 230 kph, is judged a fault. Ei-chan had touched it 

with his racket and it had taken all he had. The second serve is to the center, and it's 

also out. Double fault: 0-40. 

 

The onlookers wonder what's wrong, whether Takuma snapped (or maybe is worn out). 

Someone comments that this is Ei-chan's triple break point (Ei-chan has three chances 

to break Takuma's service). Ike thinks Takuma's pushing his serve really close, but he 

hasn't snapped (isn't worn out?). Ike also thinks Ei-chan has the advantage, but it would 

be better if Ei-chan were cautious at this point. Takuma thinks it's the worst but within 

his expectations; he hopes to recover. Ei-chan thinks he has three points where he has 

chance to break but he can decide it with one point. 

 

Takuma's intense serve is clocked at 233 kph. It flies off Ei-chan's racket (see pic 3 on 

mangakansou). The audience cheer the appearance of Takuma's strong fast ball. They 

say that when it begins to go in, Takuma can turn the tables on Ei-chan immediately. Ei-

chan marvels at the serve's stability in form at that speed. He thinks, "This is it. I have to 

break here." End of chapter. 

 

The title of ch.345 is "Tendency." I wonder if that refers to Takuma's tendency to rely on 



his forehand at critical moments, which Ei-chan identified in this chapter. 

 

Anyhow, Takuma's back to hitting super-fast serves and Ei-chan's able to meet them, at 

least. From pic 3, it looks like he's just a bit behind in the timing. If he's able to break 

Takuma at this point, when Takuma is hitting his superfast serves, no one can argue 

that Ei-chan's win is a fluke. Maybe Ei-chan will establish a rep as one of the best 

returners in Japan. 

= = = 

Corrections to the spoiler summary: Ei-chan thinks he can't break down Takuma even 

though Ei-chan has been able to maintain his good condition for so long, and he 

wonders if that is the wall of top pros. 

 

So it turns out that to get to 0-30, Ei-chan does put the ball away with a strong blow 

using his backhand. It seems that his tactic was to use a strong blow and invite Takuma 

to add to the force by allowing Takuma to return it with a forehand shot, then Ei-chan 

adds even more momentum to the ball with a jump shot, so the ball ends up too fast for 

Takuma to react to. 

 

The "Give me a break! Geez!" happens just before Takuma bounces the ball high, then 

snatches it out of the air on its way down. 

 

Whoa! That 233 kph serve of Takuma's was so strong Ei-chan lost his grip on his racket. 

Looks like Ei-chan will need a two-handed grip to deal with those serves. 

 

The teaser blurb for the next chapter is "Accelerating toward the Conclusion!" 

 

Ch. 345 

So it's the final set with the game count tied 9-9. In Takuma's service, there have been 

two double faults, and with an intense serve, Takuma has recovered from one break 

point, bringing the score to 15-40. Himeko shouts for Ei-chan to break here with one 

point. Yukichi adds that special care is needed; he feels Takuma's serve is still making a 

come-back. Kageyama cheers Ei-chan on. Holding her breath, Ei-chan's mom watches 

attentively. 

 

Ike thinks that in the middle of the game, Takuma's appearance made a complete 

turnaround. He believes it's likely Takuma doesn't want a drawn-out game and is aiming 

for a short decisive battle. He notes that Takuma's first serve even repels Ei-chan's 



racket. A smile floats on Ike's lips. He apparently concludes this (game) is the final 

contest (see pic 1 on mangakansou). [This implies that whoever wins this game will win 

the match.] 

 

Takuma thinks that whether it's a break point or he's in a pinch is irrelevant. He'll focus 

all his nerves on just the serve before him, then if it goes in, on just the first volley. 

Normally, he allows himself to focus all his nerves on just the ball before him. In the end, 

he'll put it away at the net. He decides that the balance up to now has been Ei-chan's 

evolution, but from here on it will be his evolution. He'll completely release all his 

limiters—all balls at full power until he uses up everything he has! [For some reason, I 

got a flash to an anime where someone shouts "Release all safety locks!"]  

 

Ei-chan seems to sense Takuma's determination because a chill runs through Ei-chan. 

Whatever the circumstances, a 230+ kph serve being stable is unthinkable. But he 

thinks they'll all start to go in. So he'll read his data...watch Takuma's movements, and 

decide at the end. He watches Takuma's serve closely. He manages to react to the 200 

kph serve to the center and return it, aiming for a good spot. However, Takuma goes to 

the net and puts the ball away with a volley. So the score should be 30-40. Takuma 

strikes a triumphant pose. The audience marvels at his lightning speed. Takuma thinks 

that good or bad is for later. He'll focus on the next one hit. 

 

Ei-chan's analysis: From a 230 kph flat, it's a 200 kph spin...that superb course in 

addition the 30 kph difference in superfast balls...then a volley without hesitation...This 

is bad...He's a Takuma-san I haven't experienced up to now...if he holds with this flow, 

the next will be dangerous. If I enter my service game with this (game) taken from 

me...I'm not confident I can continue concentrating on just Takuma-san's movements. If 

that happens, my performance will drop immediately. This is it. I don't current have the 

upper hand; rather, this is the critical moment. If I let this get away, I won't have any 

more break points. I can only play now! 

 

Takuma tosses the ball. At that moment, Ei-chan moves back slightly; even Takuma is 

surprised. Then Ei-chan rushes to the center. However, Takuma's serve is wide (see pic 

2 on mangakansou), but it's judged a fault. Ei-chan's relieved since his prediction was 

off. The crowd is in an uproar because Ei-chan had gone in the wrong direction; 

someone thinks Ei-chan had gambled; someone else says (Takuma?) is playing well at 

this last moment. Ike laughs but notes that Ei-chan had used a forehand slice grip. 

 



Takuma mentally cusses Ei-chan. He thinks that in this situation, Ei-chan had staked 

the match on Takuma's first serve, using that fast forehand slice of Ei-chan's. He'd 

never imagined that just before the impact, he would notice a strange motion. He hadn't 

anticipated such a development. Even so, what! Ei-chan's damn guts [to pull such a 

move?]...is somehow already...starting to be laughable...[!]  

 

Ei-chan sets up to challenge the second serve. Takuma thinks that sure enough, Ei-

chan pisses him off. 

 

Takuma sends the serve to the center and goes to the net, thinking that he'll put away 

the ball there. Ei-chan returns the ball, noting that the serve is fast and the course is 

also good. Takuma returns the ball. Ei-chan plans: Takuma was fast in getting to the net. 

Both sides are narrow...Above is also a high risk...But he can only aim 

unreasonably...He'll control the ball and try to get it through the eye of a needle. He hits 

an angle shot to the corner (see pic 3 on mangakansou).  

 

Takuma extends his arm and returns the ball. The crowd marvels that Takuma reached 

it and that [Ei-chan's ball?] was going to a good spot. Ei-chan runs. Takuma is defiant: 

Next! If it's coming, come on! Ei-chan extends his arm. Seeing the racket face, Takuma 

concludes the next can only be a slice. However, Ei-chan hits a lob [Hah! Asano's slice 

lob!], ordering it to go over. Takuma's surprised. End of chapter. 

 

The title for ch.346 is "Decisive Blow." 

= = = 

I found Japanese RAWs, so a few corrections to the spoiler summary: 

When Ike thinks Takuma is aiming for a short decisive battle, he thinks that Takuma's 

first serve goes so far as to repel Ei-chan's racket; it's not that Takuma flicks his racket. 

When Ei-chan's prediction was off, Ike laughed but noticed Ei-chan's grip was for a 

forehand slice. Takuma noted the same thing. He thinks Ei-chan had staked the match 

on Takuma's first serve, using that fast forehand slice of Ei-chan's. I've updated the 

summary to reflect these. 

 

Oh, and the teaser blurb for the next chapter is "Will it result in a break!?" 

 

I just checked ch.303 where Asano first hit a slice lob. According to Ei-chan, a slice lob 

bounces less than the usual lob. So if Ei-chan's slice lob is too high for Takuma to reach, 

assuming the lob is in and Takuma catches up with it, Takuma probably won't be able to 



smash it the way he'd smashed Ei-chan's usual lobs. Since the bounce is lower, 

Takuma's return risks going into the net, unless he floats the ball. And since Takuma will 

be at the baseline, Ei-chan has a chance of putting the ball away with a volley. Of 

course, it would be kinda funny if Takuma catches up with the ball, swings expecting it 

to bounce high, and totally misses it. 

 

Volume 36 Extra: Takuma Graduation 

Okay, in the extra of vol.36, it's the day of Takuma's graduation and the ceremony is 

over. Takuma is approached by the PE teacher Sugisaki who congratulates him on his 

graduation. Clapping Takuma's shoulder, he notes that Takuma's become a sportsman 

completely, even his hair is neatly trimmed. Takuma doesn't say much, just stands 

awkwardly. Sugisaki says he's glad Takuma's a tennis pro. As Sugisaki leaves, he adds 

that he was bothered by Takuma several times, but he expects Takuma won't be 

quarreling or smoking again because he's rooting for Takuma. Takuma looks 

uncomfortable and doesn't say anything, but then bows to Sugisaki who has already 

turned away. 

 

Then two guys kick Takuma's legs in greeting and accuse him of acting like a good kid. 

Takuma catches one in a choke hold and grabs the collar of the second guy. A third guy 

takes a picture of them. The picture-taker comments that Takuma is an unexpectedly 

good kid, given his appearance and adds that he'd never seen Takuma smoking. 

Smirking, the first two chime in, in agreement. Takuma tells them to shut up, that 

Sugisaki was probably referring to the two of them. 

 

The three conclude that if Takuma hadn't been truant, they wouldn't have become such 

good friends. They remember how Takuma was lousy at compromising at games, he'd 

get pissed off right away, and they'd even get into fights with other schools at game 

centers. One adds that he's bored by Takuma's love for games. Takuma gets irked, 

pointing out that it's like he's the principal offender. The three sober up, saying Takuma 

has to live seriously from now on, delinquent behavior by a professional athlete would 

be bad, and reminding him he's the tennis player Egawa Takuma. 

 

Takuma asks about them. The first says he's going on to university, the second to a 

vocational school for social service, and the third to a Kansai university. Takuma's 

surprised and comments that they'd chosen their careers properly. They counter that 

they don't want to hear that from him, that they'd been worried about him. Takuma 

laughs. 



 

Then the freckled guy (Mikkun) is hailed by a girl, so he takes his leave. One of the 

remaining two notes they're flirting, so the girl is apparently Mikkun's girlfriend. 

Someone tells Mikkun he'll "Line" (yes, it said "Line," not Vine) him later. Then the other 

two take their leave, one suggesting that they play once in a while even if they're busy. 

The last one orders Takuma to tell him when Takuma will appear on TV. Takuma says 

to himself that by "TV," isn't that playing on a Grand Slam level? He thinks there's 

absolutely no way to know (by implication whether Takuma would get that far). 

 

Takuma's phone rings. It's Monma calling. He says his practice partner suddenly 

couldn't come, so he asks whether Takuma is free today. Takuma says he'll go. They 

arrange to meet at the National Training Center at 1800H (6 p.m.). Takuma looks back, 

then thinks he'll go as far as he can go. The end. 

 

Ch. 346 

So Ei-chan hits the lob with Takuma at the net. Takuma thinks Ei-chan's got guts. Ei-

chan thinks Takuma's coming forward more than usual and he orders the ball to pass 

over Takuma. Takuma concludes that if he tries to jump, he won't reach the ball, so he 

tsks and rushes to the baseline.  

 

Ei-chan thinks it worked and he now has the advantage; he anticipates the return and 

intends to put the ball away with one blow. While thinking that, he rushes to the net. 

Takuma returns the ball with his backhand coming down. Takuma thinks he'll strike first 

to be able to checkmate Ei-chan first (see pic 1 on mangakansou). 

 

Ei-chan's surprised by the fast timing. He extends his arm and returns the ball with a 

successful volley on the tip of his racket (not sure if that means he hit the ball with the 

frame). Then the ball strikes the white band of the net, then floats... The ball lands on 

Takuma's side (see pic 2 on mangakansou). 

 

Game, Maruo, 10-9, final set. The audience erupts. Kageyama cheers. Yukichi says 

that if Ei-chan hold his service, he'll win. Coach Aoi thinks that it was risky and that 

Takuma might have one point late in becoming serious. He also concludes that no 

matter what Ei-chan decides, his stopping Takuma's vigorous momentum here is big. 

Takuma doesn't say anything. Ei-chan acknowledges he's finally broken Takuma, but it 

still doesn't mean he's won. He expects Takuma to be a threat in the next game. Ei-

chan's being able to break now isn't just because he made the pressure into a weapon 



but because he deliberately challenged Takuma's serves and smashes. Ei-chan can't 

keep saying he wants to overcome that serve-and-volley. What's important now is the 

courage to completely drown out the anxiety toward Takuma that's at his core. 

 

The umpire calls time. As Ei-chan takes his position to serve, he thinks it's not that he'll 

get Takuma to let him (Ei-chan) win, he'll do it intending to knock Takuma down (see pic 

3 on mangakansou). Takuma thinks he'll take the next three games and turn the tables. 

So the 20th game in the final set starts. 

 

First, Takuma goes to the net and puts away the ball with a volley. 0-15. Ei-chan faces 

Takuma with an attitude he hasn't had up to now: the desire of "I want to surpass him" 

changes to "I will defeat him." 

 

Ei-chan takes the next point with a drop shot. 15-15. Takuma takes the next with a 

ground stroke deep to the side. 15-30. That was something big due to the confidence 

Ei-chan gained while playing in this match. Ei-chan puts away the next with a volley. 30-

30. He gets the ball past the side of Takuma who had tried to go to the net. 40-30. 

 

In the first set, he had continued to apply pressure even though it was taken from him. 

In the second set, he'd struggled to the very end even though he was on the brink of 

being cornered and was resigned to a loss. Then in the final set, he'd continued to hold, 

relying on his concentration... 

 

Takuma returns the ball. Ei-chan takes a forehand pose. Watching that closely, Takuma 

predicts a down-the-line shot, but Ei-chan hits a cross (see pic 4 on mangakansou). 

From beginning to end, the strong motivation of wanting to become a pro had continued 

to support Ei-chan. It's been over 3 hours since the start...Finally, Ei-chan accomplished 

the game that disproves this big difference in ability. Game, set, and match won by 

Maruo. Count: 4-6, 7-5, 11-9. End of chapter. 

 

The title for ch.347 is "Response." 

 

Ch. 347 

So at the end of a fierce fight, Ei-chan defeats Takuma. Yukichi's exultant that Ei-chan 

finally won over Takuma. The crowd erupts over how a high school student who'd come 

up through the qualifiers had come from behind to defeat Takuma who had been 

favored to win: amazing...I saw an amazing match!; this match was absolutely the best 



match in the tournament now!; Egawa was also good! 

 

Smiling, Coach Aoi marvels that that guy seriously did it! Okada: "Unbelievable..." Ei-

chan's mom has an expression of disbelief. Yukichi's screaming with excitement. 

Kageyama's kind of in shock; he'd believed that Ei-chan would eventually do amazing 

things but... Himeko is moved to tears. When she describes Ei-chan as "cool," 

Kageyama gasps. Natchan shouts "Ei-chan!" 

 

Ei-chan himself looks surprised and disbelieving. He notices that Takuma had 

approached the net for the post-match handshake. He immediately tries to run but 

collapses completely. The audience suddenly bursts out in laughter at his condition. 

 

Ei-chan thinks his powers of concentration had run out; his legs are at their very limit. 

Takuma extends his hand for the handshake, wondering that he'd lost to this guy. 

Taking Takuma's hand, Ei-chan apologizes and thanks Takuma for everything, and then 

he bows very deeply to him (see pic 1 on mangakansou). Takuma gives a sigh, flicks 

the hand that was held (can't tell if he flicks his hand or Ei-chan's), then says he'll crush 

Ei-chan next time. Ei-chan raises his head. "Next time..." Takuma replies, "You're going 

pro, aren't you?" Takuma jerks his chin as if saying "Look at the audience." 

 

The words of praise and applause from the audience resounds non-stop: Maruo! Nice 

fight! It was interesting!; win the championship the same way!; Maruo-kun, look over 

here!; you took down Egawa well with that physique!; I'll root for you next time too!; I'll 

follow you from now on!; your play was also riveting, it was the best! 

 

Ei-chan replies forcefully: "...Right!" (see pic 2 on mangakansou) 

 

Takuma tells Ei-chan that if he's coming, it'd better be soon. Takuma doesn't want Ei-

chan quitting while he's ahead, so Takuma expects Ei-chan to say it. (I think Takuma is 

talking about Ei-chan's decision to go pro.) Ei-chan agrees. 

 

The reporter Miyamoto thinks this event might possibly stir the Japanese tennis world a 

bit. Coach Miura gives a big sigh and acknowledges it was Ei-chan's fierce tenacity. Ike 

points out that Ei-chan had taken years to study Takuma; however, he also notes that 

the way Ei-chan had thoroughly read that serve of Takuma's was brilliant. Coach Miura 

thinks that Takuma who's rising rapidly in world ranking will be thoroughly marked even 

internationally, and that this loss will undoubtedly turn into a big source of 



encouragement (probably for Takuma's opponents), so Coach Miura concludes a post-

match review is necessary. Ike excuses himself, saying he has one more job to do. 

Coach Miura acknowledges his departure. 

 

Everyone goes to meet Ei-chan as he leaves the court. Kageyama tells him he'd 

thought his heart would jump. Himeko congratulates Ei-chan. Yukichi's all "Aniki!" While 

crying, Yukichi relates how he'd seen the fight between the beginner Ei-chan and the 

scary Takuma, and halfway through, he'd wondered if it's impossible since Takuma's 

monstrously strong...however, Ei-chan had fought on without giving up and even won... 

 

Ei-chan thanks Yukichi for his support. Natchan chuckles and says it turned out as she'd 

predicted (see pic 3 on mangakansou). Apparently because she's elated, Ei-chan 

deduces and she confirms that she'd won her match too. Ei-chan congratulates her, and 

then he notices his mom who's still in shock: "Unbelievable...You're this...Really..." After 

Ei-chan confirms this, she asks if he's now No.8 since he'd defeated the No.9 in Japan, 

and he might be able to make it as a pro. Ei-chan says it's not that simple and explains 

how ranking is based on winning matches within a year. He adds that this match is his 

best result. 

 

Coach Aoi points out that Ei-chan had guided his best result himself and had defeated 

Takuma with just his own power. Ei-chan turns to Coach Aoi, saying there's something 

he wanted to consult Coach Aoi about: he'd wondered whether there are more things he 

can do in order to turn pro.  

 

Scene switch. Takuma returns to the players lounge. A clerk goes up to him there. 

Apparently the clerk had made a request of Takuma before the match and felt awkward 

because of Takuma's loss; he asks Takuma if Takuma is still fine with going through 

with the request. Takuma says he's fine with it but wonders if it's all right to go through 

with something like that when he'd lost. He's told that it's work. 

 

So what will be held next is a signing session with Ike and Takuma. The two enter the 

venue to shrill cheering for Ike. Takuma's gets glum that he's with this guy of all people. 

Ike tells Takuma his expression is scary. Takuma reminds himself that this is also his 

job. 

 

The signing session starts. Guy after guy line up for Takuma: I was moved! I also intend 

to pursue a career with serve-and-volley; you were cool! I want to become player 



Egawa too!; the 241 kph serve was amazing! As another Japanese, it was like a dream! 

Through all this, Takuma's response is all "Yes...Thanks..." The reaction to Takuma's 

form even from people passing by: It's the player Egawa who'd been in the match a little 

while ago; he seems gentler than during the match. 

 

The guy in front of Takuma: It had a big impact! The girl in front of Ike: I'm happy to be 

able to meet you! 

 

Ike comments that Takuma's popular, especially with guys. Takuma's dismissive: I 

wouldn't know, that sort of thing. Ike continues, "But I understand it too." Takuma: Huh? 

Ike explains that Takuma's tennis is cool, even from the perspective of Ike, who's also a 

tennis player (see pic 4 on mangakansou). Takuma replies that even if he's told by Ike, 

it doesn't ring any bells. Ike's at a loss for words. 

 

Scene switch. Ei-chan goes home. His dad gets home and sees Ei-chan at the 

computer. His dad compliments him with "Aren't you amazing!" then asks what Ei-chan 

is looking at. Ei-chan explains he's not looking at it but making it. When his dad asks 

what Ei-chan is making, Ei-chan is kind of hesitant but says it's a resume for turning pro. 

End of chapter. 

 

The title of the next chapter is "Progress." 

 

Drat. The reactions I most wanted to see weren't included.  

 

EDIT: I think Ike's comment about Ei-chan's having taken years to study Takuma might 

be foreshadowing that Ei-chan won't have an easy time with his next opponent. 

= = = 

Found RAWs, so Ei-chan does call the document he's making a "resume." The first 

page, the one with Ei-chan's picture," the title says "The Challenge for Pros: And in 

order to respond to sponsorship" and below that "Maruo Eiichirou." The second page is 

the table of contents: 

1. profile 

2. competition results (not sure about this because the kanji is blurry) 

3. manufacturers currently meeting with as a consumer who comments on products 

o ellesse 

o Prince 



 

According to the thumbnails on the side of the screen, there should be a 4 and 5 after 3. 

So it looks like Ei-chan's preparing the resume to present to potential sponsors, or it 

might be his plan on the steps he needs to take to gain sponsorship. 

 

More details: Additional audience reaction to Ei-chan's win: it's a stunning upset! Also, 

Ide gave a loud whistle. Yukichi was screaming "As expected, Aniki's a genius!" 

 

When Ei-chan's dad gets home, he asks whether Ei-chan's mom had said that Ei-chan 

had also won today. She confirms this and adds that Ei-chan came from behind at the 

last moment. 

 

The teaser for the next chapter says "The Serious Start in Preparation for Being a 

Pro!?" 

 

Ch. 348 

After the match with Takuma, Ei-chan thinks there are still things he can do in order to 

turn pro, and he starts making his resume. His dad asks about it, so Ei-chan points out 

that even when getting a job with a regular company, a resume is necessary, and a lot 

of people connected to tennis are coming to the All Japan Championship. So if 

someone comes who's interested in Ei-chan, Ei-chan can hand it out; conversely, if 

there's someone Ei-chan's interested in, Ei-chan can immediately hand it over. In order 

to become a pro, sponsors are necessary. Ei-chan thinks it would be good to have 

something that provides an overview of Ei-chan when he can meet such people. When 

he won today, it occurred to him that he shouldn't wait, that he should summon his 

courage and do something. 

 

His dad compares it to Ei-chan's getting a job as a tennis pro. Ei-chan agrees firmly, 

without hesitation. The two discuss how to make it and put it together. Ei-chan's mom 

watches them and smiles. 

 

The next day is the third day of the All Japan Championship. Ei-chan greets Sudou, the 

ellesse rep. Sudou gushes about Ei-chan's match with Takuma and says he'd yelled 

spontaneously when Ei-chan pulled off the upset. Ei-chan immediately hands over his 

resume, explaining somewhat falteringly that he'd tried to make something like it. 

Sudou: "What, what? Ho ho...I see...This is good, you know. Actually I was asked by 

some people yesterday 'What sort of guy is Maruo-kun?' If I had this then, it would have 



been simple." 

 

Ei-chan's surprised and asks who. Sudou says a guy from a food supplement company 

and a guy from a gut manufacturer. He asks Ei-chan to leave several copies with him so 

he can pass them on. Ei-chan's delighted and hands over so many copies. Sudou tells 

Ei-chan to do his best in today's match as well. Ei-chan leaves happy, thinking that it's 

amazing, that there really are people interested in him. He plans on handing some 

copies to Onozawa of Prince too. 

 

Ei-chan enters the players lounge and greets Kanda, who's in front of him. Ei-chan says 

that it seems yesterday's match was amazing. Kanda plays it low-key; he won with a 

score of 6-4, 4-6, 7-5, and as expected from playing a full set, he got tired. Then Kanda 

counters with a irritated expression that Ei-chan's match was more amazing. He expects 

that Ei-chan is the one who will now receive the most attention. Ei-chan: "Eh..." 

 

Even the players around them are sneaking peeks at Ei-chan and murmuring: the one 

who knocked down Egawa is that guy?; I hadn't seen him in the juniors, though. 

 

Nabae approaches the two and greets them. He compliments Ei-chan over his win, and 

asks if Ei-chan's opponent today is Tanemura. Ei-chan confirms this. The 21-year-old 

Tanemura Minechika is JTA ranked 22nd, and he defeated the 9th seed, Tsudanuma. 

Ei-chan says he'd investigated Tanemura but doesn't have much data; he asks whether 

Nabae knows him. Nabae replies that there aren't many people who know Tanemura, 

apparently because Tanemura is based in America and hasn't participated much in 

Japanese tournaments, and it seems Tanemura started participating only recently. Ei-

chan thanks Nabae for the info. 

 

Kanda points out that even though there's no data on Tanemura, if he's JTA 22, it's all 

good—since Kanda's opponent is Monma (JTA 2). Then Kanda shrugs it off because 

he's happy since Monma's the one Kanda wanted the most to try playing against. Ei-

chan thinks Monma and Kanda are both the type to play with spirit, so he expects it will 

turn into a fierce match. 

 

Kanda asks whether Nabae's opponent is Arino. Nabae confirms this and adds that 

Arino is the opponent he'd wanted to play against. He notes that if they advance from 

3R, they'll enter the Best 8. "Let's do our best." The three get fired up. 

 



A short distance away at the information desk are Watanabe (3rd seed), Haketa (5th 

seed), and Arino (6th seed) (see pic 1 on mangakansou). Arino apparently overheard 

Nabae because he says, "He said 'let's do our best.'" Watanabe's just "so?" But Arino 

points out that doing one's best is obvious, so do you normally say that? Haketa replies 

that they're still high school students and not even pros, so it's fine, nothing remarkable. 

Arino argues that for 3 high school students to make it to Best 16 is an extraordinary 

situation. Haketa notes that it's said the Ike generation is a golden age, and he adds 

that it's starting to feel more and more true. Arino says his next opponent is Nabae 

who's the first in the list, so he'll be able to experience it one step ahead, then there's 

Kanda, who he's heard of, but who's Maruo? Haketa replies that he (Ei-chan) is said to 

be a supernova, and adds, "if you're wondering what sort of guy defeated Egawa, he's 

cute (or charming or adorable)." Arino counters that a guy who can return Egawa's 

serves to that extent isn't cute. Watanabe says he (probably meaning Haketa) is happy-

go-lucky; Watanabe points out that while the emergence of strong guys is a good thing 

for the tennis world, shouldn't they (the three of them) have a sense of danger? There 

are several years between Ike and Monma, but soon more than half of the A Team of 

the national team, within the framework of 7, will be of the Ike generation. If the 3 high 

school students in this round make it to the Best 8 or beyond, they can be expected to 

join the B Team of alternates. If they're (probably Watanabe et al.) proud of being on the 

national team, it's a position they absolutely can't hand over. Arino replies that he knows 

that. Haketa adds that it goes without saying. 

 

Emerging from the toilet, Ei-chan comes upon a man stretching in the locker room. He 

apparently hears the guy speaking to himself (because there's no mention of anyone 

else), "even though you're chubby, you're flexible" and then "don't say chubby." The guy 

does a split (see pic 2 on mangakansou). On seeing that, Ei-chan thinks the guy really 

is flexible. The chubby guy says it's because the food portions over there (probably 

meaning in the States) aren't piecemeal, and adds that to a certain extent, having more 

body weight produces more power. Ei-chan's amazed and marvels that someone with 

such a physique is a player; for him to remain in the tournament, he must be strong. 

Then Ei-chan remembers he also has to prepare. 

 

And then at 10 o'clock, Ei-chan enters the court. His mom, Kageyama, and Yukichi 

come running to root for him. Besides them, there are other spectators who are there for 

Ei-chan. Ei-chan feels the number of people who have come especially to watch him is 

increasing. He realizes that for him, the place where he can call attention to himself the 

most is on court. He goes to the middle of the court and exchanges a handshake and 



greetings with his opponent (see pic 3 on mangakansou). Then Ei-chan recognizes his 

opponent's voice and physique as those of the guy who was in the locker room. 

Tanemura rolls his shoulders. Ei-chan thinks Tanemura's motions seem sluggish, but 

remembers that Tanemura's body is flexible: he's a type that Ei-chan hasn't seen 

before... End of chapter. 

 

The title of the next chapter is "Each Battle." 

 

Looks like this will be another long match, though probably not as long as Takuma's, 

since Tanemura is a type Ei-chan hasn't gone up against before. Tanemura might be a 

power hitter, what with his comment about more body weight producing more power; 

however, his flexibility might also mean a wider reach and/or zone of defense. So it 

seems likely we'll get more than two chapters of 3R, especially since it sounds like 

Nabae's and Kanda's matches will also be shown—if the title of ch.349 is anything to go 

by. 

= = = 

Corrections and additions: Ei-chan's opponent isn't Tanemura Houshuu but Tanemura 

Minechika. Also, the reading provided for "Japan's representatives" is "national team." It 

turns out Tanemura was talking to someone, and when he attributes his chubbiness to 

the food portions over there, the guy he's talking to counters that Tanemura just lacks 

self-control. 

 

The 3rd page of Ei-chan's resume is his profile, which lists his name, origin (Kanagawa), 

height (175cm), weight (68kg), blood type (A), tennis history (2 years and 6 months), 

and international experience (IMG Tennis Academy: Florida, 2 times). 

 

He explains #4 to his dad: tennis style features (change of pace, information gathering 

using notes). And then adds that he plans to change #5 (thoughts of what Ei-chan can 

do for "your" company) depending on the person he's giving the resume to. This is the 

result of his consultation with Coach Aoi, who's a former pro. Ei-chan's dad says it's 

quite good—for a high school student. So Ei-chan asks if it's no good from the 

perspective of a company man. His dad explains that what Ei-chan can do as a pro is 

still hypothetical, so rather than putting such a concrete scenario, it's better to list lots of 

ideas; later on, once Ei-chan has achieved more, he can go into detail about concrete 

scenarios. 

 

Ei-chan apparently went to Onozawa of Prince too, before he went to the players lounge. 



Incidentally, the way Ei-chan was running around, he doesn't seem tired. 

 

When Ei-chan went on court, he heard some spectators: we're in time of Player Maruo's 

match!; yesterday was something amazing; I wanted to watch too. 

 

The teaser blurb for the next chapter is "What Kind of Person Is Tanemura Minechika!?" 

That seems to be another hint that 3R won't be a short match. 

= = = 

The A team has: 

 

1. Ike Souji 

2. Monma Ayumu 

3. Kouno (or Kawano) Junpei 

4. Watanabe Takatoshi 

5. Yoshimichi Daiki 

6. Haketa Tatsurou 

7. Arino Tadao 

 

There's no mention of why Kouno/Kawano isn't participating in the All Japan 

Championship. Also, the other player in the B team besides Takuma (8th seed, JTA 9) 

isn't Minami Masahito (7th seed, JTA 8). It's apparently a Takeshita Ryouta, who also 

isn't participating in the All Japan Championship. 

 

Ch. 349 

Araya goes to the tournament venue. He hears Miyagawa's voice coming from behind 

him. Araya's surprised to see Miyagawa because it's a school day. Miyagawa explains 

he took the day off because when he heard that Ei-chan had defeated Takuma, he felt 

he had to come and watch; he's incredulous and asks whether Araya had seen the 

match. 

 

Araya replies that he hadn't. Because he'd lost, he went home immediately, which he 

now regrets. He wonders how Ei-chan had defeated Takuma whom he (Araya) had 

never defeated. Miyagawa notes that Araya had never lost to Ei-chan; he asks when 

Araya was going to turn pro. Araya says that if he does well, he'll probably turn pro soon 

after graduating from high school, so around April at the earliest. Miyagawa estimates 

around 5 months, finally. Araya cautions him that it's still in the future. He has a lot to do 

until then, including needing to garner actual results in an overseas campaign. 



 

Scene switch to the exchange of shots prior to the match of Ei-chan and Tanemura. 

Tanemura had defeated Tsudanuma, the 9th seed, and advanced. He'd turned pro at 

age 19 and went immediately to America. Until he returned at age 21, he hasn't had any 

notable results. However, right after he returned, he won in Futures tournaments and 

has done well even in Challenger...rising to JTA 22. 

 

Ei-chan notes that Tanemura showed results as soon as he'd returned. However, Ei-

chan still doesn't know Tanemura's play style. He speculates that a jump swing might 

leverage Tanemura's flexible body, and that once Tanemura's apparently heavy body 

gets moving, his balls would be heavy. Nevertheless, this body type appears to be 

running counter to the emphasis on speed in modern tennis. But Ei-chan thinks it's 

impossible for Tanemura to have won until here (3R?) if his footwork was defective. He 

tells himself not to form preconceived notions as much as possible; he intends to watch 

and decide. Then he'll gather data while playing. He'll aim for victory steadily, one step 

at a time. 

 

Scene switch to Monma and Kanda heading to their match. Monma notes that they'd 

met several times since Kanda's childhood. Kanda confirms this and adds that he's 

honored Monma remembers. Monma asks if Kanda is chummy with Ei-chan. With a 

somewhat irritated expression, Kanda replies that Ei-chan is an acquaintance, and asks 

whether even the top guys are worried about Ei-chan. Monma apologizes for asking 

about a trivial matter, then surprises Kanda by admitting that he'd always had his eye on 

Kanda since before. 

 

Scene switch to Nabae and Arino exchanging shots prior to their match. Arino Tadao is 

25 years old, the 6th seed (JTA 7), an all-rounder with absolute confidence in his 

forehand. Nabae thinks Arino's expected rating when Nabae made the highest level 

within Japan an "A"—in other words, assuming Ike's offensive ability is "A," then Arino's 

"A"; assuming Monma's defensive ability is "A," then Arino's a "B." His style relies on his 

forehand in extremes. In tennis, every shot has differences in the ability to score. A well-

balanced player is stronger, so Nabae concludes Arino is just the right opponent to 

prove his all-A theory. 

 

Nabae and Arino's match begins with Nabae's serve. Nabae hits a serve to the center. 

Arino returns it with his backhand, but it goes into the net. 15-0. Nabae thinks he'll 

naturally aim his serve at the basic backhand side. Even when play continues, he 



serves to Arino's backhand side, but Arino runs around and cuts in to return the ball with 

his forehand for a winner (see pic 1 on mangakansou). Nabae notes that Arino's running 

around and cutting in is fast (or early). Arino wonders how Nabae will approach. 

 

Scene switch to Kanda and Monma's match. The onlookers marvel at exchange of 

shots in the rally. Kanda thinks Monma has reach, rather...no matter how much he 

swings, the center doesn't deviate. Kanda's prepared for the lengthening...he probes 

during the stalemate...then strikes first (see pic 2 on mangakansou). He hits a good ball 

deep down the line, but Monma catches up with it and returns it. Kanda tsks. Monma 

thinks that while he was ready for mortal combat, it's a preemptive strike. He thinks that 

because of Kanda's youth, this tennis is a big deal—it's what he expected of Kabai 

(Kanda's former high school in Japan). A style that displays more power in a team 

competition would be effective in the Davis Cup...where that's concerned...he'll use 

body and soul to crush Kanda, for the sake of Japan.  

 

Scene switch. Araya and Miyagawa arrive safely before Ei-chan's match begins. Ei-

chan thinks he'll break from the start: one point! Tanemura tosses the ball, then leans 

his body back tremendously and his arm is also flexible (see pic 3 on mangakansou). 

He hits a fast serve to the center. 

 

Ei-chan touches the ball, but it's out. He notes that the ball is also fast, that every part of 

Tanemura's body is flexible, so his power is amplified. Possibly due to that, the impact is 

later than it appears and the ball is flattened quickly. He gets the timing into his head. 

 

The next serve is wide. Ei-chan returns it. Tanemura's surprised that it was already 

returned normally. Ei-chan judges the return as good and in the first return game, he'll 

continue to attack aggressively while watching his opponent. First he hits a strong blow 

to the open court. Tanemura immediately gave up chasing the good ball (see pic 4 on 

mangakansou), surprising Ei-chan who thinks Tanemura might have been hasty in 

giving up. What Ei-chan wanted to know is Tanemura's unknown footwork with his body 

type. 

 

Tanemura serves. He's surprised that Ei-chan has matched his timing so quickly, but he 

concludes it's only to be expected of the return that defeated Takuma. For his next 

return, Ei-chan hits a good ball at an angle. Tanemura marvels at Ei-chan's control of 

his strokes; he returns the ball. Ei-chan thinks that normally, he'd throw off his 

opponent's stance; however, Tanemura easily hits a strong ball with a distant impact 



point. Tanemura wonders if it's true that Ei-chan's tennis history is (only) 3 years. End of 

chapter. 

 

The title for the next chapter is "Specialization." 

= = = 

Clarification: Ei-chan thinks that normally, he'd throw off his opponent's stance; however, 

Tanemura easily hits a strong ball with a distant impact point. Ei-chan had hit a shot 

close to the edge of the baseline, which should have been at the edge of Tanemura's 

defensive range. However, Tanemura didn't lunge but somehow caught up with it (his 

last stride looks unusually long, almost like he's about to do a split) and returned it with 

a flawless strong blow while maintaining a good stance. 

 

Last month, the teaser blurb asked "What kind of person is Tanemura Minechika!?" This 

month, the teaser blurb says "He's not an ordinary person after all!?" 

 

Ch. 350 

So Ei-chan's match with Tanemura starts with Tanemura's service. Tanemura returns 

Ei-chan's good return with an extremely light aspect. Ei-chan manages to return it, 

noting Tanemura's footwork has amazing body balance and skill. When Ei-chan thought 

he'd hit the ball to an advantageous spot, the situation was suddenly reversed with a 

single shot. 

 

Tanemura sends the ball to the side. Ei-chan thinks it might be too weak for a winner; 

however, he's one step short and just barely misses catching up with it. Ei-chan 

concludes that all things considered, Tanemura's prior forehand was an unthinkable 

shot. Normally, if a player had run that far, his impact point, form, and stance would be 

off somehow. With such a big step, Tanemura had caught the highest impact point 

reliably and controlled the blow naturally. 30-15. 

 

Tanemura speculates Ei-chan is the type who absolutely won't give up until 2 bounds (I 

guess the amount of effort needed to reach a ball). He feels he can't lose focus against 

this type of opponent. His next first serve (to the center) is a fault. 

 

Ei-chan notes Tanemura's first serve is getting faster. He plans on attacking the second 

serve. He has little data so far, but he'll gamble a bit (make an educated guess). He 

predicts it will be wide, and is correct. Unfortunately, his return deep to the side is out. 

40-15. 



 

Ei-chan regrets losing the point, but he notes that Tanemura hadn't taken a single step 

to chase the ball. On the other hand, Tanemura thinks that whether the ball had been 

out or not, he couldn't have caught up with it. Ei-chan thinks that if Tanemura gives up 

this quickly, he (Ei-chan) can slightly reduce the risk on his finishing shots. So he 

decides to go with control again, one more time. 

 

Ei-chan returns a serve to the center with his backhand and sends it to the side. This 

time Tanemura gives chase. Ei-chan notes this. While Tanemura's stance is off, he 

returns the ball with a strong blow (see pic 1 on mangakansou). 

 

Ei-chan apparently notices Tanemura took a big step again. He thinks that even though 

Tanemura's stance is off, Tanemura had hit a strong shot. Tanemura somehow returns 

it the best he can, Ei-chan concludes it's again too weak for a winner. However, Ei-chan 

is again one step short and doesn't reach the ball, so Tanemura holds his serve. 

 

Ei-chan's analysis is that he was wrong. Tanemura's winners are the safest balls 

Tanemura can hit without going out or into the net—and Ei-chan can't reach. In other 

words, Tanemura's winners are the most efficient balls. Maybe even his decision 

whether to chase a ball or not might be decided based on efficiency. 

 

Kageyama comments that Tanemura had held easily. Miyagawa and Araya converge 

on Yukichi's location. Yukichi greets them and asks if they're there to root for Ei-chan. 

Miyagawa says Ei-chan's opponent plays a kind of strange tennis. Tanemura judges the 

situation extremely quickly and accurately. It looks like he's covering perfectly the hole 

in his footwork with maximum good use of mind and technique. Miyagawa's impression 

is one of super-efficient tennis. Time is called. Yukichi agrees since he feels that 

Tanemura is taking the shortest distance even during court change (see pic 2 on 

mangakansou). 

 

Ei-chan takes time to organize his thoughts. The characteristics of Tanemura's tennis 

are: 

1. a powerful serve that can decide the game with one shot 

2. shot techniques and body balance that can turn the tables with one shot, even if 

his stance is off 

3. situational awareness that can instantly select a shot and course to put away the 

ball with one shot 



 

Overall, his decision to give up is quick, and there's an impression that he's trying to 

speed up the match efficiently with short rallies. So Ei-chan thinks he can say that 

Tanemura is simply trying to avoid a drawn-out match and long rallies. After all, there's 

a weakness in Tanemura's physique, so he might be covering it with technique and 

tactics. Even so, he's making a magnificent display of his weak points. If he lost weight, 

he'd be stronger...Ei-chan reminds himself that's not something to consider right now. 

His conclusion is that Tanemura's a type he's never competed against up to now. He 

has to hold his serve while gathering data...then breakwhere! 

 

Ei-chan's first serve is wide. Tanemura returns it aggressively, surprising Ei-chan who 

returns it to the side. Ei-chan suspects Tanemura's going for a short point. Chasing the 

ball, Tanemura notes Ei-chan's response and control are considerable. Then Tanemura 

hits a drop shot (see pic 3 on mangakansou). Ei-chan's shocked that Tanemura hit a 

drop shot with that stance. 0-15. 

 

Tanemura exhales. Ei-chan thinks Tanemura's really amazing. He wonders if Tanemura 

can hit any shot with any stance. With this, Ei-chan can't predict the shot based on 

Tanemura's appearance. However, if Tanemura is avoiding a drawn-out match, Ei-chan 

might also have a plan to bring that off. However, Ei-chan wants to make one point with 

his serve if possible. 

 

Ei-chan again serves wide. Tanemura returns it. Ei-chan thinks if that (probably making 

a point with the serve) isn't possible, then he'll prepare for a drawn-out fight. He'll 

maintain the upper hand with a ball that Tanemura can't turn into an attack. An intense 

rally continues, but... (see pic 4 on mangakansou). 0-30. 

 

Ei-chan thinks it's no good. Tanemura also has deciding power. He'll somehow put the 

ball away, even forcibly, before a rally is prolonged, and he'll get it in. Doing that much 

means he probably does have difficulty with endurance. When Ei-chan tried to attack 

that weak point just now, the painful experience was turned on him. It might be better 

not to pay too much attention on the weak point. Ei-chan exhales deeply. Miyagawa 

notes that Ei-chan looks bewildered.  

 

Tanemura believes Ei-chan is thinking furiously about a lot of things and might be 

similar to him in a certain sense. In Tanemura's match yesterday, the 9th seed, 

Tsudanuma, was basically the type that's loyal to power, so he'd been easy to play, but 



even though today's match is against a no-seeder, he (Ei-chan) might be a difficult 

opponent. 

 

Ei-chan hits his serve wide. He tells himself to get it into his head that no matter what 

shot with whatever timing comes, it's not unusual. At that moment, Tanemura comes 

forward. Ei-chan is surprised Tanemura returns that forward. The angle shot is a winner 

(see pic 5 on mangakansou). 0-40. 

 

Miyagawa says: Uwa...Never mind a rising shot, it's a a fast return where he faces the 

ball with his body before it rises completely...This might be the first time I've seen such a 

way of using the body, or should I say a person this skillful with shots. Tanemura 

exhales. End of chapter. 

 

The title for the next chapter is "Landing" or "Touchdown" or "Destination." 

 

Okay. Tanemura's a great player. However, if Ei-chan doesn't lose the first set, I'd still 

expect him to win in straight sets. The repeated mentions of Tanemura's exhalations 

gave me the impression he's hoarding his energy. So far he's taken Ei-chan by surprise, 

but once Ei-chan adjusts to his baseline performance and defensive range, he should 

be able to prolong the rallies. If Ei-chan loses the first set, then this match should reach 

the final set. 

= = = 

Seeing the dialogue flow and art now, I think it isn't that "if Tanemura is avoiding a 

drawn-out match, Tanemura might also have a plan to bring that off." Rather, if 

Tanemura is avoiding a drawn-out match, Ei-chan might also have a plan to bring that 

(a drawn-out match) off, since Ei-chan proceeded to try to hit shots that Tanemura 

couldn't turn into an attack. 

 

The teaser blurb says "A Pinch at the Start! Can He Bounce Back!?" 

 

Ch. 351 

Okay, so Ei-chan's first service stands at 0-40, putting Tanemura at break point. Ei-chan 

grapples with the situation, surprised that Tanemura had managed a winner using a 

short bound. He wonders if Tanemura can go for a winner on all the balls he touches 

with his racket. Ei-chan thinks it's impossible but Tanemura's so good he gives Ei-chan 

that impression. Then Ei-chan corrects himself, what's good is just how Tanemura 

responded to the shot that Ei-chan had aimed. But because of that, Ei-chan concludes 



he mustn't stop aiming as he had. 

 

The 15 seconds warning is called. Ei-chan thinks his opponent is going for a quick 

attack, so Ei-chan won't allow that. He reliably hits his first serve wide. Tanemura 

attacks with his backhand, sending the ball deep to the side and pulling off a second 

winner (see pic 1 on mangakansou). 

 

Tanemura thinks that if he has a triple break point, he can also be a bit reckless. 

Miyagawa's surprised that Ei-chan was broken so suddenly and wonders if Ei-chan's 

okay. Araya admits that Tanemura's highly skilled but adds that the break is probably 

also Ei-chan's fault. He points out that even though Tanemura is an opponent Ei-chan 

isn't familiar with and doesn't have much data on, Ei-chan is too conscious of his 

opponent and can't play his own tennis with all his strength. Araya doesn't know what 

Ei-chan is flustered about, but Ei-chan appears to be more agitated than usual. He 

wonders how Ei-chan defeated Takuma when he's playing like this. Araya's obviously 

irked (see pic 2 on mangakansou). 

 

Ei-chan thinks he's understood how Tanemura defeated the 7th seed Tsudanuma, 

who's the type to go for a barrage of aggressive strokes; because of that, Tsudanuma 

was beaten by the application of one-shot kills. Ei-chan realizes he'd been playing this 

way too much, aiming monotonously for winners, because Tanemura seems to have 

difficulty with footwork, based on appearances. That means Ei-chan was looking down 

on Tanemura. Ei-chan blushes at this conclusion (see pic 3 on mangakansou), thinking 

he's gotten cocky because he defeated Takuma and he mustn't be like this. No matter 

whom he's defeated, he's a challenger who isn't even a pro. 

 

The third game starts. Ei-chan returns Tanemura's serve deep with a steady spin. 

Tanemura cuts around and returns it with a cross using his forehand. Ei-chan also 

returns it with a cross. Next Tanemura hits a straight with his backhand. Ei-chan think 

that if Tanemura is going for a quick winner, he (Ei-chan) will take the advantage. He 

hits a shot to the open court, but regrettably, it's also out. 15-0. 

 

Ei-chan is vexed. Tanemura watches in silence. Miyagawa sympathizes and wonders if 

Ei-chan has improved somewhat. Araya counters that Ei-chan's still stiff and he's 

rushing his attack; Araya wonders what Ei-chan's nervous about. Ei-chan thinks he now 

understands fully: his opponent is good, but there's also something wrong with himself. 

This is the first match after he'd defeated Takuma and decided he will go pro. That's 



why he's caught by the pressure of "I have to be a player who deserves anticipation." 

So first, he attacked without a plan to watch his opponent carefully...he was 

counterattacked, and as things got more and more difficult, he'd started to stiffen up. 

When he has sufficient data, he should watch his opponent rather than himself; 

however, when that's not the case, he should first play his own tennis firmly. While 

doing so, he'll gradually accumulate data. This aforementioned pressure of definitely 

turning pro is unavoidable. 

 

Play continues with Tanemura serving to the center. Though Ei-chan reacts, he doesn't 

touch it, so it's an ace. 30-0. Ei-chan notes his reaction was late/slow, so he's still stiff. 

 

Tanemura's next serve is again to the center. Ei-chan returns it, but Tanemura goes to 

the net, and puts the ball away with a volley. 40-0.  

 

Ei-chan was shocked by Tanemura's use of serve and volley. He notes that Tanemura's 

volley was also flexible and skillful. In addition, he realizes that his field of vision had 

narrowed so much that he couldn't notice Tanemura's going to the net. He takes this as 

proof he's still being impatient. He's losing sight of himself because he's trying to show 

himself as more than himself even though he can't do more than himself, no matter 

what he does. He exhales deeply. 

 

Play continues with Tanemura serving wide. Ei-chan returns it down the line with his 

backhand. He's surprised he'd managed a good return. However, Tanemura's next shot 

is a drop shot. Game, Tanemura. 3-0. 

 

The onlookers chatter again about the sudden break and yet another love game. 

Tanemura thinks he's gotten his way this far. He wants the tempo to go well as much as 

possible. 

 

Ei-chan marvels at Tanemura's pulling off a superb drop shot on the run while his 

posture is off. But Ei-chan also concludes that just now he'd done what he could do 

himself. What's important now is playing his own tennis. His opponent is also strong, but 

that's what comes next. Ei-chan plans to turn his having defeated Takuma into a 

positive. He tells himself not to feel nervous nor to get cocky: play with confidence! 

 

Time is called. The 4th game starts. Ei-chan thinks that based on Tanemura's data so 

far, the change of pace that appears to be the best is a serve stressing control so that 



he won't receive a one-shot kill; he'll aim as aggressively wide as he can (see pic 4 on 

mangakansou). His first serve goes in where he'd aimed. Tanemura returns with a cross. 

 

Ei-chan thinks he's kept his advantage, so the next he sends deep to the center, using a 

strong spin and a 20 to 30 percent slower speed than usual, making it difficult for his 

opponent to hit a one-shot kill. 

 

Tanemura thinks, "It's come to that?" He hits a heavy forehand shot deep to the side. 

Ei-chan manages to return it, thinking that even though he's been careful so far, 

Tanemura has this decisive power. So Ei-chan moves back. 

 

Tanemura suspects Ei-chan moved back for defense. He returns the ball short, down 

the line. Ei-chan is surprised by this; as he goes for the ball, he thinks it will go well, but 

then reminds himself that if he's careless, the tables will be reversed in one blow. He 

decides to throw Tanemura's timing off once with a forehand slice at an angle. As Ei-

chan planned, Tanemura's return ball is a bit weak. Ei-chan thinks that one-shot kills are 

for one-shot kills. If he isn't shot down, he can do it. He decides to do it boldly enough 

that Tanemura gives up (probably on chasing the shot). Ei-chan hits the ball deep and 

really close to the edge of the open-court side. Chapter ends. There's no indication 

whether the shot is in or out. 

 

The title of the next chapter is "Ambition." 

 

Well, the psychological development is credible. In hindsight, the pressure to perform 

was foreshadowed by Ei-chan's wanting to draw the attention of possible sponsors and 

fans by playing well. At least he seems to have pinpointed the cause of his slump, so 

things should improve from this point. 

= = = 

The blurb for the next chapter says "Will It Turn into a Counterattack!?" Ei-chan's last 

shot in the chapter is aimed at the baseline, right at the very corner of the open court. 

 

Ch. 352 

Ei-chan's last shot in the previous chapter goes in. 15-0. He plans on keeping in mind 

the power just now and the sense of distance from Tanemura. He assumes Tanemura 

is avoiding long rallies, aiming to conserve his physical strength...which means if Ei-

chan's serve is even a bit weak, Tanemura will settle the ball right away. To prevent that, 

Ei-chan hit a course with a spin serve (?) and sends it wide. Tanemura returns it with his 



backhand. 

 

Ei-chan decides to return it even lower, thinking that if he hits it deep to the center, it 

can't be put away easily. He deploys the next one the same way as the one just now. 

Tanemura thinks the ball is slow but the aggressive depth is disagreeable, so he hits a 

strong shot. Ei-chan returns it deep again. Tanemura notes that Ei-chan is returning the 

ball well. Ei-chan then returns the ball deep crosscourt. Tanemura's shot goes into the 

net (see pic 1 on mangakansou). 30-0. 

 

Ei-chan thinks that to prevent a one-shot kill by his opponent, he'll aim for a one-shot kill. 

It would probably turn into a long rally, but that means he'll get data, and he can draw 

Tanemura into a drawn-out match. 

 

Again Ei-chan sends his serve wide. He also returns Tanemura's relentless return. 

Kageyama thinks that Ei-chan has started his persistence. Yukichi says it's as expected 

of Kanagawa's pusher king. Miyagawa's surprised that Ei-chan has such a nickname. 

Araya notes that Ei-chan is aiming aggressively for the center. 

 

Ei-chan thinks that if it's his service, a chance will come. He takes the game with an 

acute angle cross to hold his serve (see pic 2 on mangakansou). Faced with an acute 

angle ball, Tanemura refrained from chasing it. Game: 3-1, Tanemura leading. 

 

Ei-chan reminds himself not to be nervous or cocky. He'll challenge Tanemura for a 

break. Tanemura thinks that's the reason Ei-chan is able to get to 3R with his physique. 

 

Tanemura uses his body's flexibility to serve well. Ei-chan notes the power of 

Tanemura's serve has increased again, but he doesn't intend to let Tanemura put the 

ball away with one blow. His strategy remains the same: returning the ball deep to the 

center. Then he hits an acute angle shot again as a winner, thinking that he'll take risks 

in a return game. However, when he does so, this time Tanemura breaks into a run and 

chases it with his eyes wide open (see pic 3 on mangakansou). Ei-chan's surprised by 

Tanemura's speed. Tanemura returns the ball with a powerful shot crosscourt and put it 

away. 15-0. 

 

The audience erupts: he's fairly fast. Yukichi is speechless. Miyagawa marvels that the 

chubby guy can move. Araya thinks that Tanemura is fast but he also broke into a run 

early; if he (Ei-chan?) doesn't appreciate it, he's being careless. 



 

Ei-chan notes that he'd taken quite a risk and it had been going well, and yet 

Tanemura's movements have changed completely in his service game recently. 

Tanemura is short of breath, and Ei-chan notices, surprised that Tanemura is already 

sweating and out of breath. He concludes that Tanemura is efficiently making the best 

use of his one break. He suspects Tanemura intends to give up the return games and 

just hold his serves at any cost. Tanemura tells himself he may run when he has to run 

and compete when he has to compete; he doesn't like running but he's fast. 

 

Tanemura's flashback (see pic 4 on mangakansou). At age 19, he turned pro and went 

to the US alone. He'd always thought that in tennis, if you didn't go abroad, you wouldn't 

be able to advance, so while he's young, he headed overseas. Since he didn't have 

much of a track record, he relied on just prize money and a bit of money from contracts 

with businesses. He barely got by with the California Tennis Academy as his base. 

Desperate for the necessities of life, he realized he had to be at the very front. He didn't 

have a coach nor trainer nor friends, so first he needed a practice partner to get 

stronger. He had difficulties, but due to that, his English improved and he made friends 

around the world. But for a pro who doesn't have results, the cost of an international 

tour starts to become heavy. There were times when he had to make the hotel breakfast 

last him for the day. When his friends who couldn't just watch would tell him they'd treat 

him to a meal, he became miserable since he couldn't refuse and would cry. Tanemura, 

whose mouth was stuffed with a hamburger, thought that while he can eat, he'd cram 

anything into his stomach. He didn't fuss if cheap food was high calorie and low in 

nutritional value. He was also stressed. When he noticed, he was clearly overweight as 

a tennis player. He's often told he has no self-control and no will power, but for the him 

then, it was also a relief. When he got stout, he came to dislike running. He desperately 

covered that part by refining his technique. He couldn't win, but he'd gotten steadily 

stronger. At that time, he'd reached his financial limits. Everyone who saw him on his 

return to Japan said his tour was a failure, but he got a lot from it. More than anything, 

he'd lost weight since his return and finally has also been showing results. The result of 

his tour has yet to manifest. It depends on his results in the All Japan Championship. 

 

Back to the game. Tanemura serves to the center and Ei-chan returns it. Ei-chan 

concludes that Tanemura is using all his strength to hold his serve. He has to overcome 

this Tanemura, noting that Tanemura's defensive range is quite broad. Tanemura 

returns the ball. Ei-chan's next return is a drop shot (see pic 5 on mangakansou). 

Tanemura doesn't chase it—or maybe couldn't chase it. 15-15. Ei-chan thinks he'll 



make sure. End of chapter. 

 

The title of the next chapter is "Boundary." 

= = = 

Corrections and additions to the summary: 

It's not "Desperate for the necessities of life, he realized he had to be at the very front," 

but what the desperate Tanemura had to do first for the necessities of life was 

communicate. 

 

Also, it's not "When his friends who couldn't just watch would tell him they'd treat him to 

a meal, he became miserable since he couldn't refuse and would cry. Tanemura, whose 

mouth was stuffed with a hamburger, thought that while he can eat, he'd cram anything 

into his stomach." Rather, when his friends who couldn't just watch would tell him they'd 

treat him to a meal, he became miserable since he couldn't refuse and would cry, and 

the art has Tanemura with his mouth stuffed with a hamburger and teary-eyed. When 

he could eat, he'd cram anything into his stomach. 

 

I think GentleVan was right in that Ei-chan's using the strategy Monma taught Takuma. 

The twist is that Ei-chan keeps sending his shots to the center, which is around the 

distance to the sideline that would make Tanemura give up chasing the ball—apparently 

based on the distance to Tanemura of the successful shot at the start of the chapter. 

Oh! I also noticed that when Ei-chan hit the drop shot, his form wasn't the usual for a 

drop shot! His form was similar to Tanemura's form when Tanemura surprised Ei-chan 

with a drop shot (ch.351) to hold his serve: 3-0. So Ei-chan's already starting to use 

Tanemura's techniques against him. 

 

Ch. 353 

Wah! Ei-chan wants to ramp up his change of pace and decides to try including Asano's 

tactics! And the title for the next chapter is "The Clincher." Since the break during 

change court has Tanemura out of breath while Ei-chan is writing his notes as usual, I'm 

feeling more certain of an Ei-chan win in straight sets. Details to follow because my 

head is fuzzy from pulling an all-nighter for work. 

= = = 

Okay, the details. The fifth game is Tanemura's service. Ei-chan puts away the ball with 

a drop shot. 15-15. 

 

Ei-chan thinks he'd attempted the impossible, but he'd pulled it off. He was able to show 



that it's not just left and right but also front—which is major. Tanemura thinks that even 

though he'd intended to go after that last one, he hadn't been able to move. Ei-chan 

intends to break back here and catch up with Tanemura, not letting Tanemura conserve 

his strength. On the other hand, Tanemura plans to go full power here in order to avoid 

a drawn-out match. 

 

Tanemura hits a strong serve wide. Ei-chan returns it deep to the center as per his 

strategy, thinking that he'll do so even if it's difficult, then he'll fall back and prepare for a 

one-shot kill. But until a chance comes, he'll use change of pace to the center of the 

court. Again Ei-chan returns a strong shot to the center, thinking he'll throw off 

Tanemura's timing by focusing on slow top spins and slices and the occasional fast ball. 

Tanemura's ball weakens just a bit. Ei-chan thinks that at the critical moment, he'll go 

for a a one-shot kill from a step forward. He goes for a winner crosscourt, aiming for the 

very edge. Tanemura gives chase, but doesn't touch it. Unfortunately, the ball is out. 30-

15. Ei-chan regrets the error, believing he'd aimed unrealistically. Tanemura recognizes 

his risk and acknowledges that in this serve game, he can't pass up balls that are being 

aimed at the very edge. 

 

Tanemura's next serve is to the center. Ei-chan returns it, noting that it's again a good 

serve. Tanemura attacks with a strong shot. Ei-chan sees that Tanemura's attacking 

already, but from the baseline Ei-chan's change-of-pace patterns to the center are 

limited. Given the situation, he can be manipulated and the ball can be put away at the 

end. He wonders if there's any way for him to resist, using his tennis, before that 

happens. Tanemura hits the ball deep to the side. Ei-chan concludes that if the patterns 

are limited and can be beaten, he can only increase them—so he positions himself 3 

steps forward in his usual position. From behind the baseline, Ei-chan resumes his 

usual position and returns the ball to Tanemura's backhand. Tanemura notes that Ei-

chan has come forward and his tempo has sped up. He returns with a cross. Ei-chan 

thinks it's dangerous, but from there it's easier to aim an angle shot. He again returns 

the ball to Tanemura's backhand. Tanemura goes for a winner with a straight. Ei-chan 

expected this, and from his position, both sides have open courts that are about equal. 

Tanemura runs to the center to cover the open court. Ei-chan takes the initiative and 

aims for Tanemura's backhand a third time, then goes to the net. This attack is to the 

opposite of Tanemura and it takes Tanemura's best effort to return it. At the net, Ei-chan 

puts away the ball with a volley (see pic 1 on mangakansou). 30-30. Miyagawa: "He's 

skillful." 

 



Ei-chan's analysis: I did it! If I mix net volleys and my usual position with deployments 

from the baseline, the extent that I can aim broadens considerably (see pic 2 on 

mangakansou)... Of course, it's my opponent's serve, and it's not easy. However, with 

this, Tanemura-san also shouldn't be able to attack easily. In theory, I increased the 

patterns considerably. 

 

Tanemura thinks that it's easier to put away the ball when playing at the net, but if Ei-

chan suddenly changes tempo this way...even if Tanemura responds with full power in 

his serve game...he'd have to raise the gear even more... 

 

Tanemura sends his next serve wide. Ei-chan returns it to the center and moves back. 

Tanemura notes that this time Ei-chan is again at the baseline. He returns the ball a bit 

short. Ei-chan wonders what to do, and then decides to go for it. He attacks Tanemura's 

backhand. Tanemura catches up with the ball and manages to return it with a strong 

shot that's a winner (see pic 3 on mangakansou). 40-30. Tanemura exults, "Yeah!" Ei-

chan marvels that Tanemura can hit that sort of shot with such a stance. 

 

Tanemura goes into position to serve, thinking that if he holds, he can recover his 

strength in the next game. Ei-chan tells himself not to hesitate when it's time to attack, 

that his opponent is going for the moment when Ei-chan challenged him. Tanemura's 

serve to the center is judged a fault. His second serve is again to the center. Ei-chan 

does a return dash, surprising Tanemura by suddenly going forward this time. 

Tanemura's ball is a straight and gets past Ei-chan (see pic 4 on mangakansou), but it's 

just out. Deuce. 

 

Ei-chan sighs in relief. By displaying one more new development, he made a point. 

However, he acknowledges the danger. As much as possible, he has to put away the 

ball without allowing Tanemura to touch it. For that purpose, Ei-chan wants to play in a 

way that won't allow Tanemura to focus on the target, by using change of pace at a 

much higher level than before. Ei-chan has an epiphany: the change of pace of Asano 

whom he played against in the prelims... What if he first tries to copy all those skillful 

patterns that could be described as infinite...? How far can he with his limited 

experience use the experienced Asano's tennis in an actual match? 

 

Tanemura's next serve is to the center. Ei-chan returns it, thinking that when he lacks 

power and height, it's necessary to intentionally control each and every ball. He 

persistently returns the balls using a variety of shots. 



 

The spectators' reactions: What an amazing rally; It's an intense scramble for the lead; 

And a long one at that. 

 

Ei-chan thinks that even if he's not able to put the ball away, he makes the power, type 

of shot, and development change more extremely, so that it becomes a setup for the 

next one after it, and can make Tanemura hesitate. However, Tanemura's able to 

decide this point. Advantage, Tanemura. 

 

The game continues with a rally. Ei-chan thinks that using the extent of what he can of 

the change of pace he'd recorded in his notes...he puts away the ball, and it's again 

deuce.  

 

The game continues and Ei-chan hits a drop shot. Tanemura gets to the net, so Ei-chan 

goes over his position with a lob. Advantage, Maruo. 

 

When the game continues again, Ei-chan hits a drop shot. Tanemura's shocked that the 

shot is again by the net. He chases and returns the ball. However, Ei-chan had moved 

closer to the net, and he decides the point. Having broken back, Ei-chan strikes a 

triumphant pose: "Yeah!" 

 

Miyagawa: "Ma-Maruo-kun's strong, isn't he...? To think the power and technique of the 

guy called Tanemura-san are impressive..." 

Araya: "I don't know how much he has, but because his defensive range now is 

normally broad, oh...but it looks like it's been decided with the game just now." 

 

During change court, the two players are seated on their benches. Tanemura is short of 

breath. On the other hand, Ei-chan is filling out his notebook as usual (see pic 5 on 

mangakansou). 

 

The next game starts. Watching Ei-chan's form playing tennis, Miyagawa thinks, 

"Yeah...Maruo-kun...really will turn pro, I guess..." 

= = = 

During the break for change court, what Ei-chan was muttering while scribbling in his 

notebook is: Somewhat more serves are wide. The timing for aiming at the open court 

with a ground stroke... 



 

The blurb says: The Flow Changed! 

 

Ch. 354 

Ch.354 starts with a scene shift to the players' lounge where Kanda is brooding over his 

loss. He remembers the match and how Monma kept returning whatever ball Kanda hit 

(see pic 1 on mangakansou). He wonders what he should do when he's forced squarely 

to surrender his advantage. Kanda thinks that this is the one ranked 54th in the world; 

then Kanda corrects himself: because of this, Monma is ranked 54th in the world. Kanda 

wanted to see the world (maybe he means pitting himself against Monma as a world 

standard), but he realizes the world is broader than he'd imagined. He concludes he has 

to reevaluate the basics (not sure if he means his assumptions about playing 

internationally or his tennis basics). 

 

Then Nabae comes in, finished with his match. 

Kanda: "Nabae-kun...you won...right?" 

Nabae: "I have to admit." 

 

But having made that reply, Nabae looks depressed. He also remembers his match and 

thinks that he just managed to hold on after an Ike Souji-class forehand (see pic 2 on 

mangakansou). But he anticipates that in the next match, the one who challenged will 

be cornered in the reverse, and he was resigned to losing for the time being. He 

believes his shots here are still a long way from all-A... He thinks he managed to pick up 

a win by avoiding the forehand because his opponent might have been under pressure 

in an match with him (a high schooler). Though he was able to verify the rightness of his 

all-A theory to a certain extent...he has a pile of problems... He doesn't stand a chance 

of winning a rematch, much less the quarterfinals... It seems the final score for Nabae's 

match was 7-5; 4-6; 6-4. 

 

Seeing Nabae's brooding expression, Kanda wonders if it means Nabae can't be 

satisfied with Best 8. 

 

Scene switch to Ei-chan's match. Ei-chan won the first set: 6-3. The second set stands 

at 6-6, and Ei-chan is currently at match point with the score for the tiebreak at 6-3. 

Miyagawa says he'd expected it to end swiftly after the first set, but Ei-chan's opponent 

is extremely persistent. He adds that being able to compensate for inferior footwork with 

willpower is what's expected of a pro. 



 

During a fierce rally between the two, Ei-chan thinks after being trained to aim for the 

"slow" of Ei-chan's tempo, it's a stalemate, but here he'll take a risk and overcome his 

opposition. He attacks with a deep ball tight to the sideline. Tanemura goes all out to 

chase it and manages to return it, but the ball hits the net (see pic 3 on mangakansou), 

and the match is decided. Ei-chan: "Yeah!!" 

 

The audience erupts: Maruo, a high school student, advances to the Best 8! 

 

Ei-chan exults over winning his first match since deciding to turn pro, and over 

overcoming his difficulties by taking up the tennis of the change-of-pace pioneer Asano. 

"I can do it!" 

 

Sudou of ellesse shouts congratulations to Ei-chan on making it to the Best 8, and then 

he notices Ei-chan's mom next to him and greets her. 

 

The audience is still in an uproar: A no-seed who came up through the prelims is in the 

All Japan Best 8!; how cool...plus he's probably still 18 years old; how far might he use 

this tennis? 

 

Miyagawa: "He'll do it, right?" 

Araya: Yeah. 

 

After the match, Ei-chan and Tanemura shake hands. Tanemura gives a big sigh and 

says that he lost but...in today's match...he might have lost...around 3 kilograms... He 

adds that all things considered, it's interesting tennis...and he's looking forward to...how 

Ei-chan uses it overseas. As he leaves, Tanemura thinks the next time they meet might 

be at a Challenger overseas...they might be able to become friends, then. 

 

Kageyama and Yukichi congratulate Ei-chan. Then Ei-chan takes his leave to go watch 

his next opponent, leaving Yukichi and Kageyama behind. Kageyama compares his 

departure to a bird taking flight, then speculates on how far Ei-chan will go, since if he 

wins his next match, he'll make it to Best 4. 

 

Ei-chan hurried, but the match that would decide his next opponent was already over. 

His next opponent will be the No.4 seed, Yoshimichi. Yoshimichi (JTA 5) apparently 

defeated his opponent, Aizawa (JTA 31) in straight sets: 6-2; 6-2. Aizawa had 



apparently defeated Shimura (JTA 15) in 2R to advance to 3R. 

 

Kanda happens to pass by. Ei-chan sees him. Kanda notes that Ei-chan had won again 

and acknowledges that Ei-chan is really awesome. Ei-chan replies that it was difficult 

but he managed, and then he asks about Kanda's match. Kanda points at the 

tournament chart, saying Ei-chan can tell by looking. Ei-chan absorbs the info, unable to 

say much. But Kanda changes topics, telling Ei-chan that in center court, Ei-chan's 

girlfriend was trying hard, but she seems to be in considerable difficulty. Shocked, Ei-

chan rushes off. Kanda repeats that it's center court, and thinks that Ei-chan is also in 

the Best 8. 

 

Natchan is sitting in center court. Her opponent is the world's Yazawa Miki (Okada's idol 

and the 1st seed), who the audience is calling the strongest in the history of women's 

tennis. It's currently the second set, Yazawa, 4; Natchan, 1. 

 

Natchan is sitting on the bench during court change. She drinks water and gives a big 

sigh, and she looks troubled. Seeing that, Ei-chan shouts, "Natchan, you can do it!" 

Natchan notices that voice (see pic 4 on mangakansou). 

 

End of chapter. The title of the next chapter is "Unexpected" or "Unplanned." This 

week's WSM counts as a double issue because of the Obon holiday, so the next issue 

will probably be out August 19. 

 

Well, there you have it! To the naysayers, Ei-chan won in straight sets: 6-3; 7-6. And 

he's apparently managed to apply some of Asano's tactics in a real match, so there's 

hope he'll make it to Best 4 and Monma. 

= = = 

Additional details and corrections: 

The "next" that Nabae refers to, where the one who challenged might be cornered in the 

reverse, is the quarterfinals. However, he also thinks he was forced to be resigned to 

losing temporarily—not that he's resigned to losing—so that resignation might have 

been during the match with Arino. Nabae thinks his shots "here" (apparently the ones 

he'd hit during the match) were a long way from all-A. But, yes, he thinks he doesn't 

stand a chance in a rematch with Arino, much less in the quarterfinals. 

 

After Kanda wonders if Nabae can't be satisfied with Best 8 (quarterfinals), Nabae 

wonders if Ei-chan's match isn't over yet. Then the scene shift. Oh, the "reduced leg 



strength" that Miyagawa mentioned is actually "inferior footwork." 

 

The bit about the next time Tanemura meets Ei-chan being overseas and so on, after 

Ei-chan's handshake with Tanemura, was just Tanemura's thought; he hadn't actually 

said it. And after Yukichi and Kageyama approach Ei-chan with "Good job" and "As 

expected of Aniki," Ei-chan announces he'd made it to the Best 8—prompting Yukichi to 

point out that they'd watched the whole thing. 

 

The score for Kanda's match seems to have been 6-4, 6-3. Natchan's match is currently 

6-2, 4-1. 

 

The audience for Natsu's match also say Natchan might not be able to compete with 

Yazawa. Natchan's dad shouts, "Natsu, first of all, one point!" The blurb for the next 

chapter is "Get Through... Natsu's Defiance!" ("Get Through" can also be translated as 

"Pay attention." "Defiance" can also be translated as "challenge" or "attempt.") 

 

Ch. 355 

Natchan got to tiebreak in the second set but lost. Yoshimichi hurt his leg, so Ei-chan's 

automatically in the semifinals. Details to follow. 

= = = 

So ch.355 starts with Natchan trailing in the second set: 4-1. The next game is 

Natchan's service. Yazawa notes Natchan's serve has smoothed. After Natchan puts 

away the ball down the line, she pulls a triumphant pose. The audience notes that her 

mood suddenly changed. 

 

The game continues with a rally. Natchan comes to grips with Yazawa's strokes. 

Yazawa's surprised that a ball that had been a winner up to a little while ago...was 

returned by Natchan somehow. However, Yazawa then puts it away with a straight. 

 

Ei-chan thinks that if Natchan loses this, she'll lose the second set. He notes that 

Natchan boldly took three consecutive games, including one break of Yazawa who's the 

strongest player in Japanese women's tennis. And that was the way Natchan entered 

tiebreak. The veteran Yazawa consolidated her defense somewhat against the attacks 

unleashed with Natchan's instantaneous insight. Offense and defense ebbed and 

flowed with set point and match point being repeated. Yazawa took risks, ready to lose 

the set at the very end, and shook off Natchan. 

 



The audience reaction: The exchange of attacks at the end was amazing; Takasaki 

Natsu was more overwhelming; though she's cute, she's daring; awesome; Takasaki-

saaan, I'm rooting for you! 

 

Natchan waves an arm in response to the cheering (see pic 1 on p.1 of mangakansou). 

Ei-chan thinks the result is unfortunate, but believes everyone watching became 

Natchan's fan. 

 

A little while later, the two meet up. He congratulates her for her hard work. She 

apologizes for keeping him waiting and thanks him for his support. Because of him, she 

feels she was able to put in full effort. But she was still no good, so she believes she still 

has a long way to go. She says this while smiling. Ei-chan argues that she was able to 

match the world-class Yazawa to that extent, so it's impossible she's no good. He adds 

that she'd proven she's already world-class without a doubt. 

 

Natchan thanks him and agrees it might have become a match that will be connected to 

the next one, but she'd felt she can actually do more (see pic 2 on p.1 of mangakansou). 

Then she tells him she'd wanted to make it to the Best 8 with him, so she'll vent her 

frustration by cheering for him tomorrow. He thanks her, and then she suggests they 

head home. 

 

When they stand up, an official hails Ei-chan. He informs them a tournament referee 

had been trying to contact Ei-chan just now. Ei-chan asks what the referee wanted to 

talk about. The official replies that Ei-chan is expected to face Yoshimichi in the 

quarterfinals tomorrow, but just now Yoshimichi decided not to take part. It seems his 

leg injury has worsened quite a bit, so Ei-chan will advance to the Best 4 without playing 

tomorrow's match. Natchan's excited by the news while Ei-chan is disbelieving. 

 

Scene switch to the press room where the reporter Miyamoto is also excited, having 

heard the facts. He thinks it's a totally unexpected event, but nevertheless, it's good luck. 

Only 4 high schoolers in history have made it to the Best 4. And one that qualified 

through the prelims is unprecedented and a spectacular feat. Both Ike and Nabae are 

18...it had turned into a great event. 

 

Yamaguchi (the 10th seed who defeated Araya and was with Asano when Asano first 

met Ei-chan during Ei-chan's date with Natchan) sends an e-mail to Asano with the 

facts. 



 

Scene switch back to the couple who are on their way back. Natchan's still excited 

about it, but Ei-chan tells her it doesn't quite feel real. Natchan reminds him of what 

she'd said before: luck is also part of real ability. Ei-chan argues that there's no real 

ability in his making it to the Best 4; in addition, he's in good shape now, but he doesn't 

know whether having one day free is good or not. Natchan insists it's good because 

he's been playing consecutive matches since the prelims, and he can rest tomorrow. 

 

Ei-chan agrees and add that he plans to get a bit of practice after watching the match of 

the opponent he'll face next. Natchan then proposes she go with him. He's surprised 

she'll accompany him. She explains it will be their first date in a long time. He tells her 

he'll look forward to it. 

 

Ei-chan waves his hand, about to go home. Natchan grabs his sleeve (see pic 1 on p.2 

of mangakansou). She points out that he doesn't have a match tomorrow and suggests 

they spend a little more time together today (see pic 2 on p.2 of mangakansou). 

Blushing, Ei-chan accedes. He proposes they go somewhere they can sit down, since 

it's cold outside, or maybe somewhere they can have a meal. Natchan adds that they 

can't stay out late, so some place nearby would be good. Ei-chan starts considering a 

place in the neighborhood where they can take their time... Then Natchan suggests "our 

place" (see pic 3 on p.2 of mangakansou). Ei-chan clarifies that by "our place," she 

meant her home? 

 

End of chapter. The title of ch.356 is "Natchan's Home." 

 

So it looks like we'll have a break from tennis and finally see Natchan's home and Ei-

chan interacting with Natchan's parents. After that, Ei-chan will probably get to watch 

Monma's match, and Asano just might show up to give Ei-chan some tips. 

= = = 

Corrections to the summary: Miyamoto wasn't in the players lounge but the press room. 

My mistake. Also, it looks like it was Natchan who suggested going to some place 

where they can eat. 

 

I have to say that emoticon Yamaguchi used in his e-mail to Asano informing him of the 

breaking news was cute. 

 

Additions: in QF it's Yamaguchi vs Monma; Nabae vs Watanabe; and Ike vs the 11th 



seed (Kitahata? Kitahatake?). The blurb for the next chapter is "What does "that" 

mean!?" 

 

Volume 37 Extras: Ogata 

Vol.37 is out and it includes a 3-page bonus that explains Ogata's absence during Ei-

chan's match with Takuma. Ogata had gotten fired up from watching Ike's match, 

thinking that next year he'd participate in the All Japan too, so Ogata's girlfriend 

suggested they return to Osaka early because he probably wanted to practice. Ogata 

got all warm fuzzy that she understood him so well, so when she said she wanted to 

buy souvenirs for his mom first before leaving, he went along with her. Then during 

practice, he heard that Ei-chan defeated Takuma—and remembered he'd wanted to 

watch that match too. 

 

Ch. 356 

So Ei-chan and Natchan go to her home. Ei-chan's nervous and his heart is pounding. 

He's shocked that he'd actually come and wonders if it's okay and whether he should 

have brought a gift (as a visitor). As it is, the only people whose homes he's visited are 

Kageyama and Ike, so he wonders what's the best thing to do when it's a girl's home. 

 

Natchan announces her arrival (Tadaima!), Ei-chan excuses his (O...ojama-shimasu). 

Then Natchan pauses and repeats her announcement. However, there's no reply. 

Natchan says that even though her parents had gone to cheer for her and went home 

ahead, they're not around. She adds that it's fine and asks Ei-chan to wait while she 

changes clothes. Ei-chan realizes it might mean there's only the two of them in the 

house. 

 

Natchan returns in fresh clothes, apologizing for making him wait (see pic 1, page 1, on 

mangakansou). She notes it's Ei-chan's first time to visit. Ei-chan agrees and adds that 

it feels rather strange. Natchan leads him to her room (see pic 2, page 1, on 

mangakansou). As Ei-chan takes it in, Natchan urges him to sit wherever he thinks is 

suitable while she goes to get them something to drink. 

 

Ei-chan's heart is still pounding. He wonders where it would be suitable for him to sit in 

a girl's room. Moreover, it's the room Natchan spends every day in, so he tells himself to 

stop scrutinizing it too much. Then he sees a study-aid book on top of her desk and 

wonders what it could be. 

 



Natchan comes back, asking if black tea is okay. Surprised, Ei-chan exclaims it is. She 

asks him what's wrong. He says it's okay and thanks her. She apparently notices his 

interest in the study-aid book because she explains it's an English textbook. She's 

studying for the test, which is the minimum required test for being admitted into an 

American university. He realizes that even if she's strong in tennis, it doesn't mean she'll 

get in. She confirms this and adds that she has to pass it before admission in 

September, so she's working hard. 

 

The two drink tea, then sigh. Ei-chan asks if that means she'll be in Japan until August 

next year. Natchan says she's received invitations from 5 schools now and she's 

planning on going to visit all the schools by then. So every day she's studying tennis 

and English. Ei-chan notes that Natchan's good at English. She says it's not a hardship 

because it's fun. 

 

Ei-chan wonders aloud what an American university is like. Natchan tells him the scale 

is larger and facilities more substantial than IMG, which Ei-chan went to before. He 

exclaims in surprise that it's that amazing. She says it is, but she can go with a stipend; 

the university will cover coaching, facilities, tuition fees, living expenses, and medical 

expenses. She'll be able to devote herself to tennis and studying. It's like the university 

has become her sponsor. 

 

Ei-chan replies that it's completely different from Japan (Japanese universities). 

Natchan says the scale of everything over there is big. The more talk she hears, the 

more excited she gets. She can train daily with high-level players from around the world 

whom she absolutely can't play against in Japan. Even if she can't accept prize money 

and contract money, she can participate in pro competitions. It feels like she'll finally 

start. 

 

Ei-chan thinks she's gained an environment where she can take part in pro competitions 

while studying. It's the result of her hard work all this time. He tells her it's awesome and 

it seems like she'll be busy. Natchan agrees. Then Ei-chan adds, "But sure enough...not 

being able to meet easily is kind of lonesome, you know." Natchan agrees that doing so 

as they have up to now would be impossible, but there's also vacation, so she'll come 

back to Japan. Ei-chan adds that they can now chat while seeing each other's faces 

(video chat). And Natchan adds that when he turns pro, there'll be times when he 

participates in American tournaments. She'll absolutely go to cheer him on then. 

 



Ei-chan's struck by the realization that he can be the one to go meet her. Natchan's 

eyes round. He explains that when he turns pro, the more he wins, the broader his 

options of which competitions he'll take part in. This problem will be steadily resolved by 

his winning in competitions. And there are many more tournaments in America than 

Japan, meaning no matter where it is in the world, if they participate in the same 

tournament, they'll be able to meet. Natchan leans into Ei-chan who turns red (see pic 1, 

page 2, on mangakansou). 

 

Natchan says she thinks that way too. She's trying her best, thinking that the more she 

wins, the closer she gets to Ei-chan. She holds his hand. He wonders aloud if her 

parents will be returning soon. She tells him it's okay. He explains that as expected, he's 

also feeling strange, so he's worried/embarrassed. She asks him why he's 

worried/embarrassed (see pic 2, page 2, on mangakansou). Ei-chan's all "Eeeeeeeh?" 

and shouts "'Why?' Natchan!" 

 

The faces of the two gradually get closer. And then... (see pic 3, page 2, on 

mangakansou) 

 

At that time, a clatter comes from outside the room. Ei-chan's startled. Natchan stands 

up and opens the door. There the figure of her older sister appears, apparently in pain 

from stubbing her foot against the stair. The older sister also enters the room; she 

greets Ei-chan (hajimemashite, which is used for a first meeting) and introduces herself 

as Natchan's older sister, Mika (see pic 3, page 2, on mangakansou). 

 

Ei-chan responds with his own introduction, wondering to himself since when had Mika 

been there. Mika notes that he's the Ei-chan she's heard so much about. He replies he 

is and that he's been allowed to date Natchan. Mika looks fixedly at his face and says 

he might be as she expected, the cute style ♡. Natchan tells Mika to leave because 

Mika is intruding. Natchan pushes Mika out while Mika protests that she wants to talk 

further with Ei-chan. Natchan reminds Mika that Mika had mentioned a drinking party. 

Mika replies that it was postponed because of a mistake of the organizer, and then asks 

if they preferred that she go out. 

 

The faces of the couple turn red. Mika reminds the two just to refrain from anything that 

would seriously anger their dad. Speaking in a monotone, Natchan points out it's almost 

7 o'clock and Ei-chan says he has to go home soon. The two head for the foyer. As Ei-

chan takes his leave of Natchan, Mika tells him to come again. Natchan tells her that's 



enough. Ei-chan apologizes for his intrusion, then reminds Natchan about tomorrow. 

Natchan stops him and whispers in his ear that next time she'll go with him to his place. 

Ei-chan stammers agreement. Giggling, Natchan says his room is likely kept extremely 

tidy and in order with a world map put up. It's something she looks forward to. Ei-chan 

wonders to himself why she knows. Natchan agrees about tomorrow. Ei-chan tells her 

he'll e-mail her. As he heads home, the pounding of his heart doesn't lessen. End of 

chapter. 

 

The title for the next chapter is "Training Environment." 

 

So we get a break from Ei-chan's official matches and the promise of more Ei-chan and 

Natchan. I'm looking forward to how Ei-chan's mom interacts with Natchan. That 

gradual buildup to the kiss sounds really nice too! Of course, it's Natchan who took the 

lead, but Ei-chan seems to have been a participant rather than just the recipient of an 

ambush. 

= = = 

Thanks for the link. Whoa, despite what the summary said, Ei-chan was the one who 

leaned toward Natchan and initiated the kiss! Oh, and when Natchan asked him why 

he's worried, only his "Eeeeeeh?" was mental; the "'Why?' Natchan!" was spoken. 

 

And Ei-chan didn't ask why Natchan knows what his room looks like; he merely silently 

wondered that to himself. There's no teaser blurb for the next chapter. What's usually a 

teaser just says "A throbbing that doesn't let up," referring to the pounding of Ei-chan's 

heart. 

 

Ch. 357 

Oh, it's out already?! Ike and Nabae won their respective quarterfinals. Nabae 

apparently did so by continuous switching play styles. Monma wins his, and Natchan 

provides Ei-chan with some insight into Monma's play style. Details to follow...in the 

morning. 

= = = 

Huh. It looks like the title of ch.357 is now "Best 4"; it's ch.358 that will have "Training 

Environment" as a title. Sounds more reasonable, given how this chapter ends. 

 

Anyhow, it's the 4th day of the All Japan Championship, and the various quarterfinals 

will be held. Since Ei-chan's opponent, Yoshimichi, defaulted due to injury, Ei-chan 

doesn't have a match, so he goes to watch the matches of the other players with 



Natchan. They first go to Ike's match. 

 

Ike's opponent is Kitahata/Kitahatake (JTA 12). Ike is overwhelming from the start (see 

pic 1, p.1 on mangakansou). Ei-chan comments that Ike's condition has been steadily 

improving and that he'll be bringing his peak to the finals. Ei-chan watches the match 

with a serious expression. Natchan points out that her first date with Ei-chan was Sou-

chan's match. Ei-chan agrees that it was Ike's pro debut. Natchan adds that it was in the 

center court of this Ariake (the coliseum where the tournament is being held). Ei-chan 

remembers that was the day he decided to aim for pro. Then Natchan says that if Ei-

chan wins tomorrow, he'll play the finals of the All Japan Championship here against 

Sou-chan. He agrees that's possible. Ike conquers Kitahata/Kitahatake with a straight. 

 

Natchan then suggests Ei-chan's next opponent. Ei-chan say Monma vs. Yamaguchi is 

in court No.1. He asks if there isn't a match that Natchan has to watch. She tells him 

Aki-chan lost yesterday, and Natchan wants to watch the recorded video of Yazawa's 

match, so what's left of today is a day with Ei-chan! That makes Ei-chan happy. 

 

The couple is noticed by the people around them: Oh, that's the tennis player Takasaki; 

She looks nice in plain clothes too; The one with her is the tennis player Maruo?; Eh!? 

The one in the Top 4?; The one people are talking about...? The two exchange looks, 

Natchan with a radiant smile, Ei-chan with a slightly embarrassed expression. 

 

They arrive at No.1, but the match that's their goal hasn't started yet. Ei-chan wonders 

about the nearby court No.2. The one playing a match there is Nabae. His opponent is 

Watanabe (JTA 4). Ei-chan is surprised to see the score because Nabae is leading 

against the 3rd seed, plus he's already at match point! 

 

Watanabe swears silently. When he thinks he'd somehow caught the flow...the play 

style is changed before he realizes it. He's being beaten while he thinks he can't grab 

the tail...No joke...Sure Nabae doesn't have any weak points, but Nabae's shots aren't a 

big deal, either... Watanabe orders himself to calm down. 

 

Nabae attacks using the advantage of his serve. He thinks that he can only compensate 

for his inferiority in power, footwork, career with strategy. If victory can't be found by the 

current him...except by managing to get away while continuing to change strategies... 

He concludes that pattern is also reaching its limits and he can only decide the match 

with this game. He hits a quick serve. Ei-chan and Watanabe are "A quick serve!?" 



Watanabe's return lacks power (see pic 2, p.1 on mangakansou). Nabae puts away that 

ball neatly. 

 

The audience erupts: No way! The high-school champion defeated the 3rd seed, 

Watanabe!; Plus he won on strategy!; Even though Nabae appeared inferior in 

strength...in the end, he secured one chance and won!; Wait a second! That means 3 in 

the Best 4 are 18-year-olds...that's unprecedented!; Japanese tennis will change! 

 

Watanabe's expression is quite frustrated. Ei-chan is amazed that Nabae advanced to 

the Best 4 with his own ability, and realizes that semifinals will be between Nabae and 

Ike. Right then, the announcement of the start of Monma and Yamaguchi's match is 

broadcast in the grounds. 

 

Ei-chan thinks that the match that will decide his opponent has also begun. He takes out 

his notebook. Natchan says that as she expected, he has prepared perfectly for a 

lesson. Ei-chan explains that both have left quite a lot of footage. (It sounds like 

Natchan saw that Ei-chan has already made a lot of notes on both Monma and 

Yamaguchi.) 

 

The match starts with Yamaguchi's service. Ei-chan thinks Monma has more power, but 

Yamaguchi's technique is better. He notes that Yamaguchi challenges first with high-

skill shots, like sharp slices and high-and-low-speed differentials. In order to take those 

full on, Monma continues to return the topspin balls strong and deep with stable flats, 

not giving Yamaguchi an opening. Yamaguchi goes to the net. Monma reacts to that 

with a twitch. He puts away the ball with a straight that gets past Yamaguchi's side.  

 

Ei-chan's amazed by Monma's impregnable defense. Natchan comments that Monma 

somehow looks like he mad—which surprises Ei-chan. She compares him to a stubborn 

father (pig-headed old man) saying "Hey! That's still insufficient!" and whatnot. Ei-chan 

takes that in, thinking that while Yamaguch appeared to challenge first, he might 

actually have been made to attack first because he was having more and more difficulty 

since there was no opening with Monma. Because of that, an opening with Yamaguchi 

appeared and the tables were turned on him. Ei-chan remembers that this Monma is the 

tennis player who was Japan's No.1 for 6 years until he lost the lead to Ike, then after 

that continued as No.2. He's more proactive than anyone in competing overseas as his 

main battlefield. He's a man who has also concentrated his energies in nurturing 

younger members with that experience, practically the backbone of the Japanese tennis 



world. 

 

In the end game of the second set, if Yamaguchi is broken in this game, it's over for him. 

Yamaguchi thinks that young guys have been showing up steadily and asks (himself? 

Monma?) if it isn't okay to give his seat to another guy (see pic 1, p.2 on mangakansou). 

He sends his shot to the very edge. Monma desperately chases that ball and hits it back 

while diving for it (see pic 2, p.2 on mangakansou). That shot is a winner and concludes 

the match. Ei-chan marvels at Monma's drive/vigor and thinks that this man, Monma 

Ayumu, will be his next opponent. 

 

The two men shake hands after the end of the match. Monma glances in Ei-chan's 

direction, making Ei-chan's heart pound. Then Monma starts walking to Ei-chan. "You're 

Maruo-kun, right? Do you have a minute?" End of chapter. 

 

With an end like that, I can imagine why the next chapter would be called "Training 

Environment." I mean, Ike, Takuma, and Ei-chan are all products of STC, so Monma 

would probably be very interested in the secrets behind STC's success. Also, with 

Nabae's win, Ei-chan really needs to defeat Monma, to prove he deserved to get to the 

Best 4 in the first place. 

 

EDIT: Incidentally, the poster said the scores for the quarterfinals were: 

Ike: 6-1, 6-0 

Nabae: 4-6, 7-5, 6-4 

Monma: 7-5, 6-4 

= = = 

Corrections and additions to the summary: 

 

It looks like it was Ei-chan, not Natchan, who said that Ike will be bringing his peak to 

the finals. Ei-chan didn't say that Monma vs. Yamaguchi is first, but in court No.1. 

 

In Ei-chan's notes, he wrote that Yamaguchi's control for his backhand slice is good. I 

think Yamaguchi's question about giving his seat to another guy was addressed at 

Monma, like isn't it about time for Monma to let someone else win. Wow, it looks like 

after Monma dived, he skidded and bounced on landing. The teaser blurb for the next 

chapter is "What does he want to say...the day before their match...?" 

 

EDIT: According to the draw in ch.355, Yamaguchi defeated Haketa (5th seed) 7-6, 6-4 



to reach the quarterfinals. So of Team A in the national team, Arino and Watanabe were 

defeated by Nabae, and Haketa by Yamaguchi, Yoshimichi defaulted. Only Monma and 

Ike are undefeated; Kono/Kawano didn't participate. 

 

Ch. 358 

Have a deadline at work, so I'll just hit the highlights for now: Monma asks Ei-chan's 

plans, like where Ei-chan's base of operations will be, since there's no one in STC who 

can present a challenge to Ei-chan. Ei-chan hasn't thought about that because it was 

only the other day that he decided to go pro. Natchan thinks Monma's question was 

because Monma is eyeing Ei-chan for the B Team of the national team. At STC for a 

short practice, Ei-chan and Coach Aoi watch DVDs of Monma's matches. So no Asano, 

unfortunately. The next day Ike's in the players' lounge watching a martial arts match, 

apparently as image training for his match with Nabae. 

= = = 

So Monma addresses Ei-chan, who's in the bleachers with Natchan: "You're Maruo-kun, 

right?" Ei-chan's surprised that Monma, Japan's No.2, who is his next opponent wants 

to talk to him about something, but more than that, he's surprised Monma recognizes 

him. Monma asks if Ei-chan has a minute and points outside. Ei-chan with Natchan 

meet Monma outside the court.  

 

Ei-chan fumbles for words, then settles on "Hello, I look forward to the next match." 

Monma replies, "Yeah...Aside from that sort of thing..."—which surprises Ei-chan again. 

Monma confirms that Ei-chan is a affiliated with STC and asks what Ei-chan plans to do 

from now on. When Ei-chan doesn't follow what Monma meant by "from now on," 

Monma explains that he'd heard from Takuma that Ei-chan aspires to become a pro, but 

Monma believes when Ei-chan turns pro, Ei-chan will no longer have a practice partner 

(someone who can keep up with him in training) at STC. Monma also points out that in 

addition to that, Ei-chan's girlfriend is looking for an American university. Ei-chan notes 

that Monma knows all sorts of things about him. Monma concludes: "The main point is, 

when you work as a pro, where will you be based? 

 

The question apparently hadn't occurred to Ei-chan before. He tells Monma he hasn't 

thought that far yet. He'd just decided to go pro just the other day. He has his hands full 

with the tournament and searching for a sponsor. Monma understands, but points out 

that for now, it's a choice of whether he'll be based in Japan or overseas. He adds that 

he thinks for overseas discussions, it would be better to consult the worldly-wise 

Tanemura rather than Ike; however, he feels that in Ei-chan's case, there still seems to 



be a lot of good practice partners in Japan. Then Monma takes his leave with the 

promise of "tomorrow"—Ei-chan and Natchan are shocked that it's over. Ei-chan thanks 

Monma and says he'll trying to consider everything. 

 

Ei-chan mentally agrees that there's the question of where he'll be based for practice. 

No matter how much means and money he has, if he doesn't have a practice partner, 

it's hopeless. He wonders why Monma brought such a matter to Ei-chan's attention now. 

 

Natchan speculates that it's the B Team of the national team. She points out that 

youngsters of whom great things are expected are chosen as the national team's B 

Team by the JTA—as resources who will be representative in the next generation's 

national team. Behind her, the table shows the national team as composed of the A 

Team (7 people among tennis players with a world rank of 200 and above) and the B 

Team (a few 18–23 year old tennis players with potential). The order in team 

competitions is decided from among both A and B Teams. She points out that if that's 

the case, Ei-chan would be able to train with the NTC (National Training Center) as his 

base, always practicing with the national team. She adds that Takuma is already a 

member of that B Team.  

 

Ei-chan flounders at the implication. Natchan concludes that Ei-chan will be able to 

practice as much as he wants everyday with people who are at a level to represent 

Japan. Ei-chan's amazed at the prospect: for him it's an environment where he'd be 

more blessed than if he goes overseas imprudently. Then he comes back to earth, 

saying he thinks he wouldn't be chosen for that. Natchan agrees that his past results 

might not be enough, but Ei-chan's now in the All Japan semifinals. He argues that it's 

just by default, that he's luckier than the other players. She counters that that might be 

the very reason why Monma wanted to learn about Ei-chan's situation. Because of that, 

tomorrow Monma will want to probe whether Ei-chan is appropriate for the B Team. 

That Monma is said to be a man who pours everything into his national team activities. 

Natchan believes Monma definitely has influence in the personnel selection for the B 

Team. So if Ei-chan wins, he'll enter the B Team. Then his base is the NTC. Ei-chan 

wonders whether it's true. 

 

They go to STC. Ei-chan gets some practice in, with some STC players sneaking peeks. 

He, Coach Aoi, and Natchan watch DVDs, probably of Monma's matches. Then Ei-chan 

and Natchan head home. That night Ei-chan reviews his notes on Monma, who's 

definitely Ei-chan's strongest opponent in a regular match. Monma ranked is 54th in the 



world, which Ei-chan thinks isn't quite different from Ike who's 41st. According to Ei-

chan's notes, Monma has a one-handed forehand and a two-handed backhand. His 

basic strokes are forehand and backhand flats. His backhand slices have strong 

rotations, frequently used in defense rather than offense. He has varied defenses 

against the blow of opponents who suddenly shift to an attack. A baseliner. He often 

goes on the attack after reliably stealing the upper hand. After he has the advantage, 

his ability to make the point is high. He has few tricky attacks. His serves are also 

powerful with a straight topspin. 

 

Ei-chan reminds himself he's experienced that level, serving as Ike's hitting partner. And 

thanks to Natchan, he's gotten a one-day breather in the middle of this (indirect 

reference to a date). He has enough data and his condition is perfect. Having come this 

far, he'll just look forward to how far he can go. 

 

The next day, Ike's in the players' lounge, watching a mixed martial arts fight on his 

smart phone. One of his coaching staff (?) comments that Ike likes watching those 

before a match. Ike replies that it's something he had sent to him especially for today. 

It's the comeback fight of Fabio Marques, who was called Bou-kun (Wild Boy?), after a 

major injury during a fight. That passionate (doesn't disguise his feelings) Wild Boy used 

his injury a turning point and made a fresh start as a calm and clever fighter. The coach 

comments that if a ferocious guy is able to control those emotions, he'll be strong. Ike 

says that in this fight, however, Marques is beaten—which surprises the coach. Ike 

explains that the one he's watching is Renardo, the current champion who defeated that 

calm Wild Boy. Wild Boy challenged calmly, using tactics that leveraged his experience, 

but the champion persisted in his own attack style to the bitter end. And the champion 

who won in this fight becomes a fabulous champion who establishes a myth of 

invincibility. Ike calls it regular image training—although he is interested in it (mixed 

martial arts). 

 

The coach asks if Nabae is a former wild boy who managed to achieve mental control. 

He adds that Nabae doesn't appear so at first glance. Ike replies that that's what's scary 

about Nabae. Then Monma arrives. Ike greets him and Monma acknowledges the 

greeting. 

 

Scene switch to Nabae warming up. He thinks his opponent is the type who's super 

offense. At minimum, he wants to prepare a posture that's capable of the best response 

to any attack. And most importantly... Nabae has a flashback to his throwing down his 



racket when he was losing during a match with Ike. Nabae thinks he's gotten to the 

semifinals, but his matches up to now have been far from ideal. His assumptions have 

been too optimistic. He still hasn't completely organized all the data up to now. In 

addition to that, he's strongly aware they're the same year in school. In a match again 

Ike...how much can he (Nabae) control his own mentality when he can't avoid various 

psychological factors influencing the match? 

 

Nabae finishes his warmup and meets Ei-chan on his way to the players' lounge. They 

exchange greetings. Nabae confirms that he's in the first match and Ei-chan in the 

second, and Ei-chan agrees. The two see Ike and Monma. 

 

Scene switch to the grounds. Lots of people coming. Someone comments that the 

number of spectators is an all-time high because of Ike's popularity and the rise of 

youngsters. People speculate that the finals will be a playoff with Ike vs. Monma. 

Someone counters that the media has considerable expectations of Nabae's 

performance. The schedule has the first men's semifinals (Ike vs. Nabae) in the 

coliseum and the first women's semifinals in Court No.1, both starting at 11. The second 

men's semifinals (Ei-chan vs. Monma) will be held in Court No.1, after the first women's 

semifinals ends, while the second women's semifinals will be held in the coliseum, after 

the first men's semifinals ends. Someone says that the later one with the high schooler 

who qualified through the prelims is interesting. Someone else comments that it's a first 

in the history, and it seem he's inferior in strength, but the one speaking wants to see it. 

The first speaker agrees and suggests they go to Court No.1 afterward to watch. In the 

audience are Ronnie and that coach Ike chatted with, Takagi (of the underhanded 

tricks), Takuma (judging by the hairstyle), and probably Ei-chan. The bleachers of the 

coliseum are packed. Ike and Nabae emerge. The teaser blurb says "The Clash of the 

Strongest Junior and Japan's Strongest!" The title for the next chapter is "Two of the 

Most Powerful of the Generation" 

 

Ch. 359 

Okay, so ch.359 starts with Ike and Nabae entering the court for their semifinals. They 

exchange shots to warm up. 

 

Audience commentary: They say Nabae's the high-school champion in the same school 

year as Ike, you know; Really...that means it's the top match between a pro and an 

amateur of the same generation; Ike will finally clash with the chief of the Ike generation. 

Ei-chan wonders how Nabae will play against Ike. 



 

The match starts with Nabae's service. He sends his serve wide. Ike's blow goes into 

the net. 15-0. 

 

Ei-chan thinks he (probably Ike) had completely gone for a winner with one shot. Nabae 

notes the danger; he thinks that Ike is basically attacking from beginning to end and 

even the one just now might have been achievable. 

 

Nabae's next serve goes into the net. Ei-chan has no doubt Ike will attack the second 

serve, so he wonders how Nabae will counter it. Nabae's second serve is a spin ball 

that bounces high. Ike returns it. Ei-chan thinks Nabae has temporarily excluded Ike's 

attack by using a strong spin and a difference in speed. Watching Ike's movements 

closely, Nabae puts away the ball in the opposite direction. 30-0. Ei-chan feels that was 

quite excessive, but he wonders if Nabae intends to attack from now on. 

 

Play continues with Nabae's serve to the center clocked at 190 kph. It's an ace. 40-0. 

 

Ei-chan's certain now that Nabae is attacking one step ahead of the aggressive Ike. And 

in addition to that, Nabae's probably doing it efficiently, with the minimum risk. 

 

The next rally turns into an exchange of shots. Ike keeps on hitting strong blows; Nabae 

is a bit slow, but he ramps down the pace with deep balls. However, Ike steps up the 

pace by using a rising shot even on a deep ball, and he goes forward. Ei-chan notes it's 

a form that responded to Nabae's attack. Though Ike is at the net, Nabae puts the ball 

away with a sharp angle shot and takes the game. Nabae exhales, thinking it's 

okay...maybe. 

 

Ike thinks Nabae's quite amazing...precisely refined attacks, coming in a variety. He 

concludes Nabae is the type Ike can't meet much overseas. He thinks Nabae resembles 

Ei-chan somewhat. Ei-chan's impressed that Nabae compares quite favorably with Ike, 

though it was Nabae's service. He tells himself to pay attention to how Nabae engages 

Ike's service. 

 

Ike's service starts. He sends his serve to the center. Nabae returns it. Ei-chan 

considers it a nice return that's slow and deep and won't turn into the fast deployment 

that Ike likes. However, Ike makes a small jump (see pic 1 on mangakansou) and hits a 

strong forehand blow (see pic 2 on mangakansou) that puts away the ball. 15-0. 



 

The crowd erupts: There it is! This is it! This!; The forehand that has been knocking out 

the world! Ei-chan marvels: Unbelievable...It wasn't a bad return...but with just two steps, 

moreover, jumping and twisting his body...an accurate single blow from a perfect impact 

point! And that power and control! Was Ike-kun this awesome? 

 

Coach Aoi asks Ei-chan if he's gotten scared. Ei-chan's apparently surprised to see him. 

Coach Aoi tells Ei-chan that it's a matter of various things having become obvious to Ei-

chan—which is proof he's gotten stronger. 

 

Nabae thinks this is it. When they were kids, he had been overwhelmed by this 

astounding tennis and lost himself. Since then, he'd trained his fighting ability with 

rational thinking that as much as possible excluded emotions in court. He'll just work out 

as much as he can the tactics of how he'll defeat this opponent using only what he has 

now from the options that he's added. Nabae returns the ball, thinking that in a return 

game, he'll vary his offense and defense. 

 

Ike thinks alternately pushing and pulling is difficult, but if it's his service, he might be 

able to play his tennis. Ike holds his serve, concluding that in which case, he'll probably 

be able to manage somehow in some respects. 

 

The match continues and both hold 3 games each. It's now the 7th game. Nabae thinks 

that up to now Ike has covered 65% of the court using his forehand (see pic 3 on 

mangakansou); if he considers this to be Ike's standard...an attack at that junction will 

be effective. Ike overtakes and cuts in on that ball. Nabae's surprised that Ike's 

persisting in using his forehand. Ike hits a strong shot crosscourt. Nabae doesn't catch 

up to it, but it's just barely out. 30-15. 

 

Nabae thinks the flow from this astoundingly smooth footwork up to the shot...it would 

be a lie if he says he's not shaken and emotionally flustered, but...he's able to maintain 

his composure with just having accurately executed the strategy he devised. 

 

Ike thinks he's going for a spot in an area that's hard to do while putting a lot of thought 

about a tricky spot. Even he won't catch fire because he's being made to use his mind 

unexpectedly. He tells himself Nabae is a guy who'd gotten stronger since Ike went to 

America, so Ike doesn't have much of an impression of him. Nabae's existence isn't one 

that has stood out since they were kids, unlike Takuma and Ogata, at least. Even at the 



present time, it's likely his power, footwork, and other physical aspects are still 

developing...which is to say he can still become stronger than this...but that means Ike 

also has the potential for much more... Ike hits another strong shot, thinking he's gotten 

a bit of energy (see pic 4 on mangakansou)—or maybe he's gotten a bit pissed off. 

 

End of chapter. The title of the next chapter is "Motivation." 

= = = 

Additions and correction: 

After the shot that brings the score in the first game to 30-0, the crowd commentary is: If 

there's an opening, he'll deal a blow...Nabae's good; He's already as much as said to be 

top level in Japan. After the ace for 40-0, the comment is "An amazing course! And it's 

also powerful, you know." 

 

In the end, when Ike hits another strong shot, he thinks he's gotten a bit of energy—or 

maybe he's gotten a bit pissed off. 

 

Ch. 360 

Nabae gets broken, so the score should be 4-3. In the next game, Nabae gets the first 

point with a lob. Looks like we'll get one or two more chapters of the match with Coach 

Aoi providing analysis and insight to Ei-chan before Ei-chan's match. But Ei-chan's 

getting antsy about playing his own match. Details to follow. 

= = = 

It's now the 7th game (Nabae's service) with both players having held their serves, 3 

games each. Ike looks like he's started to catch fire a bit. He returns the serve. Nabae 

thinks Ike's suddenly gotten pushy, and decides not to draw back here. He returns the 

ball with a strong blow. Ike returns that with a drop shot (see pic 1 on page 1). Nabae 

practically couldn't move from his spot. 30-30. 

 

Cheers erupt: Awesome! He turned a fast ball into a drop!; He's really pushing it! 

 

Ei-chan thinks Ike forcibly attacked Nabae's slow ball with power...when Nabae 

responded to that power shot with power...this time it was a drop shot that's made to 

decelerate right away. He wonders if Ike is aiming for a slow ball with a fast ball, and for 

a fast ball with a slow ball, using deliberately difficult (shot) choices. 

 

Coach Aoi comments that this is Ike's gear change. (Nabae shrugs off the point as he 

couldn't have done anything about the one just now.) When Ei-chan doesn't get what 



Coach Aoi meant by gear change, Coach Aoi explains that if it will be an important point, 

everybody tries to raise the gear of their concentration by one step. He guesses that 

even Ei-chan has experienced that. Ei-chan confirms this. So Coach Aoi continues his 

explanation, saying that if Ei-chan becomes a top-notch player, he'll come to be able to 

raise that gear intentionally. However, Coach Aoi points out that in Ike's case, Ike can't 

raise his gear voluntarily because he usually enters the match in top gear. 

 

Ei-chan's surprised and asks what Ike does. Coach Aoi replies that according to the 

person himself, when it comes to that point, he'll arbitrarily catch fire. Ei-chan questions 

the "arbitrarily." Coach Aoi explains that it seems to be dependent upon the opponent 

and the situation, but when it comes to the critical moment, it seems Ike raises what 

should have been the top gear even further. Even now he's been applying tempo. He's 

found even more speed differential playing against Nabae and took the point. Ike, who 

raised his gear as far as Coach Aoi could see, improved his nose for detecting the spot 

that his opponent dislikes the most. Since Ike was a kid, his ability to judge how he 

should fight against what sort of opponent in what sort of situation has been the best by 

far. That judgement is intuitive and instantaneous, plus it's growing accurate. What 

makes Ike's super-aggressive tennis possible is probably the speed of his judgment and 

his motor skills. Because he simply decides fast and can move fast, he's able to take his 

opponent's time. 

 

The match continues with a rather long rally. Ike hits a short ball that's somewhat a drop 

shot. Nabae catches up with the ball and returns it, but Ike predicted that and he puts it 

away with a volley. 30-40. Ike's break point. 

 

Coach Aoi points out that he thinks the really scary feature of that guy (Ike) is how he 

can wholeheartedly enjoy the maneuvering of this sort of fight. Ei-chan thinks of the Ike 

he's sensed/experienced up to now and gulps. Coach Aoi speculates that Ike absolutely 

likes fighting (see pic 2 on page 1), that he's the type who'd become strong in anything, 

even if it's not tennis, so long as it's a contest. 

 

Nabae thinks this is the critical moment and it's sooner than he expected. Ike thinks it's 

an extremely precise tennis of a degree of perfection that's seldom overseas...It's a 

typically Japanese strength that he didn't have when he left Japan at 13. It's a strength 

that's necessary even for him. 

 

Nabae decides that therefore...he hits a super slice serve. Ike returns it, noting that it's 



slow. Nabae goes to the net; Ei-chan's surprised that Nabae's using serve & volley. 

Nabae volleys. As Ike pulls his racket back, the eyes of the two meet. Nabae suspects 

that if Ike will come back with a speed differential, it might be a lob. However, Ike hits a 

straight that gets past Nabae on the side (see pic 3 on page 1). Nabae couldn't touch it 

and his serve is broken. 

 

The crowd erupts: As expected, the one who broke first is Ike! 

 

Ei-chan thinks that the one now, Ike produced a stance that can get past Nabae no 

matter where, plus the ball went past with more power than necessary. He concludes 

that the damage to Nabae is big. 

 

Takagi is shocked that Nabae was broken first, moreover that he was broken perfectly. 

He says Ike is truly a guy with monstrous talent. Nabae's coach replies that if Ike goes 

on like this, the accepted practice of the Japanese will change in the future—Ike is that 

singular an existence. Takagi recalls that when they were kids, after Nabae lost to 

Ike...Nabae had said that if it's tortoise and hare, Ike is the hare while Naba might be the 

tortoise. Takagi remembers it because Nabae had been unusually timid. The Nabae 

then was certain it's not just Ike; he thought the pro world is composed of prepared 

hares. Then to win, maybe he can just continue looking at the goal and running without 

watching the hares. If he looks only at the goal without wavering...Takagi wondered 

what the goal is and Nabae wondered as well. End of flashback. 

 

Tagaki isn't certain if Nabae started talking about All-A after that. Then he wonders, if 

Nabae is a tortoise, then what is he (Takagi)? 

 

Nabae exhales deeply. He tells himself it couldn't be helped. Impatience and a sense of 

inferiority are unnecessary feelings in a match. The one he's fighting now is an 

opponent who had made him believe that. 

 

During Ike's service game, Ike goes to the net. Nabae returns the ball to Ike's feet. Ei-

chan considers it a skillful return. He thinks that if it's just this slow and it sinks, Ike can't 

use a strong blow. Ike returns the ball. Nabae passes that above Ike with a lob and 

takes the point (see pic on page 2). Ike clicks his tongue. 0-15. 

 

The audience is in an uproar: Amazing...He was broken and he converts this lob into 

the first point; He's composed; The quantity of tactics is certainly top class in Japan. 



Even Ei-chan is amazed. 

 

Nabae thinks it's one break. He expects his opponent to keep challenging him nonstop. 

In which case, he concludes that here too he can only pull in a win by sidestepping his 

opponent. If he gets close to winning, he's not afraid of running away. Being capable of 

any way of fighting is his ideal tennis. 

 

Ike thinks it's not just Nabae's numerous strategies; Nabae's choice, which matched the 

situation, is also skillful. He decides that Nabae is even more amazing than he'd heard. 

Ike hits a serve; Nabae returns. Ei-chan is antsy, thinking he also has begun to want to 

play his match soon. 

= = = 

The teaser for the next chapter: Ei-chan's match is also imminent! 

 

And I forgot to mention that the title for ch.361 is "Calm and Passion." 

 

Addition: the flashback that made Ei-chan gulp was his discussion with Natchan during 

Ike's pro debut. He'd asked Natchan what she meant by "dangerous person," and the 

bottom line of her explanation is that Ike really seems to enjoy attacking/beating his 

opponent. This flashback was apparently triggered by Coach Aoi's comment that Ike 

"can wholeheartedly enjoy the maneuvering of this sort of fight." So Natchan's opinion 

supports Coach Aoi's. 

 

Ch. 361 

So Nabae had gotten the first point in Ike's service with a lob. 0-15. Play continues with 

a rally. Watching Ike closely, Nabae thinks this footwork is an A...If it's from a B-grade 

backhand spin, an opening... He catches up with Ike's return ball and takes back his 

racket. Ike judges Nabae's pose to be one for a slice that will float and he goes to the 

net. Nabae sees that (see pic 1 on mangakansou) and takes the point with a straight. 0-

30. 

 

Ike notes it was a spin and that he'd been tricked. He thinks that Nabae is skillful, but 

that he (Ike) is also unsatisfactory/naive. Ei-chan wonders if Nabae's pose for a slice 

was an invitation/temptation, and he thinks Nabae is calm. Nabae wants to attack 

before Ike does, but when he can't do that, he'll trick Ike using effective tactics he'd 

thought of, escape, defend, and evade. 

 



Ike sends his serve wide, and Nabae returns. Ike returns that with a strong crosscourt 

shot. Nabae returns that. Ike again returns it at a sharp angle with a strong shot, and it's 

a winner (see pic 2 on mangakansou). 15-30. Ike: Yeah! 

 

Ei-chan notes that Ike had kept driving his shots at a sharp angle and had taken the 

point with yet another angle shot. He wonders how far Ike will take his bold attacks. 

Nabae believes the problem isn't his not being able to surpass Ike's nonstandard 

offensive ability; the problem is how to surpass this tennis using strategy. 

 

Ike notes he's starting to sizzle (catch fire), but his level of fire is insufficient. His next 

serve is to the center. Nabae returns it again to the border with a forehand cross. Ike 

reminds himself that his opponent is a wild boy who has gained composure, and that if 

he (Nabae?) bears it in such a way that he doesn't extinguish his fire, he'll become 

mighty. Ike goes around and cuts in on the ball; using his forehand, he hits a cross in 

the opposite direction. Nabae notes that Ike had properly fixed the ball he'd missed a 

little while earlier (probably referring to ch.359 where Ike persisted in using his forehand 

beyond 65% of the forehand side of court). He believes Ike is temporarily lowering his 

offensive ability and is waiting for a chance to attack. Nabae returns it with a backhand 

cross. Ike returns it with a backhand straight: "How's that?" Nabae starts to run early. Ei-

chan concludes Nabae had predicted what Ike did. Nabae goes for a winner, but to his 

regret, the ball goes into the net. 30-30. Nabae wonders if he'd tried too hard. Ike notes 

the danger and thinks his playing is half-baked. Nabae concludes that he wasn't, that if 

his attacks lets up for even an instant, Ike won't let him get away. Continuing to apply 

this steady pressure is his greatest defense. Ike thinks Nabae doesn't want to let Ike 

catch fire so easily. 

 

Ei-chan's heart is pounding. He marvels that it's such a furious scramble for the lead. 

Coach Aoi points out that it should soon be time for Ei-chan's match. Ei-chan gasps and 

agrees. Coach Aoi tells Ei-chan to go and warm up at a convenient point (in the match). 

Ei-chan says yes. He thinks that the 8th game had taken a different turn from before. 

Even though it's Ike's serve, he'd been compelled to resist desperately because the 

techniques that Nabae unleashed one after another were quite varied. Nabae takes the 

next point with a drop shot. 30-40. Nabae strikes a triumphant pose. 

 

Ei-chan thinks that Nabae was focusing 120% power in order to break this game, that 

even Ike seemed to be at a loss how to continue, and that several times the advantage 

of the serve was about to go from Ike to Nabae, but Ike didn't completely surrender it. 



Ike takes the point with a backhand straight. Deuce. Nabae thinks that even if Ike's 

offensive ability drops, his posture of constant offense is unchanged. Finally, after 

deuce repeated 4 times, in the end, Ike decides it with an ace to the center and holds 

his serve (see pics 3 and 4 on mangakansou). 

 

Ike's coaches: We can say that the one just now is the result of the strengthening of his 

serve, can't we?; He shouldn't get to the point of being about to be broken! 

 

Takagi comments that losing this chance must hurt. But Nabae's coach disagrees, 

saying that this sort of game will be linked to the next one. Then the 9th game, where 

Nabae has his back to the wall (probably because the score for the 1st set should be 5-

3), starts. Maintaining the upper hand, Nabae securely held his serve. 

 

Coach Aoi tells Ei-chan they should get going. They depart from the court. At that time, 

cheers go up, coming from the court. Ei-chan: Eh? End of chapter. 

 

The title for the next chapter is "Catching Fire." 

 

What a cliffhanger. But given the title for ch.362, I think it's safe to say that Ike will step 

up his game. 

= = = 

Corrections to the summary: Nabae thinks that if his attacks let up for even an instant, 

Ike won't let him get away. Coach Aoi tells Ei-chan to go and warm up at a convenient 

point (in the match). Ronnie's reply to Ike's other coach is that Ike shouldn't get to the 

point of being about to be broken! Coach Aoi prompts Ei-chan to leave at the end of the 

9th game, and they leave together. 

 

Additions: When Nabae's shot went into the net and the score tied at 30-30, the crowd 

response is "Almost but not quite!" and "But it's a good attack on Nabae's part." The 

teaser blurb says "The 10th game...!? What's happening?!!" 

 

Ch. 362 

Ike took the first set. And Asano shows up with a bit of advice for Ei-chan! Wahoo! And 

it seems Asano had never lost to Monma. And Asano tells Ei-chan that he'd accepted 

the offer to coach the national team because he'd lost to Ei-chan, and that if Ei-chan 

defeats Monma, it might influence the decision to appoint Ei-chan to the B Team. 

Details to follow. 



= = = 

Okay, so on hearing the cheering from center court, Ei-chan hesitates and turns to 

Coach Aoi, who then agrees "just for a short while." And they go back inside. Ei-chan 

thinks that cheer just now was Ike's point...which means the one just now was probably 

an Ike super shot. Ike's at the net. Nabae hits a tight shot aimed at the line. Ike returns it 

with a cross, and Nabae also returns with a cross. With his arm extended, Ike pulls off a 

drop volley (see pic 1 on mangakansou). 30-0. 

 

Again the audience cheers: Unbelievable!; What was that just now...? Even Ei-chan's 

surprised, thinking that a drop shot at an acute angle with that posture is impossible, 

when Nabae had twice hit a path that normally would have escaped Ike. He thinks even 

just touching the ball is amazing; hitting a ball to the opposite of his opponent, plus 

doing it so "it's only here" (I think he means the ball lands close, so Ike controlled the 

power) is... 

 

Ike serves. Nabae returns it down the line. Ike gets around the ball, surprising Nabae 

and Ei-chan. Ei-chan thinks that even though up to now Ike returned balls over there 

with his backhand, Ike cut in with his forehand...so Nabae can't go back to the center 

because he has to watch out for Ike's strong straight (see pic 2 on mangakansou). Ike 

clinches it with a crosscourt shot. 40-0. 

 

Coach Aoi comments that with this, he thinks Ike has totally caught fire. Ei-chan 

wonders what triggered it. Coach Aoi replies that even Ike thinks he'd actually done all 

sorts of things; after always going on the offense, he endures and fights his 

opponent...Ike relies on his intuition in order to "catch fire" at a suitable time. Ei-chan 

asks if that means Ike can voluntarily ignite his fire. Coach Aoi speculates that since it's 

intuition, it probably doesn't mean Ike can do it any time. But Ei-chan is still in awe. 

Coach Aoi adds that he thinks the condition Ike calls "catching fire" might be the "zone," 

that it's said there are players who can enter the zone on their own when they reach top 

rank, but Ike might also be trying to get to that stage. Coach Aoi concludes that at any 

rate, Ike's mental strength is special. 

 

Ike wins the first set with a powerful backhand. Nabae thinks he had a chance in the 

first set...but he's back to square one. Coach Aoi suggests that's enough. Ei-chan 

agrees and adds that he's glad to have seen Ike fired up. 

 

Ei-chan goes outside and warms up. Then Coach Aoi tells him the previous match (the 



first women's semifinals) is over and suggests they get moving. There, they're hailed by 

Asano who congratulates Ei-chan for making it to the Top 4 from the prelims. He 

comments that Ei-chan is flourishing and adds that he'd spontaneously come to root for 

Ei-chan. 

 

Surprised, Ei-chan acknowledges Asano, while Coach Aoi greets him. Asano comments 

that it will soon be the match with Monma. Ei-chan confirms this and explains that they 

were about to head over. Asano notes they don't have much time. He explains there's 

something he wants to tell Ei-chan beforehand—frankly it's just two things...so he'll do it 

while they move (head over to Court 1). 

 

The first is advice for Ei-chan from he (Asano) who has never lost to Monma. He asks 

permission to do so from Aoi. Coach Aoi replies what he wants to hear it. Asano says 

Monma is strongest when he's fortifying his defense for that instant of attack. If he 

(Asano) has to say more, it's a matter of varying between defense and offense 

extremely distinctly. Ei-chan echoes, "it's a matter of...?" Asano explains it's a short time, 

but Ei-chan's chance is when Monma releases his "iron shield" defense and switches to 

offense. Ei-chan admits that's something he and Coach Aoi had considered yesterday, 

and they're wondering if that's the only thing there is. Asano replies that it's difficult to 

plainly say "it's this and that"...but the cornerstone of Monma's tennis is defense, so it's 

easier to break it down in a situation that doesn't require defense. However, he mustn't 

simply provide Monma with a situation where Monma can attack. Ei-chan puzzles over 

that: where defense isn't necessary but it's hard to attack? He asks, "What sort of 

situation is that, specifically?" Asano replies that that's why he'd said he can't plainly say 

it, and orders Ei-chan to think about it. Ei-chan's all "R-Right!" 

 

The second thing Asano wants to tell Ei-chan is that because he lost to Ei-chan...he's 

taken over as coach of the national team. Ei-chan marvels that it's because Asano lost 

to him. Coach Aoi welcomes the news Asano will take up coaching. Asano continues, 

saying that if Ei-chan defeats Monma, it might have an influence on Ei-chan, who's still 

young, being on the national B Team, so then, he'll rely on Ei-chan. Ei-chan remembers 

Natchan had mentioned the B Team, and tells Asano he'll do his best. 

 

As Asano takes his leave, Ei-chan says he (Ei-chan) also has something he wanted to 

tell Asano: his being able to make it to the Top 4 is due to Asano. Then he thanks 

Asano. For a moment, Asano looked blank, then he replies that he'd wondered if that 

was the case (see pic 3 on mangakansou). He adds that he'd said it before, but he has 



hopes for Ei-chan's tennis, and then he orders Ei-chan to do his best (as a favor to 

Asano). Ei-chan agrees. 

 

Right then, Monma happens to pass between them and excuses himself. Eating a 

banana (see pic 4 on mangakansou), Monma heads for the venue. Then Coach Aoi 

says, "Well, let's go!" 

 

End of chapter. No title for the next chapter mentioned. 

 

So now there's a logical reason for Asano to coach Ei-chan while Ei-chan is still starting 

out on his pro career and not yet pulling in big bucks. In other words, Ei-chan really 

needs to defeat Monma now! 

= = = 

Man, the imagery Asano uses for Monma is just so funny! I guess instead of "iron wall" 

(the standard translation of the kanji), "iron shield" would be more appropriate. 

 

Oh, that spoiler post was incomplete. The second thing Asano wanted to tell Ei-chan 

was if Ei-chan defeats Monma, it might have an influence on Ei-chan, who's still young, 

being on the national B Team, so then, he'll rely on Ei-chan. (In other words, as a coach 

relies on a player in his charge to win.) 

 

And Monma doesn't just pass by, he passes between them. 

 

The blurb says "The reigning 4-time champion of the All Japan, Monma! At last, the 

decisive battle...!" The next chapter announcement says Baby Steps has been allowed 

not to appear in the next issue (#46). The next chapter will be in issue #47, the 8th 

anniversary of Baby Steps' serialization, and will have a color page. 

 

Ch. 363 

Just a few details first, because I have Skip Beat! and that has priority. When one of Ei-

chan's returns goes into the net, Monma actually shouts "Oi!" (Hey!) (see pic 1 on page 

2) apparently at Ei-chan, and then he apologizes. Asano and Coach Aoi take it that 

Monma has high expectations of Ei-chan, because Ei-chan's errors are apparently 

pissing off Monma. 

 

It turns out that Monma had called Asano "yesterday" and asked for info on Ei-chan. 

And Asano—of course—told him, including the countermeasures Asano was able to 



devise; makes sense since Asano is already the national team's coach. He tells Coach 

Aoi (see pic 2 on page 2) that he'd done so for Ei-chan's sake! 

 

Details to follow.  

= = = 

The title of ch.363 is "Pressure." 

 

So Ei-chan had headed for the venue (Court 1). When he'd spoken with Asano who was 

waiting for him there, Monma also starts heading for the venue, while eating a banana. 

Coach Aoi notes that Japan's strongest baseliner has appeared. Taking his leave of 

Coach Aoi and Asano, Ei-chan wonders why Monma is eating a banana before the 

match, when he usually eats it during the match to replenish his sugar levels. 

 

The two enter the venue. Audience reactions: Ah, there he is!; It's Monma Ayumu!; 

Monma-san is cool!; Oh, behind him is Maruo, the finalist who's the first in history to 

come from the prelims?; He's young and has a small build, doesn't he?; Isn't that 

because he's still a high schooler? 

 

Ei-chan realizes he's also being noticed. Monma stops at the court entrance, swallows 

his banana, and bows to the court, saying "Yoroshiku onegaishimasu" (basically 

"Please treat me well" but has other translations depending on the situation).  

 

Audience: Monma!; Two more until your 5th consecutive championship!; Do your best! 

 

Ei-chan thinks Monma's bow was kinda cool, like Monma was getting the court to allow 

him to use it from here on, so Ei-chan also bows to the court, then enters it. 

 

Kageyama marvels at the audience, commenting that among Ei-chan's matches to date, 

it has the most number of visitors. Yukichi explains the match is being carried even 

online, so it would be watched all the more live. 

 

Ei-chan and Monma go to the middle of the court. Monma chooses to serve. Then the 

5-minute warm-up before the match starts. Ei-chan thinks he'd watched a lot of videos 

of Monma's matches. He believes he has sufficient info (see pic 1 on p.1 of 

mangakansou; the image is too small, so I won't even try to translate it). He and Coach 

Aoi had also thought up various countermeasures. And he'd gotten an unexpected hint 

from Asano. Plus, because he didn't have a match yesterday, he was able to conserve 



his physical strength and to watch in person the best match right before (probably 

referring to Ike vs Nabae). He can face a match with his strongest opponent yet in his 

best condition after the best image training (possibly also referring to Ike vs Nabae).  

 

Then the 3-set match starts with Monma's serve. Ei-chan sets up, thinking Monma's 

serves are fast ball, mainly flats and spins. Monma's serve is a flat to the center. He's 

able to get an ace since Ei-chan doesn't touch it. But Ei-chan classifies the serve as a 

flat, fast ball. He looks toward the speed indicator, which reads 190 kph. He concludes 

that while it's fast from the start, it's not as fast as Takuma's. 

 

Asano comments that Monma is quite fired up from the start (which is supported by 

Monma's very early banana consumption). 

 

The next serve is a fast slice, again to the center. Ei-chan returns it. Then Monma 

returns it. As Ei-chan returns it, he plans to send it deep and flat, lowering the pace 

once with a curving spin. When Monma returns it, he looks momentarily angry. The next 

Ei-chan plans is a slice with a long flight and doesn't bound...to somehow restore the 

disadvantage (?). Monma cuts in on that ball with his forehand. Ei-chan wonders if 

Monma will attack immediately here and that therefore this is the point where Monma 

shifts to offense. Monma pulls off a shot crosscourt (see pic 2 on p.1 of mangakansou). 

30-0. 

 

Ei-chan thinks he wants to do something...here...but... (Apparently he doesn't yet know 

what to do.) Monma stares in Ei-chan's direction without saying anything—which 

catches Ei-chan's attention and makes him wonder what that's about. Ei-chan feels a 

weird pressure, like he's being scolded. He questions whether it's a tactic to shake him 

mentally, similar to Takagi's. But he thinks it's not that sort of weird feeling. Then Ei-

chan reminds himself it's not something to worry about; in the first place, there's no 

reason for him to be scolded during a match. He thinks that Monma is quite relentless, 

as expected, but there's also the guts of his (Ei-chan's) tennis to date; varying his tempo 

and types of shots isn't very effective. Though it's his opponent's serve, he (Ei-chan) 

hasn't seen a single opening so far. But still he returned the first serve. He has also felt 

for himself the stroke that boasts of an iron-shield defense. He's also seen the point 

when Monma switches from defense to offense, which he has to do something about. 

He was defeated in one blow, but...he'll manage to return it...prior to that, he'll play in 

such a way that won't allow Monma to easily hit it. For that purpose, he'll do everything 

he can, one at a time, from here on. 



 

He returns Monma's serve and a rally commences. Ei-chan tries hitting a forehand slice, 

wondering if it will result in an opening. Monma returns it calmly and goes to the net. Ei-

chan notes that Monma's timing is completely unshaken, and that he'd aimed at a tough 

spot and come forward. Ei-chan reminds himself it's his return game and decides to play 

boldly: Go! However, the backhand that he'd hit boldly goes into the net. 

 

Monma shouts, "Oi!" (see pic 1 on p.2 of mangakansou). Both the umpire and the 

audience are surprised. Monma apologizes, "Ah...No. Excuse me..." Ei-chan thinks 

"Eh...Huh? Just a...What was that just now...? Saying 'Oi,' don't tell me he's really mad? 

At whom...? At me...?" 

 

Play continues. Monma's serve is a flat wide. He's able to get another ace, so he holds 

his first game. 

 

Smiling slightly, Asano comments that this might be Monma's having considerable 

expectations of Ei-chan. Coach Aoi agrees. Asano adds that it's something he'd 

somewhat realized because of yesterday. Coach Aoi asks what. Asano explains he'd 

gotten a call from Monma, saying he wants to learn about Ei-chan, and had been 

questioned thoroughly. Coach Aoi assumes Asano had told Monma as usual. Asano 

confirms this with a big smile: "Of course. I also included the countermeasures I've been 

able to think of. Everything, you see. Because this is also for Maruo-kun's sake." 

 

Ei-chan is certain Monma is an amazing guy, but Ei-chan totally can't tell what Monma 

is thinking... End of chapter. 

 

The title of the next chapter is "Aim." 

 

So it sounds like Asano went to give Ei-chan pointers to level the playing field, since 

Monma had Ei-chan's info—and more—from Asano. 

= = = 

So Ei-chan's notes on Monma: 

 

Height: 180 cm Affiliation: Kantou Bank 

Current ATP ranking: 54th / JTA ranking: 2nd 

One-handed forehand / Two-handed backhand 



 

Characteristics of play:  

 Standard strokes are short for flats for both forehand and backhand; top spins 

are stable with strong power. 

 Backhand slices have strong rotation, and are more frequently used in defense 

than offense. 

 Defense is varied for the one blow where he switches to attack his opponent. His 

ability to defend at the baseline is at the level of the best in Japan. 

 He often goes on the offense after he has surely stolen the advantage. 

 Decisive ability is high after he's gotten the upper hand. 

 He doesn't have many tricky attacks. 

 His serves are also straight balls with spin and power. The probability of his first 

serves is high. 

 

Corrections to the summary. After the second serve (the one after the ace that brought 

the score to 15-0), it was Monma's return that was deep and flat. Ei-chan returned that 

with a curving spin to lower the pace once. That lowering of pace seems to be what 

prompted Monma's momentarily angry look. Monma's return was again deep and flat. 

Ei-chan returned that with a slice with a long flight that didn't bound...apparently to buy 

himself time to somehow recover from the disadvantage. 

 

The teaser blurb says "As expected, an expert! Monma! The reason for that anger...!?" 

 

Ch. 364 

Ei-chan thinks that although Monma held his serve smoothly, Ei-chan has the 

impression that there's something that doesn't sit well with Monma. Since anger 

basically lowers performance, Ei-chan believes it should be an advantage for him. 

Anyway, it doesn't change what Ei-chan will do: first, he'll hold his serve using his own 

tennis. He serves to the center, and Monma returns it with a backhand. Ei-chan notes 

that his fast spin serve on a good course was easily returned and that Monma's play is 

composed. 

 

Monma scolds himself: when I hear he's a young man of whom much is 

expected...blood unconsciously rushes to my head. And what would happen because of 

that? 

 

Ei-chan returns with a slice, because it would be a better follow-up to his spin serve 



rather than an exchange of strong shots with an opponent who's a power hitter. Monma 

notes that Ei-chan's shot is again not a power shot...a change of pace to run away from 

power. 

 

Monma's return takes Ei-chan by surprise. Even though it's Ei-chan's service, his 

changes in tempo and ball types aren't effective at all...on the contrary, he's being 

cornered. This is the iron-shield defense!? In which case, he decides to compete: after 

the slice, his next shot will be a strong flat that leverages this power. Monma reacts so 

quickly to Ei-chan's ball that Ei-chan realizes Monma is switching to offense. Monma 

thinks that a change of pace while being cornered can't be called strategy...it's just "a 

gamble" (see pic 1 on p.1 of mangakansou). He puts away the ball with a forehand 

straight. 0-15. 

 

Audience response: There it is! Monma's swift attack!; Don't lose! High schooler who 

came up through the prelims! 

 

Ei-chan reminds himself that Monma is ranked 54th in the world...the use of ordinary 

change of pace is out of the question. It's still the initial phase, but he can only go before 

it's too late. (Sounds like Ei-chan is applying the lesson he learned during the 2R of the 

Bradenton.) He recalls the final phase of the match with Tanemura: tempo, rotation, 

course, he'd upped the quality of all those...a high-risk change of pace that used Asano 

as a reference... 

 

Ei-chan sends his serve wide, and Monma returns it with a backhand. Ei-chan thinks 

that when his fast flat serve goes in...he'll go for a sharp angle with all his strength. He 

hits that with his backhand, and Monma returns it. The shot had created an open court, 

so Ei-chan goes for a swift attack. Monma catches up with the ball with uncanny 

speed—which startles Ei-chan. Monma's racket just barely fails to touch the ball (see 

pic 2 on p.1 of mangakansou), but Ei-chan's shot is out by a narrow margin. 0-30. 

 

Ei-chan thinks that even though he's aiming excessively enough to make errors, with 

half a step...then he corrects himself...no, Monma might have deliberately shown that to 

him. Monma is the exact opposite of Tanemura...no matter what the ball, he'll chase it to 

the end without giving up. Ei-chan is sure of that. He gulps. 

 

Play continues and a rally starts. Monma's movements suddenly speed up. Ei-chan 

wonders whether Monma will attack when he's been pushed into a pitched battle (in 



other words, they're on an even footing). Ei-chan thinks that if this is the point when 

Monma switches to offense, it's worth aiming for. 

 

Monma's backhand goes crosscourt—as Ei-chan predicted, but Ei-chan thinks that with 

this power and depth, a halfhearted change of pace will be useless. Therefore, he 

decides to leverage this power with a blow that's a sudden turn-around! He hits it down 

the line with a backhand (see pic 3 on p.1 of mangakansou). Monma gives chase, 

thinking it's this again! This time it's settled right on the line. 15-30. 

 

Ei-chan exhales, relieved he's managed to get one point. However, Monma thinks it's 

the same as in the earlier game: because Ei-chan's being driven, he hit an excessively 

aimed shot, only this time, it went in by chance. 

 

Coach Aoi then asks Asano what sort of things he told Monma about Ei-chan. Asano 

replies that he'd said Ei-chan is similar to him (Asano) whom Monma had difficulty with, 

and that Monma had then gotten mad, claiming it's impossible for there to be a high 

schooler who's similar to Asano. 

 

Coach Aoi notes that in the use of change of pace to counter power, Ei-chan is similar 

to Asano. Asano agrees, but adds that Monma's perspective is different: Asano's style 

is something that had been able to survive the periods where technique and power 

appeared alternately in the tennis world, so it can't be learned in a short time. 

 

Coach Aoi says Monma has a point there: Ei-chan went through a lot of trouble to 

rebuild his body, but he hasn't tried to counter the (abovementioned) period of power 

with power. Asano, however, argues that's just because he wasn't as smart as Ei-chan. 

 

Coach Aoi laughs, then asks what advice Asano gave Monma. Asano replies that in 

reality, Monma's true strength is superior, so he'd told Monma frankly "It's better if you 

played your own tennis." Nevertheless, those notes...in other words, he'd also 

suggested "You shouldn't take his info and tactics lightly." That's new tennis, even for 

Monma...meaning "You should clinch it before your own tennis is thoroughly analyzed 

unnoticed and the situation changes." 

 

Play continues with a rally. Monma returns a shot and goes to the net. Ei-chan notes 

that even though a good serve went in, he's thwarted by Monma's iron-shield defense, 

and when he's at a loss about how to continue, he suddenly receives a counterattack. 



He decides that if he's taking on risks...he'll hit a controlled shot when Monma switches 

from defense to offense. He hits a straight with his forehand; however, it's just barely out 

(see pic 1 on p.2 of mangakansou). 15-40. Yukichi notes Ei-chan is already in a pinch, a 

double break point. 

 

Ei-chan concludes it's useless. Despite his opponent being fundamentally defensive, no 

matter what he does, he's cornered first, and he always ends up responding too late. In 

which case, he has to play in such a way that he won't be cornered...For that...he'll 

increase the risk even more, and increase the power and accuracy of his balls...!... Then 

he reconsiders: Enough of that already. That's just a reckless vicious circle. He has to 

do something before he's broken at the start and can't recover. If he uses "a situation 

where Monma has difficulty attacking but doesn't need to defend," which Asano had 

mentioned...if he loosens the defense of Monma who attacks while defending, he might 

also be able to throw off the rhythm of Monma's attack at the same time...it's passive 

rather than a breakthrough, but he needs a change now. 

 

Monma attributes thoughts like "If things go well, the flow will come to me" and "If I get 

one, the situation will change" to Ei-chan's tennis. He thinks can't allow a tennis that 

relies on such unreliable results to carry Japan. He mentally tells Ei-chan: The break 

point that will influence this match, how you choose will influence your life in a major 

way. Come at me with that conviction! 

 

End of chapter. The title of the next chapter is "Responsibility." 

 

Man, Monma is totally focused on Japan's chances in the Davis Cup, it seems. Now that 

Asano has pointed out that Ei-chan's smarter than he is, I really want Ei-chan to show 

Monma what he can do! 

= = = 

A couple of corrections to the spoiler summary: After Ei-chan got a point, Monma 

compared it to the earlier game, not earlier in the game. The "If things go well, the flow 

will come to me" and "If I get one, the situation will change" were actually thoughts that 

Monma used as examples of Ei-chan's tennis. 

 

The teaser blurb says "A Pinch Already! Will He Be Able to Pull Through!?" 

 

So apparently Monma doesn't consider Ei-chan to be proactive and he seems to think 

Ei-chan relies on luck, not trial-and-error. Now I really want Ei-chan to show Monma the 



error of his thinking! If Monma falls back on long rallies because Ei-chan isn't attacking, 

it should give Ei-chan time to thoroughly analyze Monma's tennis. Then we shall see! 

 

Ch. 365 

So in the second game, the first of Ei-chan's service, the score stands at 15-40. Yukichi 

comments that Ei-chan is suddenly at risk of being broken in his first service. Ei-chan 

thinks his errors are the result of his going for high-risk counterattacks while he was 

being cornered...and the counterattack he received is the result of his carelessly 

attempting a power contest while he was being cornered...Generally speaking, the main 

point is to play in such a way that he isn't cornered first. 

 

He remembers Asano's words: A situation where Monma-kun doesn't need to defend 

but can't easily attack... He thinks, "A situation where he doesn't need to defend...and 

yet is hard to attack...how's this!?" He hits a slow spin serve to the center. Monma 

returns it, noting that its rotation is strong but not enough to throw off his timing. 

 

Ei-chan thinks Monma returned it calmly, so here he sends it strong and deep. Monma 

again notes the strong spin (see pic 1, page 1 on mangakansou). Ei-chan thinks that 

since this ball is slow, Monma won't be particularly wary about having to defend; 

however, because the spin is strong and the ball is deep, it's a situation that's hard to 

attack. Monma returns it down the line. 

 

Ei-chan realizes his change of pace, which isn't producing an effect, is temporarily 

sealed. But first of all, he'll desperately defend the advantage of his serve with this ball. 

Returning the ball, he thinks Monma is awaiting a moment to attack while defending. Ei-

chan thinks he isn't just not allowing Monma to bring in that pattern, but that with the 

ball's spread and depth, he isn't allowing him to attack. 

 

The rally continues. Ei-chan thinks that both the type of ball and its course are limited, 

so it becomes monotonous, but...he's able to avoid the initiative being stolen. 

However...this is where the problem starts... 

 

Coach Aoi comments that the pace slowed down. Asano t that this is also one correct 

solution. (I guess he was referring to when he told Ei-chan to think for himself situation 

of "no need for defense but hard to attack.") 

 

Monma wonders if Ei-chan is copying Asano. Then he mentally tells Ei-chan: "Don't 



think you can play like Asano-san from hereon." He hits the ball straight with his 

backhand. 

 

Ei-chan continues to return the ball deep with a spin. Because the chances of a fast ball 

receiving a counterattack are high, he can't use it... He contemplates what sort of attack 

among them he'll integrate with this flat of Monma's... He notes that this flat is powerful 

but stable, so he can't hope for an error...and yet...if he waits for the moment when 

Monma switches to offense—and he doesn't know when it will come—he'll make no 

progress! Instead, the one who continues to be troubled by the physical stalemate is 

him. Ei-chan concludes he can only move forward...and attack with a slow ball! With his 

backhand, he hits a super angled shot crosscourt with a spin (see pic 2, page 1 on 

mangakansou). 

 

Monma notes it's a super angle shot that bounds outward. Ei-chan thinks it's no good 

because Monma's able to catch up with the ball. He wonders where Monma will aim. 

Monma hits the ball down the line (see pic 3, page 1 on mangakansou). Ei-chan doesn't 

touch it, but it's just barely out. 30-40. 

 

Monma tsks loudly, surprising Ei-chan. Monma thinks it's a good shot, but it's the 

assumed range... He decides there won't be a second one. Ei-chan notes his ball had 

been overtaken perfectly and was hit a strong blow. This angle ball is close to his 

best...even so, being beaten that badly...he decides he can't use this shot with this 

deployment for the next while... He wonders if there's nothing else...a way to slip out of 

this deadlock...with a slow ball...a shot to link to the next, even if it won't settle the point 

in one blow. The umpire calls 15 seconds. Ei-chan concludes he can only work out 

something while playing. 

 

He sends his serve wide, and Monma returns it. Ei-chan thinks that if his shot is just a 

bit weak, he'll be pushed in, so he goes strong and deep. 

 

The rally continues. Kageyama comments that it's somehow longer than usual. But 

Yukichi counters that both sides are aiming for a slight opening, so it's a strange tension. 

Coach Aoi notes that this sort of contest of endurance is also Ei-chan's forte, but his 

opponent is Monma. Asano agrees, explaining that Monma is the backbone of Japan's 

national team, because he's the man entrusted with the final deciding match even in the 

recent Davis Cup. Coach Aoi adds that it was a match that decided whether Japan 

would be retained in the world group. 



 

Flashback to the recent Davis Cup: The 5th match, the 12th game of the final set. The 

opponent is Colombia. The reporter announces: "Japan's Monma! He has a dangerous 

tenacity against an opponent with superior world ranking! Surviving 3 match points, he 

finally grabbed match point! We're depending on you, Monma! Save Japan somehow! 

Japan's National Team...staff...cheering party, everyone is holding their breath while 

watching... Monma really gets into it while being swung around! A tough development... 

Will a chance come? Keep at it, Monma..." 

 

A ball hit from an awkward position decides the point. Monma triumphs, and Japan's 

retention in the world group is decided. Incidentally, the score is 4-6, 7-5, 1-6, 7-6, 7-5. 

 

Ike and the other jubilant players on the national team rush up to Monma, calling his 

name. But Monma holds them off. They're surprised. He say that he understands they 

want to hug him, but orders them not to touch him. Swaying, he exchanges a 

handshake with his opponent. Then he sits on the bench, somehow injured. The nail on 

the side of the little toe in his left foot had detached and was soaked with blood. Monma 

had played in such a way that no one had realized. 

 

The players' and coaches' reactions: No way! How could you play?; Was it when you 

crashed into the wall in the final stage? Why didn't you take a timeout?; He probably 

pushed himself and hid it completely so that it wouldn't stop the flow; Monma-

san...Monma-san? 

 

Monma had fainted while seated (see pic 1, page 2 on mangakansou), surprising all 

those present. They hadn't noticed because he was wearing his sunglasses. Someone 

gives an order to lift him slowly. End of flashback. 

 

Asano comments that that had made known to the world that guy's fearsomeness. 

Coach Aoi agrees that that's exactly the persevering Monma. Asano also thinks that, 

more than anything, Monma has continued to endure even the pressure of carrying 

Japan's tennis world for a number of years now. Even if Ei-chan's strong point is his 

mental strength, Asano can't imagine it would be a good plan for Ei-chan to challenge 

Monma there. 

 

Monma mentally tells Ei-chan: "If it's a war of attrition, I'll stick with you even until 

tomorrow morning. If it's not, attack me with techniques and tactics on Asano-san's 



level!" 

 

Ei-chan thinks he knows he has to attack...if he chooses an even-somewhat-easier-to-

attack ball...and goes for a winner with a slow ball the same way... Ei-chan hits a drop 

shot, surprising Monma (see pic 2, page 2 on mangakansou). 

 

End of chapter. The title of the next chapter is "All-out Attack." 

 

Hmm...it looks like Ei-chan's inviting Monma to switch to offense by hitting that drop shot, 

which he considers slightly easier to attack. I guess in doing so, Ei-chan's trying to 

control when Monma switches over, so that he has a better chance of responding to the 

attack. If that's the case and Monma realizes what Ei-chan is doing, Monma might 

hesitate to go on the offense, which should still have the effect of throwing off Monma's 

timing, right? 

= = = 

Corrections and additions to the summary: It's Ei-chan's change of pace that he 

acknowledges isn't producing an effect, so it's temporarily sealed. Asano doesn't point 

out that this is also one correct solution; he just thinks this. When Monma's shot went 

out, Monma tsks loudly. 

 

In the flashback, after Monma hits the winning shot, the reporter announces "He did it...! 

Finally... Monma did it! Japan's retention in the world group is decided!" Oooh! It looks 

like the No.3 in Japan shows up in the flashback...yup, that Kouno/Kawano is the guy 

beside Ike while they were watching Monma's match and the other recognizable player 

besides Ike among those who are stopped by Monma when they rush out to hug him. 

 

After Monma sat down, the exclamations around him are: You're hurt!?; I/We didn't 

notice at all...!; Eh!? Where!? Then after the injury was revealed and someone 

speculated Monma had hidden his injury so that it wouldn't stop the flow, someone else 

says "He even deceived his supporters?!" After they realize he'd passed out, the audio 

from the TV that Coach Aoi was watching says: I/We hadn't noticed because he's 

wearing sunglasses!; It seems like there was an accident on the Japanese side...?; Lift 

him slowly! 

 

Ei-chan's last thought just before he hits the drop shot is "If I choose an even-

somewhat-easier-to-attack ball...and go for a winner with a slow ball the same way..." 



 

The blurb says "Aiming to overcome a world-class barrier, Ei-chan comes out hitting!" 

 

Volume 38 extra 

It's about the time when Ei-chan went to Natchan's place and he'd met her older sister, 

Mika. Natchan's parents get home, having bought the ice cream from Shinjuku that 

Natchan likes. The father comments on Natchan's appearance and asks if she's about 

to go out. Natchan explains that Ei-chan had come a little while ago. The mother says 

(probably she as in the mother, but could mean he as in Ei-chan) wanted to meet (him if 

it's the mother who wanted to meet, but Natchan if it's Ei-chan who wanted to meet). 

The father asks if Mika also met Ei-chan, and she says she did. So the father asks if all 

three were there (by implication, if Mika acted as chaperon). Mika confirms this as she 

takes a spoonful of pudding—which turns out to be expensive pudding that Natchan had 

given Mika as a bribe (probably to leave her and Ei-chan alone for a while). 

 

Ch. 366 

Ack! Ei-chan gets broken. But it looks like E-chan counted that last rally as his win 

because the one whose ability to focus broke first was Monma. Details to follow. I'm still 

finishing stuff at work. 

= = = 

Details: So Ei-chan hit a drop shot. The spectators consider his shot skillful. Ei-chan 

wonders if it's still weak. Monma returns the shot. Ei-chan notes that Monma was able 

to get it, but that Monma's posture is off. With this, he believes they're roughly on an 

even footing and he'll get a shot past Monma. 

 

However, Monma promptly heads back down the court (see pic 1 on mangakansou). Ei-

chan's surprised, noting Monma's fast return to the baseline. Monma returns the ball, 

thinking this point isn't all or nothing. He'll accept willpower. 

 

Ei-chan concludes that he's doubling back to a situation where he's again aiming for a 

chance with just a strong spin. Then he corrects himself, that his options decreased for 

having displayed a drop shot. It's good he had finished it without taking risks earlier, 

but...as it is, if the rally extends, he'd be at a disadvantage stamina-wise, so he wonders 

what he should do, how would Asano get through this situation, and what Monma wants 

to do here. He asks himself if he isn't he going to move against Monma in this stalemate. 

 

The rally continues. Monma thinks that if the situation where you can neither push nor 



pull stretches out...for some reason you'll completely rely on even your opponent's 

intention to suppress you. That's because tennis is that much of a lonely struggle. Ei-

chan returns the ball with an effort. 

 

Monma cuts in on the ball with his forehand. His thoughts continue: However, if 

someone who actively defends turns passive, that means he's surrendered the upper 

hand. Ei-chan manages return to Monma's strong crosscourt shot (see pic 2 on 

mangakansou) but realizes he's completely lost the upper hand. He wonders if Monma 

will switch to offense. However, he thinks that in this situation, a break point is too risky. 

Since it's come to this, there's no tactics nor bullshit. He'll just return the ball to a 

somewhat safe spot. 

 

Asano comments that it's tough when the upper hand has been stolen in a long rally like 

this. Coach Aoi adds that Ei-chan can't move as he intends, so he'll get excessively 

tired. He also notes that Ei-chan's turning into Asano, as Monma had said, is even more 

difficult. Asano argues that Ei-chan doesn't need to turn into him (Asano), because Ei-

chan has something Asano lacks. 

 

Ei-chan thinks he wants to change this situation with a slow ball. He hits a slow slice 

deep with a strong spin (see pic 3 on mangakansou), taking Monma and the audience 

by surprise. Ei-chan thinks this ball won't bound, so Monma's flat type of shot will be 

easier to float. If it throws off Monma's timing even a little, he'll also have a chance in 

one go. 

 

However, Monma handles it without difficulty. As he expected, Ei-chan is tenacious at a 

break point. He thinks Ei-chan has more moves than he (Monma) thought.  

 

Ei-chan notes that up to now Monma still hasn't attacked even though he's gotten the 

upper hand. He wonders how cautiously Monma is going to get this one point. He thinks 

it's become an important point that will change the flow from hereon in a major way, 

depending on who gets it and how. 

 

The rally continues. Ei-chan thinks "Enough, even my breath is getting ragged... Such a 

tough one point is a first. I know it's hard to be better than Monma-san in defense, but 

that's what's needed here..." The audience comments on how long the rally has lasted 

and wonders how long it will continue. Monma notes that although Ei-chan evades 

power contests, he doesn't evade mental contests. He suspects Ei-chan has confidence 



there (in his mental strength), but unfortunately for Ei-chan, Monma does too. 

 

Ei-chan returns a forehand shot from Monma. He scolds himself: So what if he's 54th in 

the world and on the national team? I haven't started anything yet...I can't lose! 

 

Monma returns a shot, noting the strong spin. 

 

Ei-chan notices that for the first time...Monma's shot is a slow ball that's somewhat short. 

So he decides to attack that: "Go!" He hits a cross. However, Ei-chan realizes his own 

timing is also thrown off, and his shot is short. He dashes for the open court, but Monma 

hits a cross, attacking the opposite direction. Ei-chan desperately chases the ball and 

dives for it, but he's a step short and doesn't reach it (see pic 4 on mangakansou). His 

service is broken. 

 

Audience reaction: Ooooh! As expected, Monma gets the better of him in a super-long 

rally!; It was simple but tense!; This match looks like it will be long, but it's gripping! 

 

Ei-chan acknowledges that he was beaten and completely broken. However, in the rally 

just now, the one whose ability to focus broke first was Monma; on just that point, it's Ei-

chan's win. 

 

On the other hand, Monma concludes he knew Ei-chan is someone who was bound to 

get to the semifinals... Generally speaking, he's not bad. 

 

End of chapter. The title of the next chapter is "Force." The teaser blurb is apparently "A 

Hellish Exchange of Mental Cuts, Next Issue: A Sudden Development...!?" The "hellish 

exchange of mental cuts" apparently refers to this chapter. 

 

So Ei-chan's broken, but it seems he's found a gap in Monma's shield. Now he knows to 

pay attention to his own timing when he succeeds in throwing off Monma's timing. 

= = = 

Corrections to the summary: Monma doesn't think that if the situation where you can 

neither push nor pull stretches out...for some reason you'll completely rely on even your 

opponent's intention to correct himself. What he thought was that if the situation where 

you can neither push nor pull stretches out...for some reason you'll completely rely on 

even your opponent's intention to "suppress you." 

 



Coach Aoi didn't say that Ei-chan's turning into Asano is still tough going, as Monma 

had said, but that Ei-chan's turning into Asano as Monma had said is even more difficult. 

 

After Ei-chan thought "I can't lose!" and Monma returned Ei-chan's shot, Ei-chan didn't 

decide first on a slow, somewhat short ball—he noticed that for the first time...Monma's 

shot is a slow ball that's somewhat short. That was the weak return. So he attacked 

that: "Go!" 

 

Given Monma's expression in the last page, his conclusion wasn't that Ei-chan is so-so, 

but "not bad." I'll update my summary to reflect these corrections. 

 

Ch. 367 

Ei-chan was broken in his very first service game, where he'd refined his tactics and 

showed plays where he held out for each and every ball. He acknowledges to himself 

that he'd unexpectedly been broken. Moreover, his chance up to now had been just that 

one ball, which had become slightly short, that he'd held out for and had felt was the 

end. He almost wasn't able to get Monma to let him play the tennis that's typical of him 

(Ei-chan), even in his service. Their levels are different technically and in physical ability. 

Ei-chan heaves a deep sigh and reminds himself he'd created a chance with the No.54 

of the world, so it's possible he'll make one ball. 

 

On the other hand, Monma plans to proceed to the next stage. He sends his serve to 

the center. Ei-chan barely returns it. Monma puts it away with a cross in the opposite 

direction. 15-0. 

 

Ei-chan is galled, noting that with one break, Monma has released his power during his 

serve. In his return game, Ei-chan can't simply hold out with even a spin ball. Ei-chan 

remembers watching the videos of Monma's matches the day before their match. Coach 

Aoi had said that Monma's the type to expect caution no matter what kind of opponent 

he faces. When he gets the upper hand for the first time, he'll take risks that correspond 

to it. Consequently, he's rarely been known to lose to a lower-ranked opponent. 

 

On Monma's next serve too, Ei-chan's return turns out weak, and Monma's able to put it 

away with his next shot (see pic 1 on mangakansou). Ei-chan concludes that it's useless, 

that Monma has started to go for even the somewhat deep balls in this service game. 

Monma attacks when Ei-chan's shots become even slightly weak. Ei-chan judges it to 

be a pragmatic change of gears, solidly matching the situation. Monma holds his serve 



in a love game. 

 

Scribbling in his notebook, Ei-chan thinks he hasn't been able to visualize breaking 

Monma's serve at all...First is his own service game...He'll hold one. 

 

The next game starts. After Ei-chan hits his serve, he moves back slightly. He thinks 

that the one ball where he'd created a chance was a triumph of persistence using spin 

balls...therefore, he'll move back from his home position from the start and wait 

exhaustively for a chance, and when it comes, he'll attack immediately! 

 

Monma thinks that whether it's because they're a new generation or simply 

innocent...Ei-chan and Kanda who dare to try to match him in persistence here are fresh. 

Because Ei-chan moved back, the contest with Monma's superior ground stroke shows 

an aspect of a second battle of their powers of concentration. Ei-chan, who had pulled 

off many stunning upsets previously with his concentration, commits to maintaining his 

concentration by visualizing those (probably referring to the stunning upsets). However, 

Monma is a man who had rescued the Japanese tennis world from difficulty several 

times by using his characteristic concentration. Once again Monma's able to put away 

the ball just when Ei-chan's return had turned out a bit weak. 

 

Ei-chan concludes that it's no good. Because Monma geared up, Ei-chan's doing just 

the same as a while ago is out of the question. Not only is there an overwhelming 

difference in the amount of experience that sustains their powers of concentration, but 

the present Monma has psychological leeway from the one break (see pic 2 on 

mangakansou). The difference in their powers of concentration continues to widen with 

a cumulative effect applying the final blow. 

 

Ei-chan orders himself to calm down. He tries to determine what specifically is lacking in 

him. He concludes it's not just power, footwork, and technique, but control (which he's 

confident in) and number of tactics, even power of concentration, he can't surpass 

Monma in them. If there's just one something where he (Ei-chan) is superior, he wants 

to increase that further, but there's nothing... Even so...it still doesn't mean he's lost. On 

top of that...the very best plan to win...  

 

Similar to Monma, Ei-chan increases his risk in the return game. Continuing the tactic of 

persisting with spin balls, he attacked before he was attacked, without fear of a 

counterattack. In doing so, his errors naturally increase. If his shots are even a bit weak, 



he receives a counterattack. 

 

In his service game itself, there were several points where he won on persistence, but 

Monma also geared up little by little along with the spread of the score. The result: 

though Ei-chan fought a long stretch and the first set took nearly an hour, he wasn't able 

to hold his serve even once. 

 

Audience reaction: Maruo, it can't be helped! But hang in there!; Although you're a high 

schooler, you're putting up a good fight against the 4-time emperor! 

 

Kageyama comments that he (probably referring to Monma) is so strong, however. Ei-

chan's mom adds that with her untrained eye, she doesn't quite understand, but it 

seems Ei-chan's still no match for Monma. Natchan counters that Ei-chan's the type to 

show the power he develops by the second half. so there's still more and this is where it 

starts! 

 

Ei-chan scribbles in his notebook. Monma eats a banana. 

 

Scene switch to center court. Nabae thinks it's not so bad; he still has the flow. Ike 

thinks that now when he's overpowering is when he'll settle it! Nabae hits an angle shot. 

Running forward, Ike returns it. Seeing Ike's forward-leaning posture, Nabae hits a lob, 

thinking it can get past Ike. Even though it's unreasonable, Ike decides to go for it. He 

manages to smash it, but Nabae apparently predicted where that ball would go, and he 

runs there. Nabae hits a strong blow down the line with his backhand (see pic 3 on 

mangakansou). Though it slips past Ike's side, it's just barely out, and Ike clinches his 

victory. Ike raises his fist (see pic 4 on mangakansou) as the umpire announces "Game, 

set, and match won by Ike!!" The final score was apparently 6-4, 6-4. 

 

End of chapter. The title of the next chapter is "One Thing." This apparently refers to 

that one something that Ei-chan was searching for, where he is superior to Monma. 

= = = 

Corrections to the summary: Ei-chan doesn't describe that chance he had as one that 

"hadn't felt correct/complete" but one "he'd felt was the end." When Monma thought Ei-

chan and Kanda were refreshing, he thought "here" (apparently referring to the All 

Japan), not local tournaments in general. When Nabae hit the lob, he thought it can get 

past Ike. 

 



Oh, the final announcement is: Ike Souji advances to the finals! 

 

The teaser blurb says "The All Japan Tennis Championship, the one who will play 

against Ike in the finals!?" 

 

Ch. 368 

Okay, first: the title of the chapter was apparently changed from "One Thing" (as per the 

footer in ch.367) to "One More Thing."  

 

Anyhow, audience reactions to Ike's victory: Ike finally checkmated Japan's No.1!; 

No...today I was surprised by Nabae; I've never seen such a high-level match between 

18 year olds! 

 

Ronnie comments that Souji was able to play proper tennis only in the end of the first 

set. Even so, he'd expected Souji to win, but he was surprised by Nabae's creativity. An 

intellectual, rational, strategic tennis that's typically Japanese against Souji who's un-

Japanese in character...he (Nabae?) is a welcome existence as far as Souji is 

concerned. 

 

As Ike and Nabae approach the net, Ike wonders if he hadn't been able to make Wild 

Boy lose his temper. Offering his hand, Ike tells Nabae "let's do our best." Nabae agrees. 

 

Reactions from various tennis players: 

Watching at home, Ide says it's as could be expected of Nabae, but in the end he wasn't 

able to win? Ike Souji's strong! 

Watanabe (of the national A Team) takes note of Nabae and thinks this guy is likely to 

join the B Team. 

Okada: Hmm 

Tamakoshi: Seriously, what's with this generation...? 

Watching on his tablet, Ogata wonders how things are going on Maruo-kun's side. 

Yoshimichi, the 4th seed who should have been Ei-chan's opponent in the quarterfinals, 

is apparently watching the Ei-chan vs Monma match on his laptop. 

Kanda thinks that around now Maruo-kun is... 

 

Nabae and Takagi apparently go to Court No.1 to watch. About 1 hour after the end of 

the Ike vs Nabae match... Art shows Monma panting, then the wide-eyed, similarly 

panting Ei-chan. 



 

Start of flashback: The score stands at 6-0, 5-0 with Monma leading. Then the 

announcement: 15 all. Ei-chan thinks that if he's broken here, it's 6-0, 6-0...an end with 

a score where he can't tell how much of a difference there might be (apparently referring 

to a difference in himself or his play between the first set and the second set). However, 

the acquisition of points in the second set up to now is 16 vs 24... If he considers it was 

9 vs 20 up to the same 0-5 in the first set, he's gotten better at narrowing down the balls 

he should attack. In order to advance even more...he'll add α (alpha) to his strategies up 

to now. 

 

He serves and immediately moves back. He plans to include a variation to the strong, 

deep spin balls that were surely monotonous. After Monma returns the ball, Ei-chan 

decides to first hit an arching spin ball that's even slower than those up to now. In a 

previous game, he'd hit the ball with the frame of his racket by accident, and when that 

ball went to Monma, Monma's timing was thrown off for an instant. 

 

Monma returns that ball. Returning the shot with a backhand, Ei-chan concludes that as 

he'd expected, it wasn't as effective as the first time...but perhaps there's a point to it, 

because when there's a variation, Monma's return isn't very forceful. In that pause, one 

more thing (the chapter title!)...a fast spin ball with a slightly lower arc than so far. He'll 

use this only when he can use it cautiously with enough power that he won't be 

counterattacked. With all 3 types, it's a change of pace restricted to deep and strong-

spin balls. With these, he'll manage to continue returning Monma's shots. Even if it isn't 

enough to throw off Monma's timing, if Monma applies a little too much spin and the ball 

goes short...  

 

A short ball comes. Ei-chan sets up for a forehand shot, telling himself not to rush it. He 

plans to increase the element of surprise further...with a fast forehand slice, and 

approach the net! Monma's return goes into the net. 30-15. The audience cheers for Ei-

chan: Way to go, Maruo! You're getting the form!; First of all is one hold!  

 

Ei-chan realizes that it's a chance he'd gotten through a forfeit, but everyone's watching. 

If he becomes a pro, something like "0-6, 0-6 but he did his best" won't work...first of all 

is one thing: meeting expectations! 

 

Play continues with a long rally. Then he decides this is it. He rushes the net, but 

Monma gets a crosscourt shot past him. 30-30. Ei-chan berates himself: Wrong. It's too 



forceful! If it's no good, go back. 

 

Ei-chan's thoughts in the next exchange of shots: I won't draw back here!; That's even if 

I'm being push with power; I'll put up an all-out defense of the advantage of my serve 

with just 3 types of balls!; There won't be many chances, but one is bound to come! He 

gets a shot past Monma. 40-30. Ei-chan thinks that this game is the first time in this 

match where he's taking the initiative. 

 

However, the next point goes to Monma when Ei-chan's shot goes out, bringing the 

score to deuce. Ei-chan apparently attributes the error to his hesitation; he tells himself 

that if he's kind of hesitating, go for it. 

 

The next announcements shown: Advantage, Monma; Advantage, Maruo. Then Ei-chan 

realizes that if he can create this situation...this will also be decided! He hits a drop shot, 

and Monma is too late to return it. Game, Maruo, 5-1, second set. Ei-chan's exultant: 

Yeah! 

 

Audience reactions: Yeah! He finally held!; He survived one and from hereon!; (He's/I'm) 

so happy it's like (he/I) won! 

 

As Monma sets up to serve, Ei-chan thinks it's just one game but it's a significant 

breakthrough. They exchange shots and Monma gets a ball past Ei-chan. Ei-chan 

swears at the miss, but reminds himself that what he can do in a return game is 

limited...however, the flow has clearly started to change. As the game continues, Ei-

chan thinks if he brings in his own patterns...he can do more...more! Ei-chan chases 

another ball but doesn't touch it. Game, set, and match won by Monma. Count: 6-0, 6-1. 

End of flashback. 

 

Ei-chan thinks: More... 

 

Teaser blurb: "Overwhelming Defeat...Though He Put up a Good Fight to the Best of 

His Ability!" The next chapter is titled "Squaring Off." It will have 23 pages including a 

color page(s). 

 

So there you have it. It really looks like Asano's advice was useful and not simply a 

distraction to Ei-chan. And even after seeing the chapter, I'm underwhelmed. I mean, 

Natchan was able to get to tiebreak against Yazawa who was touted the strongest 



female player in the history of Japanese tennis. Kanda managed to hold his serve 7 

times against what supposedly was Monma's best. And Asano had stressed that Ei-

chan is smarter than he, whom Monma had never defeated, is. That's a lot of unmet 

expectations the mangaka built up. 

 

Makes me wonder what Yoshimichi thought of the match. I mean, a score like 6-0, 6-1 

doesn't give the impression Ei-chan deserved his historic spot among the Best 4. 

Incidentally, Yoshimichi is No.5 in the A Team. Since he's injured, he might not be 

available for the next Davis Cup. I guess that's more foreshadowing of a Davis Cup arc, 

switching the setting from STC and high school, to NTC and the start of Ei-chan's pro 

career. 

 

Ch. 369 

I have a deadline, so I'll just hit the high points: after the handshake at the end of the 

match, Ei-chan immediately started studying his notes. He couldn't figure out what he 

could have done to win. As Monma passes in front of him, Ei-chan asks Monma for 

feedback, which Monma gives him. Then Monma tells Ei-chan he wants to meet with 

him, Araya, Kanda, Ide, and Nabae tomorrow before the finals. 

 

When Ei-chan leaves the court, he encounters Nabae and Takagi and tells Nabae about 

Monma's request. Nabae knows the contact info for Ide but not Kanda, so Ei-chan 

decides to pass the word through Araya. Ei-chan and Nabae exchange contact info 

because such connections would be useful when they're both pros. 

 

Ei-chan meets with Coach Aoi who has "good" news: Prince and ellesse want him to 

approach them around March to discuss contracts. Aoi's phrasing makes Ei-chan ask if 

that's "bad" and Aoi explains he'd hoped for better news. The late date means the 

companies aren't sold on Ei-chan and want to have more info to base their respective 

sponsorship decisions on. So Ei-chan has to do well in pro matches in the next 4 

months to be sure of getting a sponsor. 

 

The next day all the requested guys show up. They're introduced to Maeda, the 

supervisor of the men's national team, and Asano is introduced as the new coach. 

Nabae is named a member of the national B Team. The rest are informed that they're 

candidates, so in their coming matches, they're told to keep in mind that candidacy 

because they'll be judged by their results. There's also something about a change of 

approach to the Davis Cup and how automatic placement in the A Team will only be for 



those with world ranking of 150 or better (in other words, only Ike and Monma). There 

was also something about a timeline changing from 5 years to 2 years. 

 

Anyhow, Ei-chan's shocked that he's a candidate for the national team even before he 

turns pro. It doesn't feel real. The meeting breaks up with Monma and Ike's match about 

to start. Monma urges them to watch. Araya assumes Ei-chan will watch the match, and 

Ei-chan confirms this. Ei-chan ponders his future in tennis. Then the match starts. 

 

Due to work, I'm not sure when I'll be able to flesh this out. And I'll be traveling next 

week, so complete summaries will probably have to wait until the week after, when I can 

do ch.369, ch.370, and ch.371 in one go. 

= = = 

Okay, so ch.369 opens with the color pic of Monma and Ike with the blurb of "He still 

falls short, but some day—" The smaller blurb says "A center color (illustration) marking 

a new challenge" 

 

The match ends with a score of 6-0, 6-1. Kageyama's kind of shocked that it's over. 

Yukichi comments that even though Ei-chan had started to hold his serve in the final 

stage, it wasn't good enough. Ei-chan thinks he'd only been able to hold once—a 

complete rout while he couldn't start keeping until his change of pace. 

 

Monma extends his hand, thinking that he'd also been in a tough spot because his 

serve was being predicted in the final stage, and there's also the fact that Ei-chan had 

just demolished Takuma's serve with his return. When he shakes Ei-chan's hand, 

Monma gives it a surprisingly tight squeeze. Ei-chan wonders if Monma had wanted to 

say something to him. 

 

Ei-chan picks up his notebook, dismissing that line of thought. Scribbling, he thinks that 

he'd finally managed to hold in the final stage using three kinds of spin balls and that 

he'd continued to get closer to his own form (possibly meaning his ideal tennis). 

However, he notes that it hadn't had sufficient impact to enable him to break Monma's 

serve. In the end, the increased types of shots were all hit. Even so, increasing the 

types of shots even more was impossible. He wonders what he should have done then. 

 

The audience notices that Ei-chan's started studying even though he'd just lost. They 

think he's interesting. Monma also notices. 

 



Ei-chan wonders what he could have done to break. Then he corrects himself: there 

was no way he could have broken. He was lacking in everything: technique, physical, 

the number of tactics he has confidence in, the duration of his concentration. As he 

racks his brains on what he should have done, he notices Monma passing in front of 

him and remembers that Monma is a man who thinks about Japanese tennis. He 

approaches Monma and bows, asking for advice. 

 

Monma's advice: To put it concisely, Ei-chan "evades" without attacking or defending. 

For example, he (Monma) (is the type who) "attacks in order to defend"...Ike "defends in 

order to attack." Change of pace when being cornered isn't "offense"; neither is pulling 

through using spin balls "defense" if he has no other options. In the end, that's like 

having used "evasion" without attacking or defending. 

 

Ei-chan's shocked since he'd done all that with the intent of attacking and defending. 

Monma's final advice is an order for Ei-chan to first stand and fight (in other words, not 

evade), even before offense and defense, even with other youngsters. Ei-chan accepts 

this. Then Monma asks Ei-chan if Ei-chan could bring Nabae, Kanda, Araya, and Ide to 

him tomorrow before the finals. Monma acknowledges that it's sudden, so just those 

who can come would be fine. Ei-chan tells Monma he understands and thanks him with 

a bow. 

 

As Ei-chan leaves the court, Nabae hails him. Ei-chan asks how Nabae's match had 

gone. Nabae tells him he'd lost with a score of 6-4, 6-4 and hadn't been able to break 

even once. Nabae commiserates with Ei-chan over his loss. Ei-chan adds that he'd only 

been able to hold his serve once, and that even though he'd had time because of the 

forfeit and he'd prepared perfectly, everything wasn't enough. He concludes he has to 

redo everything from the foundation: mental, physical, technique. Nabae tells Ei-chan 

that he has to do the same. Ei-chan concludes it was a good thing to know before he 

turns pro. Nabae says that can be said of both of them. Then Ei-chan remembers 

Monma's request and conveys it to Nabae who wonders what it's about. Ei-chan says 

Araya, Ide, and Kanda are included, and asks if Nabae has their contact details. Nabae 

says he knows Ide's but not Kanda's., then asks Takagi if Takagi knows (Kanda's, 

presumably). Takagi replies that it's impossible that he'd know. Ei-chan decides to he'll 

send word through Araya. Then Nabae asks for Ei-chan's contact details and points out 

that when they become pros, this sort of networking would be essential. Ei-chan agrees. 

 

Natchan hails Ei-chan. Kageyama commiserates with Ei-chan. Natchan congratulates 



Ei-chan for getting to the Final 4. Coach Aoi orders him to change clothes so that Ei-

chan doesn't get chilled, then adds they have an important briefing session. Ei-chan 

echoes "An important...briefing session?" 

 

Scene switch to the players locker room. Ei-chan summarizes what Coach Aoi had 

apparently told him off screen: contract negotiations with Prince and ellesse will be 

definite around March next year. Coach Aoi's response is a lackluster "I guess so." Ei-

chan asks if that's happy news. Coach Aoi's reply is again a lackluster "I guess so." 

Coach Aoi adds that Ei-chan will be a pro soon, so he (Coach Aoi) is going to have a 

pragmatic discussion with him. He points out that Ei-chan's value has increased 

considerably in one swoop because of this tournament, since it's mentioned even in the 

newspapers that Ei-chan is 18 and the first in history to make it to the Final 4 from the 

prelims. Since the racket and sportswear Ei-chan uses is publicized at the same time, 

Prince and ellesse should also be happy. That's why he's told "we want to support you 

continuously in the event you turn pro." Coach Aoi says that much is good news. 

 

Ei-chan asks what the bad news is. Coach Aoi replies that he would go so far as to call 

it bad, but it's slightly different from what he'd expected. In other words, he'd hoped for 

better news. He points out that this time Ei-chan had made a flashy name for himself, 

beyond Coach Aoi's expectations. That's why he'd expected to be able to hear about 

more definite contract negotiations "right away." But the outcome turned out to be "That 

discussion will be 4 months from now." And no official word has come from other 

makers. The main point is that everyone probably "wants to see how things go a little 

more." Sure, Ei-chan made it to the Final 4, but he hadn't won through a seeded player 

the way Nabae had. And just looking at the score for the match with Monma, it was 

ignominious defeat. In other words, they (the makers) probably want to see the matches 

Ei-chan appears in until April next year and decide the details of the contract. This 

naturally means there's a chance of a big-money contract if Ei-chan takes part and wins 

in, say, a major tournament, but there's also a chance they'll back out completely if Ei-

chan makes a poor showing. Either way, the 5 months until April looks like it will be 

quite an important time to prepare for being a pro. Coach Aoi suggests that in the next 2 

or 3 days they work out precisely which tournaments Ei-chan will take part in. Ei-chan 

agrees. 

 

The next day is the finals. In the players lounge, someone apologizes, explaining this is 

the only opportunity where they can assemble. The speaker turns out to be Maeda 

Kazuki, the coach of the men's tennis national team. He announces that Asano has 



been added to the coaching staff. Haketa marvels that Asano finally (agreed). 

Yoshimichi notes he and Asano are close in age, so he's glad. Watanabe adds (Asano's 

addition) will strengthen the technical side. Takuma just looks glum; however, Ike smiles. 

 

Asano says the change in coaches is the association's wanting to change the national 

team. He hopes the current national team understands that point well. Maeda explains 

that the current tournament has proven the high level of the teenagers they had heard 

so much about. So, with this opportunity, the association rushed to start reviewing the 

enhancement program to seriously capture the Davis Cup two years from now—not in 5 

years but in 2 years. He assumes they understands what this means. From here on, 

they intend to steadily test lots of players without fixing the members of the national 

team. Naturally players who have high world ranking have precedence, but those 150 

and below...in other words, presently except for Ike and Monma everyone is all in a line 

(apparently meaning the same level). Maeda adds that the same thing is being 

conveyed to those guys, pointing to the teenagers around Monma several feet away. 

 

Facing the 5 teenagers he'd summon, Monma tells them the periods they'll turn pro 

would all be different, but either way they'll be participating in pro competitions from now 

on. Certainly he wants them to improve their track records within and outside the 

country and to be aware they will be added to the national team. Then he informs 

Nabae that Nabae's results in this tournament was assess and Nabae was drafted to 

the national B team. The drafting of other people was postponed (sounds like a 

reference to Ei-chan), but his greeting everyone today is because they are also 

candidates. After this, there will probably be times when they'll compete abroad, and he 

definitely wants them to play with that awareness. Ei-chan's surprised he's included 

among the candidates. Monma adds that if they want to join the national team like 

Nabae did, either personally defeat him or those guys of the current national team 

(Monma points to the group in the other side of the room) or give better results than us 

in an official tournament—anywhere in the world is fine. Monma ends with "It's simple 

and suitable, right?" 

 

(To be continued due to MF max. character count limits) 

 

Continuation of ch.369: 

 

Then someone calls out to Monma, saying it will soon be time for the match. Monma 

tells the teenagers that's all and apologizes for summoning them, but it's something he 



wanted to convey to them personally. He orders Nabae to discuss the details with the 

coach (probably meaning Maeda). He adds that since they'd made a special effort to 

come, he hopes they'll watch (the match). Ike adds that he has to get going too. Araya 

turns to Ei-chan, assuming he'll go and watch. Ei-chan confirms this. Someone 

(probably Araya) exclaims he's gotten fired up. 

 

For Ei-chan, being a candidate for the national team when he hasn't yet turned pro and 

he'd just been utterly defeated doesn't feel real. He wonders if this is the beginning of 

the world that he'd dreamed of. He's going to make a living by winning matches as a 

Japanese pro tennis player, starting next year. After that, there's the national team and 

the Davis Cup...there's also the Grand Slam that determines the best players in the 

world. He doesn't know if some day he'll be able to get to where Ike and Monma are, 

but he knows there's a pile of things he has to do. He wonders how far he can go if he's 

able to do the things he has to do, and how much stronger he can get. 

 

The announcement says the men's finals will start soon. End of chapter. The blurb says 

"The 18 year old ranked No.1 in Japan vs. the 29 year old currently holding 4 

consecutive All Japan Championships." 

 

Ch. 370 

Ch.370, titled "Pride," opens with Ide asking who they think will win. He expects it will be 

Ike. Araya replies that as someone of the same age, he wants Ike to win, but here (the 

All Japan) isn't it Monma? Then he asks Ei-chan's opinion. After a bit of surprise at the 

question, Ei-chan says no one can tell unless the match is held, so... Araya thumps Ei-

chan's shoulder, exclaiming "Seriously?" When Ei-chan pulls out his notebook, Araya's 

all "Ho! Here it is, Maruo's notebook." Ei-chan wonders how Ike will play against Monma, 

and how Monma who's a demon at defense and the one who told him "Don't evade in 

either offense or defense" will play against Ike. 

 

As Monma and Ike set onto the court, Monma asks Ike his impression of "here" 

(meaning Japan). Ike replies that it's a bit different from what he'd expected, but all the 

same, he's glad he came. Monma then asks if playing against him in the finals is also 

unexpected. Ike says it's not, explaining that it's as he'd expected or been aiming for, 

because he'd always thought that...it's the proper place for his attempt to be the best in 

Japan. As Ike sets up to serve and Monma to receive, someone in the audience shouts 

for Ike to prove he's the best in Japan. Someone else counters that this place is 

Monma's stronghold. Then the announcement of "Three-set match. Ike to serve. Play!" 



 

Ike serves wide. Monma returns the ball. Then Ike puts the ball away with a winner to 

the corner. 15-0. Audience reaction: Amazing. Smooth footwork and a powerful 

forehand; A veritable prodigy! 

 

Ronnie approves, silently ordering Ike to shift his rhythm very quickly and to swing 

completely, powerfully, and compactly. Ei-chan thinks a forehand that gets a winner off 

Monma is to be expected, but likewise it's the serve that came before that. If he (Ei-

chan) can also hit that sort of serve, he might be able to oppose Monma a little more. 

 

Ike's next serve goes into the net. Ei-chan wonders what Ike's second serve will be and 

how Monma will attack it. He notices that Monma sets up one step forward. Ike serves 

wide again. Monma returns it with a strong shot crosscourt. Ike wonders if it's here 

already and send the ball down the line. Monma again hits it crosscourt. Ike notices that 

Monma is playing at "that position" (possibly meaning closer to the baseline). His 

straight just barely lands on the side line. 30-0. Ike notes his shot had gone in but 

acknowledges the danger. 

 

Ei-chan analyzes the difference between the defensive areas of Monma's usual position 

and of his current position. He wonders if Monma's doing so as a countermeasure 

against Ike. Monma is playing around 1 meter forward of the forwardmost line of 

defense during his match with Ei-chan. He wonders if this is Monma's "attacking in 

order to defend." Ide marvels at how Ike's second serve had bounced high and how 

Monma had given it a strong blow. Ei-chan scribbles his notes. Araya comments that his 

impression is of Monma having come to grips with Ike's attack. The tempo is fast, but 

he's not pushing himself that unreasonably. 

 

Monma returns a shot close to the baseline. Ei-chan thnks that since Monma returns the 

ball right away when he's one step forward, the deployment speeds up and the degree 

of difficulty increases. The illustration shows that when defending from the back 

(Monma's usual position), you have time to make sure of the ball and the power of the 

oncoming ball also decreases, but when defending from the front (Monma's current 

position), you can return the ball with fast timing but you lose time and the risk increases. 

 

Ei-chan says he'd expected Monma to move farther back and wait for Ike's errors, but 

he was wrong. Ide explains that against an opponent who's a demon for offense, such a 

thing amounts to running away. Araya speculates that Monma intends to win on 



defense by daring to deploy his shots even faster. Monma's shot goes out. Game Ike, 1-

0. 

 

Monma glances at Ike. Then a flashback to the National Training Center. Monma 

remembers asking Ike's impression of the recent match with Colombia, which was Ike's 

Davis Cup debut. Ike replies it was his first team competition, so in the beginning he 

was a bit bewildered. He adds that it's nice for his own victory in tennis to be tied 

together with everyone's victory. Somehow he was surprised at himself being happier 

than he'd expected. He adds that he understands a bit how Monma feels, being fixated 

on the Davis Cup. End of flashback. 

 

Monma thinks Ike's being able to enjoy the tension at 18 is a big deal, but frankly the 

feelings he (Monma) harbors for Ike are more of concern rather than expectation. 

Monma serves. Ike returns the ball, then he and Ei-chan are surprised to see Monma 

take another step forward, so that Monma is right on the baseline. Ei-chan notes 

Monma is another step forward of where he played during his return game. Monma 

sends his next ball deep without moving back. A rally ensues. Monma thinks he'll 

defend this position without drawing back, no matter what happens. On Ike's next return, 

Monma takes another step forward and hits a winner down the line. 15-0. Ike curses 

silently, thinking it's again unexpected. 

 

Ide comments that Monma's proactive. Araya argues that it appears like that because 

the tempo when Monma is forward is fast, but Monma's just attacking without letting the 

chance get away, so in the end, Monma's style of winning through defense remains the 

same. Ei-chan thinks it's as expected: it's exactly "a tennis that defends without 

evasion." 

 

A long rally ensues. Monma thinks Ike is the treasure of Japan's tennis world. For that 

very reason, in the near future everything of Japan's tennis will lean on Ike's shoulders. 

Monma believes that the moment he concedes a single line, Ike will be the mainstay of 

Japan whether Ike likes it or not. He considers Ike quite young and overwhelmingly 

strong, but for that reason he doesn't think Ike can comprehend that weight yet. Bearing 

expectations from all of Japan...having plays that everyone understands 

requested/desired, no matter where, no matter who his opponent is, no matter what the 

circumstances. Developing a tennis that is not for one's own self. But there's a tennis 

that can be attained from such isolation and heavy pressure. Monma thinks he'll do 

anything for Japan, so that Ike will understand that. However, it's not yet that time. 



Monma hits a winner crosscourt to the corner. And elated Monma thinks the 

expectations from all of Japan still strengthen him and handing over this position to Ike 

is a sheer waste. Game, Monma, 1-1. 

 

Ike gives a defiant smile, thinking it's as he'd expected of Monma, the opponent he 

absolutely has to defeat. End of chapter. 

 

The blurb says "How will the Ike who smiles boldly move...?" The title for ch.371 is "The 

Climax of the Finals." Incidentally, the next chapter will again be in a double issue, so 

after the chapter next week (Dec.23), the next chapter will be released Jan.6. 

 

Ch. 371 

Ike takes the first set: 7-5. And Ei-chan seems to getting a lot of insight on offensive and 

defensive play from the examples before him and Ide's and Araya's comments. Details 

to follow 

= = = 

So with the score for the first set at 1-1, Ike serves wide. After Monma returns the ball, 

Ei-chan notes that Monma intends to also play his return game at a position that's one 

step forward of his usual position (at the baseline). Ei-chan checks Ike and sees him 

move one step back. He wonders aloud if Ike intends to strengthen his defense. Araya 

disagrees, opining that Ike just wanted a bit of leeway in order to attack. Ide explains 

that when deployment speeds up, the options for offense decreases, so Ike's move 

probably cancelled out the distance that Monma had taken forward. Ei-chan realizes 

that even though Ike moved back, he's consistently attacking. Ei-chan wonders if this is 

the "defends in order to attack" that Monma had said. He notes that when Ike moved 

back, his offensive power decreased slightly, but Ike has certainly maintained his 

advantage. The rally continues, and then Ike hits a jump shot to the corner. Ide judges 

Monma's return as good, but Ei-chan counters that with this, Ike has an overwhelming 

advantage. Ike hits a drop shot that takes everyone by surprise. 15-0. 

 

Audience reactions: For an instant, time stopped!; So smooth it gave me chills... Araya: 

Hey, hey! After that rally, would you normally send that over there? Ei-chan: That 

absolutely-won't-give-up Monma-san didn't chase it... Ide: He couldn't chase it. It was 

that perfect. Probably Araya: Ide was often broken by that Ike, you know. 

 

Monma prepares to receive. Ike serves to the center. Another rally. Ei-chan remembers 

Monma's critique about how Ei-chan's play was similar to evasion without attacking or 



defending. He thinks that Monma, who's the best in Japan in terms of defensive ability, 

moved forward in order to defend against the attacks of Ike, who's the best in Japan in 

terms of offensive ability. On the other hand, Ike moved back in order to defeat Monma 

offensively. He realizes that this is the offense and defense that doesn't evade. So if he 

wants to develop a change of pace that doesn't evade... 

 

Ei-chan envisions Araya who hits strong shots from the baseline as an opponent. 

Should he also move forward? Would the difference in pace be excessive because of 

that and Araya's constant attacks using powerful balls? He then envisions Ide as an 

opponent where he can't predict the situation itself. Since Ide's shots aren't that 

powerful, maybe a change of pace focusing on powerful balls while monitoring the state 

of affairs from a step back? He wonders what Nabae, who's capable of whatever 

response and doesn't have any weaknesses, would do. 

 

As the rally continues, Ei-chan thinks that having been beaten once and watching from 

outside, he understands quite well that if he's cornered with this development, he has no 

options. The current him is only capable of "evasion." Ike hits a short cross, but Monma 

chases it and gets a winner past Ike. Ei-chan thinks that if he plays without evasion in 

this exchange of high-level shots, he has to take the initiative in that while always 

ensuring multiple options for how to attack and how to defend, during the situation itself. 

He remembers Nabae telling him his goal of an all-A tennis and concludes that Nabae is 

strong because Nabae understands that (probably his conclusion about multiple 

options) quite well. Ei-chan remembers Asano's advice about creating a situation where 

Monma doesn't have to defend but has difficulty attacking, and notes that it was another 

option that hadn't occurred to him, that's why he tested it during the match, but thanks to 

Asano's advice, he was able to oppose Monma a little.  

 

Ei-chan concludes that the options he can do autonomously for defense and offense are 

all insufficient for him to win with change of pace. Besides power and technique, what 

he needs in order to do that...are footwork, fortitude, power of concentration, number of 

strategies, experience in actual matches...all the mental, physical, and technical 

qualities that he'd felt keenly after the match, things that can't be helped in a short span 

of time. They're all insufficient even though they're all necessary. He understands it's 

"all" but he finds it extremely far (probably as a goal). 

 

With the score for the first set at 6-5, Monma returns the ball down the line. Ike sets up 

to return it. Ide notes that Ike caught up and cut in on the ball, and considers it rash. 



Monma apparently expects Ike to hit a cross, but it's a straight that lands right on the 

line for a winner. First set won by Ike: 7-5. 

 

Ike strikes a triumphant pose. Audience reactions: The end is Ike's forceful break!; It's 

not over. This is where it starts, right? Monma! End of chapter. 

 

The title for ch.372 is "Self" or "Ego." The blurb says "Japan's top finals is an even 

match...! What will happen in front of Ei-chan!?" 

 

Ch. 372 

Monma breaks Ike's serve at 2-3, then takes the second set 6-4. The match enters the 

final set. In the 14th game, Ike gets to match point. Monma tries to get a shot past Ike. 

Ike barely returns it; the ball hits the frame of his racket. The ball goes over Monma who 

gives chase. However, he doesn't catch up and the ball is in. So Ike wins: 7-5, 4-6, 8-6. 

 

Ei-chan got a lot of insight from the match. Details to follow. 

= = = 

Correction to my earlier post. I was going by (faulty) memory and not the summary 

when I wrote 6-4 for the first set. Sorry about that. Ike actually won 7-5, 4-6, 8-6. 

Anyhow, I'll update this post later with the details. 

 

So with the first set over at 7-5, Ide opines that for the break in the last game Ike had 

played quite excessively. Araya speculates that Ike hadn't wanted to go into tiebreak 

from the first set, that regardless of the circumstances even Ike would have difficulty 

gearing up and when competing at the same level, the defensive side would have the 

advantage. Ide counters that Ike is one who improves when considering that, and adds 

that he (Ide) had also better be able to control his own gears more. Araya, however, 

wonders aloud if that last one gave more of an impression of excessiveness (trying too 

hard) rather than gearing up. He says that if he were Monma, he'd convert this and 

continue in the next (set) using the same strategy. 

 

All the while, Ei-chan is scribbling notes and listening. He notes that the two are 

comparing themselves, while he hasn't even been able to describe his existence as 

"remote." (I guess Ei-chan's comparing his thoughts of only being able to evade at this 

point, while Araya and Ide are projecting ways of coping in a similar situation.) 

 

The second set starts with Ike's serve. Monma, who doesn't have another chance, 



moves his defensive position half a step forward. He blocks Ike's attack with a "sacrifice 

(desperate?) defense." Ike's persistent flow deteriorated. In the fifth game, he retreats 

another step back to try to restore his flow. Seeing that, Monma hits an angle cross 

without a moment's delay and takes the upper hand right away. Ike's return hits the net 

and finally Monma gets his first break in the match. Second set, 3-2. 

 

Audience reactions: This time Monma breaks first!; Ike recover right away! 

 

Starting with the next return game, Ike, who is losing the second set as he is, moves 

one step inside the baseline, like Monma. With powerful returns from a high impact 

point as a start, he already commences a close-quarter fight, betting the outcome of this 

set. Monma realizes it's (probably referring to the close-quarter fight) arrived. 

 

Ike attacks incessantly, lightning-quick, taking the maximum risk with his opponent at 

very close range. The iron-shield defense is gradually cornered by a desperate all-out 

attack by an offense demon. Here, Monma suddenly shifts his defense position back by 

around 2.5 meters. Even though it's Monma's service, Ike attacks and Monma defends, 

resulting in a development that hasn't happened until now. Simply defending, Monma 

withstands the surging offense and doesn't just wait for Ike's errors; because Ike doesn't 

take risk into consideration, Monma strikes Ike's weakened defense. Though the 

initiative appeared to have gone over to Ike, Monma actually taken hold of a tight spot, 

and while it was a hardship, he held his serve. After that, no matter how many times a 

break point appears, Monma bounces back, using his astounding power of 

concentration and defense. To try to wrench open that defense, the opposing Ike 

utilizes all the power, techniques, and ideas he has, and hastens the match with 

superior power, but it doesn't result in a break. The outcome is that both continue to 

hold their serves. Second set won by Monma. Count 6-4. 

 

During the break, Ike thinks that at the very end, he wasn't able to throw Monma off 

balance. He concludes it's a matter of not being able to throw him off balance as things 

stand. He wonders if this is the defense that has protected Japan (probably a reference 

to the Davis Cup). At this time, Monma's eating a banana. 

 

Then the final set starts. Araya comments that there's no telling whatsoever which one 

will win. In the first game, Ike reverts to his normal attack mode in his normal position. 

Whereupon Monma also reverts to the same position as in the first set. In the end, both 

players appear to want a match of direct opposition using their own tennis. 



 

With the impetus of the second set, the first one to break is Monma. But Ike suddenly 

changes gears here and promptly breaks back in the next game. What's more, in the 

tenth game, Ike grasps match point. Here, Monma calmly holds fast, flaunting the 

difference in their experiences. This time Ike definitely "defends to attack" and Monma 

"attacks to defend." Their types are different in offense and defense postures, but they 

always have many options typical of them and open up paths without "evasion." 

 

And in the fourteenth game of the final match...there's an exchange of shots. Monma 

rushes to the net. He tries to get the ball past Ike. Ike lunges for the ball and catches it 

with the frame of his racket. The ball goes over Monma and is in. Monma fails to catch 

up to it. Ike ends it by picking up a win at the critical point. Game, set, and match won 

by Ike. Count: 7-5, 4-6, 8-6. 

 

The blurb says "The champion's deciding match declares Ike the winner!" The title of 

the next chapter is "The World." 

 

Ch. 373 

We get the reactions to Ike's win. Asano and the reporter Miyamoto show up and 

provide context and commentary to Ei-chan, Ide, and Araya. about how Ike's offensive 

tennis is newer and could be said to have been developed to defeat Monma's style, so 

in a match where the players are equals, the player with Ike's style would have an 

advantage. Asano tells the three that while Monma doesn't intend to lose (be inferior), 

but their generation is definitely starting out. 

 

Scene switch to Watanabe, Haketa, and apparently Takuma, taking in Monma's loss. 

Haketa notes that because Ike took part in the tournament, Monma's gotten stronger. 

And if they have the two of them, a Davis Cup win might not be just a dream. Watanabe 

points out it's not a matter of relying on just those two, since he's never seen all Japan 

so fired up, and they also have to do it. Takuma says he has no intention of being 

inferior to Ike or Monma. 

 

Then the award ceremony where Ike is presented with the trophy. Ei-chan remembers 

that it had been after watching an Ike match that he realized he wanted to become a 

tennis pro. But now is different from that time when he just longed to be a pro. From 

now on, he'll be competing in the world with those men. 

 



Scene switch to school. Ei-chan informs his teacher that after graduation, he'll turn 

pro—which surprises the teacher. However, Ei-chan clarifies that registering as a pro 

would be after various contracts have become definite. The teacher asks if that's okay. 

Ei-chan explains that there are issues, but he's gotten his parents' consent. And after 

New Year, he'll steadily take part in pro tournaments, so it seems he'll again have to 

take occasional breaks from school. The teacher informs Ei-chan he'll make 

arrangements so that Ei-chan can graduate. He adds that if he does it this way, he'll 

support Ei-chan completely, since Ei-chan has resolved to do that much. He also notes 

that Ei-chan really changed through tennis, that he's become a guy who blazes his own 

trail. 

 

Oh, I can get p.2, now. 

 

So, anyhow, it seems Koshimizu was passing right then and overheard Ei-chan's 

conversation with the teacher. Koshimizu visits Ei-chan apparently in Ei-chan's 

classroom after school. He comments loudly about Ei-chan's making the Top 4 in the All 

Japan and and that he'd heard Ei-chan's decide to go pro. Ei-chan confirms this. Their 

classmates are all agog: Who's going to be what sort of pro?; Ei-chan, are you serious? 

That you'll go pro?; It's not Takasaki-san but Ei-chan?; How awesome! 

 

When Koshimizu adds that Ei-chan might be as famous as Natchan in the tennis world, 

their classmates ask when Ei-chan will appear in Wimbledon. Koshimizu is shocked by 

the question. Seeing his expression, their classmates apologize for whatever. Using the 

blackboard, Koshimizu explains how Wimbledon is at the apex of tennis tournaments. 

He then asks Ei-chan if Ei-chan has world ranking. Ei-chan says he's only had one win 

in the lowest level, the Futures, so he's 1700. Even then, Koshimizu is amazed that Ei-

chan has already one point. Their classmates ask how many points the No.1 has. Ei-

chan says it changes every week there's a match, but it's around 12,900. This sparks a 

discussion on how points are earned and how many points are awarded on winning a 

tournament in the Futures vs one of the Grand Slam. Koshimizu points out that winning 

a Futures tournament is difficult even for those counted among Japan's Top 10. 

 

Kageyama comes over and asks Ei-chan what's going on. Ei-chan explains. Kageyama 

asks what Ei-chan's current objective is. Ei-chan says it's an attempt to see how far he 

can go in the next 3 months. He'll decide with Coach Aoi which tournaments he'll 

participate in; he's hoping for wins in Futures and maybe even Challenger level. Their 

classmates are apparently worried since those are the lowest levels. However, 



Koshimizu points out if everything goes really well, Ei-chan has a chance of taking part 

in [ATP] 250 tournaments, and if he keeps winning, just the prize money would be 

around 10 million yen. Ei-chan cautions that he doesn't expect to do that well. 

 

At which point, Koshimizu asks Ei-chan for an autograph. When Ei-chan protests that 

he doesn't have one, Koshimizu points out that fan service is an indisputable part of a 

pro's job, so he has Ei-chan practice. Ei-chan first writes it in kanji, then in roman letters. 

Koshimizu objects that it's too neat; it should have a sense of speed (in other words, 

cursive like in the opening sequence of the anime?). 

 

Scene switch to STC. Ei-chan discusses his plans with Coach Aoi who explains that 

even for Futures tournaments, there are high- and low-level competitions all over the 

world. The tournaments that located far away and are inconvenient and dangerous have 

difficulty getting people, so the level is lower and the chances of earning points are 

higher, but it will exhaust many things. Plus it would take money. On the other hand, 

one in a large city will be convenient and safe, but there would be lots of players and 

naturally it would have a higher profile and will turn into a tough fight, no matter what. 

 

Ei-chan says he wants to take part in an ordinary-level Futures first, so Coach Aoi 

suggests an Australian Futures since it's nearby and reasonably similar in level to 

Japanese Futures, and Coach Aoi wants Ei-chan to get accustomed to competing 

overseas. The level is average, there's no time difference, and it's safe. It's currently a 

place that's becoming popular for rapidly fostering young players. Ei-chan considers 

travel expenses, board and lodging...for one week. He has to go no matter how, and it 

has to be cheap. Coach Aoi points out that it's off season until January and there aren't 

any tournaments, so Ei-chan should manage something in that time. So Ei-chan says 

he'll do his best in order to be able to go to Australia. 

 

End of chapter. The title for the next chapter is "To the North." 

 

Hmm...it looks like Ei-chan plans on earning money to cover his expenses for Australia. 

Maybe part-time work connected to tennis? But for some reason "to the north" suggests 

Hokkaido to me. 

 

Ch. 374 

So Ei-chan returns home from STC and looks up various things on his PC. He notes 

that a cheap direct flight to Melbourne costs over ¥70,000 [~US$600]...since hotels are 



expensive, he'll stay only in a motel...if he brings a number of meals from Japan, that 

would reduce [total cost?] to ¥250,000 [~US$2,100]...Being accompanied by his coach 

will simply double that. This time it's one person...the tournament period is one week...if 

he intends to win through, he wants to ready the total amount for one person. But even 

if he uses all his savings, it won't be enough. In which case, even though he'd made a 

special effort to get Coach Aoi's advice, it's impossible. But for pro tours, overseas will 

eventually be the major battlefields...if possible, he wants to compete abroad (see pic 1 

on page 1 of mangakansou). 

 

Ei-chan sighs, then recalls the ellesse rep telling him people from a supplement 

manufacturer and a gut manufacturer had asked about Ei-chan (see pic 2 on page 1 of 

mangakansou). He goes online and checks the supplement manufacturer and learns its 

main item is a protein product called Haleo. He thinks he occasionally/rarely takes 

protein...then apparently reads that athletes who take just daily meals are malnourished, 

and that it's better especially for athletes who want to build up their physical strength to 

take it every day. Monma's appearance crosses Ei-chan's mind, then he tries touching 

the muscles of his own arm. Previously he'd just fully realized the necessity of 

strengthening his physique and increasing muscle power. [The company] might be glad 

to get him to support their protein. He thinks they're a fairly new company but have a 

good reputation and they continue to support athletes of Sendai, [the company's?] 

hometown. They'd steadily gotten bigger through word-of-mouth, so Ei-chan concludes 

they're probably a good company. 

 

Just then Ei-chan's dad gets home and is greeted by Ei-chan and his mom. Ei-chan's 

dad chortles and displays this month's issue of Tennis Times, which has Ike on the 

cover. He says there's there's quite a lot of coverage of Ei-chan, opening the magazine 

and displaying the page with Ei-chan (see pic 3 on page 1 of mangakansou). Ei-chan 

and his mom marvel over it. His dad asks if the magazine is sold nationwide and 

wonders if he ought to buy 5 more copies. His mom wonders if they should distribute it 

to relatives. Ei-chan requests they stop, but then realizes that he shouldn't be 

embarrassed by this sort of thing and that this might be the time for him to attack. 

 

Ei-chan calls the supplement company, BodyPlus International, and introduces himself 

as someone who intends to go pro next year. He mentions he'd heard the other day, 

during the All Japan Tennis Championship, that their company was interested in him. 

He's asked if his call is about athlete support. He confirms this and requests a chance to 

make a presentation regarding an agreement/contract. The person on the phone is 



surprised that it's the athlete who wants to make a presentation [I guess it's usually the 

other way around.] He's granted this, and goes to Sendai. He borrows the suit that had 

been bought for his coming-of-age celebration, so he looks businesslike. 

 

When he arrives at the company, he tells them he has an appointment with Eric-sama. 

He's acknowledged and asked to wait. He's led to a room that he considers a spiffy 

office, and he wonders how the company is. There, he's greeted by Eric Holten, 

BodyPlus International's representative director, who compliments him on his 

performance in the All Japan (see pic 4 on page 1 of mangakansou). Ei-chan thanks 

Eric for the compliment and for his time. They shake hands. Eric says he'd heard there 

would be a presentation by an athlete, and was looking forward to it. Ei-chan first hands 

over a document titled "The reason it's necessary for Maruo Eiichirou to try out the 

protein, Haleo" and asks Eric to peruse it. Eric agrees that's something he wants to 

know. Thinking he's more nervous that during a match, Ei-chan starts his presentation. 

 

Apparently there's a time skip, because Eric then summarizes that Ei-chan's results at 

All Japan indicate physical immaturity or even lack of care. That's why in the future, Ei-

chan wants to take their protein, and if that leads to results with physical training...it 

could demonstrate that efficacy to the world in a way that's readily understood. Ei-chan 

adds that he thinks an athlete with his sort of physique, which can't be said to be 

favored as a pro, would be able to demonstrate the efficacy more clearly to general 

consumers. Eric points out that in which case, any protein would be the same, that Ei-

chan can use any protein to improve his physical strength and muscle power; so he 

says he wants to know why Ei-chan came to Body Plus. 

 

Ei-chan explains that first, he'd heard of their interest in him. Second, he was able to 

check up on the company and learned they'd started late in the supplement market and 

they're challenging major companies. Since he started tennis in high school and he's 

entering the pro world, he can sympathize with that. 

 

Eric pulls out the issue of Tennis Times that features Ei-chan. He tells Ei-chan he's also 

interested in tennis and has played for over 10 years, but recently has started having 

problems again with his backhand. So he understands well the difficulty of tennis. That's 

precisely why he'd been interested in the speed of Ei-chan's growth. He finds it hard to 

believe that Ei-chan made it to the Best 4 of the All Japan within 3 years of picking up a 

racket. So they want to hear more about that: what does Ei-chan think is the reason for 

his rapid growth? 



 

Ei-chan ponders this, then comes to a realization. He pulls out his tennis notebook 

(No.74) and shows it to Eric. He explains it's his notes, which he'd continued to take 

from the very start. He'd realized he'd aimed too late to become a pro, and didn't want to 

waste even a little of what was happening in front of him, so he'd been single-mindedly 

noting down points for reflection and improvement. He was able to get this far with this, 

so he feels he also wants to continue hereafter. That's why if he can continue doing 

everything he can, he believes he can play even in a tough world (see pic 1 on page 2 

of mangakansou). 

 

Eric is impressed. He tells Ei-chan there's one more thing he wants to hear: he wants to 

produce the most smiles, no matter how little. Ei-chan's confused: "Make the 

most...smiles?" Eric explains that with his body Ei-chan will face adversity from now on, 

so when Ei-chan brushes that [adversity] aside, most people will smile. He asks if Ei-

chan thinks he will produce smiles for people who are in the midst of adversity, just like 

him. Eric expects smiles that even Monma and Ike can't produce. 

 

Ei-chan calls to mind the moment Ike clinched the championship, and then he 

remembers the cheers he received when he defeated Takuma. He replies vigorously 

that he believes that's something he can do. Eric meets the gaze of another employee, 

then suggests they discuss specifics. An enthusiastic discussion continues from there. 

 

With the presentation over, Ei-chan calls Coach Aoi and reports that he'll be taking the 

protein every day after training, and will be reporting on its efficacy. He's also been able 

to get them to guarantee the minimum of his tour expenses. Coach Aoi congratulates 

him and proposes they handle the arrangements right away. 

 

Ei-chan thinks that with this, he can go to Australia. Hooray! End of chapter. 

 

The chapter title "To the North" is apparently a reference to Sendai, which is far north of 

Tokyo—a long distance for Ei-chan to travel on his own. The title of the next chapter is 

"Comrades" (basically like-minded people). 

= = = 

The write-up on Ei-chan labels him a "Cinderella Boy." 

 

Maruo Eiichirou 

A high school student who started tennis in high school, and took part in the competition 



for the first time through a wild card from the Best 4 in the All Japan Junior. It seems this 

tournament's Cinderella Boy who defeated one of the favorites for the championship, 

Egawa Takuma, and is the first in history to advance to the Best 4 from the prelims, 

hopes to turn pro after graduation. 

 

The triangle in the second page generally emphasizes that most of the tournaments are 

overseas. From top to bottom: 

Grand Slam (4 tournaments in 4 countries: Australia, UK, France, US) 

ATP Tour Masters 1000 (9 tournaments in 7 countries: US, Monaco, Spain, Italy, 

Canada, China, France) 

ATP Tour 500 (13 tournaments in 12 countries; includes the Japan Open) 

ATP Tour 250 (39 tournaments in 27 countries; does not include Japan) 

ATP Challenger Tour (178 tournaments in over 40 countries; Japan has 4 tournaments) 

ITF Futures Series (650 tournaments in over 60 countries; Japan has 8 tournaments) 

 

This is why Ei-chan really wants to compete abroad. 

 

Volume 39 extras 

I'm going through vol.39 and I noticed bonus sketches. At the end of ch.367 (where Ike 

defeated Nabae), the sketch is of Takagi and Nabae's coach when the final score is 

announced. The coach comments that it turned into an important match for Yuu's 

[Nabae's] future. Takagi thought that he probably won't manage to stand on the same 

court as Nabae—and he concludes that Nabae is an irritating guy after all. 

 

In ch.369, Monma had asked Ei-chan to come meet him before his finals match with Ike 

in the All Japan and to bring along Nabae, Araya, Kanda, and Ide. Of course, since it's 

sudden, bringing only those who can come is fine. At the end of ch.371, the sketch is of 

Kanda's call from Araya. Araya tells him Monma is gathering those guys who can come 

tomorrow morning. Kanda: "Hah? Tomorrow morning!? I've already gotten back to Aichi 

[around 3 hours by train from Tokyo], though!?" Then there's a note that Kanda was 

later told what the meeting had been about. 

 

At the end of the volume, there's the usual 4-koma Extra about the TV Live Coverage of 

the All Japan finals. It's the end of the 2nd set (image shows the stadium and the score) 

and the voiceover says Monma won the second set by defense. The next image shows 

Monma eating a banana with Ike in the background and the voiceover says Monma's 

opposition of Ike's attacks has the feeling of stability of a veteran. The next image 



shows a woman wearing sunglasses and the voiceover says Monma's fifth consecutive 

championship is at stake and his wife is watching attentively. The last image shows a 

boy wearing sunglasses and the voiceover continues: "And beside her, their son, 

Nozomu-kun, is also rooting for him." 

 

LOL The Monmas are a sunglasses-wearing family! 

 

Ch. 375 

So Ei-chan thinks that it's past Christmas and there's only a bit left to the year. 

December is off season for tennis, so it's a period where there are no tournaments and 

he can thoroughly drive his body. He's turning pro in April and has gotten a supplement 

maker to underwrite his tour expenses. Then his cell phone rings with an e-mail from 

Araya, which Ei-chan replies to. Then he thinks that for now he has funds for one 

overseas tour (not sure if this means just the Australian Futures tournament, or if it 

covers more tournaments). If he produces good results, he can consider the next 

development; if he loses, then it's over (might be referring to competing overseas). He's 

gotten STC to allow him to practice there as his base while aiming for Australia. 

 

Then Nabae and Ogata are included in the exchange (maybe of e-mail messages). Ei-

chan thinks that from now the matches where he can't lose at all costs will occur again 

and again in order for him to make a living through tennis, so he's really thankful for this 

sort of invitation. 

 

On December 30, 7 guys (Nabae, Ide, Ogata, Araya, Okada, Kanda, and Ei-chan) meet 

as planned, gather at STC, and practice (see pic 1, p.1 on mangakansou). Ei-chan's 

shot goes into the net. Araya comments that Ei-chan is putting power strangely. Ei-chan 

acknowledges this, mentally attributing it to his overthinking things about the future, so 

his body is stiffening up. And there's the challenge Monma mentioned of finding a 

practice partner when he turns pro. An environment where this lineup will all be present 

is unlikely, so at a time like this, he has to grow, playing his own tennis. 

 

Practice continues. Nabae says he's warmed up and proposes they switch to a match 

style. Ide is for it. Okada points out they only have two courts. Araya suggests they 

alternate in one-set matches. Ogata taps Kanda as an opponent and Kanda agrees. 

Two matches start: Ogata vs Kanda, and Nabae vs Okada. 

 

On the sidelines, Araya comments that they did well to include this many members. Ide 



adds that the timing was good; he's returning to Spain soon after New Year. Ei-chan's 

surprised that Ide will go again. Ide says he's taken a liking for over there. Ei-chan says 

he has difficulty asking, but what does Ide plan for funds? Ide explains that one of his 

acquaintances in Spain works for a gut maker, and he's arranged for Ide to receive 

some support. As for lodging, Ide will be passed around between houses of friends, so 

he'll survive. Araya comments that Ide's having several friends in Spain who'll let him 

freeload is unusual. Ei-chan remembers that in Florida he'd also been supported by Ike 

and concludes that playing abroad without expending money is tough-going. Ide adds 

that he doesn't want to always be supported by friends, so he won't extend it so much. 

Ei-chan says he also wants to leave home soon, but his parents told him it's better to 

see how it goes first when he's a pro. Araya says that many a time he has just enough 

funds to go around (?) the matches. He adds that among them the one who's secured a 

base and funds is Nabae. Ide points out it's because Nabae is a Japan rep. Ei-chan 

thinks everyone is also having a hard time. 

 

The matches continue: Okada 3-6 Nabae; Ogata 5-7 Kanda; Ei-chan 3-6 Nabae; Araya 

6-4 Ide. 

 

Ide asks Nabae if his schedule for next year has been decided. Nabae replies that it has, 

generally: NTC will be his base, and he intends to trying challenging the highest levels 

of international competitions as he can. Kanda concludes that Nabae intends to win 

rapidly in superior tournaments and graduate from the Futures and Challenger levels 

early. Ei-chan realizes that means Nabae wants to get halfway up the mountain within 

the coming year (see pic 2, p.1 on mangakansou). Kanda adds that the Challenger wall 

isn't something that can be surmounted quickly, so Nabae really has a lot of confidence 

in himself. 

 

Nabae asks Kanda's plans and whether he's going to the US. Kanda notes that the level 

there is high and his parents are there. Nabae asks if Kanda has settled on where he'll 

be based. Kanda replies that the plan is IMG again; he doesn't have to get a late start 

just because he's a year younger. Nabae comments that unexpectedly Kanda might be 

the one to advance to No.1 ranking next year. Kanda counters with "What's with 

'unexpectedly'?" Araya curses and announces a switch. Behind him Okada strikes a 

triumphant pose. 

 

The matches continue: Ei-chan 7-5 Kanda; Okada 2-6 Ogata.  

 



Ide exchanges a high touch with Ei-chan whose match was over, congratulates him on 

his win, and then suggests Kanda play against him next. 

 

Ogata remembers that Okada decided to go on to college and asks which, because 

he'd also decided to go to college. Okada mutters a reply; it turns out to be the same 

college Ogata will attend and Ogata says they'll be together. Ei-chan comments that 

with the two of them there, it will be super strong. Okada imagines their university life 

with him overshadowed by Ogata with the girls (see pic 1, p.2 on mangakansou). Ogata 

points out that more and more pros who are in college are increasing, and that there are 

also universities that sponsor tournaments, so they're just taking a different route. 

Okada tsks, shocking Ogata. Kanda asks who's next. Ide looks frustrated. Kanda 6-2 

Ide. Okada calls Ei-chan to be his opponent. Ogata asks Ide to tell him how to get along 

well with Okada. Ide is surprised by the question. 

 

Ei-chan's match with Okada starts. The two exchange strong shots (see pic 2, p.2 on 

mangakansou). Okada thinks Ei-chan has improved even more. Ei-chan thinks that his 

stiffness at the start had disappeared, an effect he attributes to everyone there. Okada 

2-6 Ei-chan. 

 

Araya suggests that everyone rest temporarily, then they each play two more matches 

afterward. Kanda comments that playing one match after another is tiring. Nabae adds 

that there's a feeling of tension no matter who the opponent is. Then Kanda asks Ei-

chan how things are going. Ei-chan shares his plan to participate in an Australian 

Futures tournament. Kanda corrects him; he wasn't asking about that but about his 

girlfriend. Ei-chan's taken aback (see pic 3, p.2 on mangakansou). Smirking, Kanda 

asks how things went during Christmas. Even Ide looks excited, like he wants to hear. 

 

Ei-chan replies that they'd had a bit of time to meet during Christmas; however, 

Natchan's family apparently holds a Christmas party at their house every year and she 

kept getting e-mail from her dad, so Ei-chan ended up going home at 5 p.m. and 

spending it with his family. Kanda's surprised. Ide says he'd expected something more 

hot and heavy. Kanda argues that she should turn off the cell phone then. Ogata notes 

that in the future, trust will be important, which surprises Ei-chan. Ide asks if Ogata is 

already thinking of marriage. Ogata replies that it's natural since they'd been dating for a 

long time already. Ide is amazed. Araya comments that Ogata has a different 

perspective. Again, Okada tsks. 

 



Kanda objects, wanting a lower-level topic: specifics about indecent topics (since he'd 

asked about Ei-chan's girlfriend, this probably means locker-room talk about girls). 

Araya realizes Kanda's that sort of idiot. Kanda argues that everyone's like that and it's 

Ei-chan who's weird for not getting hot and heavy on Christmas when he has such a 

cute girlfriend. Kanda ends up struggling for words. Ide tells Kanda he (Kanda) is 

unlikely to get a girlfriend for the time being and Kanda turns pale. Ogata: Aah... Okada: 

Pfft. Kanda turns on Okada and demands he not to laugh. Nabae points out that if they 

don't resume practice already, they won't have time. Ide suggests himself as Nabae's 

next opponent. Two more weeks until the Australian tour.  

 

End of chapter. The title of next chapter is "To the South." This suggests Ei-chan sets 

off for Australia. Incidentally, the original poster also included a score of Nabae 6-4 

Ogata, but no description. Some of the other match descriptions didn't have scores. 

= = = 

Additions, corrections, and clarifications to the spoiler post: 

 

It wasn't e-mail that Ei-chan received but a message through a social networking app 

like Line. The suggestion to meet and have a group practice session comes from Araya 

(cat avatar). Nabae (yuu kanji avatar) immediately chimes in with agreement and that 

he's in depending on the location. Ogata (tiger avatar) says he'll be in the Kantou region 

visiting his grandma starting the 29th. Ei-chan (tennis racket avatar) says they can use 

the STC courts on the 30th. Araya and Ogata commend Ei-chan's immediate response. 

Ide (pic of Ide flashing a V sign) asks if he and Okada can join in. Nabae says holding it 

at STC works for him. Araya asks Ei-chan to make the arrangements with STC for the 

30th. Ei-chan agrees. (Araya sends Kanda an invitation to the chat.) Araya then says 

he's invited Kanda and hopes that's okay. Ogata comments that Araya works fast. 

Nabae points out that it's far for Kanda. (Kanda joins the chat.) Kanda (ramen avatar) 

says he can go; his parents are coming to Tokyo just then. He adds that if there's this 

sort of group, tell him right away. Ogata apologizes. Kanda says Ogata isn't at fault. 

Araya asks if Kanda's saying it's his (Araya's) fault. Kanda apologizes. Ide reports that 

Okada doesn't know yet if he can make it, but Ide suspects he'll come. Ei-chan lists the 

participants and says that's 2 courts, or 3 if possible. Nabae confirms that they'll meet at 

STC on the 30th. Ogata thanks Ei-chan. 

 

The university Okada names is Kyouritsu. 

 

The score for the Okada vs Araya match, after which Okada strikes a triumphant pose, 



is apparently 7-5. 

 

Nabae's standing behind Ei-chan when Ei-chan mentions his plan to participate in an 

Australian Futures competition, and Nabae looks kind of wide-eyed on hearing it. 

 

Kanda's comment about turning off the phone apparently means while on a date. Kanda 

turns pale, not red, and his turning pale seems to be a reaction to being told by Ide that 

he (Kanda) is unlikely to get a girlfriend. Kanda also demands that Okada not laugh. 

 

The teaser blurb says "Now, to the tour! Ei-chan will begin his attempt!" 

 

Ch. 376 

Looks like some culture shock for Ei-chan when he arrives in Australia the day before 

the tournament starts, but he seems to have found his mental bearings.  

 

Okay, the chapter starts with Ei-chan and Natchan doing the New Year shrine visit 

together. Ei-chan thinks it's been around a month and a half since the All Japan 

Championship. And he's put together a physical rebuilding menu for the two weeks until 

the tournament. He'll strengthen his upper body and increase flexibility, and put on 

physical strength. It might seem to be a circuitous route to produce results right away, 

but it's actually the best shortcut. Strengthening the body doesn't just improve technique 

and maintain concentration, it definitely affects the strategic approach (or concepts). 

After the tournament schedule was decided, he'd continued full training enough to 

actually feel that (probably referring to affecting strategic approach) in particular. And 

he'll head to Australia alone. 

 

Then the chapter has Ei-chan aboard a plane and reading Tennis Times. He compares 

Japan to Australia and thinks Australia is clearly more advanced in tennis, it's producing 

lots of promising young players, and it's a high-profile region. He wonders what sort of 

place it is. 

 

He arrives at the Australian airport. He thinks it's far, but there isn't much of a time 

difference, so he feels more comfortable than in Florida. However, this time Mike and 

Ike aren't there, so he has to get to his lodgings on his own. Although he's studied 

English somewhat, his English isn't perfect, so he feels uneasy. He reminds himself that 

he'd checked beforehand and has lots of time, so if he goes carefully, he'll be okay. 

 



He boards the train he needed without any problem. Through the window, he sees "Rod 

Laver Arena," recognizes it as the center court for the Australian Open, and remembers 

that the Grand Slam starts that week. Ike and Monma are in the final selection, while 

Takuma will be in the prelims, so he wonders if everyone has arrived. Ei-chan also 

wants to go. He remembers that he's now starting on the path that will duly lead him 

there. He wonders what sort of venue his own tournament will be held in. 

 

Two hours pass on the train. Then Ei-chan realizes his stop is the next station. The 

place looks quite desolate (no buildings) and he wonders if he'll be okay. He gets off at 

the station and notes that it matches his map. As he walks, he thinks it's excessively 

spacious and empty without any signs of life. He finds the motel and sighs in relief. 

 

He enters his room, takes a breather, but notices the clock, and tells himself he's arrived 

but this is no time to feel relieved. He has to go to the tournament venue and get to a 

practice court today to prepare for tomorrow. He get some light exercise to relax his 

body. 

 

Ei-chan gets to the courts and thinks the club more ordinary than he'd expected, but the 

courts are the same beautiful blue as the Australian Open's (see pic 1, page 1 on 

mangakansou). He hails some people who look like officials, introducing himself and 

explaining he's come from Japan. The official greets him and guesses he's participating 

in the tournament tomorrow. Ei-chan asks where the practice courts are. The officials 

laugh and point out there are lots of courts right in front of him. Ei-chan blushes a bit, 

and guesses that means he can use whichever one he likes. As he heads to the courts, 

he notes that the officials hadn't offered any explanation or advice. He reminds himself 

this isn't Japan, and naturally he has to look for a practice partner on his own too. 

 

He hails another player, introducing himself and asking if that player will be taking part 

in the tournament tomorrow. Just then, the guy's friend calls him. He tells Ei-chan that 

Ei-chan is correct but excuses himself because he has to practice. Then Ei-chan sees 

an Asian guy who's by himself. He hails the Asian and introduces himself (see pic 1, 

page 2 on mangakansou). The Asian acknowledges the introduction but doesn't 

reciprocate. Ei-chan guesses the Asian will be participating in the tournament and 

explains he's looking for a practice partner. The Asian confirms Ei-chan's guess, then 

asks what tournaments Ei-chan has taken part in. Ei-chan saying the All Japan Junior, 

the All Japan Championship, and a Futures in Florida last year. The Asian stands up 

and leaves, telling Ei-chan to trying someone else (Oooh! Now I want Ei-chan to beat 



that guy, then win the tournament!) Ei-chan wonders if he was turned down for lack of a 

track record. He continues asking others, but doesn't find any takers. He thinks it's 

useless, plus he doesn't speak fluently. 

 

Right then, an old man calls out to Ei-chan and offers to partner him in practice. Ei-chan 

happily enters the court, but the old man is no where in his league, commenting that Ei-

chan's balls are different, as expected of a pro (see pic 2, page 2 on mangakansou). 

 

An hour later, the old man tells Ei-chan to do his best (tomorrow). Smiling, Ei-chan 

waves to the old man. Ei-chan's grateful, but he thinks his adjustment ended with 

incomplete combustion, so he plans on going on a run to work up more sweat (to blow 

off the soot in the pipes, so to speak). 

 

Afterward, Ei-chan's eating in his room. Then he opens his tennis notebook. He thinks 

he'd intended to prepare himself, but nothing went as he'd hoped. He concludes this is 

probably what an overseas tour is like. 

 

He notes that his 1R opponent is a local, an Australian named Arber Christophe. He 

hasn't been able to get the data he wants, aside from the guy being 20 years old with a 

world rank of 1476. He's uneasy knowing hardly anything about the guy, but this is also 

something he's anticipated. His pulse speeding up, Ei-chan exhales deeply, thinking 

he's already started his fight as a pro: first is clearing the prelims. He smiles (see pic 3, 

page 2 on mangakansou). 

 

The wind outside is audible. Ei-chan thinks the wind has gotten a bit stronger. End of 

chapter. 

 

The title of the next chapter is "Self." 

= = = 

I corrected the name of Ei-chan's 1R opponent in the summary. It looks like Ei-chan's 

focus on increasing flexibility is due to Tanemura's influence since Ei-chan's shown 

attempting a split, just like he'd seen Tanemura do. The article in Tennis Times that Ei-

chan was reading was apparently about an 18-year-old Australian who won the U.S. 

Open. By the time the old man went up to Ei-chan, there was only one hour left where 

people could use the courts. The teaser blurb says "A Premonition of a Storm from the 

First Match." I do hope the "storm" is Ei-chan's success (like when Natchan predicted 

Ei-chan would be the eye of the storm) and it's not an actual storm. 



 

Ooh, it looks like Ei-chan brought enough bananas to last him the tournament. I wonder 

if that's Monma's influence? Hmm...I also wonder if Ei-chan's world ranking is listed in 

the same place where he looked up Arber Christophe on his cell phone? 

 

Ch. 377 

Due to strong winds, the balls aren't bouncing as Ei-chan expects, so he's in the wrong 

position to receive and his timing is thrown off. Then he notices there aren't any 

previous balls left on court and sees the current ball roll downwind even though the wind 

had dropped. He concludes that the court is slightly tilted. I'm not sure how easily he 

can adjust to the difference, but once he adjusts, I think he should be fine. 

 

So the chapter starts the next morning, the first day of the Australia Futures prelims. 

The wind is blowing strong and Ei-chan's had a bad feeling about it since last night. He 

wonders if a match is possible in such a strong windstorm, even though there's no rain. 

He arrives at the venue and asks the reception desk if there will be matches today. The 

person at the reception looks out, then replies that the chairs aren't flying, so the 

matches are on. The reply has Ei-chan wondering if the chairs really do sometimes go 

flying. 

 

Ei-chan enters the court, thinking that even now it looks like the chairs could go flying, 

so the manner of speech implies they're used to it and it often happens. And since his 

opponent is a local, he's probably used to this wind too, so it might be a bother. Ei-chan 

concludes he has to thoroughly make the wind his ally. 

 

He meets his opponent, Alber Christophe (see pic 1, page 1 on mangakansou). The two 

decide who will serve and who will receive using the mark of the racket's pattern. Ei-

chan guesses wrong, so Alber chooses to serve. Ei-chan realizes that the prelims are 

self-judged (apparently where the chapter title "Self" comes from), which is different 

from Japan where even prefectural junior tournaments have umpires. He concludes that 

if the Rod Laver Arena he saw yesterday was the summit, this (venue) was the 

base...this is definitely the starting point. 

 

Alber announces "Three-set match. Play!" and hits a quick serve. Ei-chan notes that the 

quick serve is a slice that's carried by the wind (see pic 2, page 1 on mangakansou). 

The serve is wide and he doesn't touch it. 15-0. Ei-chan concludes from the control, the 

quick serve from the low toss and hard-to-follow effect of the wind, the choice of a slice 



serve where the power is increased by riding the wind...that Alber is accustomed to 

playing in this sort of wind. 

 

The next serve is to the center. Ei-chan manages to return it. Alber returns the ball with 

a strong flat. Ei-chan's extended racket is completely blown off because the flat is 

carried by the wind, resulting in unexpected power. He thinks that in this situation, there 

are no ordinary shots that he can hit normally. He wonders if this is also a hometown 

advantage where his opponent doesn't miss this (or maybe, doesn't commit this error). 

 

The rally continues. Ei-chan's shot goes into the net. He thinks the only thing he can do 

is to start getting used to (the situation) from zero. (Possibly the wind forced his shot 

down into the net.) In the next rally, Alber puts the ball away with a strong blow and 

strikes a triumphant pose. The first game ends as a love game. 

 

Ei-chan thinks it's hard to play, but he'd been prepared for there being various things, 

and he came because he had to experience those while it's still early. Getting to the 

serve position, he decides that he first has to hold his serve and grasp his own pace. He 

tosses, then the ball wavers in the wind. He manages to match and hit the ball, but even 

though it was a quick serve, the impact point was off. Ei-chan thinks it's in, but Alber 

calls a fault. 

 

Alber exhales then takes a posture of concentration. Ei-chan guesses the serve had 

been very close, and this sort of thing (maybe thinking it was in) is also an assumption. 

He thinks he has to focus on his play...if the next one is tough (or terrible or unfair, 

depends on the context), he'll deal with it. On his second serve, the toss is again 

disturbed by the wind, and the ball goes into the net. Double fault. 0-15.  

 

Ei-chan believes he's overthinking all sorts of things. He takes a deep breath and 

concentrates on the next serve. The serve to the center goes in. Alber returns it. Ei-

chan thinks that this time it's a spin, but earlier, even though it was just a flat... The ball 

bounces higher than Ei-chan expected (see pic 1, page 2 on mangakansou), taking him 

by surprise. He returns it, but the ball was weak and Alber is able to put it away with a 

straight. 

 

Ei-chan thinks the ball bounced and decelerated, a big difference from the strong fast 

ball earlier. He concludes Alber is a player who hits balls Ei-chan has never 

experienced before. When he's upwind, he hits a flat. When he's downwind, it's a spin. 



Ei-chan speculates that it might be an attack using shots that make the best use of the 

wind. 

 

The rally continues. Due to unexpected ball motion (see pic 2, page 2 on mangakansou), 

Ei-chan's shot goes into the net and his serve is broken because he couldn't get the 

timing. Even though he'd intended to take into account the wind, it's still no good. He 

thinks he first has to get used to the wind and spin right away... While sensing wind 

direction and wind strength with his body...watch closely... Now since the strong wind is 

facing his opponent...he predicts a spin (serve?) to the center. 

 

His prediction is correct, but... (see pic 3, page 2 on mangakansou). Ei-chan wonders 

why the ball bounced and decelerated even more than usual. Alber puts the ball away 

with a crosscourt forehand. Ei-chan thinks that with this, even if he can predict the type 

of ball and the course, he doesn't match the timing. There's something off that isn't 

explained by just the wind. With this, he can't attack. 

 

In the third game, Alber again holds his serve. 

 

On the chair, Ei-chan scribbles on his notebook. His analysis: the upwind-flat and 

downwind-spin has been consistent. It's certainly an undesirable attack, but it's 

monotonous, so he ought to be able to handle it...and yet his timing is off. He tries 

drawing a picture of the wind direction and ball movement. He wonders why. It's already 

0-3 and wants to stop it here. Since there seems to be some regularity, shouldn't he be 

able to pin it down? 

 

Then he notices the balls he'd left "here" (on the ground by the chair) are gone. The 

balls are rolling downwind. He's surprised to see them all the way "over there"; even if 

it's attributed to the strong wind...when the wind is weakening...it can't be...this court is 

slightly inclined?! 

 

End of chapter. 

 

The title of the next chapter is "Away." 

= = = 

Corrections to the summary: what Ei-chan notices is that the balls he'd set down beside 

him aren't where he left them, and that they'd rolled over there (way beyond the 

baseline). In the double call of 0-15 in the summary, the second time wasn't called in the 



manga, so it was the original poster's error and I just deleted it from the summary. 

 

The teaser blurb says "Will Ei-chan, who is being tossed about by an invisible enemy, 

recover?!" 

 

Ch. 378 

Okay, so to test his hypothesis, Ei-chan gently sets the ball down and it goes rolling—

which confirms his guess that the court is sloped. He thinks something like that would 

be impossible in Japan. Then Alber calls his attention with a "Hey!" 

 

Ei-chan sets up to serve, thinking it's probably within competition regulations, but 

considering the slight slope, he can understand his sense of unease that wasn't 

explained by just the wind. When he's facing a headwind (he's downwind), he's hitting 

uphill (relative to the slope), so the ball slows down and bounces more than expected 

(see pic 1, page 1 on mangakansou). 

 

Alber wonders if Ei-chan has already noticed (probably the slope). 

 

Ei-chan's analysis continues: And that's why when upwind, Alber aims for the bouncing 

ball from above with a flat. So he decides he has to hit a slice serve that doesn't bounce 

at this point. Alber returns the serve, recognizing from Ei-chan's response that Ei-chan 

has noticed in only 3 games. 

 

Ei-chan returns the ball with power and a type of shot that takes into account the wind 

and the slope... Alber thinks Ei-chan is unlucky, that even if Ei-chan has noticed, Alber 

has an overwhelming advantage in power by being upwind (see pic 2, page 1 on 

mangakansou). He hits a strong shot and puts away the ball. 0-15. 

 

It's a good thing Ei-chan was able to understand the situation at an early stage, but 

Alber again capitalizes on the strong wind and continuously fires off strong shots, and 

Ei-chan, handicapped by the unfamiliar headwind, fails to hold his serve. After that, he 

gradually adjusts his shots for the wind, while piling on errors, but he's also held down in 

this game by the power of Alber's serve from upwind. Alber strikes a triumphant pose: 

"Yes!" Game count: Alber 5-0 Ei-chan. 

 

They change court for Ei-chan's service game. Taking into account his being upwind 

this time, Ei-chan sends his serve wide. Alber returns it. Ei-chan decides to use the wind 



and the slope, seizing the boost while being careful not have the ball go out, by 

controlling a flat ball. Carried by the wind, the flat is a winner. With the upwind game, Ei-

chan finally takes a game in the match for the first time. Then he looks forward to 

making his first break in the next return game from upwind, but unaccustomed to 

attacking from upwind, he fails to break. 

 

It's 35 minutes since the start of the match and the first set is lost. (The score is 

apparently 6-1.) The wind shows no sign of letting up. Ei-chan thinks he was beaten; 

he's starting to get used to the wind, but his opponent is a specialist who uses the wind. 

However, the attack style is monotonous, and if he's upwind, he's sure to hold his serve, 

and he should be able to break Alber. And even when he's downwind, he should be 

able to hold. He'll rally from this point, and he'll bring in his own tennis. Alber thinks Ei-

chan's ability to respond/adapt is remarkable. 

 

The second set starts with Ei-chan serving from downwind. He thinks strategy is 

important in order to hold his serve when he's downwind, which reduces power. He'll 

compensate for the away disadvantage (probably meaning his unfamiliarity with the 

venue) with strategy. He decides to use the course and a ball that won't bound so that it 

won't let Alber hit it with a high impact point from upwind. Ei-chan hits a slice serve wide. 

 

Alber returns it. Ei-chan thinks if he makes Alber run and hit a low ball, it won't be 

powerful. For his next shot, he goes for control with an angle shot that escapes outward. 

Alber manages to return thetsks (see pic 3, page 1 on mangakansou). Ei-chan exults, 

thinking that with this, he completely has the upper hand. 

 

However, Alber calls it out. Ei-chan protests that it was in. Alber tells him to call a 

referee if he has a complaint, but adds that when one is called, based on the self-judge 

rule, the one who is closer is the one who judges, so he won't be overruled. 

 

Ei-chan tries to object. Alber says if Ei-chan doesn't trust him, he can get an assistant 

referee to attend them. Ei-chan thinks he understands the nuance, but he doesn't 

understand it well and quickly (I guess he's having difficulty with English). Ei-chan tells 

Alber he's sure the shot was in, so if Alber is doing it on purpose, he wants Alber to stop 

it. Alber asks Ei-chan if Ei-chan heard what he said: call a referee. But he insists he has 

the right of judgment. Ei-chan thinks Alber's playing on Ei-chan's difficulty with English. 

 

Ei-chan reins in his frustration and irritation and goes to the service position. He reminds 



himself that this is a self-judged match overseas. He can't fight on equal terms using 

words. He mustn't be further disturbed now in a match where he needs to concentrate. 

In the first place, he came to get this sort of experience. He tells himself to pull himself 

together. 

 

Ei-chan serves to the center. Alber returns the ball with a strong forehand shot 

crosscourt and puts it away: "Yes!" Ei-chan realizes Alber had aimed for that 

immediately after agitating Ei-chan. With him a set down and the score of the first game 

at 0-30, Ei-chan doesn't want his serve broken. He closes his eyes and takes a deep 

breath, reminding himself to remember the good times when he'd made points and 

boost his concentration. Alber tells Ei-chan that Ei-chan is taking a bit long, so he'll time 

him. Opening his eyes, Ei-chan orders himself not to wear out his concentration even in 

this sort of circumstances. 

 

His next serve to the center is a fault, but Ei-chan thinks it's only barely a fault. Alber 

thinks Ei-chan is stronger, per se, but he can throw him off balance. (It's not clear here 

whether he means that Ei-chan is stronger than himself or that Ei-chan's game is 

usually stronger.) Ei-chan's second serve is wide. Alber returns it with a drop shot (see 

pic 1, page 2 on mangakansou). 

 

Ei-chan fails to catch up with the ball. He swears because he hadn't been thinking about 

a surprise attack, and a drop shot is high risk with the strong wind. He then corrects 

himself, concluding that was the reason the drop shot was effective. Alber is sure he'll 

take the game here (probably because the score should be 0-40). 

 

Ei-chan's serve goes into the net. Alber plans to attack the second serve. However, it 

doesn't go in (see pic 2, page 2 on mangakansou). Double fault. Ei-chan's serve is 

broken. 

 

End of chapter. The title of the next chapter is "Natural Advantage(s)." 

 

So the current score is 6-0, 1-0 with Alber leading. Now I really want Ei-chan to defeat 

Alber. 

= = = 

Corrections to the summary: the first time Alber judged a shot out, he'd managed to 

return it. When Ei-chan took time to center himself, Alber didn't just think Ei-chan was 

taking time, he told Ei-chan he's timing Ei-chan. 



 

The teaser blurb says "Self-destruction...! The Way to Counterattack is!?" 

 

Ch. 379 

So the chapter opens with Ei-chan shocked that he'd double-faulted at such an 

important time and was broken first. Alber thinks, "Yeah! I herded him this far!" As they 

switch courts, Ei-chan wonders what to do: a countermeasure for a hometown opponent 

in his first competition; how to cope with self-judging overseas; a match in strong winds 

with which he has no personal experience; a court he lacks practice on—moreover, one 

that's probably sloping. With all these, he's not even thinking about his opponent's 

tactics, and he can't play his own tennis. He fixes his strings (routine to calm down). 

Then he reminds himself he's doing everything possible. As he prepares to receive, he 

concludes that he can only continue doing them all, also keeping in mind surprise 

attacks (probably referring to Alber's drop shot) and watching his opponent closely. 

 

Alber serves wide. As Ei-chan returns it, he notes that from downwind, it bounces 

without lengthening. An exchange of shots, then Alber hits a shallow lob. Ei-chan thinks 

it's a chance, but notices the ball is shifting because of the wind. He goes for a smash, 

which unfortunately goes into the net. Ei-chan wonders if the shot was calculated (I 

guess intended to invite the smash and resulting error). 

 

Narration in the text boxes: Up to this point, Alber's attacks had been "monotonous" 

(repetitive?). Alber's real distinction was the variety of his tactics. Right after the start of 

the second set, considering he'd evaded using technique, he had attacked with power—

a style like Nabae's, where he changes tactics completely if Ei-chan works out 

countermeasures. Because of that, even when Ei-chan gets to a good position, he's by 

no means able to break Alber. However, he continues to hold his serve, and if he 

doesn't break once, he'll lose. In any case, he concentrated and accumulated data on 

Alber's tactics so that he won't be flustered. (Score for the second set: 4-3) And at last 

the final stage of the set where the complete picture of Alber's tactics has been seen, 

when Ei-chan had planned to make a bold move, Alber's tennis suddenly transformed 

super aggressively. 

 

Alber's strong shot is a winner. Ei-chan's stunned, but Alber thinks Ei-chan starts to 

cope right away no matter what sort of attack, and he wonders what on earth Ei-chan is 

doing with his notes. Alber thinks that if he can't end it with this set, the final set will be 

dangerous. So he decides to break things off here. He serves to the center. A rally 



ensues, then "Yes!" Alber holds his serve: 5-3. 

 

Play continues. Ei-chan hits a winner crosscourt: 5-4. Ei-chan thinks he held his serve 

and intends to break here. Alber thinks that if he holds, he wins. 

 

Alber tosses the ball. Ei-chan predicts Alber will serve wide, and reacts. Alber hits the 

ball and is surprised to see Ei-chan already in position to receive it. Ei-chan decides to 

attack since he's upwind; however, his shot goes out. Play continues. Alber hits a drop 

shot, thinking it ends with this. Ei-chan rushes the net and manages to return the ball. 

Unfortunately, the wind prevents the ball from clearing the net. Alber wins: 6-1, 6-4. 

 

After the handshake, a wide-eyed Alber leaves, thinking "That was dangerous...that was 

strange tennis." It turns out the Asian guy had apparently been watching the match. 

 

On the train back to Melbourne, Ei-chan reviews his notes, thinking he hadn't been able 

to use up his true strength. Then he corrects himself: he'd included everything; this is 

his current ability. He totally hadn't understood what it means to compete abroad. 

Australia Futures: 1R loss. 

 

Back in STC, Ei-chan reports to Coach Aoi, who says it's unfortunate, but asks if Ei-

chan still feels down. Ei-chan replies that he's daunted, having gotten financial 

assistance and gone. Coach Aoi points out Ei-chan was able to gain good experience 

and can only retaliate in due time. He asks where Ei-chan will go next, pointing out 

there are many options including China, Thailand, and India. Ei-chan replies that he 

really wants to go but his funds are already...  

 

Coach Aoi points out that what Ei-chan has to do first is to make a report on the protein 

to his sponsor. He suggests Ei-chan make the best use of his defeat and proactively get 

backing to challenge overseas through an appeal. Ei-chan says he'll contact the 

company immediately. 

 

Coach Aoi asks if Ei-chan understands why a pro tennis player ought to acquire 

international experience, then answers his own question: they won't understand the 

court, climate, topography, culture, and everything else if they don't go. He believes Ei-

chan already understands, but explains that the top world players take part in 17 

tournaments in a year, at the very least, including the Davis Cup and Grand Slam. Ei-

chan has to continue competing in numerous matches in those tournaments, which are 



scattered throughout the world, in order to gather points. In other words, in addition to 

mental, physical, and technical, Ei-chan also needs financial ability, adaptability, and 

even knowledge. Despite Ei-chan's always holding those sorts of things, he has to allow 

them to improve. Ei-chan is heading for that sort of world, so first before anything else, 

Ei-chan has to get used to overseas campaigns. Coach Aoi ends his lecture by telling 

Ei-chan to go in rapid succession to as many as he can go. Ei-chan agrees. 

 

Narration in the text boxes: And then I decided to put special priority on overseas 

campaigns during the period when there are no tournaments in Japan, from now on. 

First, I'll go to China in February. March will be Japan, but for April and May, I'll attempt 

to break through the lower tour in India and various other Asian countries. 

 

End of chapter. The teaser blurb for the next chapter is "The Destination (or Future) of 

the Challenge from Low Level is...?!" The title of the next chapter is "Inexperienced (or 

Not Yet Experienced) Zone." 

 

Ch. 380 

So when ch.380 opens, about a month has passed since Ei-chan returned from 

Australia and it's now the middle of February and Ei-chan is in Shenzhen, China. On the 

phone, he reports to Erik (BodyPlus) that he'd gotten through the prelims but lost in the 

first round of the main draw (see pic 1, page 1 on mangakansou). Erik comments that 

Ei-chan has progressed since Australia. Ei-chan says he's also reflected on (what 

happened in) Australia and he's coping with the self-judging in English better than 

before. He'd arrived at the venue 2 days earlier (instead of just 1), so he was able to find 

a good practice partner. 

 

Flashback: Ei-chan's looking for a practice partner. Someone calls out to him asking if 

he's looking for a practice partner. Ei-chan's surprised because the one who'd hailed 

him was the Asian guy he'd met in Australia. The guy mentions they'd met in Australia; 

he offers to partner Ei-chan. Ei-chan asks why, when the guy had refused last time. The 

guy replies that he'd watched the match that Ei-chan lost and had wanted to try hitting 

against Ei-chan some day (see pic 2, page 1 on mangakansou). The guy apologizes for 

that time and introduces himself as Wang Wei. Ei-chan introduces himself. They shake 

hands. Wang Wei says he's 16 and asks Ei-chan how old he is. Ei-chan's surprised 

Wang Wei is so young, and replies he's 18. End of flashback. 

 

Ei-chan says that he got used to the peculiarities of the hard court with practice, and this 



time the weather was favorable, so he believes the result was his advancing to the main 

draw. Erik then asks why Ei-chan hadn't been able to win. Ei-chan fumbles his 

explanation, but gets out that his physical condition deteriorated and he had to default 

midway. Erik asks if Ei-chan is all right and where the problem was. Ei-chan says that 

during the match, he was struck with diarrhea. Erik asks if it's acute food poisoning. Ei-

chan replies he'd taken medicine as is much better now, so the cause seems to have 

been something that disagreed with him. He adds that one the first day of the 

tournament, there was a body check (pat down) outside the venue, and the insides of 

bags and wallets were checked. That man was suspicious, so he didn't trust him and 

watched him to be sure, but afterward, when he noticed, most of the cash had been 

replaced with paper, like magic (sleight of hand). Ei-chan apologizes earnestly. 

 

Erik is flabbergasted. Ei-chan said he suddenly ran out of money after that. He 

economized and tried to get through, and at that time, locals were eating at cheap food 

carts/stands close to the venue. Ei-chan believes his eating there was the problem. He 

adds that he'd heard Japanese stomachs are the weakest in the world, but he's been 

made to fully realize this (see pic 3, page 1 on mangakansou). 

 

Erik breaks out in laughter, then apologizes, saying it's no laughing matter. He asks 

what happened next. Ei-chan said that during the match, he'd had to take a toilet break 

and he couldn't get out, so he had to default. Erik roars with laughter once more. He 

again apologizes and prompts Ei-chan to continue and asks how Ei-chan's 1R opponent 

in the main draw was. Ei-chan replies his opponent was a 25-year-old Thai with a world 

ranking in the 400s, but he felt that his opponent's power and technique were quite high 

level. However, it would be an excuse...but the guy wasn't on the level of Japan's top 

players, so Ei-chan believes that if he'd been in perfect shape, he could have done 

more (probably gotten further in the tournament). Nonetheless, Ei-chan tells Erik that 

from what he's seen in 2 Futures tournaments up to now, an opponent who wins 

through the main draw and advances might be stronger than Ei-chan, but at the same 

time, Ei-chan really feels he can get to a good spot at this level. In addition, Ei-chan 

points out there's the Challenger, and he's gained a full realization that the lower tour is 

quite a deep layer/class. 

 

Ei-chan apologizes for losing in such a pathetic manner when he'd received support 

(from BodyPlus), and he hadn't been able to make even one point. Erik admits he'd 

wanted to hear better news, but now he has realized it doesn't mean he wants Ei-chan 

to have gotten 1 or 2 points. Erik points out that Ei-chan wrote down everything about 



that defeat. Ei-chan confirms this. Erik tells Ei-chan that Erik is hoping the notes Ei-chan 

had taken in the two tournaments Erik had provided assistance...have "a source of 

smiles." Ei-chan remembers his first presentation at BodyPlus. 

 

Erik tells Ei-chan they'll still supply him the protein continuously. He requests Ei-chan to 

appear in matches with the patch attached to his sleeve then, and to try consulting Erik 

again when Ei-chan has another overseas tour. He explains that since he's a manager 

of a commercial enterprise, his funds are limited, but he'll work together with Ei-chan as 

long as he believes matter of the tour is the direction Ei-chan has to take. 

 

Ei-chan thanks Erik and informs him that in March he'll be participating in a Japanese 

Futures, so he'll inform Erik of his results there too. Erik tells him to do his best. After the 

call ends, Ei-chan looks emboldened, but...his stomach gives a rumble, and he has to 

run to the toilet again. 

 

Then in early March, Ei-chan participates in a Japanese Futures for the first time. He 

thinks he's in perfect form, possibly because he can really feel that Japan is an easy 

place to compete in. He's able to pass the prelims with his own tennis...and he breaks 

through 1R of the main draw. Ei-chan strikes a triumphant pose: Yeah! Finally, 1 point! 

 

Then his 2R opponent is Tsudanuma, world rank: 290; JTA rank: 10 (he was defeated 

by Tanemura in the All Japan). Ei-chan manages to come to grips with an opponent 

who aims intensely with powerful strokes (see pic, page 2 on mangakansou). But Ei-

chan doesn't go another step further (this means Ei-chan loses in 2R). 

 

What he gained in these 3 months is the 1 point mentioned. The pro reality is harder 

than he'd thought. But he's starting to get better. However, it's already March, the period 

for discussing contracts with businesses. He had many experiences, but his world rank 

stops at 2 points for 1111. He wasn't able to amass achievements that enable him to 

turn pro with pride. He approached his high school graduation with his future prospects 

uncertain. 

 

The graduation ceremony is over, and Ei-chan is alone, sitting in his classroom. A 

classmate takes his leave, telling Ei-chan he'll definitely go watch Ei-chan's match. Ei-

chan thanks his classmate. Kageyama arrives and apologizes for keeping Ei-chan 

waiting. He asks Ei-chan what's wrong, noting that Ei-chan is glum. Ei-chan explains 

that recently he hasn't been able to win as he'd hoped. Kageyama points out that "The 



pro tennis world is hard" is a problem that was unthinkable when Ei-chan entered school. 

But as he was then, he was on the track, so he can't say he wasn't uncertain. Ei-chan 

agrees. Kageyama points out that Ei-chan's chances as an athlete are kinda easy to 

understand, but everyone's the same. He adds that because Ei-chan lost this time, he 

was able to attend the graduation ceremony, so it's good! 

 

Natchan and Sasaki arrive. Natchan congratulates him on his graduation. Kageyama 

asks what the two are doing and tells them to encourage Ei-chan a bit. He adds that Ei-

chan seems depressed because Ei-chan lost recently. Ei-chan protests that he's okay 

and that Natchan already knows. The four chat loudly. 

 

Ei-chan thinks his high-school life ended today. Starting tomorrow is the future he chose 

himself. 

 

End of chapter. The title of the next chapter is "Motivation" or "Determination" or 

"Willingness." 

= = = 

Corrections and clarifications: First, while the furigana for Wang Wei's name can be 

read as "One Way," the kanji for his name matches the kanji for the Chinese baseball 

catcher's name. 

 

When Erik clarified his statement that he has realized it doesn't mean he wants Ei-chan 

to have gotten 1 or 2 points, he said he hopes that the notes Ei-chan had taken in the 

two tournaments Erik had provided assistance have "a source of smiles." The patch on 

the sleeve Erik mentioned is apparently the "Hale" that's on Ei-chan's sleeve in the art. 

 

After the loss to Tsudanuma, after Ei-chan noted that he's starting to get better, he 

added that his results are currently also improving steadily, little by little. 

 

The stuff about "on track" was a reference to the flashback where Ei-chan was actually 

walking on the rails rather than the sidewalk. 

 

The teaser blurb just says "Amid Expectation and Uncertainty..." apparently referring to 

the the future Ei-chan chose himself. 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wang_Wei_%28baseball%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wang_Wei_%28baseball%29


Ch. 381 

So it's the end of March and Ei-chan's at the office of racket manufacturer Prince. He's 

wearing a suit and looks nervous. The Prince rep comments that Ei-chan's vigorously 

going overseas recently even though he continues to face close games. Since Ei-chan's 

Best 4 placement in the All Japan, they've started to hear about Ei-chan in various 

places. His progress and drastic performance in the short term have been highly 

acknowledged. Nevertheless, they believe they can commit to a 1-year contract for 

assistance with campaign expenses, and rackets, bags, and the use of other equipment. 

Ei-chan thanks him, and the Prince rep reciprocates. 

 

Ei-chan then goes to ellesse. A despondent Sudou tells him that due to in-house 

reasons, he's only able to offer goods in stock and other types of clothing. He senses 

possibilities in Ei-chan, so he also wants to aid his pro activities and campaign 

expenses, but... Ei-chan thanks Sudou and assures him that just getting the offer for 

clothing is a big help and that he'll do his best in ellesse tennis wear. He bows deeply to 

Sudou. 

 

Then it's April. Nabae closes a contract with Wilson. There's a big writeup about that 

meeting, and in the same page below the writeup, the names of the players who turn 

pro this spring are listed: Araya (18, GITC); Nabae (18, Wilson); Nitta? (20, Takota); and 

Ei-chan (18, STC) (see pic 1, page 1 on mangakansou). (Since Araya and Ei-chan are 

listed under their clubs, they apparently don't have sponsors.) 

 

Scene switch to a restaurant where Ei-chan, Natchan, Yukichi, Kageyama, and Sasaki 

are gathered. Yukichi proposes a toast to Ei-chan's new career. Everyone: Cheers! (see 

pic 2, page 1 on mangakansou) Yukichi comments that Ei-chan's now officially a pro. Ei-

chan confirms this and asks him, "How's college?" Yukichi replies that junior-senior 

relationships are strict. 

 

Kageyama asks Ei-chan if Ei-chan won't meet with reporters like Nabae did. Ei-chan 

explains he's not that noteworthy, so he was interviewed at the presentation. It seems 

Nabae had close games overseas in January and February, but he won a domestic 

Futures in Japan. Then borne by the impetus from that, he finished second in a 

Challenger, so his pro debut match is attracting attention. Yukichi comments that it's not 

on the level of "Master" (Ike) who suddenly made his pro debut at the Japan Open and 

got written up in newspapers, but because Nabae's the top of the Ike-generation list, the 

expectations of people connected to the business world are rising. 



 

Natchan comments that when you think of it that way, Sou-chan and Takuma who won 

in Challengers right after graduating are amazing. Ei-chan agrees. Natchan adds that 

Ei-chan would too (do the same as Sou-chan and Takuma) before long. Ei-chan: "Eh?" 

Natchan points out that Ei-chan had returned from overseas and said he felt the 

depth/thickness of the Futures layer/class. Ei-chan confirms this. Natchan then says 

that because of that, she believes Ei-chan might break through within 3 years. The guys' 

expressions are all "Good gracious!" (can also be translated as "Well..." as in 

expressing doubt). 

 

Ei-chan asks why 3 years. Natchan explains that 3 years ago Ei-chan hadn't the 

slightest inkling just how close the pro world was, but now Ei-chan's already a pro tennis 

player. That means if it's a wall whose thickness Ei-chan is aware of, then he can do it 

in 2 years. Kageyama thinks that, as expected, Natchan doesn't worry about the details. 

Yukichi mentally notes that it became 2 years before they knew it. Ei-chan 

acknowledges her point (see pic 3, page 1 on mangakansou). 

 

Then Kageyama announces he has news: he and Sasaki have decided to go steady. 

Natchan congratulates them and adds that she's suspected something along those lines. 

Blushing, Sasaki thanks her. Natchan asks "Since when?" Sasaki fumbles for an 

answer. Kageyama notices Yukichi picking up his backpack with a gloomy expression, 

and seems to realize something (possibly that Yukichi might have been romantically 

interested in Sasaki). Yukichi takes his leave. Natchan tells him (Yukitchan) not to go 

home. 

 

Then in late April, Ei-chan goes abroad again for another campaign. He acquires hard 

practice and is defeated in 2R of the main draw of a Futures in India. He retrains again 

and in May...he's defeated in 1R of the main draw of the Cambodia campaign. Ei-chan 

thinks that even though he's doing everything he should, he hasn't been getting results. 

His hard fights have continued. 

 

Then in mid-June at a Futures in Thailand, he goes up against Wang Wei, the 16-year-

old youngster ranked 776 in the world, in 2R of the main draw (see pic 1, page 2 on 

mangakansou). Ei-chan thinks he's seen Wei in Australia and China and he's practiced 

with him. If it's an opponent that he has a certain amount of data on... 

 

Wei hits a sharp shot. Ei-chan manages to return it, thinking that this person has less 



power than Ei-chan—which is unusual among pros—he's composed and makes few 

errors when he challenges. Wei hits a drop shot. Ei-chan gives chase and returns it. 

Wei calmly hits a lob. Ei-chan wonders if it will be in. He chases it, but it's a winner, and 

the match ends: 6-2, 6-4. 

 

They shake hands and Ei-chan leaves, looking gloomy. Wei wonders if Ei-chan was in 

bad condition. (Which suggests he expected better from Ei-chan.) 

 

Ei-chan returns to his room and prepares to go home. He thinks there are lots of 

difficulties in overseas campaigns, but he's gotten used to them. He's also been able to 

get sufficient practice, and his physical condition is perfect. And yet he hasn't been able 

to get the results he wanted. Why? What's the cause? He takes out his notebook and 

analyzes his play: at the final moment, the ball is returned with an unexpected shot...at 

a critical moment, he puts in power and commits an error...he gets to a good position 

but there are many wasted patterns. It's a pro world, so he knows full well that this sort 

of situation is especially important. It's natural, but he plays without giving up or losing 

focus, not even with one ball...He concludes this is a mental problem rather than a 

physical or technical one. If he had to say which, that was when he became pro even 

though he was confident...it doesn't appear he has been losing while feeling he wants to 

win...rather, has he been putting in too much strength? He's thoroughly mixed up. 

 

Right then, Ei-chan's phone sounds. 

Message from Ike: Where are you now? 

Ei-chan's reply: I'm in Thailand. I just lost in 2R of a Futures. 

Ike calls him. "Long time, no hear. Pity about the match. Well, I have a friend in Japan 

who's looking for a practice partner right now, you see. I'm currently in London, so I 

thought that if it's convenient for Maruo-kun..." 

Ei-chan: "London... (Oh, right...Wimbledon is around the corner.) I'm going back to 

Japan today, so tomorrow onward should be okay! By the way, Ike-kun got to London 

early, huh. Isn't Wimbledon 3 weeks away?" 

Ike: "I have 1 week of preparatory, then it's showtime. Wimbledon is a grass court, 

right? I don't hate it, but I'm not used to it, so I got here ahead of time." 

Ei-chan: "Is that so? Do your best, okay?" 

Ike: "Which reminds me, how many people are ahead of you for participation in the 

Wimbledon qualifying draw?" 

A stunned Ei-chan: "Eh...? Do you mean in rank?" 

Ike: "Not that! I'm asking in reality, if you register to participate in the qualifier, around 



where are you in the waiting list?" 

Ei-chan: "Eh...? Waiting list? I don't get you, though..." 

Ike: "If you're a pro, you can check that online on Player Zone, can't you?" 

Ei-chan: "Of course, but...I've only gotten 3 points, and even if I enter, it's pointless, 

so..." 

Ike: "On top of that, you...aren't interested in how far you can get in Wimbledon right 

now, are you?" 

Ei-chan: "...Well, after all, I have to earn results in Futures and Challenger first... My 

goal is to break through the lower tour, and I've only been able to consider that right 

now... If I'm able to win more, then some day..." 

Ike: "You can register ahead of time to participate in the qualifier. There are lots 

cancellations just before. You should move up the list. There've been quite low-ranked 

players who were able to take part, you know?" 

Ei-chan: "That sort of thing...even if I think about it, I haven't seen it." 

Ike: "Well, the odds of Maruo-kun, who's below 1000, being able to take part is probably 

nearly zero, you know, but isn't it better for you to keep checking around where you are 

at least? Because that's our pinnacle, you know." 

 

End of chapter. The title of the next chapter is "Tomorrow." 

 

So I wonder who Ike's friend is who needs a practice partner. Ogata, maybe? Someone 

on the National Team? Or perhaps someone based in IMG, like Krishna or Pete or 

Alex? 

= = = 

Corrections and additions to the summary: Kageyama's and Yukichi's reactions to 

Natchan's "Ei-chan will break through within 3 years" comment were silent, not even 

muttered. And it seems the one who protested Yukichi's departure was Natchan, not 

Kageyama. It looks like Momoyama, the girl Natchan was stressing over before the first 

kiss with Ei-chan, the same one she later defeated in the All Japan Junior semifinals, 

also turned pro. 

 

The teaser blurb says "The Distance to Wimbledon from His Current Self...!?" 

 

Ch. 382 

Ike's friend is David Miller, a 20 year old, world ranked 430 (see pic 1, page 1 on 

mangakansou). They'd practiced during the days leading up to the Showa no Mori 

Challenger, which David's taking part in. He thanks Ei-chan for the stimulating practice 



and asks him whether Ei-chan is also participating in the qualifiers, which starts 

tomorrow. Ei-chan says he's focused on the Futures, so he hadn't signed up. David 

expresses regrets because he thinks a match against Ei-chan would have been 

interesting. They shake hands and David asks if he can ask Ei-chan to practice with him 

another time. Ei-chan assures him he'd welcome it. David leaves. 

 

A somewhat red-faced Ei-chan thinks he hadn't registered for the Challenger, but he 

had sign up for the Wimbledon qualifiers and he's No.74 on the waiting list (see pic 2, 

page 1 on mangakansou). He'd been spurred by Ike's words that Wimbledon is the 

pinnacle for them and the realization that he hadn't been sufficiently aware of the Grand 

Slam, that he'd been focused on what's right in front of him. He thinks that at No.74, it's 

impossible for him to be able to take part, but by registering, he can't think that it has 

nothing to do with him (other people's business)—which is a big change for him. And 

now he really wants to go on site, and it's like he can imagine he's closer. 

 

Ei-chan goes home. Natchan e-mails Ei-chan that she's arrived at Georgia University, 

and she gives him an update: there are 30 courts; they have the latest exercise 

machines, which she can use as much as she wants; trainers are always available; the 

facility is humongous. She's met a number of actual students and they're quite nice, so 

it's made a good impression. Among the schools she's visited, she thinks it's the one 

that seems to suit her best. (Oh! She's currently doing a tour of the universities to see 

which one she'll attend.) Ei-chan's impressed by Natchan but thinks they haven't been 

able to meet lately. (Flashback to him telling Natchan the problem of not being able to 

meet will be resolved by him winning more matches.) He'd intended to do enhanced 

training, but as he is now, he thinks it would be no good. He wonders if there's anything 

more he can do. 

 

Then another e-mail arrives, this one from Asano inviting him to practice with Takuma. 

Ei-chan goes to the NTC the next day and sees Nabae practicing with Haketa. Asano 

had requested Ei-chan to bring his notes on Takuma, so he asks if Ei-chan brought the 

notes. Ei-chan takes them out and Asano compliments him on the amount; Takuma tsks. 

Asano explains that Takuma departs tomorrow for the Wimbledon qualifiers, and they 

want to validate Takuma's serve first. He adds that on Wimbledon's grass court, balls 

have a peculiar way of bouncing, which should make Takuma's serves a better weapon. 

So to put the finishing touches, the final criterion is Ei-chan's data. Takuma apologizes 

(see pic 3, page 1 on mangakansou), probably because Ei-chan won't get a complete 

practice match since the practice will consist of Ei-chan's returning Takuma's serves. Ei-



chan thinks it's an unasked-for chance to train at the NTC and says he'll do anything if 

he can cooperate for the sake of Takuma who's on the national team. So Asano has Ei-

chan take the normal position to receive a serve once Ei-chan has completed his 

preparations. 

 

Practice starts. It progresses with references to Ei-chan's notes. Later, Asano 

announces a 10-minute break. Asano had been worried since Ei-chan hasn't been able 

to win any Futures, but his impression from Ei-chan's appearance is that Ei-chan's body 

is taking shape properly and he's growing. He wonders if Ei-chan needs some impetus. 

 

Ei-chan chats with Nabae and asks what Nabae's next tournament is. Nabae says he's 

attempting a lawn tournament and he might register for the qualifiers of an ATP 250; 

someone comments this would mean Nabae's tour debut. Nabae asks about Ei-chan's 

plans. Ei-chan says it's a Futures in South Korea, then admits to registering for the 

Wimbledon qualifiers and laughs. Everyone there stiffens. Haketa says he understands 

Ei-chan's enthusiasm, but of course he can't participate, right? Ha ha ha. Ei-chan thinks 

someone whose world rank is 1400 normally wouldn't even sign up. Nabae comments 

that Ei-chan would have some purpose (probably for signing up for the Wimbledon 

qualifiers). Ei-chan admits he was told by Ike that he's not aware of Wimbledon, and 

because he agreed, he just tried to register and got a good feeling from that. 

 

Asano asks if that means Ei-chan's also going to London. Ei-chan replies that he just 

registered. He points out he wants to go, but he's unlikely to be able to participate, so he 

won't go. Asano argues that even if Ei-chan can't participate, if he can go, he ought to 

go. He adds that Ei-chan's already a pro, so he thinks even just seeing it from outside 

(watching from the sidelines?) is enough of a point. He tells Ei-chan he's gone to the 

tournament several times, but he thinks it's better for Ei-chan to see it once while Ei-

chan is young. 

 

Ei-chan replies that his funds are limited, and it's hard to get a ticket to the main event, 

and even if he can buy it, it's super expensive. That's why he's planning to take part in 

tournaments where he can play, get points, and increase his rank. Asano agrees that 

ordinarily that's the case, but he suggests that if Ei-chan does the ordinary approach, it 

will be no good (see pic 1, page 2 on mangakansou). Ei-chan admits he wants to go 

and had tried to consider various ways. Asano points out that Takuma had said he has 

leftover family-use passes for the qualifiers, so Ei-chan can get Takuma to assign one 

to Ei-chan. (Blank-faced Takuma: "Okay?") Asano adds that the two of them can share 



the hotel room. Since Takuma's turned into a strong player internationally, the tennis 

association is shouldering his campaign expenses, so with a big smile, Asano orders 

Takuma to cooperate and split the cost for the sake of a cash-strapped kouhai. 

Takuma's first reaction is a flat-out NO! Then he amends this, saying he doesn't have a 

problem with the pass, but sharing a hotel room with Ei-chan... 

 

Ei-chan's buoyed by the thought of going to London and seeing Wimbledon. He bows to 

Takuma and asks Takuma to take him along and basically offers to act as a gofer for 

Takuma. Takuma: "Give me a break... I want to concentrate on my matches!" Ei-chan 

promises to be quiet when Takuma is sleeping. He asks for just the pass and a place to 

sleep. Takuma protests that Ei-chan's always really too shameless only with Takuma. 

Ei-chan promises to do anything so Takuma can concentrate. He says his real motive is 

that recently he hasn't been able to get results at all and that he doesn't know what to 

do besides this, so he wants to watch Ike and Takuma compete in Wimbledon right in 

front of him (see pic 2, page 2 on mangakansou). 

 

Takuma tsks and turns his back on Ei-chan and gives the impression he said "Good 

grief!" He comments that Ei-chan has beaten him once and Ei-chan's loitering in the 

Futures is also pissing him off. Since he was instructed by the coach of the national 

team, he can't refuse. He orders Ei-chan to handle the plane ticket himself. Ei-chan 

thanks him, thinking he's be able to view the pinnacle. End of chapter. 

 

The title of the next chapter is "To the West." 

 

So Ei-chan's going to Wimbledon with Takuma. I wonder if that ups the odds of Ei-chan 

getting into the qualifiers. Maybe most of the people ahead of him will think there's no 

chance of getting in, so they aren't in London when a slot opens? Well, even if he 

doesn't, this is kinda like Ei-chan's first exposure to the All Japan Junior; he just went to 

watch that time. I wonder if Takuma will get Ei-chan to be his hitting partner at 

Wimbledon? And with Ei-chan watching, Takuma might feel the need to make an 

excellent showing of himself. 

= = = 

Gosh, I loved all the bonding here. Nabae's such a nice guy. Haketa's expressions were 

so funny, even when he's just in the sidelines, listening to Ei-chan's explanation. Asano 

obviously wants to get Ei-chan into the B Team already so he can coach him. Takuma's 

so tsundere, and he apparently has difficulty with compliments, going by that scene 

were Ei-chan and Asano look astounded while referring to Ei-chan's notes. 



I've added some clarifications to the summary, including the flashback to what Ei-chan 

told Natchan but no major corrections. The teaser blurb says "All of a sudden, the 

impossible Wimbledon!?" It looks like Ei-chan's current world rank is 1413, assuming 

the right-hand number in the waiting list for the Wimbledon qualifiers is world ranking. It 

also looks like Ei-chan's at the bottom of the list. 

 

Ch. 383 

It's the middle of June. Ei-chan thinks he's had lots of opportunities to go abroad lately, 

but it's been quite a while since he'd had such a long flight. He'd cancelled his planned 

participation in a Futures, and arrives in London 2 days after Takuma, just before the 

start of the Wimbledon qualifiers. He arrives in the room where Takuma is staying and 

bows his head deeply to Takuma, asking Takuma to put with him for just a little while. 

Takuma sighs (see pic 1, page 1 on mangakansou) and tells Ei-chan that if he's put 

down his luggage, then they'll go without delay. Ei-chan's surprised and asks where 

they're going. Takuma says to do laundry, then a meal. He'll have Ei-chan do some 

chores, but first he'll show Ei-chan around. 

 

They go to the coin laundry. Then Takuma enters a shop and tells Ei-chan they 

generally take their meals there. Ei-chan marvels that there's a Japanese restaurant 

nearby. There, they're hailed by Asano. Ei-chan notices that Watanabe and Kouno 

Junpei (world rank: 153; JTA rank: 3; didn't take part in the All Japan). He greets them. 

Kouno recognizes him (see pic 2, page 1 on mangakansou) as the Maruo-kun he's 

heard about who has defeated these two (apparently referring to Asano and Takuma) 

with 3 years of tennis experience. He asks how Ei-chan defeated them. Ei-chan 

stammers, at a loss for words. Asano tells Kouno to quit talking about that so suddenly. 

He turns the conversation to the Wimbledon qualifiers, which starts tomorrow. He orders 

them to enjoy it to the fullest. He announces that today, it's his treat, so they're to eat 

whatever they like. Everyone thanks him. 

 

At 5 o'clock the next morning, the alarm of Ei-chan's smart phone goes off. Ei-chan 

rouses Takuma, who smacks him with a pillow. Ei-chan reminds Takuma that Takuma 

had ordered Ei-chan to wake him. Then Ei-chan asks permission to use Takuma's PC. 

He checks the waiting list and notes that as of the current day, he's 68 on the waiting list. 

It's hopeless but no different from the start. If things go well, those in the 300s are likely 

to be able to participate. He's now 1413 and wonders if that's near or far. Takuma urges 

him to breakfast. 

 



Outside, Ei-chan's surprised to learn they'll be fetched and brought back. Takuma points 

out it's normal for Wimbledon. Asano appears, explaining that courtesy cars generally 

belong in ATP 500 tournaments and above. Ei-chan marvels at the VIP treatment. He 

notes that the Futures and Challengers are the lower tour (see pic 3, page 1 on 

mangakansou) and that the world tour isn't just real ability but there's also a big 

difference in treatment, which is why the wall is also thick. 

 

Everyone arrives at the courts. Ei-chan's surprised by the lawn courts but remembers 

that the qualifiers have a different venue from the main event. Takuma reminds him 

they're about to start practice. Ei-chan and Takuma start practice. Ei-chan notes that 

because the ball bounds, it feels like the ball slips slightly. The bound is lower than in a 

hard court, so the ball feels somewhat faster, but in reality, the speed isn't so different. 

However, the grass isn't perfectly flat, so there are subtle, random changes. Ei-chan's 

ball goes into the net. He thinks that he needs to concentrate quite a lot until he gets 

used to it, but even so, Takuma's fighting spirit is amazing (see pic 4, page 1 on 

mangakansou). 

 

During a break, Ei-chan writes in his notebook. Takuma asks what Ei-chan is writing. Ei-

chan says the special characteristics of the grass court. Takuma asks him how his shots 

changed. Ei-chan replies that they don't feel faster than on the hard court of the All 

Japan, but the changes of the ball have become more difficult, the flat-type shots feel 

like they're slipping/gliding, so Ei-chan thinks that they've become harder to play as a 

whole. He's grasped the significance of the advantage for Takuma. Takuma prompts 

him: "Ho, then?" Ei-chan continues, pointing out that Takuma's weapon, his serve, 

hasn't gone in much today. Takuma says it's just the serve, some days it goes in, some 

days it doesn't. Ei-chan asks if there's no reason, like putting in too much fighting spirit. 

Takuma dismisses it as being due to his first time at Wimbledon. 

 

Ei-chan asks Takuma when he started aiming for Wimbledon. Takuma says it turned 

out that way because he's been playing tennis since he was a kid. Ei-chan clarifies that 

he meant seriously aiming for Wimbledon. Takuma replies that it's probably since the 

Australian Open 6 months ago; the main point is it was when he'd participated in a 

Grand Slam qualifier for the first time. Because the sense of distance to the world 

pinnacle seemed real. Then there's also the recent French Open, where he lost in the 

qualifiers, which lit a fire under him. 

 

Ei-chan then shares how he copes with pressure: using the 20 seconds between points, 



he remembers his best moment. He suggests Takuma try it. He cites as an example 

when Takuma had served at 240+ kph during Takuma's match with him. Takuma's irked 

that Ei-chan would suggest a match where Takuma lost, and demands if Ei-chan is 

making fun of him. Ei-chan clarifies that he didn't mean the entire match, just the time 

when Takuma was in perfect form. He adds that the memory should be intense, specific, 

pinpoint not vague, of that time when Takuma was at peak overall condition, and by 

doing so, Takuma can recall the feeling at that time. Takuma comments that Mike had 

told him something similar. Ei-chan agrees that that's it. 

 

Takuma goes to the serve position, muttering about "that time, that time." His serve 

goes into the net, even below the white strip. Takuma comments that it's troublesome 

and it's pissing him off. Ei-chan guesses that Takuma's image is still vague and hasn't 

been defined. Ei-chan suggests narrowing Takuma's image down to the one fastest ball: 

what Takuma saw at that time, the sounds he could hear, the feeling on his skin, 

temperature, scents, tastes—an image that uses all 5 senses. Ei-chan adds that it 

should only be that time when Takuma felt the serve would go in. Takuma remembers 

his serve, then tries hitting again. Although the ball goes into the net (see pic 1, page 2 

on mangakansou), even Takuma looks surprised by his having hit a ball with so much 

strength. Ei-chan guesses that Takuma had gotten there. Takuma decides to go for one 

more. 

 

Time passes and then Takuma summons Ei-chan: "Let's go." Ei-chan: "Okay!" End of 

chapter. 

 

The title of the next chapter is "Grand Slam Experience." 

= = = 

Huh. Going by the art, it's possible that the chapter ends on the same day that Ei-chan 

coaches Takuma. The summary gave me the impression it was the next day of the 

qualifiers. I suspect they went to the venue early, so Takuma could practice and warm 

up. And the chapter and their practice end just as the qualifiers are about to start, so 

Takuma is heading to his match. 

 

The teaser blurb says "Now Takuma will challenge the world pinnacle, right before his 

[probably Ei-chan's] eyes!" 

 

Given all the details Ei-chan notices about the differences in ball behavior, it reaaaaally 

feels like Ei-chan will end up playing in the Wimbledon qualifiers. Dang, I'm going to be 



so disappointed if it doesn't turn out that way. 

 

Also, the blurb on the first page says "He uses up his meager activity funds, and now in 

the airplane at 1 p.m...." If Ei-chan used up all his funds, things are going to be tight until 

he builds them up again. So if Ei-chan were called up for the qualifiers, that would be a 

start to replenishing his funds, since even 1R losers in the qualifiers get prize money (in 

2015 it was £3,625). 

 

Ch. 384 

Takuma wins his 1st match 6-1, 6-2, against Juan Pedrosa, a 26-year-old Spaniard 

world ranked 147 (46 higher than Takuma, which means Takuma is 193). Takuma 

apparently also wins his 2nd match in straight sets. It's in his 3rd match that he wins 6-4, 

3-6, 7-6, 7-5, against R. Diaz. So this means Takuma finally qualifies for the main event 

of a Grand Slam tournament—and Ei-chan doesn't get called up to fill a slot. This was 

all to get Ei-chan fired up so that he starts aiming seriously for the top. 

= = = 

So, the details. The Wimbledon qualifiers start. Takuma, Ei-chan, and Asano head to 

the grounds. Asano's telling Takuma that although Takuma's opponent has a higher 

world ranking, there's no doubt Takuma's better on a grass court. There's no need for 

wait-and-see (apparently he's advising Takuma to go on the offense from the start). If 

Takuma can play as he'd like, he's sure to see results. 

 

They get to the court, and Ei-chan and Asano get seated. Ei-chan comments that as 

expected of Wimbledon, even the qualifiers draws a big audience. Asano agrees and 

adds that it's said advancing through the qualifiers is more difficult than winning 1R in 

the main draw. When Ei-chan asks if that's right, Asano explains that unlike other Grand 

Slam tournaments, the venue of the main event is different from that of the qualifiers, so 

if you lose in the qualifiers, it doesn't feel like you got to Wimbledon. Therefore, because 

everyone wants to stand on the courts of the main event, the qualifiers turn into 

desperate, intense matches. Just then, the start of Takuma's match is called. 

 

His opponent is Juan Pedrosa, a 26-year-old Spaniard world ranked 147—46 higher 

than Takuma. The match opens with Takuma's service. Takuma exhales deeply. Ei-

chan thinks this is the important first first serve. Takuma takes the first point with an ace 

served wide (see pic 1, page 1 on mangakansou). Juan and the audience look 

surprised by this. Ei-chan and Asano: "Ok!" 

 



Takuma's also elated, but thinks "one more shot... Go!" He hits his next serve to the 

center. Juan manages to return it, but Takuma had moved forward and puts the ball 

away with a volley. 30-0. Juan curses silently, thinking Takuma had ended it fast. 

 

The audience's excited commentary: Hey...that Asian's serve-and-volley is awesome!; 

His serve is fast and his volley is also something considerable; That's uncommon lately 

and it has impact, so he stands out! 

 

Takuma strikes a triumphant pose after he successfully holds his first game. Asano: 

"Nice hold!" Ei-chan thinks that watching Takuma play this way, (he can tell that) 

Takuma's level has again risen substantially. 

 

Play continues with Juan's service. Takuma returns a serve to the center with his 

backhand. The two exchange shots. Ei-chan sees that even on this level, Takuma's 

strokes aren't inferior to Juan's; Takuma's dextrous, so he doesn't worry about the turf. 

Takuma hits a top spin with his backhand and rushes the net (see pic 2, page 1 on 

mangakansou). Ei-chan considers this skillfully done, using a top spin when up to now 

Takuma has basically used slices when he goes to the net from the baseline. He notes 

that while both ball and tempo speed up, Takuma goes forward fast for a rapid 

evolution... Takuma volleys. Ei-chan believes Takuma has already increased his 

weapons since that time (referring to Ei-chan's match with Takuma during the All Japan). 

Combined with a slice with a long flight time, it (the volley?) is quite effective... 

Furthermore, the grass where the ball slides and looks fast seems to have even more of 

an effect. 

 

It turns out that Ei-chan is mumbling all this while watching the match. Asano gives Ei-

chan a sidelong look, and from Asano's expression, it seems his expectations of Ei-

chan's growth is ballooning further. 

 

Takuma clinches the point with a drop volley and abruptly succeeds in breaking Juan's 

serve. The crowd is in an uproar: A young guy might be able to reinstate serve-and-

volley!; No, the speed of this tempo is an evolution, isn't it? 

 

Ei-chan thinks it's amazing that Takuma is already drawing a lot of attention...that 

Takuma is so cool... 

 

Takuma hits an ace in the fifth game and holds his serve. Game count: Takuma 4-1 



Juan. 

 

Audience: Whoa, another ace!; Hey, hey, how much faster will it go? 

 

Juan looks mad and appears to be saying something. Ei-chan comments that Takuma's 

opponent has gotten mad. Asano tells him that despite appearances, overseas 

opponents are surprisingly calm, so it (when they get mad?) is more likely to require 

special care. 

 

However, the rhythm of Takuma's serve improves and he doesn't let his opponent close. 

Within an hour, he has an easy victory for 1R of the qualifiers. Game count: 6-1, 6-2. 

After the match, Takuma is besieged with requests for autographs. Ei-chan marvels that 

he's has defeated this guy (Takuma). 

 

The chapter continues with 2R (probably the next day). Takuma had gained confidence 

playing on grass, and 2R is another easy victory (this suggests straight sets). 

 

Then in the 5-set match that's the finals of the qualifiers with participation in the main 

event on the line, the match develops to Takuma's advantage... (see pic 1, page 2 on 

mangakansou). In the fourth set, the game count is Takuma 6-5 Diaz. It's Takuma's 

serve game and he's at match point: 40-30. 

 

The crowd cheer on Takuma, urging him to continue forward boldly. Kouno comments 

that Egawa is amazingly popular. Asano explains that Wimbledon has a history where 

serve-and-volley was overwhelming. It's especially irresistible to the generation older 

than Asano that sees this (probably Takuma's play). Plus, Takuma's serving for the 

match. 

 

Takuma serves to the center. Diaz manages to return it. Takuma goes to the net and 

volleys. An intense rally unfolds with the match at stake. (Ei-chan is oohing and aahing.) 

Diaz tries to get the ball past Takuma's backhand with a lob. Takuma jumps and returns 

the ball with a backhand high volley (see pic 2, page 2 on mangakansou). The shot is a 

winner and ends the match. 

 

"Game, set, and match won by Egawa: 6-4, 3-6, 7-6, 7-5." Takuma strikes a triumphant 

pose (see pic 3, page 2 on mangakansou). Takuma's advance to and participation in 

the main draw is settled. Asano and company rush over to Takuma: "Yeaah!" 



 

Ei-chan thinks, "I also want to play this sort of match...!" End of chapter. 

 

The title of the next chapter is "The Pinnacle Before His Eyes." It looks like Ei-chan 

might be around to watch the main event too, at least the early rounds. 

= = = 

So when Ei-chan was referring to "that time" as a baseline for Takuma's improvement, 

he had been referring to the All Japan. 

 

Ooh, it looks like Watanabe also came to watch Takuma's 2R and 3R matches. And it 

also looks like the meaning of Erik's words finally sinks home with Ei-chan when he 

noticed the tense excitement of the onlookers on either side of him. I suspect Ei-chan's 

thought of "I also want to play this sort of match" applies not only to the match but to its 

impact on the crowd. 

 

The teaser blurb says "He gets excited. He wants to do it! And on to the main event!" 

The next issue will have a color opening page and a special feature article. 

 

Oooh! Takuma manages to smile and it doesn't look forced! 

 

Ch. 385 

So it's now the first day of the main draw at Wimbledon. Takuma, Ei-chan, Kouno, and 

Asano arrive at the venue. Ei-chan marvels at the center court, a place he's seen on TV. 

Asano explains it's quiet because the event hasn't opened yet, but once the gate opens 

tons of people will come. Kouno comments that he's excited even though it's his second 

time. Asano adds that it's a good thing they were able to get a pass allowing those 

who'd registered for the qualifiers to enter the practice courts. Ei-chan thanks Asano for 

it. Asano says that this time, all 4 Japanese players will go up against seeds from the 

very start. Takuma's opponent is the 18th seed, Bastel(?) Müller, a 28-year-old German. 

Kouno's is the 22nd seed, Richard Gronn(?), a 27-year-old Frenchman (see pic 1, page 

1 on mangakansou). Monma's is the 24th seed, Marcelo Garcia, a 19-year-old Spaniard. 

And Ike's is the 1st seed, Levina(?) Max, a 25-year-old Swiss (see pic 2, page 1 on 

mangakansou). 

 

Ei-chan comments that Ike will finally challenge the world's No.1. Asano agrees and 

adds it will be Ike's first time in center court. Ike isn't yet among the Top 30, so he's not 

seeded. But the way it's turned out with him being able to play the 1st seed here, maybe 



they should say he's lucky. Takuma tsks. Then they're approached by two of a TV crew 

who explain they've completed their prep for interviews. The crew apologize for getting 

them while they're busy, but congratulate Kouno and Takuma for making it to the main 

draw. Kouno thanks them. A TV guy refers to their conversation yesterday and requests 

they be allowed to hear about Kouno's and Takuma's aspirations heading into the 

tournament for the pre-tournament broadcast. 

 

They all go along, led by the TV guys. Ei-chan recognizes them as guys he's seen on 

TV. Then Takuma tells Ei-chan that his match will be a second match (meaning there's 

a match scheduled before his), so 2 hours before, they're to meet at the practice courts. 

He'll contact Ei-chan around that time, so until then, Ei-chan's to do whatever he deems 

proper and to handle the drinks for his practice. Ei-chan acknowledges this, and 

translates it as "in other words, it's free time." 

 

Ei-chan walks around, amazed that it's all real, apparently referring to the grounds. 

Finally he arrives at the practice courts. Then he remembers he also has the privilege of 

practicing there. It strikes him as such a waste just to watch when he went to a lot of 

effort to get to such a position. So he goes up to various players, offering himself as a 

practice partner. He's asked if he's a participant who's in a bind for a practice partner. 

Ei-chan explains he's not, he just has a pass. He gets some laughs about just wanting 

to practice and one guy thanks him, saying he'll take Ei-chan up on his offer if he (the 

speaker) has time. 

 

Ei-chan continues going around but gets no takers. He concludes it's pointless, after all, 

but tells himself that the guts that took was good training for Futures. Right then, 

someone asks Ei-chan if he's available for practice. Ei-chan says he is, turning to look 

over his shoulder at the guy. As the guy explains his practice partner suddenly couldn't 

make it, Ei-chan freezes: "...Eh!?" 

 

Change of scene. Ike's walking while using the phone. He's puzzled because he's sure 

Ei-chan must have arrived already, but Ei-chan isn't answering his phone. He wonders 

what to do. He'd been hoping to get Ei-chan to partner him for a bit of practice. Ike gets 

to the practice courts and notices: "Hm? Huh? Maruo-kun is practicing with some...one? 

That's...? Isn't his opponent Espino Sanchez of Spain, ranked 8th in the world? Eh... 

Why?" (see pic 1, page 2 on mangakansou) 

 

Exchanging shots with Sanchez, Ei-chan thinks, "I was thinking anyone would do but...I 



never imagined I would be asked by a world top pro! Moreover...beside me is Levina 

Max, the world No.1! (see pic 2, page 2 on mangakansou) What's with this?!" (see pic 3, 

page 2 on mangakansou) ("This" apparently refers to the incongruous juxtaposition of 

No.1413 in the world between No.8 and No.1.) 

 

Ei-chan hits back Sanchez's ball, and thinks that it looks like Sanchez is hitting it lightly, 

but it's such a heavy ball! But...though it's practice...unexpectedly, he's been able to 

rally with a world top player!? 

 

Sanchez notes that Ei-chan has been steadily returning his shots with the same 

tempo—as he'd requested. Ei-chan's shot hits the top of the net and goes over. Ei-chan 

apologizes. Sanchez goes up to him and compliments him on his control and thanks 

him for setting a rhythm that's easy to hit and feels good. Ei-chan reciprocates the 

thanks and adds that it's an honor to hit balls with Sanchez. 

 

Sanchez comments that Ei-chan had said he hadn't been able to take part in the 

qualifiers, then asks what Ei-chan's world ranking is. Ei-chan immediately says it's 1413. 

Sanchez laughs out loud, then adds that he understands Ei-chan's not being able to 

participate, but guesses Ei-chan couldn't be patient and had come this far. He says it's 

great and understands that sort of thing. Ei-chan replies that thanks to Sanchez, it was 

worth coming here. 

 

So Sanchez proposes they try playing one game, match style. Ei-chan asks if he's 

acceptable as an opponent. Ike apparently hears this and looks with interest in the 

direction of Ei-chan and Sanchez. Ei-chan then asks how he should play. Sanchez 

replies it's the match style everyone plays. You play a match with the intention of 

defeating your opponent, no matter who it is. That's the same everywhere in the world, 

right? (see pic 4, page 2 on mangakansou) Ei-chan shivers with excitement. End of 

chapter. 

 

The title of the next chapter is "World." 

 

Oh, man! This sounds like a great chapter! It had me giggling several times just from the 

description...particularly after the scene switch to Ike. Chances are, Ike will claim Ei-

chan as a practice partner after the game with Sanchez, and when Takuma finally 

arrives, he'll find Ei-chan in great demand. 

= = = 



Corrections and additions: the TV guys don't ask Kouno and Takuma their aspirations 

right then. They say that's what they want to ask during the interview. Oh, after Takuma 

tells Ei-chan to do what Ei-chan deems proper, he also requests Ei-chan to take charge 

of drinks for his practice. Hopefully Ei-chan handled that while wandering around, before 

he got caught up with being a practice partner. Also, Ei-chan's ball during the practice 

with Sanchez doesn't go into the net; it hits the white strip on top of the net and 

apparently goes over. It wasn't "other people" who overheard and looked in the direction 

of Ei-chan and Sanchez; it was Ike, so I suspect Ike will hang around to watch. The 

teaser blurb says "The Arrival of a Golden Opportunity! Ei-chan Will Experience 'the 

World'!?" 

 

Ch. 386 

So when Sanchez's practice was about over, he invites Ei-chan to play one game. Ei-

chan's heart pounds at the thought that even though it's practice, it's a game with 

Espino Sanchez, the No.8 in the world, that he'll play against a world top-level player on 

Wimbledon's grass court. Sanchez suggests he serve first (this might mean the "game" 

might be a one-set match). Ei-chan agrees to this. 

 

Apparently the knowledge that Levina is in the next court prevents Ei-chan from calming 

his heartbeat. Ei-chan thinks the situation is already practically a dream, but he tells 

himself he mustn't just have fun. He takes position to receive and concentrates, thinking 

that if he can see the world's pinnacle for even a moment...he wants to burn it into his 

memory without leaving out a single ball. 

 

Ike thinks that Ei-chan won't go home just thinking it was good he (Ei-chan) had gone 

even though he hadn't been able to take part in the qualifiers, and that Ei-chan is a 

really interesting/funny guy. 

 

Sanchez eyes Ei-chan's appearance and smiles, thinking "Okay..." He hits a spin serve 

wide. Ei-chan extends his arm but doesn't reach the ball (see pic 1, page 1 on 

mangakansou). Sanchez's coach judges it a fault. Ei-chan can't believe it. He'd 

extended his arm to the best of his ability and yet he hadn't reached the ball. Even 

though balls don't bounce (as much) on grass, the spin serve had such a high bounce! 

 

Ei-chan goes to get the ball and is surprised by Levina looking at him. Bouncing a ball 

off his racket toward Ei-chan, Levina tells him it's Ei-chan's ball (see pic 2, page 1 on 

mangakansou). Catching the ball, Ei-chan thanks him and thinks Levina somehow feels 



quite impressive; then he tells himself he should instead be concentrating on how to 

handle a serve he can't reach from his usual receiving position. He thinks that it wasn't a 

ball he couldn't react to and that if he gets into a good hitting position, he has a chance 

of returning it. So even though the next one is a second serve, he'll move back a bit and 

aim for a spot where the ball is dropping from that height. What's left is watching his 

opponent closely and limiting the ball's course as much as he can. 

 

Watching Sanchez closely, Ei-chan judges the serve will be to the center. He manages 

to return it, but the second serve apparently bounced more than the first serve because 

Ei-chan thinks he's never seen a serve with such a bounce. Even though he'd moved 

back, it took his best effort to return it. When he wonders what's next, Sanchez punches 

out an angle shot that catches Ei-chan flat-footed (see pic 3, page 1 on mangakansou): 

15-0. Ei-chan wonders how Sanchez was able to clinch it with one shot when Ei-chan 

had returned the serve to the center with a shot deep to the center and both of them 

were at the center (of the baseline). Does that mean Sanchez can put the ball away no 

matter where he is in the court? Then he corrects himself: he'd moved back but if he'd 

been more forward when he received the serve, Sanchez can't clinch point with an 

angle shot like he had just now. 

 

Ei-chan returns to his receive position. Sanchez's next serve is to the center. Ei-chan 

moves forward as much as possible and returns the ball. However, that ball hits the top 

of the net and goes out (see pic 4, page 1 on mangakansou): 30-0. Sanchez is 

apparently a bit surprised because his mouth drops into an O. 

 

Ei-chan is disappointed with the result, but he thinks that because he'd moved forward 

and hit it with a sudden angle, it's hard to match the timing. And because of the grass, 

the bound isn't uniform so it uses more sensitivity than he has. He concludes that from 

the feel just now, taking the ball sooner seems better. However, Ei-chan wants to 

basically combine that with a return from the back (not sure if he means baseline or 

further back). 

 

Play continues with a serve wide. Ei-chan extends his arm and manages to return it. He 

thinks it's also tough, but because he got it forward, he expects Sanchez can't clinch the 

shot like earlier. Ensuring a defensive position forward, Ei-chan hopes to aim for the 

course from there if possible. He'll attack the world's top during his return game. 

 

Sanchez hits a backhand crosscourt. Ei-chan manages to return it, but thinks it's no 



good: it's tough and he doesn't have leeway to aim for the course. But he's somehow 

able to return it. However, it's taking everything he has to maintain the current status, 

returning the ball deep to the center and making it hard for his opponent to aim for an 

angle ball. After that, Ei-chan continues to somehow return the ball, but he's being run 

left and right. He thinks he's concentrating all his sensitivity on just continuing to return 

one point by picking all the balls. He compares it to the first match he played with 

Oobayashi: he can't attack, so he's playing 100% defensively and waiting for a chance. 

The plan is a desperation measure for when the gap between their true abilities is too 

large. However, Sanchez hits a forehand straight (see pic 1, page 2 on mangakansou), 

gets it past Ei-chan, and lands it right on the line: 40-0. Sanchez: "All right!" Sanchez's 

coach praises the shot as good. 

 

Ei-chan puzzles over the shot, whether it means the current status is that Sanchez 

could clinch the shot anytime despite the depth and power of Ei-chan's shots. He 

concludes it indicates that the difference between him and Sanchez is nowhere like the 

one between him and Oobayashi back then. But he also thinks that just knowing what 

sort of gap there is between him and a world top pro would mean he can improve. So 

he decides to accept the reality before him right now. However, he sets aside thoughts 

of not being able to mount a thorough defense; he wants to find out how well his offense 

will go. He's resist somehow and if even one ball that might be good comes, he'd like to 

push things and attack. 

 

Sanchez sends his next serve wide. Ei-chan returns it fairly deep and plans on attacking 

the next ball. Sanchez returns the ball to Ei-chan's ad court. With his backhand, Ei-chan 

aims—a bit unreasonably, he concedes—using 1/81 control (see pic 2, page 2 on 

mangakansou). It goes where Ei-chan intended and he rushes to the net right away. He 

thinks it's the best approach and Sanchez can only go for a straight. However, Sanchez 

clinches the point (and the game) with exactly that (see pic 3, page 2 on mangakansou). 

Ei-chan doesn't reach the ball in time. End of chapter. 

 

The title of the next chapter is "World Balance" or "The Focus of the World" something 

like that. 

 

So Sanchez's serve is a love game, and we'll have to see if Ei-chan gets to serve too. 

Anyhow, it looks like things will go as Natchan predicted. Once Ei-chan has gotten a 

sense of the distance to the top, he'll move fast. 

= = = 



Hmm...that's weird. Ei-chan does wonder how Sanchez was able to clinch it with one 

shot when Ei-chan had returned the serve to the center with a shot deep to the center 

and both of them were at the center (of the baseline). However, the art for that shows 

Sanchez was at the side when he returned Ei-chan's shot. 

 

Correction: by going to the net for the last shot, Ei-chan was trying to limit Sanchez's 

course to a straight, not trying to prevent a straight. So his tactic worked that far—

except he didn't reach the ball. 

 

Oh, the last blurb wasn't a teaser, just "A Hit to the Predicted Course" (apparently 

referring to the straight that Ei-chan was trying to prevent. 

 

EDIT: I just realized that by going to the net to limit Sanchez's course options, Ei-chan is 

applying the lesson Monma gave him about defense and offense. 

 

Ch. 387 

Ho-kay, so the game with Sanchez ends as a love game. At the end, Ei-chan had gone 

forward to attack, and just when he'd thought he'd limited Sanchez's options, Sanchez 

got the ball past him. Sanchez: "Yeah!" Ei-chan thinks that he'd used an excessive 

approach that had taken all his strength, but he'd been overtaken easily, and the shot 

had been set up with a stance that could hit the ball anywhere. Plus, he'd persisted in 

defending against a straight, but he hadn't even been able to touch the ball when it 

came down the line. 

 

Sanchez's coach comments that Sanchez had been able to clear the challenge/task 

considerably. Sanchez replies he'll be even better during the actual match. Ei-chan 

realizes Sanchez had gone for a straight because that was what Sanchez's coach 

wanted him to work on; he concludes that even though Sanchez would have put the ball 

away if Sanchez had hit a cross, as Ei-chan had expected, Sanchez had deliberately 

gone for the narrow shot. He wonders if Sanchez had so much leeway; in other words, 

right now Sanchez could have gotten past Ei-chan with just about any course Sanchez 

wanted (see pic 1, page 1 on mangakansou). Ei-chan had felt he'd known just how 

amazing the No.8 in the world was, but for Ei-chan that would be the maximum limit of 

his pushing things: it wouldn't work unless everything was a success. 

 

Sanchez thanks Ei-chan and adds that he (Sanchez) had been able to have a good 

game and that he (Sanchez) had improved already. Ei-chan reciprocates with his 



thanks. Then Levina hails Sanchez, noting that Sanchez's practice partner today is 

different from the usual. Sanchez greets Levina and explains there was trouble, but this 

guy who'd come from Japan helped him out. 

 

Levina turns to Ei-chan and asks: "Japan? ... Does that mean you know Souji Ike?" Ei-

chan replies that he's a friend, so Levina requests Ei-chan to tell Ike that he (Levina) is 

looking forward to their match. However, Ike is right behind Levina and makes his 

presence known. Ei-chan acknowledges Ike. Sanchez is surprised. Ike thanks Sanchez 

for helping out his friend and greets Levina: "Nice to meet you, Max." Levina notes it's 

his first time to speak with Ike and extends his regards. Ike replies that it's an honor to 

be able to play against Levina here; he adds that he's always watched Levina so it 

doesn't feel like he's meeting Levina for the first time. So saying, Ike locks gazes with 

Levina (see pic 2, page 1 on mangakansou), which startles Ei-chan. 

 

Sanchez intervenes, asking Ike what he's doing. Ronnie steps in to scold Ike, telling him 

he's being rude. Ronnie adds Ike should be friendly/relaxed before a competition...and 

what does Ike want to say to the world champ? Levina acknowledges Ronnie. Ike 

apologizes and explains he was just taking the opportunity to greet Levina since he's 

nearby. Ronnie apologizes to Levina, who dismisses it as nothing and adds that he 

doesn't mind. Levina also says that he, too, is interested in guys who have been rapidly 

advancing. Having said so, Levina leaves. 

 

Ei-chan, whose heart had been pounding, wonders at the strange tense atmosphere. 

Ike then turns to Ei-chan and asks him to serve as his partner for a bit, until Ei-chan's 

practice with Takuma. Ei-chan agrees, thinking that Ike's amazing after all, because far 

from faltering, Ike had automatically turned openly hostile in front of the world champ. 

He concludes that Ike seriously intends to win today's match. Ike suggests they start 

(see pic 3, page 1 on mangakansou). 

 

Some time passes. Then Ei-chan is walking with Takuma and company outside the 

grounds. Asano comments that with the event open and people coming in, it quickly 

developing a festival atmosphere. Ei-chan marvels that everyone there are people 

who'd come to watch tennis.  

 

The time for the start of Ike's match is approaching. Ei-chan checks the time, thinking 

that center court requires a platinum ticket. Even with his pass Ei-chan can't enter there, 

so he'll be able to watch only through the monitor. Asano notes that Takuma's is a 



second match, so Takuma will warm up and after that, they'll have a meeting just before 

the match. Asano adds that since Ei-chan is probably free...Asano holds out a JTA 

reserved center court ticket and says Ei-chan ought to watch closely and in person how 

Ike fights. Ei-chan asks if it's okay. Asano points out that Ei-chan has been collaborating 

with the national team and that Ei-chan had gone to a lot of trouble to come there, so he 

should watch it live. Ei-chan thanks him and hurries toward center court. 

 

Takuma comments that Asano is super indulgent toward Ei-chan, but Asano disagrees, 

thinking that it's because he intends it (probably the Wimbledon experience) to have an 

effect on Ei-chan (see pic 1, page 2 on mangakansou). Ei-chan enters the venue and 

marvels that this is tennis sacred ground, Wimbledon's center court, and that Ike will be 

competing in such a place. He makes for his designated seat, and in the next seat is the 

national team head coach, Maeda, who recognizes him as Maruo-kun. Ei-chan greets 

him. Maeda comments that he'd heard from Asano that Ei-chan had come.  

 

Ei-chan excuses himself for taking the adjoining seat. Then he notices that Maeda is 

writing something in a notebook. Maeda notices his interest and explains that he 

watches the matches of national team members firsthand as much as possible and 

makes it a rule to document them, so that he can choose suitable players for the Davis 

Cup regardless of the situation. He checks the fluctuations in long-term trends and so 

on. Ei-chan is struck by the thought of notes (or notebook). Maeda warns him not to 

peek too much. Ei-chan acknowledges the warning, remembering that Ike is also the 

ace of the national team and is responsible for various things, so that might be why Ike 

was so tense.  

 

Monma comes over and greets Ei-chan who reciprocates. Monma explains that his 

match is tomorrow, so he's lucky he can watch Ike's completely. He adds that there are 

a lot of people in the world, not to mention Japan, who'll be paying attention to this 

match. How much can Japan's ace do against the world's No.1 in Wimbledon—that 

result will become an evaluation of Japanese tennis itself. 

 

The time for the start of the match comes, and both players head for the court from their 

waiting rooms. Levina's entrance looks practiced. He enters the court, waving his hand 

casually at the roar of the audience. Ike stops momentarily, taking in the visible 

landscape, but his expression looks excited (see pic 2, page 2 on mangakansou). 

Chapter ends. 



 

The title of the next chapter is "Sacred Ground." 

= = = 

Oh, both Sanchez and Ronnie addresses Levina as "Levy." It looks like Ei-chan left his 

tennis bag with Asano and Takuma, and took only the ticket and his latest notebook 

with him. 

 

I have to marvel at the detail the mangaka has gone to, even in Ike's walk from the 

waiting room to center court. It really shows off his research. 

 

It's going to be interesting seeing Ei-chan and Maeda taking notes during Ike's match. 

I'm looking forward to Monma's and Maeda's reactions to Ei-chan's note-taking, plus 

their expert commentary. 

 

The teaser blurb for the next chapter says: "The Best in Japan vs. the Best in the World! 

The Curtain Rises for the Game of the Century!" 

 

Ch. 388 

The chapter opens with Natchan. It's 7pm in Japan, and she's at home, in front of the 

TV, preparing to watch Ike's match. She remembers that Ei-chan is also in the venue, 

watching, and thinks that Sou-chan has finally made it to where he can compete directly 

with the world's best. The two players warm up, exchanging shots.  

 

Voiceover on the live coverage: The first round of the gentlemen's singles...now facing 

the World No.1, the Swiss Levina Max, is Ike Souji, who has zoomed to 44th in ranking! 

Japan's strongest player is about to challenge the pinnacle of the world! Levina Max 

commanded this year's Australian Open and finished second even in the French Open. 

He continues to have a large lead in world ranking, pulling way ahead of the No.2. He 

recently turned 25 but already displays a sense of stability that gives an the impression 

of a reigning champion. Ike Souji, the Japanese ace opposing him, lost in the first round 

of the Australian Open, and in the second round of the French Open. However, he's 

now the youngest in the Top 50. The 18 year old has spurred excitement in the Grand 

Slam with his super-aggressive tennis. Attention will be paid to how well Ike's tennis 

does against Max who has a reputation for footwork and power! 

 

The umpire calls the time. Applause and loud cheers of "Let's go, Max!" and "Ike! We're 

depending on you!" fill the venue, amazing Ei-chan. Umpire: "Five-set match. Souji Ike 



to serve... Ready. Play!" Then silence. 

 

Ike's first serve faults. His second serve, to the center, goes in and Max returns it. They 

exchange shots. Gulping, Ei-chan thinks that even though over 15,000 people are there, 

only the sounds of running and the impact of the ball can be heard (see pic 1 on 

mangakansou). Ike hits a shot to the right corner and goes to the net. Max gets the ball 

past him with a tight cross (see pic 2 on mangakansou) that awes Ei-chan: 0-15. The 

grounds erupt with excitement: "Come on, Max!" Even Ike looks surprised by this play. 

 

Silence fills the venue once more. Ei-chan thinks he's watched Wimbledon several 

times on TV, but did it have such an amazing atmosphere?...This place is...! Plus, 

everyone is all eyes, not missing a single moment, anticipating the play of Max, the 

world's best...It's Ike's first time in center court, but...with that first point, the world's No.1 

surely showed off his play...For even Ike who shoulders Japan's expectations...he has 

to stand up to even more of such pressure here. Ei-chan wonders what sort of feelings 

Ike has as he plays now. 

 

The game continues with Ike's serve to the center. The two exchange shots, and then 

Ike decides "Here!" and puts the ball away with a drop shot (see pic 3 on 

mangakansou): 15-15. The crowd explodes with "He fired back!" and "Audacious!" and 

"That's worthy of Japan's Ike Souji!" 

 

Ei-chan's thinking "No way...A drop shot, which uses the most sensitivity, at a time like 

this!? What a choice...what a guy he is!" Ei-chan's hand holding the pen quivers as he 

grips it tightly. Monma comments that it's as if Ike's saying he intends to beat Max, let 

alone that he isn't hesitating. Coach Maeda adds that beyond taking responsibility for 

Japan, Ike absolutely won't draw back, regardless of who his opponent is or where 

they're playing, and that such an aggressive guy has never been seen before in modern 

Japanese tennis history. 

 

Ike smashes Max's weakened return to hold his first service. Game, Ike. 1-0 (see pic 4 

on mangakansou). End of chapter. 

 

The title of the next chapter can mean "Sanctuary" or "An Issue that's Off Limits." 

 

 

 



Ch. 389 

Okay, so Ike lost 6-4, 6-3, 6-3. Then Monma reminds Ei-chan of Takuma's match, so 

the next chapter should feature Takuma. 

 

After Ike holds his first service against Max, play continues with Max's service. He 

sends his serve wide. Ike returns it, thinking that he'd held his serve, so the next phase... 

Max returns the ball. Ike goes around and cuts in on it, thinking that in order to break 

this forehand, he'll win even a ground-stroke contest. He hits the ball crosscourt. It goes 

into the right corner (see pic 1 on mangakansou), apparently as Ike had intended, but 

Max overtakes the ball as if it was only normal. Max swings back and sends the ball 

down the line for a winner (see pic 2 on mangakansou): 15-0. 

 

Crowd: "Thataway, Max!" and "Way to go, Max!" 

 

Ei-chan's shocked that Max had managed to handle Ike's full-powered forehand with 

one blow—without bothering to throw off Ike's posture. Plus, that winner was a stable 

shot that it absolutely couldn't have missed. While it doesn't mean Max had predicted 

Ike's shot, Max had closed the distance to zero instantly. With that posture, Max could 

have hit any sort of ball anywhere! 

 

Monma comments that Max realizes that his opponent had hit his best shot, and reacts 

to force his opponent to yield. This last shot was probably intended to drive home to Ike 

that this is the world's best. 

 

Ike wonders if that sort of thing is humanly possible. Coach Ronnie watches silently. Ike 

concludes that as far as the world's best is concerned, he's not on a human level, and if 

Ike doesn't also exceed human level, he can't win. 

 

Play continues with a rally. Ike hits a quick shot straight, going for a winner and thinking 

"How's this?" Max overtakes the ball the same way and returns it with a forehand cross. 

Ike: "Again?!" Ike attacks with what seems like a backhand rising shot, thinking he has 

to be more forward and to hit it stronger (see pic 3 on mangakansou). His straight is a 

winner: 15-15. 

 

Max looks somewhat surprised, but Ike seems even more surprised. Ike: "Yeah!" 

 

Crowd: "Whoooooa! Attack, attack!"; "That rising shot just now! It showed considerable 



technique and power!"; "Apart from that, it showed extraordinary guts!" 

 

An engrossed Ei-chan records the intense exchange of the match in his notebook. He 

thinks it's just two games but you could clearly tell that Ike's aiming for the world's No.1. 

That's why even the people watching are fascinated, wanting to see what Ike will do. 

 

Max holds his serve, and then Ike does too. 

 

Audience: "As rumored, he's a new star who's super aggressive!"; "Max's defense is 

also flawless so it's worth seeing!"; "As expected of an outstanding talent that the 

famous coach Ronnie accepted!"; "It doesn't seem like it will unfold unilaterally"; "No 

doubt this is a great talent that will enter the Top 10 in the near future!"' "You got that 

right." 

 

Ei-chan marvels that Ike is Japanese like himself, and an 18 year old like himself. He 

remembers the phone call with Ike and how for some reason he'd said "some day" and 

Ike's words about how "that's our pinnacle." Everything about the rally makes a strong 

impression on Ei-chan. 

 

With this progression, changes start to show with time. Max wins the first set, resisting 

defensively. From the second set, he responds by exchanging shots with Ike. Ike gears 

up during the intense exchange, but Max uses power to force him to yield. The final shot 

is a winner down the line (see pic 4 on mangakansou). The match ends with the score 

at 6-4, 6-3, 6-3. Ei-chan concludes that the result is that Ike made his presence felt, but 

he wasn't able to take a set from the world champion. 

 

The two players shake hands. Ike thanks Max. Max notes that Ike is 18 years old and 

that he'd better be prepared for the coming of an unthinkable generation. Ike replies that 

he'll come back here where Max is. 

 

Ei-chan's in a daze. Crowd: "Ike, nice game!"; "Well done!"; "We'll be waiting next year!" 

On Ei-chan's notebook are the words "In order to participate in Wimbledon." 

 

Monma prompts Ei-chan, asking him if it's okay for Ei-chan not to watch Takuma's 

match. Ei-chan's startled but replies he'll go right away. End of chapter. 

 

The title of the next chapter is "Aim" (as in gun sights). 



 

Sounds like Ei-chan's goals are becoming more and more tangible. Which should lead 

to serious results when he returns on campaign. 

 

Ch. 390 

Okay, so Ei-chan follows Monma and Maeda to Takuma's court. On the way, Monma 

and Maeda discuss Ike's match. Maeda says Max held back in the first half, so even 

though Ike geared up, Max matched him and took the fight to him. Because he knew 

things would be uncontrollable if Ike really got going, Max must have made sure of the 

match. Maeda says the match probably went as Max had predicted but Max had been 

surprised by Ike's potential. Monma agrees, noting that Max had guarded against Ike's 

explosive power and had been pushed back, on the defensive, several times. Then he 

asks about Ei-chan's impression. 

 

Ei-chan exclaims it was amazing. Sure, Ike lost in straight sets, but for a Japanese of 

the same age as himself to play confidently in this venue...on seeing that right in front of 

him, the pinnacle of the tennis world, which he couldn't even imagine up to now, 

suddenly became real. He adds that he'd aspired to become a pro after seeing Ike's pro 

debut match, and now he's a pro. So he's really glad he was able to see this match. 

Monma thinks a switch seems to have been flipped within Ei-chan.  

 

Maeda agrees that Ike's play today was impressive. Young players who saw the match, 

just like Ei-chan, will aim for the world, and the children seeing that will pick up a racket. 

By doing so, Japanese tennis will become stronger. Then he tells Ei-chan that it will be 

Ei-chan's turn next to strengthen Japanese tennis. 

 

They get to court 12 in time for the start of Takuma's match against the German, Bastel 

Muller, the 18th seed. As they take their seats, Takuma's parents arrive. Maeda 

exchanges greetings with them. Ei-chan apparently remembers his own parents' 

support, and mentally tells Takuma to go for it. The match is announced. Takuma brings 

the first set to tiebreak. He gets to set point 3 times but fails to convert, so he's at a 

disadvantage. Then Muller gets to set point for the only time and takes the set. From the 

second set on, Muller blocks Takuma's service dash. Takuma's pressured by Muller's 

solid returns and aggressive passes into a high-risk battle. Takuma suffers a 1R loss in 

his first appearance in a Grand Slam main draw in straight sets: 7-6, 6-3, 6-4. Some 

minutes later, Kouno also loses, failing to achieve his first 1R breakthrough. 

 



As the Japanese group (minus Ike) leaves, Kouno comments that all the Japanese 

players today lost their 1R matches. They have to steadily face off against the upper 

ranks, but all the Top 30 seeds in the Grand Slam are outrageous monsters. He tells 

Monma he'll be cheering for Monma during tomorrow's match. 

 

While heading back, they overhear talk that James Fowler defeated the 14th seed. Ei-

chan recognizes Fowler as an 18 year old Australian. Monma confirms this and adds 

that Fowler is ranked in the 40s and is as famous as Ike, an up-and-coming player that 

much is expected of. Someone adds that it's no sooner said than done. With this, 

Fowler's position and Ike's might get reversed. Monsters are showing up rapidly. Then 

Kouno notices Fowler and points him out. As Fowler passes, Ei-chan notes that Fowler 

is one more person at the pinnacle of his generation.  

 

A boy stumbles in front of Ei-chan and the boy's ball hits Fowler. The boy starts bawling 

at Fowler's scary glance. But then Fowler plays with the ball, fascinating the boy and 

other onlookers, then returns the ball to the boy. Ei-chan's impressed by Fowler's 

physique, his carriage, and his ability to instantly attract the people watching; however, 

he still found Fowler's smile a bit scary. 

 

That night Ei-chan has dinner with Asano, Takuma, and Kouno. Asano comments that 

he'd also invited Ike and Monma. Takuma points out that Ike doesn't see anyone on 

days when he lost a match. Ei-chan remembers that when he was living with Ike, there 

were days when Ike didn't come out of his room at all. Kouna explains that Monma's 

family had arrived, then asks after Takuma's parents. Takuma says he was told it's a 

rare opportunity for his parents to be in London, so they're going sightseeing. Asano 

confirms that Takuma plans to leave the next day with his parents. Takuma confirms 

this and then turns to Ei-chan to ask him his plans. Ei-chan replies he's considering 

various things. Asano suggests Ei-chan stay one more day to watch Monma's match. 

However, Ei-chan says he plans to go home tomorrow as well. He's gotten a lot of 

stimuli and already has a surfeit of things he wants to work on. He concludes, saying 

that's why he's going home...and next time, he'll come as a participant. Asano receives 

this news with a broad smile.  

 

Ei-chan thanks Asano and Takuma, who orders him to really come on his own merits 

next time. Someone proposes a toast to their being able to come there again next year. 

Cheers! Then someone else (probably Takuma) asks what that means. 

 



As dinner continues, Ei-chan thinks his time there was really something major for him. It 

feels like he's able to see the entire picture of tennis for the first time. As he flies back, 

he reviews his notes of the points where the world's Top 10 (based on Max and 

Sanchez) excel, thinking he wants to stand on a court right away. His notes list footwork, 

serves, shots when their posture is thrown off, and he goes in detail about how those 

are excellent: reaction speed, zero to fastest speed, and so on. Then he lists 

countermeasures, things he has to do to offset those advantages. 

 

The blurb says "If the sights are fixed, what has to be done is decided naturally." The 

title of the next chapter is "Plus 30"—not sure what that refers to. There's also a mention 

of a big announcement with the next chapter; rumor is it's about a live-action adaptation 

of Baby Steps. 

 

Ch. 391 

The title of this chapter is "Reproducing the World," not "Plus 30" as mentioned in the 

previous chapter. Anyhow, Ei-chan returns to STC the day after he arrives in Japan. 

Yukichi and Coach Aoi are surprised to hear that Ei-chan had served as Sanchez's 

practice partner. Yukichi's all "Amazing! As expected of Aniki!" Coach Aoi comments it's 

experience that Ei-chan hasn't had up to now and that Ei-chan will put it to effect from 

now on. Ei-chan asks the result of what he'd requested, and Coach Aoi points 

somewhere, saying they'd prepared it. 

 

Then Yukichi's shown standing on a platform with Coach Aoi noting it seems safe. 

Down court, Ei-chan requests Yukichi to hit a spin serve, wide or center doesn't matter. 

Yukichi tells Ei-chan it seems too high. Ei-chan agrees it's higher than actual conditions, 

but he's trying to replicate the power and spin of Sanchez's serve, so he feels that much 

height is necessary. Yukichi's surprised that the assumption behind the practice is the 

No.8 in the world as an opponent. Ei-chan confirms this, explaining that he feels if he 

doesn't use that setup with world-class level as his objective from now on, he won't 

reach that level in his lifetime. Yukichi replies he understands, and prepares to serve. 

 

As Ei-chan prepares to receive, he thinks he can remember how it felt by looking at his 

notes (Amazing spin and height!!): a ball that comes bursting out from below. The serve 

comes and Ei-chan decides to get it a little forward than usual. He manages a good 

return, but tells Yukichi the spin and power need to be increased. The next serve 

matches Ei-chan's memory of how Sanchez's serve had felt like. His return goes into 

the net. He requests Yukichi to try dishing out that same serve in various courses. 



 

Practice continues. Some time later, two grade-schoolers walk along the corridor and 

notice Ei-chan training. One of them says he's never seen that sort of training before: 

Ei-chan's playing a serious two-on-one match against Coach Aoi and Yukichi. Ei-chan 

thinks that what changed overwhelmingly with a top world-class stroke is the footwork to 

get to the position where he hits a ball. He remembers that even if Max suddenly 

decelerated right after a sudden acceleration, Max had gotten the ball with the best 

impact point without his posture being completely thrown off. Using the same level of 

instantaneous movement, Sanchez had also overtaken the course Ei-chan predicted. 

Ei-chan think this practice comes close to the feeling he had at that time. When 

responding to an opponent who's hitting strong shots while moving 

instantaneously...what's important is reaction...the first step...acceleration...the timing of 

the deceleration... If he gets even one wrong, he'll lose the initiative in all at that moment. 

If that happens, his form is thrown off and he'll receive a lethal attack. So he couldn't do 

anything at that time (referring to the game with Sanchez). 

 

Yukichi finally gets a shot past Ei-chan, who says this is how it felt like. Yukichi thinks 

Ei-chan looks like he's enjoying himself. Ei-chan thinks he's able to react and he's able 

to make the first step in the shortest distance and direction. As practice resumes, Ei-

chan thinks that the power of his sudden acceleration still isn't enough. The same goes 

for the power of his sudden deceleration. So when his timing deteriorates, the impact 

point of his shots is disturbed. 

 

As he goes through the motions, Ei-chan notes the steps: sudden acceleration!; once 

he's released his power, a sudden deceleration in the correct position!; then a swing 

loaded with power at the best impact point! Practice continues. 

 

After another shot gets past Ei-chan, he take a short break, thinking the practice is 

tough. Yukichi suggests it might be better if Ei-chan take a more defensive position by 

moving back from the baseline, if they're to continue the practice. Ei-chan notes 

Yukichi's point, but explains he's using his current defensive position with Monma's "Not 

Running Away" advice in mind. If he wants to play Sanchez seriously, he can't contend 

with Sanchez if he basically can't play at that position with his small body. (Image 

contrasts the "typical top pro's play area" and "Ei-chan's ideal play area" that's more 

concentrated around the baseline.) 

 

Ei-chan thinks that from that position, play isn't just technically more difficult. The 



example of the greater technical difficulty is that there are more chances to hit a rising 

shot, and when he's closer to the net and baseline, putting the correct spin on a ball is 

necessary. His analysis continues: from a more forward position, he returns the ball 

faster, so inventiveness (power of ideas) when reacting in an instant is also necessary. 

(I guess this means he's also exercising his brain.) He thinks he needs a fixed time to 

come up with good ideas, so his position is also for that purpose (apparently he's 

training his brain to require less time to come up with ideas and make decisions), and in 

the end, it means he can move faster. Inventiveness isn't acquired in a day, but he 

understands what he has to have in order to make his goal concrete. It's not enough just 

"looking at the match in front of him." By experiencing the "best level," his own 

deficiencies became visible for the first time (I guess compared to before when he 

thought he was doing everything he had to), so he's better able to see what's in front of 

him. 

 

After practice, Ei-chan reviews his notes and mutters to himself that he'll also apply this 

basic training to his serves and strokes...and he might have to increase muscle and 

upper-body training and short-range dashes to improve his instantaneous power... 

Yukichi smiles at seeing the absorbed and motivated Ei-chan. 

 

As Ei-chan puts away his notebook, Coach Aoi brings the two grade-schoolers over 

because they want to try hitting some balls with a pro, so Ei-chan's already doing his bit 

to inspire the next generation of Japanese tennis players. Coach Aoi apologizes since 

Ei-chan's tired but requests Ei-chan to agree. Ei-chan does, so Coach Aoi instructs the 

boys to warm up, so they run off. 

 

Yukichi comments that Ei-chan seems more and more like a pro. He asks Ei-chan about 

his plans. Ei-chan replies that he intends to take part in the next Challenger in Japan. 

He'd actually wanted to get results in Futures first, but his campaign funds are limited 

and he's considering rapidly taking part in lower-tour tournaments where he can, so he's 

going for the next lower tour (Futures or Challenger) that will be held in Japan—which 

turns out to be the Keiryou Challenger, which Yukichi's university is organizing (Keiryou 

seems to be a made-up name, so it's probably the name of Yukichi's university). 

According to Coach Aoi, it's a high-level tournament where players can get lots of points, 

the environment is good, and the tournament management is reliable, so veterans 

gather there every year with participants even among players ranked in the world's 100s. 

Naturally even Japan's top players also participate. It's a gateway to success for up-

and-coming players trying to break into the world tour—so it's one that Ei-chan has to 



win if he has his sights on the top of the world. End of chapter. 

 

The blurb says "The First Step to the World! Attempting a Challenger!" The title for the 

next chapter is "Potential." 

 

Ch. 392 

So Ei-chan hadn't seen Natchan in 11 days—which confirms the speculation that they're 

seeing each other, even if it's not been shown. Natchan got into Georgia University, and 

has been taking part in pro tournaments in Japan, while classes haven't started yet. She 

made it to the Best 4 in her latest tournament. Unfortunately, she's scheduled to leave 

for the States on the same day the finals of the Keiryou Challenger will be held. 

Oobayashi and Yukichi greet Ei-chan at the tournament. Wang Wei is also participating 

in the Keiryou Challenger; he's the No.1 seed in the qualification rounds. It sounds like 

Yukichi is in as a wildcard on the university's recommendation; he was saying he'd 

gotten stronger what with practice in the university and serving as Ei-chan's hitting 

partner. Oobayashi has been hearing about Ei-chan's training and asks about it. Ei-chan 

passes his latest notebook to Oobayashi, telling him his training menu is in the second 

half. Oobayashi flips through the pages and stops at one that says "The Shortest Route 

to the Grand Slams" and is surprised especially since it projects getting to the Grand 

Slam in 3 years, but he says he thinks Ei-chan might be able to do it. Wang Wei asks 

Ei-chan to be his practice partner. Oh, Ei-chan's opponent for 1R of the qualifiers is that 

Australian, Alber Kristoff, from Ei-chan's first Futures. HO-KAY! A chance for Revenge!!! 

And Ei-chan thinks so too! 

 

Details to follow...much later. I think I'll wait for the RAWs. 

= = = 

So the chapter opens with Ei-chan continuing his training at STC: 2-on-1 with Coach Aoi 

and Yukichi, receiving practice, and so on. According to Ei-chan, the Keiryou Challenger 

is a month and a half away. There are no tournaments in Japan that he can participate 

in until then. He's also limited by the cost of an overseas campaign. However, he's able 

to train thoroughly enough to think through his regimen with his sights on the world 

pinnacle. He has grasped just how far off that is, but he's happy with the knowledge. 

 

As he exits STC after another day of training, he's hailed by Natchan. A blushing Ei-

chan clenches his fist, thinking it's Natchan in the flesh after 11 days. She got into 

Georgia University, but she's in Japan until the enrollment period, taking part in what pro 

tournaments she can. As the two walk hand in hand, Ei-chan congratulates her on 



making the Best 4 in the Ibaraki Open. She thanks him. Ei-chan notes she's been 

racking up points. Natchan replies she still has a long way to go. Ei-chan thinks the 

periods when they aren't able to see each other have been getting longer, like a 

rehearsal. Natchan says she'll focus on US tournaments while she's studying abroad. 

Ei-chan comments that there are lots of high-level competitions there. Natchan notes 

that Ei-chan's competition will finally be held next week. Ei-chan confirms this and adds 

that it's his first competition in a long time and that the final is scheduled right on the day 

Natchan leaves for the States. Natchan turns pouty, saying she knows and she won't be 

able to watch Ei-chan's victory. Neither of them mention they're already feeling lonely, 

because they'd accumulated a lot of resolutions. 

 

Scene switch. It's now the middle of August and the first day of the qualification rounds 

for the Keiryou Challenger. Ei-chan thinks it's been a long time since he's been so 

improved from physical rebuilding to adjustment in a single competition, so he's feeling 

a bit nervous. He thinks the nervousness comes from his standpoint that it's the first 

step of his attempt (for the top), his first Challenger. 

 

As the name says, the Keiryou Challenger is hosted by Keiryou University. One of its 

characteristics is that students do most of the management. After Ei-chan registers, he's 

greeted by Yukichi and Oobayashi (who's apparently staff). Oobayashi asks Ei-chan 

how he is. Ei-chan replies he feels good and the atmosphere of the tournament is also 

good. Oobayashi comments that Fukazawa (Yukichi) also managed to make it to the 

qualifiers as a wildcard. Wildcards in the Keiryou Challenger are in two categories: 

ordinary and Keiryou-affiliated players (like how Ei-chan got to play in the Bradenton 

because of his IMG affiliation). Yukichi adds that it seems he's gotten slightly stronger 

due to training at the university, plus his helping out with Ei-chan's training. Oobayashi 

grabs Yukichi, complaining that Yukichi often says that but refuses to share what sort of 

training Ei-chan does. So he asks Ei-chan if Ei-chan would share his training program. 

Replying that he can show his notes, Ei-chan pulls out his latest notebook. 

 

Right then, Wang Wei walks by, recognizes Ei-chan, and hails him. Ei-chan 

acknowledges Wang Wei, comments that it's been a while, and welcomes him to Japan 

all apparently in English. Oobayashi recognizes Wei's name as that of the No.1 seed in 

the qualifiers, and Yukichi asks if Wei is an acquaintance of Ei-chan. Wei agrees that it 

has been a while also in English. Ei-chan explains in Japanese that Wei had often 

helped Ei-chan when Ei-chan was having difficulties in Futures overseas. Wei asks in 

English if he can rely on Ei-chan for practice after this, and Ei-chan agrees, also in 



English. (This shows Ei-chan's gotten used to switching languages and using English.) 

 

Ei-chan offers his latest notebook to Oobayashi, explaining his training program is in the 

latter half. Oobayashi flips through the pages, commenting that it's as neat as ever. 

Then he stops on a page about "The Shortest Route to the Grand Slams" (and reads 

the title aloud; it's in Japanese), which lays out Ei-chan's analysis that participation in 

the qualifiers of a Grand Slam seems to require a world standing in the lower half (close 

to the 100s) of the 200s. A world rank of 230 requires a little over 200 points. A straight-

in to the main draw requires a ranking of below 100, which is around 600 points. 

According to Ei-chan's calculations, if he wins the Challenger, he'll pick up 100 points, 

bringing his count to 104 points and raising his ranking to the upper 400s. Then if he 

finishes second (or better) in an ATP 250 tournament, that would be another 150 points, 

bringing his count to 254 points and raising his ranking to the 200s. Or he could win 3 

Challengers. Anyhow, he needs over 200 points. 

 

Blushing furiously, Ei-chan reaches out, saying that's not it (his training program). 

Oobayashi continues to marvel at Ei-chan's analysis. Ei-chan argues that it's only based 

on the points system, and he simply tried writing out the process if he were to win it all. 

Yukichi counters that Ei-chan is seriously aiming for it. When Ei-chan confirms this, 

Oobayashi (because he refers to Ei-chan as Maruo-kun, not Aniki) replies that he thinks 

Ei-chan might be able to do it in 3 years. (Wei was there the whole time, but who knows 

how much he understood, at the very least maybe "Grand Slam.") 

 

Some time later, Ei-chan thinks the qualifiers has a draw of 32 players, of which only 4 

will proceed to the main draw. In other words, if he wins 3 rounds, it's the main draw. If 

he makes it to the main draw and wins, his world ranking won't just rise to the 400s, but 

it seems his Japan ranking will rise to below 20. If that happens, it seems he'll get into 

the national B team. If that happens, he'll be able to do more enhanced training and to 

appeal to sponsors, and his prospects for competing internationally would look brighter. 

Furthermore, getting into the national team, a World Tour debut, and the Grand Slams! 

Within him, they're all connected in a straight line to the match before him. It's his 

strongest motivation after turning pro! Plus, his opponent in 1R is Arber Christophe, 

whom he'd lost to in his first Australian Futures. 

 

Arber comments that today they're on Ei-chan's home ground. Ei-chan agrees and adds 

that he's looking forward to playing against Arber. Ei-chan remembers that the wind at 

the location hadn't been the only reason he'd been beaten. Arber's strong forehand, 



variety of tactics, and the self-judging system...ultimately, Ei-chan had lost in total ability. 

But today, they're on Ei-chan's home ground, the weather is fine, and both Ei-chan's 

mind and body are prepared. 

 

Natchan arrives to watch the match. As the start of the 3-set match is announced with 

Ei-chan's service, Ei-chan thinks it (apparently of his attempt to make it to the world 

stage) starts with this revenge. Ei-chan serves wide. After Arber returns it, Arber notes 

that Ei-chan's power has increased and wonders whether Ei-chan's stability continues 

to be strong or not. Ei-chan chases the ball, concentrating on a fast response and fast 

movement. However, the shot doesn't go where he expected, so he has to back up. He 

returns the ball, and Arber responds with a strong shot. Then Arber's shocked to see Ei-

chan perfectly placed to return the ball. As Ei-chan swings back, he thinks "This is it!" 

End of chapter. 

 

The blurb for the next chapter says "Will the results of his training be revealed?!!" The 

next chapter will have a color page plus a report on the live-action adaptation with 5 

color pages. The title of the next chapter is "Aim." 

 

Ch. 393 

Reacting quickly to Alber's return ball, Ei-chan swings back and sends the ball down the 

line. Unfortunately, it goes out (see pic 1, page 1 on mangakansou): 0-15. Ei-chan and 

Natchan are surprised. Alber's somewhat puzzled by what that was just now. As Ei-

chan goes to the serve position, he thinks he'd carelessly been focused on reacting and 

accelerating fast the way he had during training that he'd ended up too close to the ball. 

His timing had been thrown off, but he had time to spare... If he's able to get the timing 

right... 

 

Ei-chan sends his next serve wide. Alber returns it with a backhand. Once again, Ei-

chan's quickly in position to return it, causing Alber to freeze (see pic 2, page 1 on 

mangakansou). Ei-chan hits a forehand crosscourt, which Alber manages to return. But 

Ei-chan thinks he'd completely thrown off Alber's posture. Putting away the ball with 

another forehand crosscourt, he decides: "Yes! This is it." 15-15. 

 

Oobayashi comments that Ei-chan's in good shape from the start. On hearing that, 

Yukichi stares at Oobayashi blankly, puzzling Oobayashi. 

 

Alber thinks it's a matter of milliseconds, but Ei-chan has a fairly long time to hit the ball. 



Because of that, Alber can't at all anticipate the course of the ball, which he'd normally 

be able to do to a certain extent from the flow of the shots. He concludes he simply has 

to bring on a development that will deny Ei-chan that time. 

 

Ei-chan serves to the center. Alber cuts in on the ball to return it with his forehand. 

Noting this, Ei-chan remembers that when Alber aims with his strong forehand, over half 

of the time Alber hits a cross, so Ei-chan decides to be slightly more on the lookout for a 

cross. He tilts his center of gravity toward his right leg. Alber sends the ball crosscourt 

as Ei-chan predicted. Ei-chan thinks "Here it is! A correct first step... Accelerate! Ease 

off the power and time the deceleration well..." Alber's shocked: "Again...!" Ei-chan 

thinks it's the same rhythm he'd practiced. He takes the point with a forehand 

crosscourt: 30-15. Ei-chan notes it doesn't mean he'd added explosive power in the one 

month, but...this is the result of paying attention to getting to the hitting position fast. 

 

Oobayashi comments that if Ei-chan keeps this up, Ei-chan might be able to win. 

Yukichi points out that it's not just that, but isn't this kinda awesome. Oobayashi replies 

that they still can't tell, as expected, since Ei-chan's opponent is higher ranked. 

 

Ei-chan decides that first, he won't give up the advantage of his serve, and then he'll get 

to the hitting position fast. Playing that way, he puts away the ball with a backhand 

down the line: 40-15. Play continues. Ei-chan thinks that when he's able to do this 

perfectly, his opponent's motion will stop for an instant. Alber freezes. Then Ei-chan 

calmly hits a drop shot. Alber barely moves at all and Ei-chan holds his serve: "Game, 

Maruo. 1-0, first set" (see pic 3, page 1 on mangakansou). 

 

During change court, Ei-chan thinks he couldn't tell because he'd been practicing 2-on-1, 

but this might be good. 

 

Alber sets up to serve, thinking that if it will be difficult to break, he'll definitely hold his 

serve. Ei-chan remembers he'd practiced with an eye to the serves of the world's best, 

so he ought to be confident of his returns. The instant Alber tosses the ball, Ei-chan 

takes a step forward, surprising Alber. The serve is to the center. Ei-chan returns it with 

a strong backhand crosscourt. Alber manages to return it, but he notes that Ei-chan's 

gotten skillful, using a backhand to dispose of a high ball. Then next moment...Ei-chan 

cuts in on Alber's slightly weak return ball. Seeing that, Alber gasps and freezes as he 

considers Ei-chan's possible shots: "Hey... Wait a second..." (see pic 1, page 2 on 

mangakansou). 



 

Ei-chan hits a straight to take the point: 0-15. He believes that if he can do this in his 

return games, this match will go well. Alber's shocked. 

 

Yukichi continues his conversation with Oobayashi, telling him that because he'd 

partnered Ei-chan during Ei-chan's training, he can tell (who'll win). He points out that 

because Ei-chan's opponent's reactions and balls are slower than Ei-chan's 

"assumptions," Ei-chan's currently playing while matching those. Yukichi adds that it's 

the start of the match and it gives that impression because Ei-chan is taking points. 

However, Ei-chan should still have more scope to move and attack within him. 

 

Play continues with Ei-chan taking the next point: 0-30. Oobayashi can't believe his 

eyes: "No way? Was Maruo-kun this strong?" Yukichi replies that Ei-chan had struggled 

in the first half of the year since he wasn't used to playing in matches overseas and to 

the living environment, so he hadn't produced results. However, even when Ei-chan's 

vision had been clouded, he'd continued to progress through trial-and-error. When he 

lost, he'd train; if that also didn't produce results, he'd redo it and repeat. That's why 

when his vision cleared and they noticed, something surprising had taken place. 

 

While they were talking, Ei-chan hits another winner: 0-40. And then a shot of his goes 

into the net: 15-40. 

 

Ei-chan moves his defensive position forward, closer to the baseline (see pic 2, page 2 

on mangakansou). Yukichi points out the change and explains that if Ei-chan's forward, 

developments speed up, but Ei-chan had decided it would work. However, Yukichi adds 

that it probably still doesn't mean Ei-chan is playing at full throttle. Where Ei-chan is 

playing now is actually Ei-chan's ideal defensive position. Even though Ei-chan can get 

points from farther back, it looks like he's daring to play in his ideal position. Obayashi: 

"That means, in other words..." Yukichi continues: "I think he's already trying to go for 

the kill" (see pic 3, page 2 on mangakansou). Then Ei-chan puts the ball away with a 

forehand down the line to suddenly break Alber's serve: "Game, Maruo. 2-0, first set." 

Ei-chan: "Yeah!" End of chapter. 

 

The title of the next chapter is "Intention." I expect it will start with "Game, Maruo. 2-0, 

first set." 

= = = 



WHOA! Alber looks totally outclassed! All of Ei-chan's points were winners. The only 2 

points he gave up were due to his own errors rather than Alber's efforts. And with Ei-

chan going for the kill this early, he might even win 6-0, 6-0. Or maybe 6-0, 6-1 if Ei-

chan takes this time to experiment with strategy. 

 

I added a couple of details to the summary: the one point he gave up during Alber's 

serve and the last announcement of the score for the first set. Oh, the teaser blurb says: 

"Heading for a General Offensive Immediately After the Start!?" 

 

Ch. 394 

Ei-chan wins 6-3, 6-4 over Alber because he persisted in playing in his ideal defense 

position. The next day in 2R, he defeats the qualifying round 2nd seed, Kawagoe (JTA 

17, world rank 427) 6-4, 3-6, 6-2. Then the next day in 3R, he defeats an Italian, Appia 

(world rank 780) 6-3, 6-2. Details to follow. But as usual, Ei-chan doesn't take things 

easy. 

= = = 

Okay, so the chapter starts with Ei-chan's next service. He sends his serve to the center, 

and Alber returns it (see pic 1, page 1 on mangakansou). On the attack, Ei-chan thinks 

that when he's forward, movement is fast...if this place (forward) is his main 

battleground in order to play in the Grand Slams, then he'll continue producing results 

here! 

 

Alber curses silently. Even under normal circumstances, developments are fast, but 

even more when Ei-chan's defensive position is forward. Alber thinks his response lags 

and whatever he does revolves around his opponent... Ei-chan takes the point with a 

forehand crosscourt: 15-0. 

 

Alber thinks Ei-chan is clearly different from the last time Alber had competed against 

him. Then he clarifies his thought: Since that time, Ei-chan's gotten a promptness of 

response...uncompromising mental strength (at this point, Alber's shot goes out)...and 

an unfathomable fearsomeness (Ei-chan volleys and puts away the ball)...even 

so...what happened...in just 7 months?! (see pic 2, page 1 on mangakansou) 

 

Play continues. In the end, Alber's shot goes out and Ei-chan takes the first set 6-3. Ei-

chan immediately starts scribbling in his notebook. He thinks that Alber's tennis with its 

diverse attacks have become monotonous because Alber can only rely on his strong 

forehand to get through the fast developments. However, this tennis is also extremely 



exhausting for him, so if he's to play even in the main draw, he wants to bring it to an 

end even if it's just a little sooner. 

 

Time is called and the second set starts with Alber's serve. Alber thinks it's no joke and 

he'll be damned if he'll be beaten like this. He sends his serve wide, and Ei-chan returns 

it. Then Alber moves a step back to cope with the speed of the developments. Seeing 

that, Ei-chan hits a forehand cross with an arching spin. Alber thinks that this time it's a 

slow ball but with a strong spin! Ei-chan goes to the net. Alber thinks it's again 

deep...and notes that Ei-chan has come forward while Alber hadn't yet adjusted his 

posture. Alber's pride is pricked and he mentally bawls out Ei-chan since Alber has 

already been going around the lower tour for 2 years. He hits a straight that gets past 

Ei-chan to take the point (see pic 3, page 1 on mangakansou). 

 

Ei-chan thinks Alber was able to put away the ball in a way that Alber hadn't up to now. 

He concludes that Alber is starting to cope with Ei-chan's defensive position. He fixes 

his gut strings and exhales. He notes that he too can move back a step, and if Alber's 

timing is thrown off by that, it might disturb Alber. However, that would trick Alber only 

temporarily. If Ei-chan moves back, then it will produce a hope in Alber of "I can move 

my opponent back." Should that happen, Ei-chan would realize that he'd "run away." 

Then he won't be able to win after this! 

 

Play continues with Alber serving wide. Ei-chan returns it with a backhand, thinking that 

even if this position is difficult, he'll find victory with this defensive position. However, 

Alber takes the point with a backhand. Ei-chan notes that even he has to produce ideas 

fast while moving fast, when he is forward. For that purpose, what's necessary, no 

matter what, are the experience and data he can get while continuing to play in that 

position. 

 

During the second set, both players hold their very first service games. Ei-chan thinks 

that often with even one ball, he accumulates countermeasures for every situation, so 

that he can instantly choose the best strategy among what's possible. By piling up those 

successes and failures... 

 

Both sides continue to hold and the second set enters its 7th game. Alber hits a drop 

shot. By concentrating and watching Alber closely, Ei-chan is able to anticipate the shot, 

chase the ball, and put it away (see pic 4, page 1 on mangakansou), thinking that by 

building up his ideas, he expedites the time he comes upon an idea. Yukichi exclaims 



that Ei-chan finally broke Alber's serve. Ei-chan's thought continues that if he doesn't 

have more effective ideas, then he'll continue to examine his ideas. If he can't 

accurately hit stronger shots, then he'll continue to pursue that goal. This way, he'll be 

able to win reliably rather than pursue immediate victory! He'll believe that, wrap his 

mind fully around it, and move fast! If he wants to win internationally as a pro, if he really 

wants to win at that level, he can only continue doing this! (see pic 1, page 2 on 

mangakansou) 

 

Finally, Ei-chan wins the match with a forehand countercross (cross in the opposite 

direction?) for a score of 6-3, 6-4. After the match, the two players shake hands. As 

Alber leaves, he wonders if it was a matter of it/him having been the thing/guy up to now. 

(It's not clear if he means Ei-chan or his play style, like he/it has always been that way.) 

 

Oobayashi comments that Ei-chan had made it to the Best 4 of the All Japan 

Championship, which is said to be Challenger level. Yukichi insists Ei-chan has reliably 

gotten stronger since then. Then Wang Wei is shown turning away, apparently having 

watched Ei-chan's match. A happy Ei-chan goes to Natchan. With the decisive victory, 

Ei-chan regains his touch. In 2R the next day, he goes up against the second seed in 

the qualifiers: the 28-year-old Kawagoe Arata, rank 17, world rank 427, and defeats him 

6-4, 3-6, 6-2. And in the next day, in the final round of the qualifiers, he goes up against 

the 22-year-old Italian, Appia, world rank 780, and defeats him 6-3, 6-2. From no-seed, 

he finishes in the spotlight of the main draw. With the 3 wins in the qualifiers, Ei-chan 

had realized an evolution he hadn't experienced up to now. End of chapter. 

 

The title of the next chapter is "Challenger Main Event." 

 

Ch. 395 

So the chapter opens with Oobayashi putting up the results of the qualification rounds. 

A senpai of his calls out to him, noting that Ei-chan, whom Oobayashi is so proud of 

never having lost to, made it to the main draw. Oobayashi protests, asking his senpai 

not to make fun of him. The senpai says he'd thought Ei-chan's making it to the Best 4 

in the All Japan Championship might have been a fluke because he hadn't heard much 

about Ei-chan after that, but Ei-chan might really be strong. Oobayashi objects to the 

"might," asking if his senpai hasn't watched Ei-chan's matches. Oobayashi adds he 

thinks the senpai would understand Oobayashi's pride if the senpai had seen Ei-chan 

play. Then Oobayashi and the senpai tell Yukichi not to mind it. Crying over his loss in 

2R of the qualifiers, Yukichi replies he's fine. 



 

Ei-chan messages Natchan, telling her he'd made it through to the main draw. Hailing 

him, Wang Wei goes up to Ei-chan who reciprocates the greeting. Wei notes that Ei-

chan has also made it through the qualifiers. Ei-chan congratulates Wei, who replies 

that his match had ended sooner, so he'd watched Ei-chan's. Wei comments that Ei-

chan's tennis has changed and asks if something happened (see pic 1, page 1 on 

mangakansou). Ei-chan wonders at the question because Wei usually doesn't ask about 

people. 

 

Ei-chan explains that this year he'd gone to Wimbledon for the first time and had gotten 

motivated, which might have been beneficial. Wei assumes Ei-chan hadn't meant he'd 

competed in Wimbledon, and marvels aloud that Ei-chan has the luxury of watching 

Wimbledon during this time when he's working the circuit of the lower tournaments. Ei-

chan argues that he'd barely scraped up the funds to go—just like other players in the 

lower tournaments. When Wei remains silent, Ei-chan asks if this is wrong. Wei replies 

he's being supporting financially by Shanghai City, so he isn't needy. Ei-chan's amazed 

since that basically means Wei is state-sponsored. He adds that he's also aiming for 

that, explaining that if a player isn't on the national team, he can't be supported by the 

state. 

 

Wei argues that even if he wanted to go to Wimbledon, he probably couldn't have. Ei-

chan asks why when Wei had funds. Wei explains that he doesn't have anyone around 

him who would approve of using the funds that way. The city is investing in him. Due to 

that, he can get subsidies not just for his campaign expenses, but also to live with his 

family in Shanghai, even though they come from a farming village. The city chooses the 

tournaments he enters, and he doesn't have the right to freely use his prize money or 

his contract money. 

 

Ei-chan thinks to himself that Wei has a lot of support, but in return it means the 

sponsors are influential. Wei adds that he wants to quickly become so strong that he 

can live even without anyone's support. Ei-chan marvels at Wei's spirit of self-reliance, 

but for himself, he believes that the many people who have supported him seem to have 

become his strength. 

 

Wei comments that the conversation had strayed, and turns it back where he'd intended, 

telling Ei-chan there's one more thing he wanted to ask: who's that Japanese guy? Wei 

points at Okada, explaining that when he'd watched him earlier, that player had hit 



nothing but rising shots at the baseline, and it was Wei's first time seeing such a thing. 

During all this, Okada's fanning himself and complaining about the heat (see pic 2, page 

1 on mangakansou). The text explains that the 18-year-old Okada had made it to the 

main draw and his world ranking is 1,531. 

 

Wei asks if Ei-chan is also aiming for that sort of style. Ei-chan replies it's kinda different, 

but thinks to himself that Okada's tennis might serve as a reference for his current self. 

He identifies Okada and describes him as a magnificent player. Okada overhears this 

and is surprised that he isn't being insulted. 

 

Right then Pete hails Ei-chan: "Hey, hey! Maruo! Long time no see!! How's life?" Ei-

chan recognizes Pete and Krishna (see pic 3, page 1 on mangakansou). Pete says they 

came to practice today in preparation for tomorrow. Krishna adds that it's his first time in 

Tokyo. Ei-chan comments that he'd thought he'd be able to meet them if they were 

participating in the main draw, and he's happy to be able to see them in Japan. Wei 

wonders if Ei-chan is acquainted with Krishna, who notices Wei and they acknowledge 

each other. Ei-chan asks if they're acquaintances. Krishna explains that at 16, Wei is a 

year younger than him and they're the same generation as juniors, and also that he'd 

often seen him in international competitions, and they'd gone up against each other 

several times. Krishna tells Wei that Ei-chan was his roommate in IMG, which Wei 

recognizes as the Florida academy. Krishna and Wei shake hands. 

 

Krishna tells Ei-chan he'd watched Ei-chan's match, and his impression was "Maruo had 

turned out this way after all?" Ei-chan asks what that means. Pete explains it means 

they know Ei-chan's fearsomeness, and their coming this morning was also for the 

purpose of monitoring Ei-chan (in addition to going there to practice). Ei-chan protests 

that compared to theirs, his accomplishments fall way short. But he adds that he's 

working hard. Krishna counters that it's because Pete racked up quite a lot of points in 

Futures, after he lost to Ei-chan. Pete argues that he's still no match for Krishna, who'd 

recently finished as the runner-up in a Challenger. 

 

Ei-chan comments that Krishna had been able to take part in the Wimbledon qualifiers. 

Krishna notes that Ei-chan had also registered for them. He says he'd been surprised 

when he saw (Ei-chan's name). Wei is surprised that Ei-chan hadn't just gone to 

Wimbledon but had actually registered—even though there was no way Ei-chan could 

have taken part. He apparently thinks Ei-chan just barely made the line for participating 

even in this Challenger. Ei-chan laughs it off, explaining that he'd thought registering 



was significant. Wei thinks that the more he learns about Ei-chan, the more he doesn't 

understand him. The lively conversation between Ei-chan and company continues. 

Okada notices this and wonders if Ei-chan had had that many friends, plus Ei-chan 

seems to be getting on that well with foreign veteran players. 

 

Scene switch. While Watanabe walks to a court, Yoshimichi hails him, saying it's been a 

while and asking whether Watanabe was going to practice (see pic 1, page 2 on 

mangakansou). Watanabe confirms this. Yoshimichi asks after Watanabe's condition. At 

Watanabe's low-key answer, Yoshimichi comments that Watanabe is phlegmatic as 

usual. He asks how Wimbledon was. Watanabe replies that it'd been a good experience, 

though he'd rather wanted to make it to the main draw. Yoshimichi comments that 

Watanabe had been attempting the Grand Slam for 3 years now. Then he reminds 

Watanabe that Watanabe had said this year Maruo-kun had been with them—the 

Maruo-kun he'd forfeited to in the All Japan because of an injury. Watanabe confirms 

this and adds that Ei-chan seemed to have enjoyed himself. Changing the subject, he 

asks whether Yoshimichi's injury was fine now. Yoshimichi replies that he's being told 

not to overdo, prompting Watanabe conclude it's not yet healed. Yoshimichi reveals he 

was kidding, pointing out that he couldn't have kept his ranking if his condition was dire. 

Irked, Watanabe tells him to leave off such jokes since the Davis Cup is coming up. 

Yoshimichi apologizes, but points out that if it would cause trouble for the national team, 

he would duly report it. 

 

Yoshimichi notes that he's already 30 years old, and he's finally at a point where he's a 

success, both individually and as a national team member. He's completely cured and 

his tuning is flawless because he'd come this far while practicing cautiously. He argues 

that in this local tournament where Ike and Monma aren't taking part, they have an 

advantage. The national team members have to win. Watanabe agrees, thinking that he 

(probably Watanabe) was the runner-up last year and he needs better results than that 

to defend his points (see pic 2, page 2 on mangakansou). Watanabe thinks he 

absolutely can't lose in order to continue competing as a national team member and in 

order to make another attempt at Wimbledon. 

 

Ei-chan arrives home, thinking he was able to get through the qualifiers and he's glad to 

have been able to hit a few balls with Krishna and Pete. However, for it to turn out that 

his first round will be against Wei... (see pic 3, page 2 on mangakansou) Scribbling in 

his notebook, he thinks he'd gone up against Wei in the 1R of the Thai Futures. 

Unusually among pros, Wei has less power than Ei-chan, but his technique 



considerably high. Furthermore, he has advanced from a world ranking of 774 then to 

310 now. He lacks power, but if he's pushed using power, he uses that and 

counterattacks. That's why the way to fight him, first of all, is with strategy and footwork, 

not power. Ei-chan plans to attempt to use his way of fighting, which had worked in the 

qualifiers, and see how far he can go in the main draw. Wei had left behind strong 

results in Futures overseas. That's a wall Ei-chan hadn't been able to overcome when 

he went abroad. Ei-chan decides he'll show (Wei or other people or himself?) that he'll 

overcome it. End of chapter. 

 

The title of the next chapter is "Necessity." 

= = = 

Additions and corrections to the summary: everyone who made it through the prelims 

are familiar names: Ei-chan, Wei, Okada, and David Miller. Pete notes that Ei-chan's 

been working hard on his English. Wei doesn't ask if Ei-chan is acquainted with Krishna; 

he'd just wondered silently to himself. 

 

In the part where Watanabe thinks he has to defend his points, the text explains 

"defend" means maintaining his points, and that points are valid for 1 year (52 weeks) 

and if he doesn't improve on his results in the same tournament as a year ago, the odds 

are high that his ranking will deteriorate. 

 

Ei-chan's line of likely opponents: Wang Wei (world rank: 310), 1R; Aleksandr Kirilenko 

(4th seed, world rank: 137), 2R; Yoshimichi Daiki (7th seed, world rank: 178), QF; 

Vittorio Storace (2nd seed, world rank: 121), SF; Tim Williams (1st seed, world rank: 97), 

F. Assuming Pete doesn't pull off an upset, it's only if Watanabe beats Storace that 

Watanabe might go up against Ei-chan in SF. Krishna would have to defeat Williams 

first to get to the finals. 

 

The next chapter will have a color page and more pages than usual. The teaser blurb 

says "Ei-chan's Summer Has Come! 

 

Ch. 396 

So the chapter opens on the first day of the Challenger main draw with Ei-chan and 

Coach Aoi on a train, heading to the venue. Ei-chan's reading a tennis magazine (see 

pic 1, page 1 on mangakansou). Coach Aoi notes it's a special feature on Liu Jie, who's 

currently among the Top 20 in the world. It's a fairly old article, so Aoi asks why Ei-

chan's reading it now. Ei-chan explains he thinks it might serve as a reference because 



Wang Wei (his 1R opponent) had spoken a bit about himself yesterday. Wei's 

hometown is in the outskirts of a large city in China and he's now receiving support from 

Shanghai. And Ei-chan had remembered that the article said Liu Jie had a similar 

history. 

 

Aoi comments he'd heard that promising Chinese athletes receive quite a lot of financial 

assistance. But that's probably tough because it naturally can put a lot of pressure too. 

Ei-chan wonders if Wei had also implied that. Aoi adds that China is rapidly developing, 

and as a result, there seems to be a big difference between the rich and poor, and the 

urban areas and the suburbs outside those. If Wei's talent was discovered, and he's 

crawled up to competing here...he probably has a strength they can't comprehend. Ei-

chan remembers Wei's words about wanting to become self-reliant. 

 

Scene switch to Wei taking a meal and thinking, "Wimbledon, huh...Then is that the 

reason he'd chosen that defensive position? ... It's a good thing I asked ahead of time." 

 

Another scene switch. Natchan arrives and joins Aoi, sitting in the bleachers. The 1R of 

the Keiryou Challenger starts. Wei and Ei-chan shake hands, hoping for a good game 

(see pic 2, page 1 on mangakansou). The match begins with Wei's service. 

 

Ei-chan thinks Wei might lack power but is good at using his opponent's power, so a 

simple strong shot is off limits... Wei sends his serve wide. Ei-chan returns it with a 

forehand cross, giving priority to depth over power. Then he shifts to his forward-tending 

defensive position (see pic 3, page 1 on mangakansou). Noting the prompt change, Wei 

returns the ball with a cross. Ei-chan thinks that while Wei is getting started, he's 

accurate, so in a disadvantageous return game, Ei-chan decides to attack before he can 

be attacked! He takes another step forward and hits a straight (see pic 4, page 1 on 

mangakansou). Wei is unable to catch up with the ball: 0-15. Wei notes Ei-chan was 

even more forward from "that position" than during the prelims, and in addition, the 

experience (of playing with Ei-chan?) is different from what it had been up to now. 

 

The game continues with a serve to the center. Wei immediately moves back after 

hitting the serve. Noting the change, Ei-chan decides to jolt Wei with a short cross (see 

pic 5, page 1 on mangakansou), hitting the ball to where he planned. Wei thinks that Ei-

chan can't use much of an angle from the center. Ei-chan notes that Wei is able to catch 

the ball with some leeway. Since the angle was shallow, he wonders if Wei will attack 

suddenly. Wei hits a slow ball deep crosscourt, which Ei-chan observes maintains the 



advantage of Wei's serve. Wei does this while way behind the baseline and it's solid. Ei-

chan considers this Wei's strength: even though Wei is 16, he sees through the critical 

moment calmly. 

 

The rally continues. Ei-chan thinks that when his opponent's defensive position is further 

back, Ei-chan's way of playing will be the same as in the prelims. In this position, Ei-

chan has to devise the best option among what's doable. He hits a fast slice to the 

center and goes to the net, thinking that this way it would be hard to get the ball past 

him on either side. However, Wei gets a winner past Ei-chan's right (see pic 6, page 1 

on mangakansou): 15-15. 

 

Ei-chan thinks Wei got him that time. As he'd thought, at the critical moment, Wei is 

accurate. However, Ei-chan decides to continue this trial. He's confident that even if the 

trial at the start of the match is a failure, it will turn into a hint for discovering how to win. 

 

The next serve is again to the center. Ei-chan returns it with a backhand, thinking the 

first serve is a high probability and the course is good. Wei puts the ball away with a 

backhand cross: 30-15. 

 

The play continues with a rally. Ei-chan quickly reaches the spot where he'll hit the ball 

on the slight chance he'll nail down Wei. Wei freezes momentarily. On preventing Wei 

from counterattacking, Ei-chan goes for a fast attack and takes the point with a forehand 

cross: 30-30. 

 

The play continues with another rally. Wei hits a countercross and goes to the net. Ei-

chan thinks that even though Wei was way behind the baseline, he'd sensed the chance 

and attacked, not letting the chance get away. Ei-chan hits a straight with his backhand, 

but Wei is able to put the ball away with a volley (see pic 1, page 2 on mangakansou): 

40-30. Wei strikes a triumphant pose. In the next rally, Ei-chan's shot goes out the side, 

so Wei holds his serve. 

 

Analyzing his play, Ei-chan thinks that in the first game it might be said he'd attacked 

unreasonably early in his return game and was counterattacked, but if the rallies get 

prolonged, he'll be at a disadvantage while making high-risk attacks. Wei's steadiness 

and strong composure in competitions and his sensibility...this is the tennis that 

elevated him to the world 300s at such a young age. 

 



The next game start. Wei remains in the far-back defensive position. Ei-chan notes 

Wei's choice but thinks he won't let Wei do as Wei likes in Ei-chan's service game. Ei-

chan sends his serve to the center. Wei returns this with a backhand. Ei-chan sets up, 

thinking that in the center, he'll stop his opponent's motion. Once again, Wei freezes 

momentarily. Ei-chan hits a cross with his forehand. Wei runs after the ball, extends his 

arm, and returns the ball. Ei-chan thinks that even if he hits a cross deep while his 

opponent is way back, if his opponent makes it in time, he'll accelerate further to the 

open court once again. Wei runs left and right but barely manages to return the ball. Ei-

chan decides this is one pattern for when his opponent is way behind the baseline (see 

pic 2, page 2 on mangakansou). End of chapter. 

 

The title of the next chapter is "Wang Wei." 

 

Okay, it looks like this match will last at least 3 chapters, probably more. 

 

Ch. 397 

Ei-chan apparently held his serve in a love game. If Wei got any points off Ei-chan it 

wasn't mentioned. With one game per chapter, this really looks like it will be one of the 

more epic matches. Details to follow. 

= = = 

Anyhow, the chapter opens with Ei-chan drawing his racket back for a shot and 

planning to set something up quickly. Wei is watching Ei-chan closely and notices a shift 

in his grip. As Ei-chan hits a drop shot, Wei sprints to the net. Ei-chan thinks that in the 

prelims, the shot would have been a winner, but Wei can get it. Ei-chan also goes 

forward. Wei manages to return the ball, but Ei-chan's in position to volley and takes the 

point: 15-0. (Sounds like Ei-chan deliberately telegraphed his drop shot for exactly this 

sort of development.) 

 

Ei-chan exults over the first point. Both players return to their respective baselines. 

However, Ei-chan thinks he hadn't handed over his advantage but he hadn't been able 

to simply pull it off. After the first point at the start, Wei had immediately shifted his 

position backward, and he'd calmly dealt with even Ei-chan's short cross. And he'd also 

responded to the drop shot just now. Ei-chan considers that to be different from the 

excellence of Ide's intuition; it could be called an extremely sensitive wariness. Wei's 

response was fast because he'd narrowed down his options in advance: 1) he can't 

catch up if a sharp cross to the open court arrives; 2) he'll be in a pinch if a fast ball in 

the opposite direction comes; and 3) the most unexpected (drop ball). In other words, 



Wei has a highly developed ability to imagine the traps that his opponent is likely to set 

up. 

 

As Ei-chan prepares to serve, he considers what to do to surpass that imagination of 

Wei's. He settles on an aggressive serve that he can hit with maximum power: a fastball 

with so much power even Wei can't return it. He serves the ball to the center. Wei's 

return goes into the net: 30-0. 

 

Ei-chan thinks he was able to show he can make a point on Wei even with power. So he 

plans to use this power in his serves with differences in tempo as a key point. He'll apply 

the course to various balls and aim for a probability of over 70%. His next serve is a 

slice that he sends wide. 

 

Wei thinks Ei-chan had put pressure on him with a flat, fastball serve, but next he'd put 

importance on course with a slice that escapes outward. In this short period, he'd 

improved the power, accuracy, and shot mix of his serves. Apart from that...the speed of 

his tempo without a pause for thought...even the timing of his strokes are getting better 

with each ball. 

 

Ei-chan hits a strong shot crosscourt and deep. Wei thinks there's a big difference in 

both Ei-chan's defensive position and tempo since the previous time he'd played against 

him...and yet Ei-chan's fine control is unchanged from before... It's proof he'd learned to 

overcome that even in that short time in between. Ei-chan thinks that with the speed of 

his tempo that surpasses Wei's imagination...he hits winner with a jump shot crosscourt: 

40-0. Ei-chan exults in making a point off Wei using the speed of his tempo, even 

though Wei was keeping a position farther back from the baseline. 

 

Wei wonders if Ei-chan will do that much, then corrects himself: he'd had an unpleasant 

premonition (about Ei-chan) ever since the first time he'd met him. When a player 

whose name he'd never heard of in the juniors suddenly appears, the player generally 

has especially high physical ability and has been successful in another sport. However, 

that's not the case with Ei-chan whose physique is no different from Wei and who 

appeared in the international arena from Japan with crude language skills. Naturally 

he'd bounced off the international barrier, and if he goes to Wimbledon, it should have 

made him realize his (un)suitability for the harsh reality...and yet... (Ei-chan serves to 

the center, and Wei returns it.) Wei's thoughts continue: Acceleration, deceleration, 

timing! Accurate...control! Wei tells himself he has to take it/those on here. 



 

Ei-chan thinks that even though he'd sped up the tempo even further, the point isn't 

decided. Then he notices that Wei has shifted his defensive position half a step 

forward—which means Wei is on the lookout against a short cross and a drop shot. Wei 

thinks Ei-chan should know Wei is on the lookout against a short cross and a drop shot, 

so Wei expects Ei-chan to hit a deep shot at the very least to maintain his advantage. 

Ei-chan does as Wei predicts, and Wei decides to resist here. Ei-chan notes his 

advantage is unchanged but he isn't able to complete his attack. 

 

The rally continues. Ei-chan feels his options are being restricted. Wei notes it's a 

defensive battle, but Ei-chan's tennis has the higher risk, so he concludes it isn't bad. 

Ei-chan thinks it's difficult to surpass Wei with just power and speed of tempo—just 

those aren't enough. So he takes a step forward, thinking he has to overcome Wei's 

strong point, the ability to imagine the opponent's traps. 

 

Seeing Ei-chan's move, Wei expects him to try put the ball away using a rising shot... 

Anticipating Ei-chan will aim for a winner crosscourt, Wei shifts his weight to chase the 

ball. However, Ei-chan hits a slow slice in the opposite direction, surprising Wei. Game, 

Maruo, 1-1. (Yep, it was a love game.) Ei-chan exhales, thinking that it was a slow ball, 

but he'd pulled it off with one shot because he attacked in the reverse of what Wei 

expected. He notes that continuing to come up with such ideas is difficult, though. 

Anyhow, he'd held his serve. 

 

Natchan exhales and comments that it somehow seems Ei-chan and Wei are reading 

each other at a high level. Coach Aoi explains it's because the two are the type who 

compete using strategy. There's a feeling of tension because of the bewildering 

changes in tempo, and it's turning into long rallies. Privately, Aoi thinks Wei is a 

fearsome 16 year old because he hasn't had any errors up to now with this playing style 

that's error-prone. 

 

Wei thinks it doesn't look like he'll be able to break easily. Of course, he also won't let 

that happen. In which case, it will turn into a tight match. He wonders what Ei-chan will 

do when one point will decide the match. If it turns into that sort of match with Ei-chan, 

Wei is confident he won't lose to Ei-chan. End of chapter. 

 

The teaser blurb says "Neither Player Draws Back Even Slightly at the Start! The Match 

Quietly Begins to Shift..." The title of the next chapter is "Insight." 



Ch. 398 

Wei is apparently manipulating Ei-chan to attack the way Wei wants...at least in Ei-

chan's return games. I think Ei-chan has to learn not to take counsel of his fears—to hit 

an angle shot or drop shot even if Wei is on the lookout for those, and to plan two or 

three steps ahead of Wei. However, Ei-chan seems to have another weapon left, one 

he's holding off from using. I wonder, though, how effective it will be when the title of the 

next chapter is "Wang Wei 2." 

 

So in the third game, Wei serves wide and moves back. Coach Aoi thinks this is a 

skillful way of getting a sense of distance from Ei-chan who's trying to play closer to the 

net. Ei-chan returns the ball with a forehand cross, and then Wei hits it down the line. 

Ei-chan gets around the ball and cuts in for a forehand, intending to use a fast tempo 

since Wei had moved back in his serve game. However, as Ei-chan is about to hit the 

ball, he sees Wei take a step forward (see pic 1, page 1 on mangakansou), and he 

changes his mind: if Wei is on the lookout against an angle shot, Ei-chan decides to hit 

the ball deep. He does so, but Wei returns the ball with a backhand down the line (see 

pic 2, page 1 on mangakansou) to take the point: 15-0. Aoi thinks Ei-chan wants to 

proactively challenge Wei with an angle or drop shot, but because Wei senses this and 

doesn't allow Ei-chan to do so, Wei is turning it into his advantage. 

 

Play continues, and Ei-chan wonders if there's anything he can do to break down Wei's 

posture in a return game by deploying a surprise or using rapidity of tempo or power. 

Wei thinks that if it's too much for Ei-chan to attack, then Wei's chances expand by 

making Ei-chan run and making him hit (balls the way Wei wants). Wei sends a ball to 

the open court (see pic 3, page 1 on mangakansou). Ei-chan thinks he's risking the 

match on a point where he'll break Wei, and he wants to steal the advantage. Again, 

Wei hits a ball that makes Ei-chan run. Ei-chan returns it with a strong backhand, 

thinking "This is it...!" Unfortunately, it's just barely out: 30-0. Aoi thinks that on top of Ei-

chan being made to play an essentially high-risk tennis, he had hit a difficult shot. 

Because Wei lacks power, his way of playing during his service is like an adult's. 

 

Ei-chan takes the next point: 30-15. Then in the next, his shot goes into the net: 40-15. 

It ends with Wei going to the net and putting the ball away with a volley. 

 

Scribbling in his notebook, Ei-chan thinks that his inability to break using the tennis that 

had worked during the prelims means he can't win as things stand. Therefore, he ought 

to have used his next move/trick/technique...But... 



 

Wei thinks that if he carries on until match point the way he has, he feels he can 

completely overwhelm Ei-chan, but...he's worried that Ei-chan is still going to try 

something... 

 

Ei-chan takes position to serve, wondering if Wei intends to move his defensive position 

backward here, but Ei-chan thinks that on his part, he has no reason to do so. During 

his service, Ei-chan's able to continue producing change-of-pace ideas at his defensive 

position, while facing an extremely danger-conscious Wei, and...manages a decisive 

blow... It was a hardship with Wei's sensitivity and the errors due to Ei-chan's high-risk 

tennis, but...with trial and error, he succeeded in defending his advantage and held his 

serve. Game count: 2-2. 

 

Aoi thinks in the start, the two are a good match...it's just that their tennis styles are so 

different they could be said to be in contrast: Wei who plays while being very cautious of 

the evolving Ei-chan vs. Ei-chan who keeps attacking, aiming for an even one-game 

earlier break. For Ei-chan who is moving sooner, it's a point where he wants a one-step 

lead, but... Natchan is also watching with a serious look. 

 

The match continues. Pete calls out: "Hey! Krishna, how's Maruo doing?" Krishna 

replies that it's like Ei-chan's stuck trying to figure out how to break down a wall that 

looks like he can break it but hasn't been able to. However, Krishna has a feeling a big 

development is about to take place anytime now. Game count: 4-5, Wei leading. 

 

The next game is Ei-chan's service. He thinks he'd wanted wanted to break even a bit 

sooner but he hasn't been able to so far. Plus, Wei's mileage (distance traveled) up to 

now is longer since Wei is playing behind the baseline, but Ei-chan's the one having a 

harder time breathing. His tennis has him playing closer to the net, so his mileage is 

shorter but he repeatedly accelerates and decelerates... On the other hand, Wei's 

mileage is longer but because he keeps running at a constant average speed, the 

difference is starting to show... (see pic 1, page 2 on mangakansou) However, Ei-chan 

had been able to anticipate to a certain extent that this would happen. 

 

Flashback to the start of July: Ei-chan's training hard in that forward defensive position. 

Aoi calls for a break. Breathing heavily, Ei-chan sits down and takes off his shoes. Aoi 

comments that the Keiryou Challenger is a month away... He says it's a question of how 

long Ei-chan can use this way of fighting, because Ei-chan can only train in this. He 



notes that even if Ei-chan has begun to fight in the forward defensive position, being 

able to continue it for a number of matches would be quite difficult. So he suggests Ei-

chan bring his matches to an early end or come up with match strategies where he 

doesn't hit using a fast tempo. End of flashback. 

 

Ei-chan takes position to serve, thinking that it was for this sort of time that he'd kept his 

change-of-pace attacks using forehand straights to a minimum up to now today. Wei 

thinks that if Ei-chan still continues his dangerous attack here, if Wei considers things 

normally, Wei should continue as he has... However, this probably won't be that way... 

He notes that Ei-chan has hit extremely few forehand straights up to now...that's still a 

variable that might change the situation when it comes...  

 

Ei-chan thinks Wei, who can take the set if he takes this one (game), has to be setting 

up something. However, it's still Ei-chan's service...and Ei-chan wants to use his 

weapon when it will have maximum effect. He serves to the center. Wei displays a 

prompt response (see pic 2, page 2 on mangakansou). Ei-chan wonders if it's come 

(what he thinks Wei is setting up). End of chapter. 
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